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LIMERICK NUCLEAR PLANT'S

RADIOACTIVE WASTES

THIS REPORT SHOWS WHY
THE BEST SOLUTION IS TO:

CLOSE LIMERICK
AND STOP MAKING DEADLY WASTE

FOR WHICH THERE'S
"NO" SAFE SOLUTION

DETAILED INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT ON EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
SHOWS WHY ALL ARE UNACCEPTABLE UNPRECEDENTED THREATS

TO OUR ENVIORNMENT, PUBLIC HEALTH, AND OUR ECONOMY:

1. "SPENT FUEL" POOLS

2. DRY CASK STORAGE

3. TRANSPORTATION

4. REPROCESSING



WASTE ALREADY PRODUCED NEEDS TO BE STORED ON SITE SAFER

'o Limerick Nuclear Plant's radioactive wastes are a major threat to public safety and the economy.

The more we learn about Limerick's dangerous deadly wastes, the more we see that the only logical
solution is to stop making it.

Without full disclosure or our consent, Limerick turned our region into a
dangerous defacto high-level radioactive waste dump.

LIMERICK -A DEFACTO RADIOACTIVE WASTE DUMP, LIKELY FOREVER.

Limerick's deadly radioactive wastes will remain a threat to human health and the environment for an extraordinary
length of time. They will likely remain on site in our region forever.

Evidence shows there is no safe way to store, transport, or recycle (reprocess) Limerick's high-level radioactive
wastes. All seriously jeopardize our region. These deadly wastes are vulnerable to terrorists attacks causing
unstoppable fires and natural disasters like earthquakes causing loss of water or ability to cool wastes in casks.

All Limerick's deadly high-level radioactive wastes produced since Limerick started operating in
1985, remain on site at Limerick Nuclear Power Plant.
" EPA set a million year health standard for a nuclear dump such as we have in our backyard.
* Most waste is stored in vulnerable jam-packed fuel pools, similar in design to those at Fukushima. Only

Limerick's contain far more waste.
" Now that Limerick fuel pools are full, the high-level radioactive wastes are even being stored above ground in

casks.
" Some radionuclides in Limerick's deceptively named "spent fuel" remain deadly for millions of years, while cask

containers storing wastes above ground are "expected" to last only hundreds of years.

LIMERICK'S RADIOACTIVE WASTES CAN BE TURNED INTO WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION
* A terrorist attack on Limerick's vulnerable fuel pools could result in the radioactive consequences of 100

Hiroshima or Nagasaki bombs.
* The devastating unstoppable fire in the fuel pool at Fukushima shows just what can happen.
* See attached details for estimated impacts.

What happens in the event of a natural disaster, or eventual inevitable leaking as a result of the breakdown
of the materials storing Limerick's deadly radioactive fuel rods?
* We could have an unstoppable fire in the fuel pools like we are witnessing in Japan.
" Ground water and surface water could become so contaminated with radiation, it would be unable to be safely

used.
* How could it possibly be cleaned up? Who will pay to try?

FINANCIAL INJUSTICE
• As ratepayers and taxpayers Exelon expects the public to pay to store Limerick's deadly wastes forever. As part

of a nuclear industry legal settlement against taxpayers over nuclear waste, Exelon received $300 hundred
million of our money until 2010 and $600 million until 2015, just to deal with storing its own waste.

" Exelon avoids liability insurance costs -we could pay over $1 TRILLION in the event of a terrorist attack or
disaster at Limerick.



As long as Limerick continues to operate more of this dangerous and deadly waste will
be produced. For this reason alone, Limerick should be closed, NOT relicensed.

Limerick Nuclear Plant's

Radioactive Fuel Rods Are Among The

DEADLIEST MATERIALS ON EARTH
Estimated Spent Fuel Stored At Limerick

* 1,143 Tons
* 6,203 Total Assemblies

As Long As Limerick Continues To Operate, As Much As

40 TONS More Could Be Produced Every Year

This Deadly Radioactive Waste Makes Limerick

A Ticking Time Bomb
i Limerick's Densely Packed Fuel Pools Are Vulnerable

Most of the deadly radioactive wastes produced since 1985 when Limerick started operating are stored in Limerick's
fuel pools.

Limerick's design is similar to reactors at Fukushima with roof-top fuel pools highly vulnerable to loss of power and
cooling water from an earthquake or other natural disasters, in addition to a variety of attacks by terrorists.

With loss of cooling water, Limerick's fuel rods can heat up, self-ignite, and burn in an unstoppable fire, causing tens
of thousands of deaths up to 500 miles away, according to a 2000 NRC study.

) There is no safe solution for Limerick's Deadly Wastes

1. Storing it on site in casks is also very risky. It jeopardizes our future. Containers are only expected to last 50
years, while waste stays dangerous for hundreds of thousands of years. There is no past history proving rods
will be able to be removed from the casks safely. Attached details explain major corrosion concerns.

2. Transporting this deadly waste puts everyone in our region and along the transportation route at severe risk from

truck and train accidents and/or terrorists attacks. Summary issues attached.

3. Reprocessing is even more of a threat to the environment and public health. See details.



Radioactive Fuel Rods
Are Stored On-Site At Limerick Nuclear Plant

In Pools and Above-Ground Casks

S Limerick's Fuel Rods Are Vulnerable To Fire and Terrorist Attacks.

S Over 1,000 Metric Tons Are Stored On The Limerick Site.
(Enough To Create A Disaster 100 Times Worse Than Hiroshima)

S As Long As Limerick Nuclear Plants Operates, This Dangerous
Deadly Fuel Rod Storage Will Increase.

Experts Warned Spent Fuel Pools Are At High Risk From Loss of Water.
* Spent Fuel Pools Are Vulnerable To Attack - According to a January 2003 study by Dr. Thompson, Director of

the Institute for Resource and Security Studies entitled, "Robust Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel: A Neglected
Issue of Homeland Security".

* Gordon Thompson, an international authority on the issue explained: In the event of a water loss, the spent fuel
rods will "heat up, self-ignite and burn in an unstoppable fire."

* The zirconium cladding can trigger an exothermic reaction and fire, which can burn away the cooling water.

Fuel Rods In Pools At Limerick Risk Loss Of Water From A Fire Because:
" NRC didn't require Limerick to follow the safest fire safety regulations. NRC made a second set of

standards followed by Limerick, determined to be "safe enough". That is not acceptable, given the
consequences of a fire involving Limerick's fuel rods stored in pools.

* The pools are vulnerable to a 9/11 type terrorist attack and fire from jet fuel. NRC is failing to require
Exelon to guard against this type of attack at Limerick.

> We need the most stringent precautions. Dr. Thompson concluded a nuclear fire in the spent fuel pool
(of Indian Point Unit 2) would: Release Enough Cesium-1 37 "To Render About 95,000 Square
Kilometers Of Land Uninhabitable," (covering about 75% of New York. Similar distance would be true here.)

Fuel Rods Stored In Above Ground Casks Are Also At Risk From Fire and Attack.
* NRC is allowing Limerick to remove hot radioactive rods from Limerick's fuel pools far sooner than the 5"-year

cooling pool time, originally required by NRC.
* Casks are also vulnerable to a missile or even fire from fuel from an air strike. Still NRC failed to require Exelon

to guard against this type of attack at Limerick.

Precautionary Action Is Urgently Needed.
A 2000 special report prepared by experts within the NRC and the Sandia National Laboratories
(designated as an official NRC planning regulation in 2001) determined that:

* A Catastrophic Meltdown In The Spent Fuel Pool Of A Nuclear Power Plant Could
Cause Fatal Radiation-Induced Cancer In Thousands Of People As Far As 500
Miles From The Site.



Spent Fuel Pools At High Risk
From Loss of Cooling Water Due To:

1. Earthquake

2. Reactor Failure

3. Leakage

4. Evaporation

5. Explosion Inside or Outside Pool Building

6. Terrorist Acts
Aircraft Impact
Siphoning

/ Pumping
Accidental or Deliberate Drop of Fuel In Transfer

See: Spent Fuel Pools Pose A Danger
Associated Press - March 17, 2011

LIMERICK'S Are PACKED
* Spent Fuel In Pools Contain More Radioactivity Than Reactors
* Spent Fuel Rods Give Off Enough Radiation To Kill People In Seconds
* Pools Are At High Risk From Loss of Water Accidents

If Limerick's Fuel Pools Lose Water, Fuel Rods Can Heat
and Melt Down

" Without Enough Cooling Water, Rods Outer Shell Can Ignite With Enough Force
To Propel Deadly Long-Lived Radioactive Fuel Inside Over A Wide Area

* Radioactive Spent Fuel Rods Are As Dangerous In Spent-Fuel Pools As Fuel Rods
Inside Reactor Vessels, Only Considerably MORE VULNERABLE.

• The Release of Radiation From
Limerick's Fuel Pools Could Render
Our Entire Region Uninhabitable



* Health and Economic Impacts
Of A Terrorist Attack

On Spent Fuel Pools Like Limerick's
Limerick Nuclear Plant is a ticking time bomb. Especially vulnerable to aircraft penetration,
Limerick's fuel pools can be turned into weapons of mass destruction. Still, Exelon has not been
required to spend the money to guard Limerick against terrorist missiles or air strikes.

Large volumes (over 6,000 assemblies-i,000 tons), of Limerick's highly radioactive wastes (spent
fuel rods) - are stored in densely packed fuel pools, elevated five stories above and outside the
reinforced containment structure for the reactor.

Limerick's design is similar to reactors in meltdowns at Fukushima. Roof-top fuel pools are highly
vulnerable to loss of power and cooling water from an earthquake or other natural disasters, in
addition to a variety of attacks by terrorists. With loss of cooling water, Limerick's fuel rods can
heat up, self-ignite, and burn in an unstoppable fire, causing tens of thousands of deaths up to 500
miles away, according to a 2000 NRC study.

A meltdown in a spent fuel pool could cause fatal radiation-induced cancer in
thousands of people as far as 500 miles from the site.

. A 2004 Study by Dr. Edwin Lyman, Senior Scientist at the Union of Concerned Scientists, Concluded:

* As many as 44,000 near-term deaths from acute radiation poisoning
* 518,000 long term deaths from cancer.
* Deaths could occur among people living as far as 60 miles downwind.

A 2003 study by Dr. Frank Von Hippel, Director of Science and Global Security at Princeton University,
concluded that:

* A successful terrorist attack on a spent fuel storage pool could have
consequences "significantly worse than Chernobyl."

* A catastrophic spent fuel fire could release a radiation plume that could
contaminate 8 to 70 times more land than Chernobyl. (Would include the entire Philadelphia
Metropolitan Region).

A January 2003 study by Dr. Gordon Thompson, Director of the Institute for Resource and Security
Studies (entitled "Robust Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel: A Neglected Issue of Homeland Security")
reviewed ways spent fuel pools are vulnerable to attack.

* A nuclear fire in 1 spent fuel would release "render about 95,000 square
kilometers of land uninhabitable," (would cover about 75% of New York State, and
into, segments of NJ and CT.)

Dry cask storage and transport are also very dangerous. It's time to close Limerick and stop producing
Al such deadly waste for which there is no safe solution.



Spent Fuel Fire
Experts Say:

* "A Spent Fuel Fire Can Contaminate
8 To 70 Times More Land Than Chernobyl"

" "Spent Fuel Must Be Seen As
Pre-Deployed Radiological Weapons"

" With Loss of Water, Spent Fuel Rods "Heat Up, Self-Ignite
And Burn in an Unstoppable Fire."

" "Zirconium Cladding - Can Trigger a Reaction and Fire
Which Can Burn Away Cooling Water"

Limerick's "Spent Fuel" Is Deadly

RADIATION DOSE
From 1 YARD AWAY Unshielded (DOE 1st Report)

/ LETHAL DOSE
Less Than 3 Minutes 500 REM

v CANCER, GENETIC DAMAGE - SIGNIFICNT INCREASE
Exposed For 30 seconds 100 REM

EPA Set A MILLION-YEAR Health Standard
For Storage of Nuclear Waste Like That Stored At Limerick



Deadly High Level Radioactive Wastes
Piling Up In Our Backyard In Above Ground Casks

Limerick Nuclear Plant's deadly high-level radioactive wastes have all been stored in a fuel pool
on site since Limerick started operating in 1985.

Pools are overflowing, a very dangerous situation, as we have seen in Fukushima. Since 2008,
Limerick started removing the dangerous wastes from pools to place and store it in cement
casks.

These deadly wastes will likely remain in our backyard forever, posing a serious threats to us
and future generations. EPA set a million year health standard for high-level radioactive
wastes.

We Were Warned By A Nuclear Enqineer, About Design Flaws In Casks For Storing
Limerick's High-Level Radioactive Wastes

NRC admits there were fabrication deficiencies in materials used for Limerick's
canisters and concrete, refuses to call them flaws, and claims they were corrected.

While the company was fined a nominal amount, in years to come, we could find
cask design flaws could lead to a radioactive disaster.

Containers holding these deadly wastes are estimated to safely contain the waste for only 50 years, when the
wastes remain deadly for hundreds of thousands of years. EPA set a million year health standard.

In the case of a natural disaster like an earthquake, there is no proof that this deadly waste will be able to be
removed safely. None have ever been removed after a long period of time.

The earthquake in Virginia proved casks can be jarred and even moved. Casks at a nuclear plant 12 miles away
were moved by the 8-11 earthquake.

There are two faults near Limerick, one nine miles away. the other 17 miles away.

We believe there are issues with Limerick casks that could be a recipe for disaster.
o UNDETECTED CORROSION
o FAULTY CONCRETE - DESIGN FLAWS
o EASY TERRORIST TARGET
o RADIOACTIVE EMISSIONS
o LAX NRC OVERSIGHT AND ENFORCEMENT

CORROSION
Research validates ACE concerns about corrosion of steel storing deadly wastes at Limerick
Nuclear Plant. No one knows how long it will take for nuclear waste storage containers to break
down from corrosion and eventually leak - It is only a matter of time.

How long will it take for steel to corrode that holds high-level radioactive wastes above ground in
our back yard at Limerick Nuclear Plant?



2005 NRC'S OWN STUDY FOUND PROBLEMS WITH CORROSION RATES OF.METALS USED TO STORE NUCLEAR WASTE.

> YET NRC STOPPED THE RESEARCH INSTEAD OF ADDRESSING THE
CORROSIVE STEEL.

Limerick's Independent Fuel Storage Installation was placed in service starting July 21, 2008.

PROVEN CORROSION CONCERNS

* 2006 Testimony to Congress by Public Citizen - Provided evidence of scientific misconduct by NRC
and DOE related to corrosion rates of metals used to store nuclear wastes.

" In 2005 NRC found problems with the corrosion rates of metals used to store nuclear waste, yet
failed to address the corrosion problems.

" Research identifying corrosion problems was stopped, not the use of steel that would corrode.

* 2006 NRC dismissed important evidence identified by ACE related to corrosion of steel planned to hold
Limerick's high level radioactive wastes in above ground casks.

, Every day Limerick adds 324 pounds of toxic chemicals to cooling tower waters. MSDS sheets
identify 10 of them to be corrosive, some highly corrosive and some specifically corrosive to steel.
There is NO FILTRATION to prevent corrosive chemicals from entering the air from cooling tower
steam. Synergistic combinations of the corrosive additives can result in a serious corrosive threat
to people and everything exposed to the drift from the cooling towers (35 to 42 million gallons every
day), including steel holding deadly radioactive wastes stored inside casks that require cooling with
outdoor air.

I Corrosive air enters casks holding high-level radioactive waste rods stored in steel.

/ NRC admits corrosion will happen, yet dismissed ACE concerns without site specific testing of
cooling tower emissions for specific and conversion corrosives. NRC's dismissive, misleading,
and irresponsible conclusions defy logic. They can lead to irreparable disaster in our region.

" Corrosion can make it difficult, if not impossible, to move these extremely heavy casks. To date, there
is no proof they can be moved safely after years of exposure to corrosive air.

" July, 2006 Areva, the company making Limerick casks, received a Notice of Violation, documenting
specific problems with casks already in place, yet NRC allowed casks for Limerick to continue to be
built by this company.

" November, 2006 in a whistle blower letter it was revealed that there were specific concerns about
casks planned to be used at Limerick.

* In an 11/06 letter to ACE, both NRC and Transnuclear (Areva) admitted there would be corrosion and
O settling of ground beneath 40 ton casks.



NRC was negligent in failing to provide a risk assessment, including
for terrorist attacks, related to above ground storage of high-level

radioactive wastes at Limerick Nuclear Plant, one of the most heavily
populated regions surrounding a nuclear plant.

ACE CALLS ON NRC TO PROVIDE A RISK ASSESMENT AS PART OF
THIS UPDATED EIS.

A U.S. Court of Appeals 9 th Circuit decision forced NRC to assess the threat of a terrorist
attack on above ground storage at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant in California.

Similar threats exists at Limerick, yet NRC chose to interpret the 2006 court decision in a
very narrow way. NRC inexplicably claimed an assessment was not necessary at
Limerick. As usual, NRC dismissed the harmful health impacts from radiation exposure,
inexplicably defying logic, claiming "a significant release of radiation affecting the public
is "not reasonably expected to occur". This ignores the potential for rods overheating
and combusting. Vast numbers of people live very close to Limerick, some less than one
mile.

For This Updated EIS, ACE Asks NRC To Consider The Same Threats As Were
Required At Diablo Canyon.
1) The threat posed by a "land-based vehicle bomb."
2) A "ground assault with the use of an insider"
3) A "water-borne assault"
4) "A large aircraft impact similar in magnitude to the attacks of September 11, 2001."

Consider The Following Limerick Specific Issues For A Risk Assessment to be
Included In Limerick's Updated EIS.

1) Limerick is not guarded against airplane or missile attacks.

2) Nuke waste housing can be penetrated by missiles (proven by army testing).

3) THREE AIRPORTS are too close to Limerick Nuclear Plant.
" Army testing proves missiles can penetrate casks.
" Pilots take lessons at Limerick Airport, only 1 mile away.
/ Helicopters fly into the Limerick Airport from which missiles could be launched.

4) An industrial railroad runs through the nuclear plant site.
Industrial rail tracks run directly through the nuclear plant property, providing a way for terrorists to enter the
site undetected.

5) A large portion of the site is bordered by the Schuylkill River.
Limerick Nuclear Plant property is bordered by the Schuylkill River (over a long distance), presenting a
difficult, if not impossible challenge, for too few guards.

6) Too few guards have to cover Limerick's 600 acres.

7) Heavily populated region surrounds Limerick Nuclear Plant - Almost 8 Million people within 50
miles.



"Limerick's A Nuclear Waste Sitd'

"Limerick Could End Up a Nuclear Graveyard"

ACE Summary From Mercury Article By Erik Engquist 9-30-97
These News Summaries Speak Volumes

They Showed PECO's Claims Were Wrong
Limerick Did End Up As A Gigantic Extremely Dangerous Nuclear Graveyard

1. In 1971, PECO Energy President J.L.Everett said,
"If we ever decide we don't want radioactive wastes on earth, we have a simple
solution. We can load them in rockets and shoot them into the sun."
" The prospect of an explosion dispersing nuclear waste over millions of people killed the rocket idea.
• Similar fates have befallen every other plan to dispose of nuclear power's spent fuel.

2. In 1971, PECO VP Vincent Boyer assured the community that;
"None of (Limerick's wastes) will be disposed of at the plant site."
* The Mercury article said that the protracted search forced many Limerick advocates to eat his

words, including PECO VP, Vincent Boyer.

In 1997, the Mercury reported that, 26 years later, the high-level radioactive waste is stored at Limerick and more
than 75 other nuclear plants nationwide, although ratepayers have so far given the federal government $13 billion to
put it somewhere else. Pennsylvanians alone paid more than $500 million.

"There's No Place to Send Deadly Spent Fuel Rods"

Limerick produces 30 TONS of high-level radioactive waste annually.
* It's stored on site underwater in concrete vaults lined with stainless steel.
* Spent fuel must be shielded by lead, steel, concrete or purified water.

Limerick will run out of space to store its hiqh-level radioactive wastes by 2010.
" MacFarland said, "The federal government's going to have a repository for us (before Limerick runs out of

space in 2010). I firmly believe that."
* A search for a nuclear waste dump went on since the 1960s. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982

formally called for the government to build depositories.
* In 1987, Congress targeted Yucca Mountain in Nevada with a projected opening date of 2010. Critics say

earthquakes and volcanic activity make the site unsafe.

Limerick will need a dump site for the 50 tons of dry, low-level radioactive waste it
produces each year.

* Limerick would have to store its dry waste temporarily on site. No municipality wants to host a proposed
500 acre low-level dump in PA when Limerick's low-level radioactive waste can no longer be shipped to
South Carolina (closing 1994-95)

Jim Gaut, long-time Pottstown opponent, said,
"Whatever you've got to do with it, you've got to keep doing it for 10,000 years. No government
has ever lasted that long. No civilization has ever lasted that long. It's such bare-faced arrogance
to start off doing something when you simply aren't going to last long enough to take care of it."
Paul Gunter, director of Reactor Safety Projects for NIRS said in 1993,
"It's so highly radioactive, it will present a biological hazard for millions of years." Spent fuel
administers a lethal dose of radiation within seconds.



NRC Jeopardizes Health and Safety
Of Limerick Workers and The Public

Since 2006, when Exelon first tried to convince the public that cask storage was safe, NRC and Exelon repeatedly
stated 5 years was required to safely remove fuel rods from Limerick's fuel pools, however that's not what happened
at Limerick - at least in 2010:
V IMPORTANT POINT - The less cool down time in fuel pools, the thermally hotter and more radioactive

the waste - the more risk of internal combustion and an unstoppable radioactive fire.

Dry cask technical specifications state:
Radiation shielding and thermal heat removal require around 5 YEARS, minimum, cool down time in the pool
before transfer to dry casks.
1. Yet, NRC claimed 1 year storage in the fuel pool at Limerick was sufficient before removal for above ground

storage. (June 16, 2006, NRC letter to ACE)
2. NRC again clearly stated cool down time before removal from fuel pools was at least 5 years.

(July 13, 2006 at a meeting in Limerick)
3. July 25, 2006 ACE received an e-mail from NRC stating: Cooling time in the pool is: 1 year or 3 years or 5

years. From: James Trapp - NRC Date: 07/25/06 07:04:34
In our letter to you dated June 16, 2006 we stated the time was at least 1 year. This statement was
correct. I received the following information from Randy Hall that should help to clarify our statement .....
Most spent fuel that is placed in dry storage must be aged for 5 years or more, as required by all NRC-
approved Certificates of Compliance for dry cask storage systems .... Purposely using the word most,
because there are cask designs, including NUHOMS, that would allow certain low-irradiated fuel to be

placed in a cask with only 3 or more years of cooling in the spent fuel pool.

May 6, 2010 - An Exelon Employee At A Limerick Open House Said:
Older and newer "spent fuel rods" are removed from Limerick's fuel
pools at the same time. Older rods are stored outside newer rods in
assemblies.

Is NRC Allowing Dangerous Fuel Rod Removal Too Soon At Limerick To Accommodate

Exelon, At Increased Risk to the Region From An Unstoppable Radioactive Fire and
Increased Risk To Workers?

NRC's 2002 Pamphlet Proves How Dangerous Nuclear Power Plant High-Level Radioactive Waste Is. Refer to:
U.S. NRC Washington, D.C. Office of Public Affairs Brochure

NUREG/BR-0216, Rev.2"'May 2002 - Page 7- How hazardous is high-level waste?

Standing near unshielded spent fuel could be fatal due to the high radiation levels.
TEN YEARS AFTER REMOVALOF SPENT FUEL FROM A REACTOR:

RADIATION DOSE 1 Meter Away From A Typical Spent Fuel Assembly
EXCEEDS 20,000 Reins Per Hour

5,000 Rems Would Be Expected To Cause Immediate Incapacitation and Death within One Week

Exelon can remove fuel from pools to load dry casks more quickly,
to free space in pools for more waste to be generated, but at what risk?



NRC Negligence In Allowing Limerick Nuclear Power Plant's High-
Level Radioactive Waste To Be Removal From Pools Too Soon Is A
Dangerous Experiment That Needs To Be Stopped At Limerick.

NRC should not allow Exelon to remove deadly waste from Limerick's fuel pools in less time than the 5-year
requirement as recommended in NRC's own pamphlet and other fact sheets.- possibly as soon as 1 year.
• That raises the risk for radioactive fires and other disasters

Considering: 10 years after removal of spent fuel from a reactor:
/ Radiation dose 1 meter away from a spent fuel assembly exceeds 20,000 Reins Per Hour

5,000 Reins would be expected to cause immediate incapacitation and death within 1 week.
Information From: NRC's own pamphlet NUREG/BR-0216, Rev.2 May 2002

211 Radioactive Poisons found in every 10-yr. old irradiated fuel bundle (Canadian Study)
/ Polonium 210 - Just 1 of 211 - the type that poisoned Alexander Litvinenko in 2006
/ An alpha emitted with the ability to become airborne with ease
" 1 Gram could poison 100 million people - Extremely dangerous in milligrams or micrograms
V Biological 1/2 life in humans 30 to 50 days
V Targets organs - liver and spleen
V" Short-term exposure carries long-term risk of death from cancer

NRC Allows Risks To Increase For Radioactive Fire, When Allowing Limerick's
Radioactive Spent Fuel Rods To Be Removed From Fuel Pools Too Soon

The Electric Power Research Institute estimates that the total cost of placing the nation's spent fuel older
than 5 years [not less than 5 years] into dry casks at $3.5 billion

> Limerick's High-Level Radioactive Wastes Are Being Removed From Fuel Pools Years
Sooner Than The 5 Years NRC Originally Required For Cooling Rods In Fuel Pools
BEFORE Removal To Prevent Radioactive Fires. NRC is allowing Exelon to remove
Limerick's deadly high-level radioactive wastes from fuel pools years sooner than the 5-year
time for cooling NRC's pamphlet and other information states is required to prevent
overheating and radioactive fires.

May, 2010 at an Exelon meeting Exelon employees told us since 2008 rods
were being removed in far less time than 5 years for cooling. That older rods
have been placed on the outside of newer rods in the bundles when removed
from the pools.

This is a dangerous experimental departure from NRC's original
requirement that rods could not be removed before 5 years of cooling.
While allowing Exelon to fill up their pools faster, NRC's failure to
follow their own rule could lead to a dangerous radioactive fire and
disaster at Limerick.

NRC needs to substantiate with research how this is safe,
or be sure Limerick is following the 5-year rule.



EVIDENCE SHOWS THE LEAST BAD SOLUTION
FOR LIMERICK NUCLEAR PLANT'S

DANGEROUS, DEADLY RADIOACTIVE WASTE (SPENT FUEL)

STOP MAKING IT - STORE IT SAFER ON-SITE

Detailed Summaries In The ACE Report to NRC for Limerick's EIS
1. Spent Fuel Pools - A Catastrophe Waiting To Happen

* Large Volumes of Limerick's highly radioactive wastes are stored in Limerick fuel pools. They
contain about 75% of spent fuel on site since Limerick started operating.

= Pools are OVERLOADED with massive amounts of high-level radioactive waste rods.
Wastes held in pools exceed design expectations.

* Pools are filled with radioactive fluids that are threatening to boil away, introducing
radiation into the air.

* They are vulnerable to a 9/11 type terrorist attack with a plane or missile. That kind of attack could lead to an
unstoppable radioactive fire which could impact people hundreds of miles away, according to an NRC study
(2000).

* Pools are outside the reinforced containment structures for the reactors.
* An attack on U.S. spent fuel pools could result in an unstoppable radioactive fire, with

potentially worse consequences than Chernobyl or Fukushima. There is so much waste in
the pools.

2. Above Ground Casks
* Threatened by natural disasters like earthquakes, tornadoes, and floods
* If air flow vents get clogged for an extended period, rods can overheat and combust
* Corrosion of steel holding wastes is a huge concern
* Containers are expected to last 50 years - wastes stay dangerous over a million years
* Likely to stay on site for decades, if not forever
* How much of this deadly waste will be sitting in our back yard by 2029? 2049?

3. Transportation Risks - Too Deadly, Too Dangerous
* Loading and Unloading
* Presents extraordinary health, environmental, and financial risks on-site and along the route
* Train and truck accidents of major concern, especially for fire from fuel

4. Reprocessing
* Extremely polluting and risky
* Increases volume of radioactive waste
* Expensive for Taxpayers/Ratepayers

5. LLRW, Low-level, still high risk - Incineration increases threats

No Safe Solution - The Best Solution
Close Limerick Nuclear Plant when its license runs out in 2029, or
sooner, and stop making this deadly high-level radioactive waste.

There are about 1,143 TONS on Limerick's site right now.
By the time Limerick's current license expires that level will rise to 2,000 metric tons on site. That is more
of this deadly waste than our future generations should have to live with in their back yard.



February 5, 2009

Comments To: NRC Rulemaking
73 FR 197-- 10/09/2008 Docket ID-2008-0482 and Docket ID-2008-0404

From: The Alliance For A Clean Environment
P.O. Box 3063 Stowe, PA 19464 (610) 326-6433

The Alliance For A Clean Environment finds nothing reasonable about NRC's "reasonable
assurances". NRC is failing to provide a realistic approach to protection or precaution related to
the nuclear industry's deadly high-level radioactive wastes.

NRC's claim of "confidence" abandons both reality and precaution. NRC's "waste confidence
decision" was never in the best interests of the public. NRC should not be "updating" its Waste
Confidence Decision" with more misguided unprotective language, but instead taking a position
to stop the production of massive amounts of high-level radioactive wastes for which there is no
real safe solution.

With all that has happened and all we know 25 years after NRC's 1984 decision, NRC is showing
callous disregard for the public's welfare to now propose to further compound a clearly
unprotective and indefensible approach to such an obvious threat to the future of our nation. For
too long NRC's Rulemaking jeopardized our nation. Clearly, there is NO REAL long-term solution.
Both transport and long-term storage of the nuclear industry's high-level radioactive wastes
threaten our future in so many ways. In truth and reality, recycling has proven to be a costly
environmental disaster.

. It is long past time for NRC to take a far more realistic and precautionary approach to dealing with
the nuclear industry's high-level radioactive wastes. NRC's 1984 "decision" that said the agency
was "confident" that making irradiated fuel was not a problem was not only irresponsible, it has
been proven inaccurate. NRC claimed there would be an off-site repository by 2009. It is 2009
and there is no off-site repository.

There is no safe or acceptable solution to the massive amounts of deadly high-level radioactive
wastes already produced at US nuclear plants. These dangerous wastes that remain a threat for
over a million years already pose unacceptable and astronomical threats to future generations,
including the hundreds of billions of dollars that it will cost the public to deal with them.

Clearly, in this economy with the debt forced on future generations for so many things, producing
more high-level radioactive wastes and more associated costs is unacceptable. The only way to
protect the public's interests is for the nuclear industry to stop producing this deadly high-level
radioactive waste.

Nuclear power plants and the deadly high-level radioactive wastes they produce are too costly to
taxpayers, too polluting, and too dangerous.

We don't need nuclear power. There are truly safe, clean energy alternatives that will not
produce deadly wastes that jeopardize the health, safety, and welfare of future
generations. DOE acknowledges solar power alone could provide 55 times our entire
nation's energy needs.

The public can no longer afford to bear the burden for the astronomical financial costs of
transporting and storing the nuclear industry's high-level radioactive wastes that already exist,
much less those which will continue to be produced by existing or new nuclear power plants. To. protect our nation's future, it is long past time for NRC to admit the obvious and take action that
will begin a process to stop high-level radioactive waste threats from nuclear power plants.



In reality, there is obviously no safe solution to the nuclear industry's high-level radioactive
wastes. Both transport and storage off-site and on-site storage present unacceptable risks.

1. TRANSPORT and STORAGE - The transport of massive amounts of deadly high-level
radioactive wastes off-site from nuclear plants is not a safe or responsible solution.

* Transport sets up the potential for catastrophic accidents whether by train or
truck. Devastating accidents in the recent past should sound an alarm to NRC that
transport of high-level radioactive wastes is potentially disastrous.

" Transport also invites terrorists.
" Massive transport of high-level radioactive wastes poses an unacceptable risk.

2. DEFACTO High-Level Radioactive Waste Dumps - Allowing 104 DEFACTO high-level
radioactive waste dumps at nuclear plants is also an unacceptable risk for those who live
in the region of the nuclear plants, especially those in heavily populated regions such as
ours, where there is little real hope of safe evacuation from an accident or terrorist attack
involving these deadly high-level radioactive wastes. Above ground storage of massive
amounts of deadly high-level radioactive wastes is a recipe for disaster.

Many people in our region have "NO Confidence" in NRC's claim of "Confidence". In fact, many
of us are terrified. Why? NRC's irresponsible claim of "confidence" has allowed the build-up of
growing piles of deadly high-level radioactive wastes which now need to be stored above ground
in casks at Limerick for decades, if not forever. We have been forced to live with a DEFACTO
high-level radioactive waste dump in our backyard which invites terrorists and exposes us to the
consequences of accidents from human error, fires, corrosion, and other breakdown of materials
in casks holding wastes.

Why are we concerned about becoming a DEFACTO high-level radioactive waste dump?
V, Limerick Nuclear Power Plant should never have become a DEFACTO high-level radioactive waste dump in

this very heavily populated region. It would be impossible for many to safely evacuate. Storing dangerous
high-level radioactive wastes in above-ground casks invites terrorists and subjects us to deadly accidents.
Both present unacceptable, unnecessary risks to all in our entire region. Off-site transport also presents
unacceptable risks throughout our region.

/ With good reason, there is also major concern about long-term corrosion of steel holding casks. There has
never been testing of the materials used with the corrosive air at Limerick. Over 300 pounds of corrosive
chemicals are added to the cooling tower waters every day. NRC has no idea how long it will take corrosive
chemicals emitted with 42 million gallons of steam every day to corrode the steel holding the high-level
radioactive wastes when continuously subjected to such massive corrosive steam that can enter the casks.
It is illogical and unscientific for NRC to be "comfortable" affirming that waste could remain on site where it
was generated for the interim period, projected to be 30 years after the expiration of the waste generation
license.

V" The Limerick Nuclear Power Plant site has a fault line going through it.
V" There is an airport less than 1 mile away providing all kinds of opportunities for terrorists.
We think it is highly negligent to allow deadly radioactive wastes to continue to be produced
and stored in the back yard of this heavily populated region for decades (if not forever), or to
transport them from this region.

It has become an urgent necessity for NRC employees to take their responsibility seriously and
speak out in a loud voice to protect future generations of all families across the nation, including
your own.

> We strenuously object to NRC's previous and proposed illogical, deceptive, and
unsubstantiated claim of "confidence" and "reasonable assurance" related to the nuclear
industry's high-level radioactive waste storage. NRC has protected the profits of the
nuclear industry at the expense of the public's interests. This should not continue.



Below - NRC's proposed language shows a detachment from reality and callous disregard:

Finding 2: The Commission finds reasonable assurance that sufficient mined geologic repository capacity can
reasonably be expected to be available within 50-60 years beyond the licensed life for operation (which may include
The term of a revised or renewed license) of any reactor to dispose of the Commercial high-level radioactive waste
and spent fuel originating in such reactor and generated up to that time.

Finding 4: The Commission finds reasonable assurance that, if necessary, spent fuel generated in any reactor can be
stored safely without significant environmental impacts for at least 60 years beyond the licensed life for operation
(which may include the term of a revised or renewed license) of that reactor in a combination of storage in its spent
fuel storage basin and either onsite or offsite independent spent fuel storage installations.

The financial burden on the public for the nuclear industry's high-level radioactive wastes is
neither sustainable, nor acceptable. In this economy, how can the public afford any additional
financial burdens? Why should the public be burdened with these costs in the first place?

; NRC's proposed language will lead to unbearable and unnecessary financial burdens on
the public that will increase for future generations.
Full cost accounting costs to the public to fully deal with the damage and storage of the
nuclear industry's high-level wastes already produced could be astronomical.
V Just one example of storage costs is Yucca Mountain, a catastrophe in the making, which is an

environmentally unsuitable financial debacle. $9 Billion has already been wasted. Nevada predicted the
eventual cost would top $100 Billion. The Ratepayer Nuclear Waste Fund (from the public) will pay $30
Billion. Taxpayers will pay the other $70 Billion just to build a site that won't even hold all the waste.

,/ If Yucca Mountain is completed it won't be before 2020. So much high-level radioactive waste exists
already from the 104 nuclear reactors in the US, it is estimated that Yucca Mountain would be unable to
hold them all. It was projected that there would be one shipment every 1 hour and 45 minutes entering
Nevada for the next 30 years with just wastes to date. This is already unmanageable.

In this economy it is negligent for NRC to make unsubstantiated statements that will lead to an
increase in the already unbearable financial burden to the public.

With a new administration that values public health, safety, and welfare, we are hopeful that NRC
employees will start to speak up for what is in the best interests of the public and not the profits
of the nuclear industry.

Please respond in writing to our comments.

Thank You,

Dr. Lewis Cuthbert
ACE President

Cc: Senator Casey
Senator Specter
Senator Boxer
Congressman Gerlach
Congressman Sestak
Congressman Dent



First released: Sept. 13, 2006
Updated list of signatories: Nov. 2, 2006

Principles for Safeguarding Nuclear Waste at Reactors

The following principles are based on the urgent need to protect the public from the threats posed
by the cutrrent vulnerable storage of commercial irradiated fuel. The United States does not have a
near-term solution for the permanent storage of high-level nuclear waste. The proposed Yucca
Mountain site is unsafe for geologic storage of nuclear waste and the program remains mired in bad
science, mismanagement, and yet another design overhaul. Even if licensed, Yucca Mountain could
not legally contain all of the waste produced by existing reactors. Under the U.S. Department of
Energy's unrealistically optimistic scenario, Yucca Mountain is not predicted to begin receiving
waste until at least 2017 and transporting waste to the site would take more than 30 years.
Meanwhile, irradiated fuel at reactor sites remains vulnerable to accidents and attacks.

The undersigned organizations' support for improving the protection of radioactive waste stored at
reactor sites is a matter of security and is in no way an indication that we support nuclear power and
the generation of more nuclear waste.

Require a low-density, open-frame layout for fuel pools: Fuel pools were originally designed
for temporary storage of a limited number of irradiated fuel asserhblies in a low density, open
frame configuration. As the amount of waste generated has increased beyond the designed
capacity, the pools have been reorganized so that the concentration of fuel in the pools is nearly
the same as that in operating reactor cores. If water is lost from a densely packed pool as the
result of an attack or an accident, cooling by ambient air would likely be insufficient to prevent
a fire, resulting in the release of large quantities of radioactivity to the environment. A low-
density, open-frame arrangement within fuel pools could allow enough air circulation to keep
the fuel from catching fire. Inorder to achieve and maintain this arrangement within the pools,
irradiated fuel must be transferred from the pools to dry storage within five years of being
discharged from the reactor.

Establish hardened on-site storage (HOSS): Irradiated fuel must be stored as safely as
possible as close to the site of generation as possible. Waste moved from fuel pools must be
safeguarded in hardened, on-site storage (HOSS) facilities. Transporting waste to
interim away-from-reactor storage should not be done unless the reactor site is unsuitable for a
HOSS facility and the move increases the safety and security of the waste. HOSS facilities must
not be regarded as a permanent waste solution, and thus should not be constructed deep.
underground. The waste must be retrievable, and real-time radiation and heat monitoring at the
HOSS facility must be implemented for early detection of radiation releases and overheating.
The overall objective of HOSS should be that the amount of releases projected in even severe

• attacks should be low enough that the storage system would be unattractive as a terrorist target.
Design criteria that would correspond to the overall objective must include:

" Resistance to severe attacks, such as a direct hit by high-explosive or deeply penetrating
weapons and munitions or a direct hit by a large aircraft loaded with fuel or a small aircraft
loaded with fuel and/or explosives, without major releases.

• Placement of individual canisters that makes detection difficult from outside.the site
boundary.
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Protect fuel pools: Irradiated fuel must be kept in pools for several years before it can be stored
in a dry facility. The pools must -be protected to withstand an attack by air, land, or water from a
force at least equal in size and coordination to the 9/11 attacks. The security improvements must
be approved by a panel of experts independent of the nuclear industry and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

Require periodic review of ROSS facilities and fuel pools: An annual report consisting of the
review of each HOSS facility and fuel pool should be prepared with meaningful participation
from public stakeholders, regulators, and utility managers at each site. The report must be made
publicly available and may include recommendations for actions to be taken.

Dedicate funding to local and state governments to independently monitor the sites:
Funding for monitoring the HOSS facilities at each site must be provided to affected local and
state governments. The affected public must have the right to fully participate.

Prohibit reprocessing: The reprocessing of irradiated fuelhas not solved the nuclear waste
problem in, any country, and actually exacerbates it by creating numerous additiohal waste
streams that must be managed. In addition to being expensive and polluting, reprocessinig also
increases nuclear weapons proliferation threats.

0
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Post-Japan ::,.,

nuke inspection
raises questions

Lessons come from things gone wrong.
That was the essence of the NRC's Paul

Krohn's comments during an annual corn-
.munity briefing on the post-JapanInpc
tion of Exelon's Limerick Nuclear Generat-
ing Station.

Krohn said the biggest advances, in nu-
clear safety have come as a result of what is
learned in the wake of the biggest disasters,
such as Chemobyl and Three-Mile Island.

Now,the NRC is tying to learn from the
events at Japan's Fukushima Daiichi plant
that occurred as the result of the March 11
earthquake anid tsunami.,

Whatthey are learning as itrelates to Lir-
erick bears a closer look.

The NRC recently initiated a series of pre-
liminary inspections at all. 104 of the na-
tion's nuclear plants, including Limerick.

The results of the inspections at Limerick
indicate some systems, structures and com-

Spornents "could not be relied upon to fulfill
their flood mitigation function following a
design basis earthquake."

Examples cited by the inspectorsinclude
the potential that turbine buildings' flood
and fire prevention seals might not tolerate
a "seismic event." "

NRC spokesman Neil -Sheehan noted
' that any findings that raised questions were
on issues that went beyond what would be
considered normaL In other words, it's not
realistic to expect a tidal wave in Montgom-
ery County, Pennsylvania.

But at the same time the NRCis studying,
the: events in-Japan,• geologicaldata is being..
re-e-valuated shoigtaerhqks are
more likely inPe n than was once
believed-

e realization that the region has poten-
tial for an earthquake along with renewed
areas of concern brought to light in inspec-

Stions is cer y goo reason for more anal-
ysis with a critical eye.

The greatest lesson to be learned from
Japan: is that worst-case scenarios can
occur, and when they do, a nuclear plant
can become the center ofsprea dis-aster. : : " ' • ' : - : '

"That will neverhappenhere" is a diang&-
ous attitude.

Rather, Exelon and the NRC should
work to insure that every scenario is ad-
dressed with adequate safety measures -
especially the worst-case ones.
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OUR 92'Iil

Spent fuel storage
analyzed in wake :of
Japan nuclear crnsiS
i The ongoing crisis in-Japan has. brought-new fears andr
concerns about nuclea power plants. ito thsp0otlight!and raised awareness of the fragile se&nse of security for',
.Those living near nuclear plants.

Those heightened concerns are certainly relevant in
the Pottstown tri-county area, which matches the foot-.print of Exelon Nuclear's Limerick Generating Station's
10-mnileradiusevacuation zone. ..

The disaster that has resulted from the earthquake and
tsunami in Japan earlier this month ha s ieft the world
.reeling with disbelief atfthe •extent of ideath and aevasta-.
i.tion. But it has alsd lefit the worlds ,uetiong the safety
'and wisdom of generating ltower with a process that if
.gone awry can lead to horrific disasters all 'their own..:.

In the an.ilytical faliout from the crippled Fukushima
.plant come questions and second-l!6oks that could affect
;the future of nuclear plants Iore and abro•aOThe impact?
o."on Limerick is certainly top of mind for thIs 'e'gion...

While the initial comparisons and analysis dwelt on
the reactors themselves, focus has now shifed to the,
dangers of spent fuel and the continuing struggle in this
`country over what to do with it.

Spent fuel is a subject familiar to Limerick. In .2007,
:ground was broken :on a spent fuel facility that takes
.older, colder fuel from the plant's spent fuel pool andestores it in a'dry cask storage system. At the time it was
Jbuilt, that system was described by Exelon as temporary
;until the federal repository beneath Nevada's Yucca
.Mountain was completed..

But since then, the Yucca Mountain project has been
scrapped, and scientists are now considering that the dry
;cask storage may be safer in the long run.

About 80 percent of the. 63,000 metric tons of used
,Wiel in the United States is currently stored in pools, in-
eluding pools aI Limerick. But miost plants are now turn-
ring to dry cask.storage for storage' of r6ds going forward.

Made of incredibly lthick steel and concrete, these.
.casks hold%.the:fuel that was- us'ed"whien -the fplants first~opened and no ongeneed r watere:t w ke•p 061.

Although cooler, it'should be notd"that this fuel nev-S ertheless remains radioat'ti'e for hundreds Of yearsf.f
But th;li(erpora&y"sqution i6 thi.pqbb em of storing

'spent l ma have abeeficia- side effect.'
Edwin. Lyman,. a phscst with'tew q. Wacdg group.

the Unioh of n0 Cocred: cienti~tssaiojqrenz'tly.tbat.,
the cask' a tu id& tbe safeiihan -the-'i fulp-s
'an .'d tthe closanalysis•nie"itfuelstorageý,

ten~ucliear energy i~ndustry is. also iexaiminig updated
And more detailed analysis' of seismic effects from natu-
ral causes."

Aiyfthrt natural "or' manmade ýis bein 'loke at'-
Icoelwit an eye towardncsaypcatosnd

safe .ty alerts. Limenick was.I .A.raj*di fr:~~uce
:Rejiilat6ry. ý'qjmrn'ission reiw6'Suet. ltt
earthquk daimaig qa` ' asi th rsul;o ne cg6i data'
about the 'regi The: Japan disaster made it even' more
timely:an relevant." "

Since tfi&apanese disaster, Nc has "agreed 0toObina srd ,qestdo a30day .juick l16k',- review of
ýall 104 U.S-.lants- as.well. a.s a lo;nger9 ay review.,

Also, Exeloin'.has 'applied for 6an xtension 'of Limei-
ick's liceiisei.In'2009,it applied frthe•lic6nse'for•rUiit
1, which entered conuerciaI :service:i m 9886 to"be e"-
'endd to :2024;.:and frilrnit 2, -put on ln••e i 1990, 'to6
2029. Limerick sflicense renewal ddes nit seemito be in'
questirin:, but the science which allows scientis andlsthe:
NRC 'td:o'ssess the.risk posed by qe.t qakes seems t.o
be in flux:.

The disaster in'Japa .n .r .aises ' new. ' q uestions _about. nu-.
clear plant safety' ind :suggests 'pointis.whiýcý .should be
emphas ized asw .ell. as lessons to be learned. The faliduat
from this disaster is occurring on the other side o'f' the
world, but-the long-term effects are closer to hom - :as.
close:as the Limerick towers that 'shadow thet6o s of,.
ithis region every d:•:
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What About The Spent
Fuel?
January 1, 2002 . By Robert Alvarez . Originally published in The

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
.. . A
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Featured in
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Until recently, concerns about attacks on nuclear power plant,
mainly on the vulnerability of reactors. Spent fuel ponds may I
difficult to safeguard.

In this 2002 article for the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Robert Alvarez warned about the

dangers posed by the practice of indefinitely leaving spent fuel rods in nuclear reactors.

Nine years later, as workers at the Fukushima Nuclear site in Japan attempt to control the

damage caused to the plant after last week's massive earthquake and tsunami, his article is

more timely than ever. Click here for the full article.

org/articles/what about-thespentjfuel 4/22/2011
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Radiological Terrorism: Sabotage
of Spent Fuel Pool
Hui Zhang a

The September 11 large-scale terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon show the threat of nuclear and radiological terrorism is real. A successful
attack or sabotage on a nuclear facility could cause the most potentially devastating
radiological release into the atmospher&. While many people focus their concerns on
the vulnerability of reactor containment buildings, an increasing number of nuclear
experts are concerned about the spent fuel pools (SFP) which would be more
vulnerable than the reactor containment building, because most SFPs are housed in
far less robust structures than the reactor containment vessels. Moreover, a SFP
would contain much more radiation than a reactor core. ( In particular, one major
concern is the vulnerability of the pools' cooling systems. In absence of cooling
water, the spent fuel would overheat, and the fuel-cladding could melt or catch fire
in some cases. Thus it could release radioactive substances to the environment.

In fact, a number of countries are taking spent nuclear fuel vulnerabilities very
seriously. For example, France has installed anti-aircraft missiles around its spent
fuel ponds at its reprocessing facility. However, some scholars and experts argue
that these nuclear facilities could not be vulnerable to terrorist attacks.

Risk of Spent Nuclear Fuel at Reactor Pools

In this paper, I will explain the potential consequences of the sabotage of spent fuel
pools and the vulnerabilities of these pools to terrorist attacks. Finally, I will suggest
some security measures to protect these spent fuel facilities.

Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel

Each year, a typical 1 GWe light water reactor (LWR) discharges about 20 to 30



metric tonnes of heavy metal (tHM) in spent nuclear fuel (SNF). The SNF is very
radioactive. Typically, each tonne SNF would emit above 200 million curies of
activity at the time of reactor shutdown [21. Thus, the SNF is very hot. For example,

one day after shutdown, 30 t LWR spent fuel has a thermal output of about 6 MW. [3,

To prevent the spent fuel from melting, once discharged from the reactor, it is
placed on storage racks in rectangular pools, typically 10-20 m long, 7-15 m wide,
,and 12-13 m deep. 14, The pool is usually made of reinforced concrete walls four to
'five feet thick with stainless steel liners. Pools at pressurized water reactors (PWR,
the most common reactors) are usually outside the reactor containment building and.partially or fully embedded in the ground. Most of the spent fuel pools at boiling
water reactors (BWR) are housed in reactor buildings and above ground. A pool can
have a 15 to 30 year storage (i.e. about 400-800 t for a PWR) of SNFs discharged
from a reactor. Spent fuel pools could hold about 10 times more long-lived
radioactivity than a reactor core. After a period of cooling time, the spent fuel can be.
removed from the wet pool for a dry storage or reprocessing.

Today, about 10,000 tHM spent fuel is generated annually. Over 150,000 tHM
spent fuels were in storage by 2000. More than 90% of the spent fuel in the world
today is stored in pools at reactor sites or in away-from-reactor facilities., 5, The
abandoning or delaying of reprocessing and the absence of established geologic
repositories through the world have resulted in an increase of spent fuel stored at the
power plants or in central repositories. Moreover, most reactors were built with an
originally planned reprocessing program that made these reactors have much less
pool storage capacity. Thus, in many cases, these pools are approaching or have
exceeded their original design capacity. To compensate, in practice, many reactor
operators in the world are "re-racking" the spent fuel in the pool so that the spent
fuel is stored more densely. For example, at most operating reactors in the United
States, the 're-rack' of spent fuel has been done. As discussed below, these
densepacked pools would be more vulnerable to a pool-fire and cause a large
iamount of radioactive release.

'The Consequence of Cesium-137 Release

A 400 t PWR pool holds about 10 times more long-lived radioactivity than a reactor
core. A radioactive release from such a pool would cause catastrophic
consequences. One major concern is the fission product cesium-137 (Cs-137), which,
made a major contribution (about three quarters) to the long-term radiological
impact of the 1986 Chernobyl accident. A spent fuel pool would contain tens of
million curies of Cs-137. Cs-137 has a 30 year half-life; it is relatively volatile and a
potent land contaminant. In comparison, the April 1986 Chernobyl accident released.
about 2 Mega Curies (MCi) Cs- 137 into the atmosphere from the core of the 1,000
MWe unit 4. It is estimated that over 100,000 residents were permanently evacuated
'because of contamination by Cs-137.The total area of the radiation-control zone is
about 10,000 kin2 , in which the contamination level is greater than 15 Ci/km2 of Cs-
137.1 6

A typical 1 GWe PWR core contains about 80 t fuels. Each year about one third
of the core fuel is discharged into the pool. A pool with 15 year storage capacity will,



hold about 400 t spent fuel. To estimate the Cs-137 inventory in the pool, for
,example, we assume the Cs 137 inventory at shutdown is about 0.1 MCi/tU with a
burn-up of 50,000 MWt-day/tU, thus the pool with 400 t of ten year old SNF would
hold about 33 MCi Cs-137. m Assuming a 50-100% Cs 137 release during a spent
,fuel fire, 'M the consequence of the Cs-137 exceed those of the Chernobyl accident 8-
17 times (2MCi release from Chernobyl). Based on the wedge model, the
contaminated land areas can be estimated. J9 For example, for a scenario of a 50%
Cs-137 release from a 400 t SNF pool, about 95,000 km2 (as far as 1,350 kin) would
be contaminated above 15 Ci/km2 (as compared to 10,000 km 2 contaminated area
.above 15 Ci/km2 at Chernobyl). Thus, it is necessary to take security measures to
prevent such an event from happening.

Vulnerability of Spent Fuel Pools

Until today, no accident or sabotage happened to cause the release of radioactivity
from a spent fuel pool. However, many scientists and nuclear security experts are
very concerned about a significant release of radioactivity by a possible spent fuel
fire, especially in the case of dense packing of pools - a method that has been used
by many reactor operators worldwide including for most pools in the US.

The most serious risk is the loss of pool water, which could expose spent fuel to
-the air, thus leading to an exothermal reactions of the zirconium cladding, which
-would catch fire at about 9000 'C. Thus, the Cs-137 in the rods could be dispersed
.into the surrounding atmosphere. Based on a Technical Study of Spent Fuel Pool
Accident Risk at Decommissioning Nuclear Power Plant in 2000, the US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) conceded that "the possibility of a zirconium fire
cannot be dismissed even many years after a final reactor shutdown." ti01 Recently, a
number of nuclear scientists outside the government agency arrived at the same
-conclusion. For example, the new technical study Reducing the hazards from stored

ýspent power-reactorfuel in the United States by R. Alvarez et al. points out that
I"In the absence of any cooling, .a freshly discharged core generating decay heat at a
irate of 100 kWt/tU would heat up adiabatically within an hour to about 600 °C,
where the zircaloy cladding would be expected to rupture under the internal pressure
from helium and fission product gases, and then to about 900 °C where the cladding
would begin to burn in air." In addition, although the cooler fuel could not ignite on
'its own, many scientists are concerned that fire from freshly spent fuel could spread
to adjacent cooler fuel by some mechanisms, including zircaloy oxidation
propagation. 112J Finally, even for the case of non-dense-packed pools, there could still
,be some sabotage scenarios that cause a significant amount of radioactive release as
discussed in the following section.

Thus, a loss of pool cooling could cause a pool fire. Then the question is how
.such a loss of pool water is brought about. A terrorist group could cause a loss of
cooling water in a number of ways, such as,
'causing the loss of cooling, thus boiling the water off through the failure of pumps
,or valves, through the destruction of heat exchangers, or through a loss of power for
Ithe cooling system. It is estimated that, in the case of a loss of cooling, the time it
'would take for a spent fuel pool to boil down to near the top of the spent fuel would



be as short as several hours, depending on the cooling time of the discharge fuel. 1131

Moreover, in the case of terrorist attack, the operators of nuclear facilities might not
have enough time to provide emergency cooling.

causing the drainage of coolant inventory by piping failures or siphoning, and by
gate and seal failures. Furthermore, a heavy load including a fuel transport cask
could be dropped in the pools thus causing a collapse of the pool floor and a water
leak. As reported, "The analysis exclusively considered drops severe enough to
,catastrophically damage the SFP so that pool inventory would be lost rapidly and it
would be impossible to refill the pool using onsite or offsite resources. There is no
possibility of mitigating the damage, only preventing it." "The staff assumes a
catastrophic heavy load drop (creating a large leakage path in the pool) would lead
,directly to a zirconium fire." [14]

Ipuncturing the pool and causing a drainage by suicide airplanes, missiles, or other
explosives. For the case that spent fuel pools are located above ground level, a
,suicide airplane could breach the pool bottom or sidewalls and cause a complete or
I partial drainage. A US NRC study estimated that a large aircraft (one weighing more
than 5.4 tonnes) would have a 45% probability of penetrating the five-foot thick
concrete wall of a spent fuel pool. The NRC staff has decided that it is prudent to
assume that a turbine shaft of a large aircraft engine could penetrate and drain a
spent fuel storage pool. ,

However, there are some opposing arguments regarding the impact of an aircraft on
,a spent fuel pool. For example, a study conducted by the Electric Power Research
Institute at the request of the Nuclear Energy Institute, which considers the impact
of a Boeing 767 on spent fuel storage pools concluded that "the stainless steel pool
liner ensures that, although the evaluations of the representative used fuel pools
'determined that there was localized crushing and cracking of the concrete wall, there:
.was no loss of pool cooling water. Because the used fuel pools were not breached,
the used fuel is protected and there would be no release of radionuclides to the
environment." 1,6] However, many experts are concerned about the spent fuel pool
damage from an aircraft crash.

A terrorist could also use anti-tank missiles to puncture a pool. Modern anti-tank
,weapons can be fired by shoulder or from a vehicle or boat, and launched as far as 2
kkm away. It is reported that some modern anti-tank missiles would be able to
penetrate up to 3 m of reinforced concrete. Thus these weapons could be used to
'conduct an off-site attack on the pools. Moreover, a terrorist attack could include
some kinds of on-site explosions to damage the pools, such as if a large truck bomb
,were detonated near the pool; or if a terrorist carried a certain type of explosive to
the pool and blew a sizeable hole in the pool. In particular, the truck bomb would
pose a big threat.

Risk of Spent Fuel Pools at Reprocessing Plants

Another risk is from the spent fuel pools at reprocessing plants. A reprocessing plant.

has even greater pool storage capacity than that of a reactor pool. Before
reprocessing, the received spent fuels are stored in wet pools at the reprocessing



plants. The buildings that house the pools could be even weaker than those pools at
reactor sites. In particular, the roof of the building could be more vulnerable. Most
*of the sabotage scenarios conceivable for reactor pools could be applied to these
.pools at reprocessing plants. However, unlike those freshly discharged spent fuels at
reactor pools with dense packing, the cooler spent fuel at reprocessing pools, which
is at least two years old, could be difficult to ignite automatically in the absence of
cooling.

Nevertheless, there might still be some ways to cause a significant radioactive
.release by a successful terrorist attack. For example, a two- or multiple-stage attack
by truck bombs, aircraft impacts or other kinds of on-site explosion could at least
breach the zircaloy cladding or even partly melt the fuel cladding. Even though this
would not ignite a spent fuel fire, a significant fraction of Cs-137 in the rods could
,be released into the atmosphere. For example, a pool with 2,000 t ten-year-old SNF
,would hold about 170 MCi Cs- 137. If 3% of this Cs- 137 inventory were released,',,,
about 5 MCi Cs-137 would be released, which is two times more than the 1986
Chernobyl accident. Furthermore, terrorists could pour fuel in the pool and start a
-fire that would cause ignition of the zircaloy cladding and lead to a greater release of
the Cs-137 inventory. Recent results from France indicate that heating at 1,500 'C
of high-burnup spent fuel for one hour caused the release of 26% of the Cs
inventory. [1ll Thus it would release about 44 MCi of Cs- 137 into the environment,
which would be twenty times more than the 1986 Chernobyl accident.

The major operating reprocessing plants are at French La Hague, British
Sellafield, and Russian Mayak, and Japan is currently building a major reprocessing
-facility (with a capacity of 800 tHM/y) at Rokkasho, which is about 90% complete.
UK's British Nuclear Fuels Plc. (BNFL) operates two reprocessing plants at
Sellafield, the Magnox B205 and the Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP).
The B205 plant has a capacity of 1,500 tHM/y and reprocesses SNF from 16 British

-Magnox reactors. THORP has a capacity of 1,200 tHM/y and reprocesses SNF from
114 British Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactors (AGR) as well as imported SNF. Like
.the Magnox reprocessing plant, THORP uses the standard Purex method. As
reported, the French La Hague nuclear reprocessing facilities (with a normal
capacity of 800 tHM/year in each of the two facilities) holds a stock of radioactive
isubstances that greatly exceeds those of all the French nuclear reactors put together.
According to a Cogema presentation on the situation of its storage pools on 30 June
,2001, 7,484.2 t varied nuclear fuel (of which 7,077.7 t from France), is spread in
-five pools (which provide a total storage capacity of 13,990 t.) In addition, over 55 t
!separated plutonium, over 1,400 m3 highly radioactive glass, and 10,000 m3 of

,radioactive sludges are located there.""1

Someexperts are already concerned about the possible consequence of a terrorist
attack on the La Hague nuclear reprocessing facilities. As a COGEMA-La Hague
spokesman declared after September 11, as far as the design basis is concerned, the
facilities are no more protected against an airliner crash than any other nuclear
.power station. 12,01 The World Information Service on Energy, Wise-Paris,. estimated
.the potential impact of a major accident in La Hague's pools. [21] The calculation was
made for the case of an explosion and/or fire in the spent fuel storage pool D (the



smallest one), assuming that it is filled up to half of its normal capacity of 3,490 t,
:supposing a release of up to 100% of Cs-137. Based solely on the stock of Cs-137 in
pool D, it is shown that a major accident in this pool could have an impact up to 67
itimes that of the Chernobyl accident. Moreover, the total Cs- 137 inventory in the
Ipools of La Hague reprocessing facilities is about 7,500 kg, 280 times as much as
the Cs-137 amount released from the 1986 Chernobyl accident.

In fact, since 11 September 2001, attention has been drawn to the physical
Iprotection of nuclear power plants and reprocessing facilities. For example, France
,has installed anti-aircraft missiles around its spent fuel pond at the La Hague
,reprocessing facilities. Also in the UK, the House of Commons defense committee
.stressed that attention should be focused on the vulnerability of nuclear installations,
including reprocessing plants. The Royal Air Force Tornado F3 fighters based at
'Coningsby, Lincolnshire, are responsible for intercepting hijacked commercial
aircraft deemed a threat to UK nuclear sites. In July 2002, the British government
published a White Paper entitled Managing the Nuclear Legacy: A Strategy for
'Action which proposed to transform the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Autority
(UKAEA) Constabulary into a stand-alone force, the Civil Nuclear Constabulary
(CNC). [j

Reducing the Risks Posed by Spent Fuel Pools

iSpent fuel facilities could become a tempting target for terrorists. Indeed, on
'September 11, the terrorists just used simple box-cutters to convert a fuel-laden
jetliner into guided missiles and cause mass destruction. Similarly, terrorists could
.use conventional means to turn an adversary's nuclear spent fuel facilities into
radiological weapons. Therefore it is an urgent priority to enhance the current
nuclear security system worldwide. Here it is suggested that several security
measures should be taken to improve the existing security systems for nuclear
,installations including spent fuel facilities.

Every country with SNF facilities should review and upgrade its basis used for
:designing physical protection for these facilities to ensure that it reflects the threat as.
perceived after September 11. It should take some effective measures including a
strong two-person rule protecting against well-trained insiders. It also needs to deny
access to these nuclear facilities either by land or air to protect against sabotage.
This would include, for example, re-examining the size of exclusion zones and
,adding effective physical barriers and delay mechanisms around nuclear facilities to
prevent against truck bombs or boat attacks, and setting up a no-fly-zone around
nuclear facilities to exclude attacks of suicide aircrafts. Moreover, all these facilities
:should be protected by well-trained, armed guard forces.
Each country should enhance its security system to reduce the risk posed by spent
fuel pools. To protect against terrorist sabotage on these pools, some specific
measures should be taken, which would include hardening the pool floor and walls
!to prevent the breach by weapon attacks or heavy load drop, thus reducing the risk
of the leak of coolant, and providing for emergency ventilation of spent fuel
buildings or installing emergency water sprinkler systems to reduce the likelihood of



fire in case of a loss of coolant. Furthermore, to reduce the likelihood of a pool fire,
as much spent fuel as possible, especially SNF at pools with dense packing, should
be moved into the less vulnerable dry storage type of cask as soon as possible.
Unlike wet pools, dry casks are cooled by natural convection that is driven by the
,decay heat of the spent fuel itself, thus they are not vulnerable to loss of coolant. In
Ithe U.S., for example, only about 4% of the spent fuel inventory is in dry storage,
-because there is no financial incentive for the owner to move wastes to safer dry
:storage. It is estimated that the cost of onsite dry-cask storage for an additional
35,000 t of older spent fuel is about 0.03-0.06 cents per KWh generated from that
fuel. [231 Nevertheless, such a cost is justified to reduce the potential catastrophic
consequences of a pool fire.
,The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) should re-examine and update its
guidelines for the physical protection of nuclear facilities. Today there is no
multilateral treaty that requires nuclear facilities, including reactors and spent fuel
'facilities, to be protected from sabotage. The only related treaty is the 1980
.Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material. However, it only
,applies to the protection from theft of material in international transportation. In
.1999, the IAEA made a substantial revision of its recommendations on physical
protection (INFCIRC 225/Rev.4), After the September 11 attacks, the IAEA
General Conference accepted twelve physical protection principles developed by an
,experts' group, which include commending the IAEA's programs of training,
9guidance, and technical assistance to assist states in establishing or improving
systems of physical protection; requesting the IAEA to strengthen its, work to.prevent acts of terrorism; and urging IAEA members to support all of these
.programs. 241 However, all these recommendations are not mandatory. Given the
threat of sabotage of nuclear facilities, the IAEA should review its guidelines for.physical protections of nuclear facilities and create new requirements for regulations
*and standards of physical protection with their new understanding of the threat in
,the aftermath of September 11. At a minimum, each related country should
immediately apply these standards of physical protections as recommended in
:INFCIRC 225/Rev.4 and by the experts' principles. Furthermore, the IAEA should
soon conduct an amendment to the convention on physical protection with adoption
,of stronger physical protection standards against these threats and require each
country to accept and apply. those standards to its nuclear facilities. Also, the IAEA
,should be able to provide guidance, training, advisory services, and technical
assistance to help countries improve their protection practices and to implement the
*new principles and recommendations. Finally, the international community should
further enhance the international cooperative effort to improve current security
systems of these nuclear facilities, including spent fuel facilities.
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Risk From Spent Nuclear Reactor Fuel
Is Greater in U.S. Than in Japan, Study
Says
By MATTHEW L. WALD

WASHINGTON - The threat of a catastrophic release of radioactive materials from a spent

fuel pool at Japan's Fukushima Daiichi plant is dwarfed by the risk posed by such pools in

the United States, which are typically filled with far more radioactive material, according to a

study released on Tuesday by a nonprofit institute.

The report, from the Institute for Policy Studies, recommends that the United States transfer

most of the nation's spent nuclear fuel from pools filled with cooling water to dry sealed steel

casks to limit the risk of an accident resulting from an earthquake, terrorism or other event.

. "The largest concentrations of radioactivity on the planet will remain in storage at U.S.

reactor sites for the indefinite future," the report's author, Robert Alvarez, a senior scholar at

the institute, wrote. "In protecting America from nuclear catastrophe, safely securing the

spent fuel by eliminating highly radioactive, crowded pools should be a public safety priority

of the highest degree."

At one plant that is a near twin of the Fukushima units, Vermont Yankee on the border of

Massachusetts and Vermont, the spent fuel in a&pool at the solitary reactor exceeds the

inventory in all four of the damaged Fukushima reactors combined, the report notes.

After a March 11 earthquake and tsunami hit the Japanese plant, United States officials

urged Americans to stay at least 50 miles away, citing the possibility of a major release of

radioactive materials from the pool at Unit 4. The warning has reinvigorated debate about

the safety of the far more crowded fuel pools at American nuclear plants.

Adding to concern, President Obama canceled a plan for a repository at Yucca Mountain in

the Nevada desert last year, making it likely that the spent fuel will accumulate at the

*nation's reactors for years to come.

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/25/business/energy-environment/25nuke.html? r 1l&hp... 5/25/2011
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The Nuclear Regulatory Commission maintains that both pool and cask storage are safe,

although it plans to re-examine the pool issuein light of events at Fukushima.

Nearly all American reactors, especially the older ones, have far more spent fuel on hand

than was anticipated when they were designed, Mr. Alvarez, a former senior adviser at the

Department of Energy, wrote.

In general, the plants with the largest inventories are the'older ones with multiple reactors.

By Mr. Alvarez's calculation, the largest amount of spent fuel is at the Millstone Point plant

in Waterford, Conn., where tw6oreactors are still operating and one is retired. The second-

biggest is at the Palo Verde complex in Wintersburg, Ariz., the largest nuclear power plant in

the United States, with three reactors.

Companies that run reactom are generally reluctant to' say how much spent :fuel they have on

hand,'citing security concerns. 'But Mr. Alvarez, drawing from the environmental impact

statement forthe proposed repository at Yucca Mo untain, estimated the amount of

radioactive material at all of the nation's reactors..

In the 196os, when most of the'1o4 reactors operating today were conceived, reactor

manufacturers assumed that the fuel'would be trucked away to factories for reprocessing to

recover uranium. But reprocessing proved a commercial flop and was banned in the;United

States in the .1970s out of concerns that the plutonium could find its way into weap6ns

worldwide.

Today roughly 75 percent of the nation's spent nuclear fuel is stored in pools,-the report said,

citing data from the Nuclear Energy Institute. About 25' percent is :stored in dry casks, or

sealed steel containers within a concrete enclosure. The fuel is cooled by the natural flow of

air around the steel container.

Butispent fuel is transferred to dry casks.only When reactor pools are nearly completely full.

The report recommends instead that all spent:nuclear fuel older than five years be stored in:.

the casks' It-estimated that the effort would take 0a years :and cost $3.5 billion to $7 billion.;

"With a price tag of as much :as,$7.billion, the costof fixing America's nuclear vulnerabilities

may sound high, specially given the heated budget debate occurring in Washington," Mr.

Alvarez wrote. "But the price of doing too little is incalculable."

The casks are not viewed as a replacement for a permanent disposal site, but as an interim

solution that would last for decades.

httpi//www.nytimes.com/2011/05/25/business/energy-environment/25nuke.html? r 1l&hp... 5/25/2011
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The security of spent fuel pools also drew new attention after the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001,
partly because one of the planes hijacked by terrorists flew down the Hudson River, over the

Indian Point nuclear iomplex in Westchester County, before crashing into the World Trade

Center in Manhattan.

Indian Point has pressurized water reactors with containment domes, but its spent fuel pools

are outside the domes. The pools themselves are designed to withstand earthquakes and

other challenges, but the surrounding buildings are not nearly as strong as those that house

the reactors.

In a 2005 study ordered by Congress, the National Academy of Sciences also concluded that

the pools were a credible target for terrorist attack and that consideration should be given to

moving some fuel to dry casks.

http://www.nytimes.com/20ll/05/25/business/energy-environment/25nuke.html?_r=1 &hp... 5/25/2011



25 MAY 2011: U.S. SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL POOLS

POSE CATASTROPHIC RISKS, REPORT CLAIMS

The huge amounts of spent nuclear.fael accumulating in containment pools'

across the U.S. pose a potentialy catastrophim risk and should be moved to
dry storage as soon as possible, a new report by the Institute for Policy

Studies warns.

Of the 65,000 metric tons of highly radioactive spent fuel generated by U.S.

reactors, about 75 percent is kept in cooling pools.

According to Robert Alvarez, a senior policy advisor in the U.S. Department

of Energy in the Clinton administration and co-author of the report, those

pools were not designed for the amount of fuel - or the level of radiation -

they are holding and are vulnerable to the type of events that crippled the

Fukushima plant in Japan in April.

While spent fuel pools contain some of the largest concentrations of

radioactivity on the planet, Alvarez said, "some are made from materials

commonly used to house big-box stores and car dealerships."

The report says the U.S. can reduce the risk by moving the rods to dry,

hardened storage casks. Transporting that much spent fuel would likely

take a decade and cost $3.5 to $7 billion, Alvarez wrote, but "the price of

doing too little is incalculable."



* Spent Nuclear Fuel Pools in the U.S.:
Reducing the Deadly Risks of Storage

By Robert Alvarez

The price of fixing America's nuclear vulnerabilities may
be high, but the price of doing too little is incalculable.

U.S. reactors have generated about 65,000 metric tons of

spent fuel, of which 75 percent is stored in pools, according to Nuclear Energy Institute data. Spent fuel rods give off

about 1 million reins (1 O,OOSv) of radiation per hour at a distance of one foot - enough radiation to kill people in a

matter of seconds. There are more than 30 million such rods in U.S. spent fuel pools. No other nation has generated

this much radioactivity from either nuclear power or nuclear weapons production.

Nearly 40 percent of the radioactivity in U.S. spent fuel is cesium-137 (4.5 billion curies) -,roughly 20 times more

than released from all atmospheric nuclear weapons tests. U.S. spent pools hold about 15-30 times more cesium-

137 than the Chernobyl accident released. For instance, the pool at the Vermont Yankee reactor, a BWR Mark I,

currently holds nearly three times the amount of spent fuel stored at Dai-lchi's crippled Unit 4 reactor. The Vermont

Yankee reactor also holds about seven percent more radioactivity than the combined total in the pools at the four

troubled reactors at the Fukushima site.



Even though they contain some of the largest concentrations of radioactivity on the planet, U.S. spent nuclear fuel

pools are mostly contained in ordinary industrial structures designed to merely protect them against the elements.

Some are made from materials commonly used to house big-box stores and car dealerships.

The United States has 31 boiling water reactors (BWR) with pools elevated several stories above ground, similar to

those at the Fukushima Dai-lchi station. As in Japan, all spent fuel pools at nuclear power plants do not have steel-

lined, concrete barriers that cover reactor vessels to prevent the escape of radioactivity. They are not required to

have back-up generators to keep used fuel rods cool, if offsite power is lost. The 69 Pressurized Water (PWR)

reactors operating in the U.S. do not have elevated pools, and also lack proper containment and several have large

cavities beneath them which could exacerbate leakage.

For nearly 30 years, Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) waste-storage requirements have remained contingent

on the opening of a permanent waste repository that has yet to materialize. Now that the Obama administration has

cancelled plans to build a permanent, deep disposal site at Yucca Mountain in Nevada, spent fuel at the nation's 104

nuclear reactors will continue to accumulate and are likely remain onsite for decades to come.

According to Energy Department data:

* The spent fuel stored at 28 reactor sites have between 200-450 million curies of long-lived 0
radioactivity;

* 19 reactor sites have generated between 100-200 million curies in spent fuel; and,

* 24 reactor sites have generated about 10-100 million curies.

Over the past 30 years, there have been at least 66 incidents at U.S. reactors in which there was a significant loss of

spent fuel water. Ten have occurred since the September 11 terrorist attacks, after which the government pledged

that it would reinforce nuclear safety measures. Over several decades, significant corrosion has occurred of the

barriers that prevent a nuclear chain reaction in a spent fuel pool - some to the point where they can no longer be

credited with preventing a nuclear chain reaction. For example, in June 2010, the NRC fined Florida Power and Light

$70,000 for failing to report that it had been exceeding its spent fuel pool criticality safety margin for five years at the

Turkey Point reactor near Miami. Because of NRC's dependency on the industry self-reporting problems, it failed to

find out that there was extensive deterioration of neutron absorbers in the Turkey Point pools and lengthy delays in

having them replaced.

There are other strains being placed on crowded spent fuel pools. Systems required to keep pools cool and clean are

being overtaxed, as reactor operators generate hotter, more radioactive, and more reactive spent rods. Reactor

operators have increased the level of uranium-235, a key fissionable material in nuclear fuel to allow for longer



* operating periods. This, in turn, can cause the cladding, the protective envelope around a spent fuel rod, to thin and

become brittle. It also builds higher pressure from hydrogen and other radioactive gases within the cladding,*all of

which adds to the risk of failure. The cladding is less than one millimeter thick (thinner than a credit card) and is one

of the most important barriers preventing the escape of radioactive materials.

The April 26, 1986 nuclear catastrophe at Chernobyl in Ukraine illustrated the damage cesium-137 can wreak. Nearly

200,000 residents from 187 settlements were permanently evacuated because of contamination by cesium-137. The

total area of this radiation-control zone is huge. At more than 6,000 square miles, it is equal to about two-thirds the

area of the State of New Jersey. During the following decade, the population of this area declined by almost half

because of migration to areas of lower contamination.

I co-authored a report in 2003 that explained how a spent fuel pool fire in the United States could render an area

uninhabitable that would be as much as 60 times larger than that created by the Chernobyl accident. If this were to

happen at one of the Indian Point nuclear reactors located 25 miles from New York City, it could result in as many as

5,600 cancer deaths and $461 billion in damages.

The U.S. government should promptly take steps to reduce these risks by placing all spent nuclear fuel older than

* five years in dry, hardened storage casks - something Germany did 25 years ago. It would take about 10 years at a

cost between $3.5 and $7 billion to accomplish. If the cost were translerred to energy consumers, the expenditure

would result in a marginal increase of less than 0.4 cents per kilowatt hour for consumers of nuclear-generated

electricity.

Another payment option is available for securing spent nuclear fuel. Money could be allocated from $18.1 billion in

unexpended funds already collected from consumers of nuclear-generated electricity under the Nuclear Waste Policy

Act to establish a disposal site for high-level radioactive wastes.

After more than 50 years, the quest for permanent nuclear waste disposal remains illusory.

One thing, however, is clear, whether we like it or not: the largest concentrations of radioactivity on the planet will

remain in storage at U.S. reactor sites for the indefinite future. In protecting America from nuclear catastrophe, safely

securing the spent fuel by eliminating highly radioactive, crowded pools should be a public safety priority of the

highest degree.

With a price tag of as much as $7 billion, the cost of fixing America's nuclear vulnerabilities may sound high,

especially given the heated budget debate occurring in Washington. But the price of doing too little is incalculable.



Whistle Blower Called

LIMERICK CASK TECHNOLOGY
"OLD AND DOWNRIGHT DANGEROUS"

Casks May Be A Sifting Duck In Face of a Crashing Aircraft

1. Cask Design Flaws
* Cement Blocks, Assembled Together, Are Not The Safest Housing For Enclosing Deadly Nuclear Fuel, Not

Even Anchored to the Concrete Floor
* Industry Workers Claim NUHOMS Concrete Enclosure Falls Apart and Container Is Breeched Under a

Boeing Airplane Strike.

2. Corrosion of Steel
* Can Eventually Cause Nuclear Wastes to Collapse On Their Own.
* Safe Storage Depends on Airflow. Air Around Limerick Is Likely Highly Corrosive. It's Only a Matter of Time

Before Invisible and Inaccessible Steel Tubes Turn to Rust.
* 40 Ton Radioactive Waste Containers, "Filled With The Nastiest Of Manmade Stuff", Are Placed And Rest

Unfastened On A Set Of Steel Columns.

3. Wastes May Not Be Able To Be Retrieved



CASK PROBLEMS
Storing Limerick Nuclear Plant's High-Level Radioactive Wastes

1. Expected to Safety Store Wastes Only 50 Years,
* While Wastes Are Expected to be Dangerousý Over 1 Million Years

2. Transferring Wastes In And Out of Casks Is Extremely Risky
* There Is NO Proof Wastes Could Be Removed In An Emergency or After Years of Storage

3. Easy Targets for Terrorists
* Army Testing Proves Containers Can Be Penetrated With Missiles

4. Vulnerable to Natural Disasters Like Earthquakes
* Air Vents Must Be Kept Open To Avoid Over-Heating

5. Undetected Corrosion and Faulty Concrete Concerns - Nuclear Engineer
" Transnuclear (Making Limerick's Casks), Was Cited for Violation On Thickness of Steel
, Air Flow Is Needed Inside Casks -Air Is Likely Highly Corrosive Around Limerick

6. Lax and Negligent NRC Oversight
* NRC Knew About Corrosion on Steel Holding Wastes Since 2005

Instead of Stopping Production, NRC Stopped DOE Research



Easy Terrorist Targets

Limerick Nuclear Plant's

H igh-Level Radioactive Wastes

Stored Above Ground In Casks.

-- ~-~w

INCREASING

DEADLY WASTES

Stored In Limerick C:L.xe 6n.)
NudeaT I



PLEASE TAKE OUR CONCERNS SERIOUSLY THIS TIME
ABOUT LIMERICK'S "SPENT FUEL" CASKS

The attached evidence is another reason Umerick must be
closed, NOT RELICENSED.

Limerick must stop making deadly waste for which there
is NO SAFE SOLUTION.

While there is valid cause for concern in getting Limerick Nuclear Plant fuel rods out of the packed
and vulnerable fuel pools, the following body of evidence shows why we are oust
as worried about placing Limerick's long-lived and deadly radioactive
wastes above ground in casks at the Limerick site.

> Attached evidence shows the extreme efforts ACE and others in our community went to

unsuccessfully, to try to get NRC to do something about:

1. Design flaws in Limerick's casks.

2. Highly corrosive air at Limerick, that may over time, make it impossible to safely remove
spent fuel bundles from casks if fire breaks out, or when the containers that are only
expected to last 50 years need to be changed. Casks haven't been used long enough to
know whether bundles can be safely removed over time, and the steel used to hold
Limerick's fuel bundles was never tested for long-term exposure to all the corrosives in
Limerick's air.

Now there are new worries after learning about Limerick's extreme risk
from earthquakes.

" The August, 2011 earthquake in Virginia, 12 miles from a nuclear plant, shifted casks. Long-
term threats from that are unknown, but we now know above ground casks are at risk.

• Limerick is at extreme risk from an earthquake. There is a fault just 9 miles away, and
another just 17 miles away.

1. For Limerick's updated EIS, we ask NRC to review the attached
evidence and evaluate risks and long-term threats from
Limerick's casks, taking all the attached evidence into account.

2. We ask NRC to look at the attached information in context with
the new and increasing earthquake threats related to above
ground high-level radioactive waste storage at Limerick.
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(LIMERICK from Al)

The other two are the Shipping-
port Atmonic .Power ý.Station. 'in.'
Beaver County .'andt*e'j.fh ree.-
Mile Island ,plant' !n Dauphi
County..

Asa next step, .th NRC has.,
now selected. several: plants from
which it will eeký additional data.:
in order~to get ambefteresti, o t:Of
the possibility.Of atastiophi fail-.i
ure from anii ti'qiak6..

NRC spokesihanNeil sheehan
confirmed on March 12 that, the
NRC. has selected.+Limerick as..
one of the plants requrg further
study.

Joe Szafrari, a spokesman .for
the Limerick facility,. said Exelon"
is aware of:the analysis and is co-
operating with'NRC's latest in-
quiry.

He also noted that Exelon is-
confident in the Limerickplant's
ability to withstand. whatever
earthquakes might strike a region
not known for them.
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- 'These plants are designed with
historic data and seismic informa-
tion and designed to Withstand
the largest considered likely and
then an extra margin of safety is
added" in the design and con-
struction, Szafran said.

An NRC fact sheet notes that
plants, are designed -to Withstand
"the- area's .maximum- credible
'eathquake"' and also . requires
plants "to assess their potential
vulnerability .to earthquake J
events, including those that might
exceed the design basis." .

"We're confident- the plan can
withstand any ea thquake that
mighthappen her," Szafran said.

OI bne East Coast nMclear plant
better 'knownr tfo ifs poityto.a sismic fault is the Indian Point

N~cear Pl .anh.t 141mlsn orho
NeV York Cit.~~~

.•ndianPointPsits in the number
;one spo -f 6f'heMISNBC ra'kin9f

fik'for earthijuake damnage.
'",:Built along the •udson Riveri
it begar operations in 1963 and
was su~bsequenrtly found to-siit
near' the -northern' termfius '.of
the "Raniapo Fault line syst em,"
a :syst PiOf fguits fo6ring the
bo indary between two ge0l0gi-
cal formationsin thei'id-Atln:
tic'which runs from New York
through New -Jers'ey and into
Pennsylvania..

Te. 'southr 'ternmius, for, thIs
200 million-year-old fault, which
has fa.:: northeast '. to ' southwestorientation, is near Schaeffer-
stown:in Lebanon.County, Pa.,
according to information from
Columbia University's Earth In-
stitute.

The Ramapo fault line has sev-
eral smaller fault sysiems associ-
ated with it, including the Chal-
font, Flemington and Hopewell
faults, but: maps seem to show it
traversing Pennsylvania several
miles to the north of the immedi-
ate area near Limerick.

Although this fault is not
known for major tremblors, sever-
al e' aithquakes have been record-
ed in its proximity, most of them
in northern New Jersey.

The most recent were two small
earthquakes recorded there in
February 2009.

Sheehan said he does not know
if the Ramapo fault was a factor
in the NRC's decision to put Lim-
erick on the list of plants' that wil ':
bee giing an updated seismic
analysis.

The most powerful recorded!
earthquake in Pennsylvania was
5.2 in 1998.in the northwestern
part of the state. I
'In 1984, a earthquake that reg-

istered 4.1 on the'-Richter scale!
occurred: in Lancaster County.
The epicenter of that quake was
near the Peach Bottom nuclear
plant .n'York County, according
to: the Lancaster Intelligencer-
Journal.,

Peachý Bottom, which is also
,owned by Exelon, is also on the.!
liLsnpiants.which will get a new

earthquake assessment from •the
NRC, that newspaper reported.

That plant placed .34th on the
earthquake risk rankings coran-
piled by MSNBC., ' '

Although the latest NRC study-'
,has altered the risk statistics for
the nation's plants, the agency.
does not conclude that this risk is
inordinately high.

"Overall seismic risk estimates
remain small," notes the. NRC re-
port, released Sept. 2, 2010.'
•.'There is no i ediate. safety
concern•.".
-However, -several factors.

piushed the NRC 't take a closer.
look at certain plants. '

The primary cause is a better
understanding of seismology' Te-
sultifig from' •better equipment,
better meas g and better com-
iputer m odels..'..:..- .:i' • " .:

So in'2008, .the u.S:G.eologic :
'.Surveyupdated its ass essment' of
seismic threats. "
y".Ar-ong the' -hanges-ywasbfoadeer'ange of ea '_eag a

'nitudes for te' central 'a e ,'t
ern U.S.," according to a USGS
release on the update.

Another important .change was
. several new and updated ground-
shaking models for earthquakes
in the central and eastern U.S.
were implemented ithe maps,:'
USGS wrote'.

In' effect, nothinighas chaniged
but the govemmerit understand-'
ing .of how earthqk wrk,
what those phanges mean tospe-
cific locations, and how that new
understanding could 'affect what
the agency previously ̀ 6onsidered
the risk of earthquake dage ttobe. ' .. . .: .

Coiisider for examfiple.thatfthe
risk rainkings put :together'by
MSNBC from. thbe.new ,NRC
study do not put plants in Calfor-
nia, Oregon or Washington near
the top of the list.
'That's because the-earthquake

risk was more prono uned in
those locations and tdse 'pio n t
were built with additional protec-
tions to account for.that higher
risk.

The earthquake risk at Limer-ick, by contrast, Was considered
low when its two rdac ors were'
coimmission6d, the' fst-f i4985.
aridthe secnd in 1989. Asa re-
sult, it was not designed or built
with the necessity ofwithstanding
a major edrhquke *in m•id .,

And the NRC stu6y may Well'.ý
4fidthaf the precautions in place

are adequate. Or, it.rmay, ren4 ur'
some: 'retrofitting at )the ,plant,
-which Exelon will undertake if re-
4quired, Szafran said.

"These things change as new m-
-formation becomes 'available,"
said Szafran. ."'New daht becones
available and agencies havq.'to re-
spond: to that. We 5deistafijd
:that.. Whoknows ', ayb'e in
anoter, ten' years, mofe'data will
be available and our numbers will
be re-adjusted again."
.'Nevertheless, said 'Szafran,

"our top priority is the health and
safety of the community and our
employees."



"These plants are designed with
Soric data and seismic informa-

n and designed to Withstand
the largest considered likely and
then an extra margin of safety is
added" in the design and con-
struction, Szafran said.

An NRC fact sheet notes that
plants are designed to withstand
"the. area's maximum credible
earthqake" and also requires
plants "to assess their potential
vulnerability to earthquake
events, including those that might
exceed the design basis."

"We're confident the plant can
withstand any earthquake that
might happen here," Szafran said.

One East Coast nuclear plant
better known for its proximity to
a seismic fault: is the Indian Point
Nuclear Plant 14 miles north of
New York City.,

Indian Point sits in the number
oneispot of the-MSNBC rankdgn
fat the U.S.. plant at the highestl
risk for earthquake damage.

Built along the Hudson River,
*e gan operations in 1963 and

)subsequently found to sit
Mar'th ,te northenm terminus of
the '.Rarnapo Fault line system,"
a system of faults forming the
boutndary between two. geologi-cal formations in the mid-Atlan-
tic which runs from New York
through New -Jersey and into
Pennsylvania.,

The southern terminus for this
200 million-year-old, fault, which
has a northeast to southwest
orientation, is near Schaeffer-
stown in Lebanon County, Pa.,
according to information from
Columbia University's Earth In-
stitute.

The Ramapo fault line has sev-
eral smaller fault systems associ-
ated with it, including the Chal-
font, Flemington and Hopewell
faults, butf maps seem to show it
traversing Pennsylvania several
miles to the north of the immedi-
ate area near Limerick.

Although this fault is not
known for major tremblors, sever-

rthquakes have been record-
IM its proximity, most of them
in northern New Jersey.

The most recent were two small
earthquakes recorded there in
February 2009.

Sheehan said he does not know
if the Ramapo fault was a factor
in the NRC's decision to put Lim-
erick on the list of plants that will
be geting an updated seismic
analysis.

The most powerful recorded
earthquake in Pennsylvania was
5.2 in 1998.in the northwestern
part of the state.

In 1984, a earthquake that reg-
istered 4.1 on the Richter scale
occurred in Lancaster County.
The epicenter of that quake was
near the Peach Bottom nuclear
plant in York County, according
to the Lancaster Intelligencer-
Journal.

Peaclt:Bottom, which is also
-owned by Exelon, is also on the
list of plants which will get a new

earthquake assessment from the
NRC, that newspaper reported.

That plant placed 34th on the
earthquake risk' rankings coin-
piled by MSNBC.-
.Although the latest NRC study*

has altered the risk statistics for
the nation's plants, the agency
does not conclude that this risk is
inordinately high.

"Overall seismic risk estimates
remain small," notes the NRC re-.
port, released Sept. 2, 2010.
"There is no immediate safety
concern."

However, several factors
pushed the NRC to take a closer
lookat certain plants..

The primary cause is a better

understanding of seismology re-
sulting from better equipment,
better measuring and better com-
puter models.

So in 2008, the U.S. Geologic
-Survey updated its assessment- of
seismic threats.
- Among the ýchanges _.was "a

bfoaderorange of earthquake mag-
nitudes for the central and east-
ern U.S.," according to a USGS
release on the update.

Another important change was
• "several new and updated ground-
shaking models for earthquakes
in the central and eastern U.S.
were implemented in the maps,',
USGS wrote.

I6 effect, nothing has changed
but the government's understand-
ing of how: earthquakes work,
what 'those changes mean to spe-
cific locations, and how that new
understanding could affect what
the agency previously considered
the risk of earthquake damage to
be.

Consider for example that the
risk rablkings put together by
MSNBC from the& new NRC
study do not put plants in Califor-
nia, Oregon or Washington near
the top of the list.

That's because ,the earthquake
risk was. more pronounced in
those locations and those plants
were built with additional protec-
tions to account for that higher
risk.

The earthquake risk at Limer-
ick, by contrast, was considered
low when its two reactors were
conimissioned, the first i .1985.
and the second in 1989. As a re-
sult, it was not designed or built
with the necessity of withstanding
a major earthquake' i mind.

And the NRC, study may well
find that the precautions in place
are adequate. Or, it may require,
some retrofitting at the% plant,
which Exelon will undertake if re-
quired, Szafran said.

"These things 'change as new in-
formation becomes 4available,"
said Szafran. "New data becomes
available and agencies have to re-
spond to that. We understand
that. Who knows, maybe in
another ten years, more data will
be available and our numbers will
be re-adjusted again."

Nevertheless,' said Szafran,
"Our top priority is the health and
safety of the community and our
employees."



CORROSION A MAJOR CONCERN
REGARDING LIMERICK's DEADLY WASTES

Research validates ACE concerns about corrosion of steel storing deadly wastes at Limerick
Nuclear Plant.

The more deadly wastes produced and stored at the Limerick Nuclear Plant site, the greater the
risks to the entire region.

How long will it take for steel to corrode that holds high-level radioactive wastes above ground in
our back yard at Limerick Nuclear Plant?

0 2006 Testimony to Congress by Public Citizen - Provided evidence of scientific misconduct
by NRC and DOE related to corrosion rates of metals used to store nuclear wastes.

" In 2005 NRC found problems with the corrosion rates of metals used to store nuclear waste,

yet failed to address the corrosion problems.

" Research identifying corrosion problems was 9topped, not the use of steel that would corrode.

* 2006 NRC dismissed important evidence identified by ACE related to corrosion of steel
planned to hold Limerick's high level radioactive wastes in above ground casks.

V Every day Limerick adds 324 pounds of toxic chemicals to cooling tower waters. MSDS
sheets identify 10 of them to be corrosive, some highly corrosive and some specifically
corrosive to steel.

$ There is NO FILTRATION to prevent them from entering our air.

/ Synergistic combinations of the corrosive additives can result in a serious corrosive threat to
people and everything exposed to the drift from the cooling towers (35 to 42 million gallons
every day), including steel holding deadly radioactive wastes stored inside casks that require
cooling with outdoor air.

" This corrosive air enters casks holding high-level radioactive waste rods stored in steel.

/ NRC admits corrosion will-happen, yet dismissed ACE concerns without site specific testing of
cooling tower emissions for specific and conversion corrosives.

" NRC's dismissive, misleading, and irresponsible conclusions defy logic. They can lead to
irreparable disaster in our region.

, Corrosion can make it difficult, if not impossible, to move these extremely heavy casks. To
date, there is no proof they can be moved safely after years. of exposure to corrosive air.

* July, 2006 Areva, the company making Limerick casks, received a Notice of Violation, documenting
specific problems with casks already in place, yet NRC allowed casks for Limerick to continue to be built
by this company.

* November, 2006 in a whistle blower letter it was revealed that there were specific concerns about casks
planned to be used at Limerick.

* In an 11/06 letter to ACE, both NRC and Transnuclear (Areva) admitted there would be corrosion and
settling of ground beneath 40 ton casks.

/ No one knows how long it will take for nuclear waste storage containers to break
down from corrosion and leak - It is only a matter of time.
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NRC Research Validates ACE's Corrosion Concerns

RE: Steel In Limerick's Casks For High-Level Radioactive Wastes
And The Need For Corrosive Air Testing At Limerick Nuclear Power Plant

> Since the fall of 2005, NRC was aware of corrosion problems on steel to hold high-
level radioactive wastes.

> Yet, October, 2006, NRC irresponsible dismissed a nuclear engineer's concerns
about corrosion of steel planned to hold Limerick's high-level radioactive wastes.

* NRC did not based its conclusions on site-specific air monitoring for corrosives in Limerick's air, but
instead on unsubstantiated conclusions of the cask company that has a vested interest in the
outcome.

/ The air continuously cooling Limerick's high-level radioactive wastes in steel canisters could be

extremely corrosive for several reasons, such as:

/ Exelon adds corrosive chemical additives to Limerick's cooling tower waters.

/ 35,000,000 million gallons of steam are emitted from the towers into the air in Limerick every day.
This air will cool steel holding the waste. Corrosives in the air could present an enormous problem.

NRC's Reaction And Conclusions Validate ACE's Concerns
RE: NRC's Scientific Misconduct and Irresponsible Conclusions

> Fall 2005 NRC FOUND PROBLEMS WITH CORROSION RATES OF METALS used to
store nuclear waste, YET CRITIZED THE REPORT AND STOPPED RESEARCH

> Instead of attempting to address corrosion problems discovered by their own
research, NRC criticized the research. DOE unfortunately stopped that research.

The quote below is taken from Page 2 of the September 13, 2006 Testimony to the Subcommittee on
Energy and Air Quality in the U.S. House of Representative

From Michele Boyd, Legislative Director, Public Citizen's Energy Program.

New Cases Of Scientific Misconduct Continue To Surface.
One of the more recent revelations:

In January 2006, the NRC staff released a critical report of a Bechtel SAIC LLC (BSC) audit made last fall
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The Bechtel audit was on research related to corrosion rates of
the metals to be used to construct the waste packages and drip shields. The NRC found that researchers
incorrectly measured the amount of corrosion on the metals, and overestimated the ability of the metals to
isolate nuclear waste in engineered packages. The NRC also found that researchers failed to calibrate
equipment, used equipment beyond its verifiable accuracy range, and referenced cancelled documents.
According to the NRC's audit report, "the NRC observers questioned whether the corrosion data could be
considered technically sound and defensible."3 Because of the problems NRC discovered, DOE issued a
stop work order on all cask research.

- In December 2005, DOE instructed BSC, its main contractor, to cease engineering work and safety
assessment on key areas of design, including the redesign of the surface facility. This order was the result of
QA and design control deficiencies, which were revealed by a 1 Matthew L. Wald, "Big Question Marks on
Nuclear Waste Facility," New York Times, February 14, 2006. 2 U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Inspector General,
"Audit Report: Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management's Corrective Action Program," August 2006, DOE/IG-
0736, http://www.iq.doe.cov/pdf/IG-0736.pdf. 3 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Observation Audit Report No. OAR-05-05, Observation Audit Of Bechtel SAIC Company, LLC Internal Audit
BQAP-BSC-05-07," January 9, 2006. 2 whistleblower.4 Despite Bechtel's failings, DOE nevertheless extended its
contract for another year, with an option for a second year



Corrosive Chemicals
Added to Limerick Nuclear Power Plant's Cooling Tower Waters

Based on our concern about corrosion of steel canisters, parts, and structures which are planned to hold
Limerick Nuclear Power Plant's deadly high-level radioactive wastes, The Alliance For A Clean Environment
(ACE) has launched an investigation into chemical additives used by Exelon in Limerick's cooling tower
waters. For more information call ACE (610) 326-6433.

In 2004, ACE received MSDS information from Exelon on chemicals Exelon adds to the cooling waters at
Limerick Nuclear Power Plant. Based on government research, below is a list of chemicals from Limerick's
MSDS sheets which are corrosive.

1. Sulfuric Acid - Corrosive to metals

2. Phosphoric Acid - Corrosive to steel and most metals

3. Phosphonic Acid - Corrosive to steel

4. Hypochlorous Acid - Corrosive

5. Zinc Oxide - Breaks down structures such as steel

6. Sodium Hydroxide - Corrosive to metals

7. Sodium Hypochlorite solution - Hyprocochloris Acid - Corrosive MSDS Warning

8. Sodium Per sulfate - Says to avoid moisture - Incompatible with most metals

9. Sodium Bromide and Water - Corrosive

10. Ethyl Alcohol - Weak acid which can be Corrosive

This list of corrosive chemicals added to Limerick Nuclear Power Plant's cooling tower waters,
provides valid justification for NRC to do a comprehensive site-specific investigation into corrosive
air that will be cooling the above ground high-level radioactive wastes place in steel canisters at
Limerick.

Limerick's massive amounts of steam emitted into our air every day could include these corrosive chemicals
and their synergistic combinations. They would additive to already corrosive air from other nearby polluters.

35 MILLION GALLONS of steam are discharged into our air every day from Limerick's cooling towers. We
must know exactly what corrosive chemicals are discharged with that steam, especially in the exact location
of the proposed casks planned to store Limerick Nuclear Power Plant's high-level radioactive wastes.

Corrosives will be in the air constantly cooling the steel canisters and structures holding Limerick's high-level
radioactive wastes, possibly for centuries. Only year-long air monitoring for all potential corrosives and their
synergistic combinations will identify the degree of corrosive air which will attack the steel within the casks.

ACE rejects NRC's deceptive, illogical claim that most Limerick corrosive chemicals magically disappear
through reactions. To substantiate such an illogical claim, NRC must provide independent year-long
continuous air monitoring data for all corrosives, in the location of Limerick's proposed casks.

It appears there is no continuous air monitoring or even occasional testing in Limerick's air by Exelon, NRC,
EPA, or DEP, for all potential corrosives and their synergistic combinations. How could any of them
accurately model the amount of corrosion that will take place on canisters or structures holding Limerick's
high-level radioactive wastes, over decades or centuries?

) BEFORE casks are built and loaded at Limerick, one year of independent air monitoring is
crucial, in the exact location of the casks, for all corrosive chemicals and synergistic
combinations, emitted into the air from Limerick's cooling towers and nearby polluters,.
Corrosion modeling with accurate corrosive air data could lead to precautionary action.



LIMERICK NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

USES HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
TO TREAT SCHUYLKILL RIVER & PERKIOMEN CREEK WATER

MILLIONS of GALLONS of WATER get SUCKED IN EVERY YEAR

How do these chemicals increase air pollution health threats?
They synergize and add to Limerick's radiation emissions!

Mist from the river water is continuously emitted into our air.

1. SULFURIC ACID - synonym: battery acid
Various concentrations used as a liquid - On EPA Hazardous Substance List

Health Impacts:
* International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) classified "strong inorganic acid

mists containing sulfuric acid" as a Category 1 carcinogen, a substance that is
"carcinogenic to humans."

* Inhalation of fumes or ACID MIST can cause:
a. Irritation or.corrosive burns to the upper respiratory system, including nose,

mouth, and throat.
b. Lung irritation and pulmonary edema can also occur

* Can cause severe burns
• Eyes - mist contact may irritate or burn eyes
* Unusual chronic toxicity such as around Limerick

a. Erosion of teeth
b. Lesions of the skin
c. Tracheo-bronchitis
d. Mouth Inflammation
e. Conjunctivitis
f. Gastritis

2. Corrosion Inhibitor - AZ8104 - Ingredients:
A. CHLOROTOLYLTRIAZOLE SODIUM SALT - Potential Irritant
B. DICHLOROTOLYLTRIAZOLE - Potential Irritant
C. BENZOTRIAZOLE, METHYL, SODIUM SALT - Corrosive (eyes and skin)

Potential Health Impacts:
" ACUTE SKIN EFFECTS - primary route of exposure - May cause irritation to the skin
" ACUTE EYE EFFECTS: Severe irritant to the eyes
" ACUTE RESPIRATORY EFFECTS: Mists/aerosols may cause irritation to upper respiratory tract.
* TARGET ORGANS - Prolonged or repeated exposures may cause primary irritant dermatitis.

Aquatic Toxicology show effects on fish.
Must be discarded as HAZARDOUS WASTE.

3. Microbial Control Agent - Ingredients:
A. (C12-16) ALKYL DIMETHYL BENZYL AMMONIUM CHLORIDE

Corrosive (eyes and skin)
B. ETHYL ALCOHOL (ETHANOL)

Irritant (eyes) Potential liver and kidney toxin
May cause CNS depression

Potential Health Effects
1) ACUTE SKIN EFFECTS: Primary route of exposure

Severe irritant to the skin. Potential skin sensitizer.
2) ACUTE EYE EFFECTS: Corrosive to eyes
3) ACUTE RESPIRATORY EFFECTS: Vapors, gases, mists and/or aerosols may

cause irritation to upper respiratory tract.



4) TARGET ORGANS: Prolonged or repeated exposures may cause CNS depression,
skin sensitization, and/or toxicity tot eh liver and kidney.

5) SYMPTOMS OF EXPOSURE: Inhalation of vapors/mists/aerosols may cause severe
irritation or burns.

Registered EPA Biocide - must be disposed as hazardous waste
Considered a SERIOUS HAZARD

4. Sodium Hypochlorite Solution. Synonym: CHLORINE BLEACH
PRECUATIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDOUS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS
TOXIC TO FISH AND AZUATIC ORGANISMS - PESTICIDE

Health Impacts:
1) INHALATION: Inhalation of hypochlorous acid fumes may cause severe respiratory

tract irritation and pulmonary edema.
2) SKIN: Skin contact may cause sever irritation and burns
3) EYE CONTACT- Eye contact may cause sever irritation and burns
4) CHRONIC EFFECTS - No Data
Exposure Limits:

Hyposhlorous Acid, Sodium Salt - 1 ppm
Sodium Hydroxide - 2 ppm ceiling
Not tested for carcinogenic effects

5. Foamtrol AF 1441 - ANTIFOAM - Hazardous Ingredients
A. Distillates (PETROLEUM), SOLVENT refined and/or

severely hydrotreated parraffininc - Potential irritant

B. ALCOHOLS, (C-16) Irritant (eyes) may cause defatting-type
dermatitis

Potential Health Effects:
1) ACUTE SKIN EFFECTS: Primary route of exposure; May cause slight

irritation to the skin. May cause dermatitis
2) ACUTE EYE EFFECTS: May cause moderate irritation to eyes
3) ACUTE RESPIRATORY EFFECTS: Mists / aerosols may cause irritation to

upper respiratory tract.
4) TARGET ORGANS: Prolonged or repeated exposure may cause defatting-

type dermatitis
5) Symptoms of exposure - redness or itching of skin.

6. FLOGARD MS 65210 - CORROSION INHIBITOR - Ingredients:
A. 'PHOSPHORIC ACID - Corrosive
B. ZINC SULFATE - Severe Irritant; potential reproductive toxic
C. ZINC OXIDE- Nuisance Particulate

Potential Health Effects
1) ACUTE SKIN EFFECTS: Primary route of exposure: Severe irritant to the skin
2) ACUTE EYE EFFECTS: Corrosive to the eyes.
3) ACUTE RESPIRATORY EFFECTS: Mists/aerosols cause irritation to the upper

respiratory tract.
4) TARGET ORGANS: Prolonged or repeated exposures may cause primary irritant

dermatitis. Product component may cause reproductive toxicity at maternal toxic
levels ( based on animal testing)

5) SYMPTOMS OF EXPOSURE: Inhalation may cause irritation of mucous membranes
and respiratory tract. Skin contact causes severe irritation or burns.

6) Considered a SERIOUS HEALTH HAZARD

Summary from Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)
Obtained by ACE from Limerick Nuclear Power Plant Public Relations - Under FOIA

For complete information call The Alliance For A Clean Environment (ACE)
(610) 326-6433



Chemicals Added To Cooling Water System At Limerick.

NRC states:
1. 'They are standard water treatment chemicals used around the world."
ACE believes that just because something is done elsewhere is not an excuse to
dismiss a threat at Limerick.

2. "These chemicals are selected to treat or prevent specific conditions which would
otherwise damage the plant water system components. Damage to the system could be
in the form of corrosion, formation of biological growths, or other mechanisms."

ACE concludes that while these chemicals may protect Limerick's interests, MSDS
sheets on those chemicals added at Limerick suggest there is cause for concern to all
who are exposed.

3. "Chemical use must be compatible with environmental regulations."
Based on failure of regulations to deal with additive, cumulative, and synergistic
impacts on human health, or to acknowledge the most recent research showing
chemicals to be far more harmful than first thought, ACE suggests this statement does
not insure protection to anyone exposed to these chemicals.

NRC Comments About Limerick's
Water Treatment Chemical Additives Effects On Metals:

SULFURIC ACID
Used At Limerick For Cooling Tower Water Treatment

NRC States:

1. "Sulfuric Acid is used to prevent scaling - the ever-accumulating, non-conductive, rock-
like coating. ("scale') forms on insides of pipes, heat exchangers, and other components,
hindering or crippling their ability to function."

2. "ACID ADDED is totally consumed in reactinq with the naturally occurring
alkalinity of the water that is partly responsible for scale formation."

3. "NO ACID REMAINS - Chemical reaction between the acid and alkalinity of the
water produces water and a salt."

4. "With the acid addition, the pH of the cooling water system is maintained at 8.25, which
is still well within the alkaline range where steel corrosion is "MINIMAL", but low
enough to inhibit scale formation."

5. "WO Acid remains to be discharged through the plant water system or cooling
tower."

> ACE believes only continuous monitoring can prove that the pH is always
maintained at 8.25 and that NO Sulfuric Acid is discharged into the air or
water. There are valid reasons for variations that would lead to excessive
acid emissions.

SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE, SODIUM BROMIDE, BIOCIDE
* Used At Limerick For Cooling Tower Water Treatment
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1. 'These biocides prevent and control biological growths such as algae, slime, etc within
the cooling the system and cooling tower"

2. "Some are identical to swimming pool water treatment chemicals. Concentrations at
Limerick are about 1/10 of what would be used in a swimming pool."

> ACE believes this is of particular concern since swimming pool chemicals
usually contain chlorine chemicals which could be a serious threat to
human health when released with 35,000,000 gallons of steam every day,
even at very low levels.

3. "This concentration level avoids adverse effects on metallic components in the water
system."

> ACE questions this conclusion. Could this be one reason there has been
so much trouble with equipment at Limerick?

> NRC has no way of knowing exact amounts of any of the additive
chemicals.

> Employees informed ACE of accidents where a lot more chemicals were
added than were supposed to be added.

MILD ACIDS or OXIDIZERS

1. "Mild acids or oxiders inhibit formation of damaging scale by reacting with scale forming
chemicals ... and render them into a chemicaLfb=rn.which does not create scale.

2. "Inhibitors are totally consumed by this process."

3. "NONE remain to adversely affect metallic components.
> There is no site specific testing to validate this claim

ACE CONTINUES TO BELIEVE THAT CORROSIVE CHEMICALS
ADDED TO LIMERICK'S COOLING WATER COULD BE A THEAT TO
PUBLIC HEALTH AND THE STEEL HOLDING HIGH-LEVEL
RADIOATIVE WASTES IN THE ABOVE GROUND CASKS WHICH

NEED TO BE CONINTUOUSLY COOLED WITH SURROUNDING AIR.

> NRC HAS FAILED TO DO SITE-SPECIFIC TESTING TO

PROVE OTHEWISE

> NRC OBSERVATIONS DO NOT PROVIDE PROOF.

1. NRC states "MOST of the chemicals used are benign to metals.
ACE believes this shows some chemicals added to Limerick's cooling water are a
threat. Logic suggests NRC cannot not accurately determine how much of a threat
without continuous monitoring.

2. NRC states "chemicals potentially harmful to metals are totally consumed by chemical
reactions or not present or used in concentrations low enough to not be a concern."

ACE believes this statement is based on information which has never been proven to
be absolutely true at Limerick. Without continuous independent monitoring at
Limerick neither conclusion can be proven to be totally accurate.

3. "NRC staff finds no potential adverse impact upon the metallic components of the
NUHOMS design at Limerick."

ACE believes without continuous long term air testing, it is illogical and irresponsible.
to conclude that sulfuric acid and other corrosive chemicals added to the cooling
water at Limerick are not emitted with the 35,000,000 gallons of steam every day.
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corrosion. TN further maintained that because the Limerick site is located inland, it is not
subject to the severe coastal climates.

In addition to the response provided by TN, limerick Generating Station, in a July 28, 2006,
letter sent from Thomas Basso, Exelon, to Jayant Bondre,TN, provided circulating water-
chemistry data to TN so that TN could evaluate the allegation. In a separate phone call to the
NRC staff, TN indicated that the data- provided in Exelon's July 28, 2006, letter did not change
any conclusions contained in TN's response to the allegation, and that it would not be
necessary for TN to supplement its previous response. The chemical additives that Exelon
uses at the Limerick Generating Station are evaluated by the staff in its evaluation below.

Staff Evaluation

The NRC staff evaluated the responses provided by TN and Exelon, as well as the inforrhation
provided by the Concerned Individual (Ci), and performed its own'evaluation of the issue as
discussed below.

Regarding the general concern about corrosion of the canister support structure, the staff
believes that this issue has been addressed based on the following;

The steel specified for construction of. the canister support structure has a calculated
corrosion rate that is conservative and takes into account the expected corrosion over
the 20 year licensing basis for the design. -

Transnuclear, Inc. has specified the application of a corrosion resistant coating over the
support steel. The coating may be one of several systems. One system consists of an
inorganic zinc primer with an epoxy overcoat This is an industry recognized, high
performance, long-lived, industrial coating system that is designed to withstand very
severe environments. Although the coating is specified, it Is not credited in the
corrosion rate calculations that are part of the structural steel design margins.

The steel is enclosed in a dry, in 9 ig-lke ervironment that provides additional
protection against corr o~sion.

Therefore, the staff concludes that the Standardized NUHOMS design provided reasonable
assurance that the sytem will not experience __ysignificant corrosion urin 2year
1cense penriod. __ _________ ____--/-.

Regarding the chemicals employed at Limerick Generating Station, the chemicals which are
added to the cooling water system at Limerick are standard water treatment chemicals used
around the world. These chemicals are selected to treat or prevent specific conditions which
would otherwise damage the plant water system components. Damage to the system
components could be in the form of corrosion, formation of biological growths, or other
mechanisms. In addition to performing this function, chemical use must be compatible with
environmental regulations.

Specific chemicals or chemical types which are used at Limerick include the following, along-
with a comment about their purpose and effect upon metals:
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* Limerick Nuclear Power Plant's Air Pollution Threat
In Addition To The Toxic Brew Of Radiation Emitted Regularly.

What Health Impacts Result From Radiation and Other Harmful Chemicals
Emitted Into Our Air Every Day With

Limerick Nuclear Power Plant's 35 Million Gallons Of Steam?

Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) Prove

TOXIC and CORROSIVE CHEMICALS ARE ADDED
To The River Water Used To Cool Limerick's Towers

NO ONE KNOWS WHAT LEVELS OF THOSE TOXIC AND CORROSIVE
CHEMICALS ARE EMITTED INTO THE AIR WITH LIMERICK'S STEAM.
> Toxics Added Do Not Disappear. Logic suggests they are emitted with the steam. It

appears no independent air monitoring has been done for those toxic, corrosive chemical
additives, or their synergistic combinations.

> See Summary Of Harmful Health Impacts From MSDS On Limerick's Added Chemicals.

And

Limerick Nuclear Power Plant
DOESNOT FILTER OUT TOXICS ALREADY IN
RIVER WATER USED TO COOL THE TOWERS.
Limerick Nuclear Power Plant's Schuylkill River Intake Contains

Extremely Hazardous Substances From Discharges Directly Upstream.
NO ONE KNOWS AT WHAT TOXIC, CORROSIVE CHEMICALS AND

THEIR SYNERGISTIC COMBINATIONS ARE EMITTED
INTO THE AIR WITH LIMERICK'S STEAM EVERYDAY.

> The Occidental Chemical Superfund Site is discharging contaminated groundwater into
the Schuylkill River less than 1 mile upstream from the Limerick Nuclear Power Plant.

> Pottstown's Waste Water Treatment Plant is less than 2 miles from the Limerick Nuclear
Power Plant. Effluent is emitted into the Schuylkill River with only a fraction of toxics
tested or filtered out from massive amounts of extremely hazardous Pottstown Landfill
leachate arriving daily.

0 For More Information Contact The Alliance For A Clean Environment (610) 326-6433



Attachment 1 - June 7. 2006

Comments and Concerns From A Nuclear Engineer

About Cask Design Flaws By Company Making Limerick Casks

ACE received information from a nuclear engineer. While the letter we received expressed
specific concerns about NUHOMS casks for another nuclear power plant, the same concerns are
relevant for the same casks proposed for Limerick Nuclear Power Plant, possibly with even worse
threats and potential consequences.

ACE is officially requesting NRC to investigate and respond to each of the nuclear engineer's
statements and concerns clearly identified in this attachment about NUHOMS casks. As stated in
our letter, biased answers from the company about their cask products are unacceptable as
responses to this attachment. On behalf of our very heavily populated region, we have the right
to expect comprehensive, researched answers, guarantees, and requirements from NRC, the
agency charged with and paid with public tax dollars for protecting public safety against nuclear
power plant issues and wastes.

> We believe NRC should comprehensively do a hands-on investigation of each of
the issues raised by the nuclear engineer which ACE identified in this Attachment.

> ACE is requesting a written report from NRC, to include all findings concerning
each of the nuclear engineer's allegations, and addressing related concerns
specific to Limerick Nuclear Power Plant which follow each of the nuclear engineer
comments.

> PLEASE PROVIDE THE NRC INVESTIGATIVE REPORT TO ACE AT LEAST 60 DAYS
PRIOR TO ANY CASK PUT INTO PLACE AT LIMERICK NUCLEAR POWER PLANT.

- Listed below in italics and quotes is the list of statements and concerns sent to ACE by a
nuclear engineer.

- Following each of the nuclear engineer's statements are comments and questions to be
answered and addressed from ACE.

1. The nuclear engineer wrote, "Technology used by Areva for NUHOMS is old and
downright dangerous."

ACE's investigation suggests there are safer technologies. For example ACE is
requesting that NRC require far thicker steel for casks used at Limerick. Common sense
suggests thicker steel for above ground casks would provide extra protection for these
inviting terrorist targets.

Steel used for casks:
a. Transnuclear plans to use casks at Limerick with less than 1" steel
b. Video proves German Holtec casks, made of 15" cast iron (considered by

some to be the Cadillac of casks) were penetrated by army missile testing.

ACE is requesting that NRC require Exelon to bunker Limerick casks to avoid easy
detection.

To minimize damage from a terrorist attack, the cement housing should be of the
finest grade and far thicker than that currently proposed by Transculear
Casks should be spread out to minimize the target so that a large-scale explosive
attack would involve only a limited number of casks.

Casks are exposed terrorist targets:
a. Casks are easily identifiable and vulnerable to terrorist attack being outdoors

., and concentrated in rows in plain view. They are pre-deployed weapons of
mass destruction. They are potential targets for attacks using remotely fired
anti-tank missiles or other special weaponry.

b. March 27, 2006, the Transnuclear salesman dismissed ACE concerns about
missiles and air strikes with a deceptive statement, "casks are low profile."

1



c. Height of casks does not dismiss concerns about terrorist attacks. Casks
are well over six feet high. Video of the commercial aircraft hit at the
Pentagon disputes Transnuclear's misleading low profile rhetoric.

d. Enormous, expansive casks make a significant target, for a suicide air strike,
even with a small aircraft.

2. The nuclear engineer wrote, "NUHOMS is designed for air to enter the inside of the
concrete structure which holds the radioactive waste containers. It is only a
matter of time before the steel tubes turn to rust. These tubes are not visible or
accessible. The 40-ton radioactive waste containers 'filled with the nastiest of
man-made stuff' are placed on a set of steel columns. The containers lie
horizontally, six feet up in the air, resting unfastened, on that set of steel columns,
which are bound to deteriorate in the corrosive air environment. What happens
when they cannot hold the weight of the container and the container comes
crashing down to the concrete surface below? There's no proof the container is
strong enough to remain intact after falling six feet. Imagine the catastrophe from
dozens of these cylinders crashing to the ground."

a. The industry has taken the unverifiable position that the steel proposed for Limerick
casks will not corrode. That is likely true under most conditions. However, we know
the casks at Limerick will be actually blown to cool with extremely corrosive air, 24
hours a day, 365 days a year for decades, if not forever.

b. We do not believe that under the extremely corrosive conditions at Limerick Nuclear
Power Plant, that either NRC or the industry can provide actual proof that the steel
will not corrode after having such corrosive air constantly blown over it year after year
for decades.

c. The steel planned for Limerick casks has not been in place in extremely corrosive
conditions such as exist around Limerick for a long enough time to guarantee there
will not be corrosion over decades of exposure, especially on the welded areas.

Extreme moisture and corrosive chemicals are present in the air that would be
constantly circulated around the steel casks at Limerick, 24 hours a day.
- Limerick Nuclear Power plant emits about 35 MILLION GALLONS of steam

into the air every day that would be actually circulating around the steel
holding the radioactive wastes 24 hours a day, every single day.

- Multiple extremely corrosive chemicals are added to the 35 million gallons.
(MSDS sheets obtained by ACE verify this). Common sense suggests that
corrosive chemical additives are emitted with the 35 MILLION GALLONS of
steam emitted every day.

- Limerick Nuclear Power Plant is bordered over an extensive area by the
Schuylkill River, another source of moisture in the air.

- Sulfur compounds are of major concern. Just 5 miles upwind from Limerick
Nuclear Power Plant, the Pottstown Landfill emits massive amounts of sulfur
compounds into the air. There are other industrial air pollution sources of
sulfur compounds immediately upwind from the nuclear power plant.

ACE requests that NRC require the following improvements in the cask design
for Limerick Nuclear Power Plant. We believe these are crucial precautionary
measures for this risky endeavor:

> Use of the only best grade of non-corroding stainless steel, with certification from
the steel producer that they will be liable under these conditions. We understand
that 304 may not be the best non-corroding steel and that even with 304 there can
be inferior quality depending on where it is produced.

> Certificated welds on caps, with those responsible signing to be liable under the
conditions at Limerick. There have already been problems with welding on casks
elsewhere.

> Requirements that the six foot steel columns be fastened to the cement floor.
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> Sulfuric acid testing over at least one year, with continuous exposure to the same
kinds of moist, corrosive air conditions that exist at Limerick.

> An MRI arrangement for continuous monitoring for corrosion inside the cask where
it may otherwise be impossible to detect corrosion, as well as continuous heat
monitoring around the casks.

All monitoring data should be wired electronically to the NRC office on-site
at Limerick, continuously recorded electronically, and available to the
public at all times.

3. The nuclear engineer states that "Radiation leaks out of ventilation openings in
concrete walls. Air which enters the concrete structure is needed to constantly
cool off the contents inside the container. After the air is circulated, it exits into
the air outside."

a. Experts we contacted suggest this would happen with slow leaks or sudden
accidents.

ACE objects to visual inspections for several reasons. You can't see radiation and
workers could face unnecessary risk. And a once a week or two week inspection is
hardly protective. We understand that visual inspections only happen once every two
weeks at another nuclear plant.

CRUCIAL NRC MONITORING REQUESTED WITH DATA IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE TO
THE PUBLIC AT A SPECIFIC WEBSITE
> ACE is requesting that air monitors to detect all kinds of radiation be placed on

each side of the casks at elevations likely to detect problems immediately.
Monitoring data should be directed to the NRC office on-site and checked at
regular intervals during each day. All data, along with NRC reports on the data,
should be posted at a website that the public can continuously review.

> ACE is also requesting that heat monitors collect data 24 hours a day, directed into
the NRC office at Limerick Nuclear Power Plant, with readings by NRC taken at the
beginning and end of each shift for NRC each day. All data and reports should be
immediately available to the public at a specific announced website, along with a
daily report posted on line for public review

4. The nuclear engineer states, "NRC law "Part 21" states that if a company knows of a
defect in its product used at nuclear plants, it is supposed to notify NRC. Areva
knows it installed dozens of containers around the country in which the steel tubes
may be rusting away, completely undetected (because the outside of the tubes is
not visible and the insides of the tubes are completely out of sight). Instead of
admitting to the defect in the NUHOMS design and making changes before a tube
structure collapses somewhere, Areva has been silent. Lack of
(TransnuclearlAreva) action to notify NRC is a direct violation of the law (Part 21)
and a shameful neglect of responsibility."

>' ACE is calling on NRC to do a complete investigation into this alleged violation by the
nuclear engineer.

> If NRC finds this is a valid concern, we ask NRC to require precautionary changes to the
NUHOMS cask design to reduce the risk of unnecessary corrosion at Limerick Nuclear
Power Plant.

5. The nuclear engineer states, "Pushing 40-ton containers of highly radioactive wastes
into the container is a risky operation, especially for workers that could be
irradiated."

> There have been reports of accidents and incidents with this operation. Human error has
caused near catastrophes.

> Exactly how are workers protected from the kinds of disasters that could happen?

6. The nuclear engineer states, "To solve a problem from corrosive air or settlement of
the ground below under the weight of the 40-ton-plus container and its concrete
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housing, or to dismantle the storage facility at the end of its life, you must be able
to pull the container out of the NUHOM concrete housing."

> Transnuclear stated they must demonstrate they can pull the container back out before
loading them and there is no problem with doing that. That is deceptive. Of course this
can be done before it is loaded with deadly spent fuel and before any settling or corrosion
takes place.

> The only instance we can find where this was attempted after a problem took place, it
failed. The defective cask is still loaded with deadly fuel and sitting at the same location
where it will threaten an entire region forever.

> We ask NRC to provide proof that containers were successfully pulled back out and
unloaded after there was a problem. Please include location, length of time the cask was
loaded, the problem which caused the unloading, detailed description of specific
problems, and what was done with the defective load.

7. The nuclear engineer states, "If you can't pull the containers out, you cannot
transport the container to Yucca or anywhere. The site will become a permanent
graveyard for nuclear fuel - a waste dump full of hundreds of millions of curies of
radioactivity that takes over a million years to die down, in the back yard of this
region forever."

> This statement is obvious and profound. Exelon admits these containers will sit at
Limerick for many years before there is any attempt to move them to Yucca or somewhere
else. During that time there is bound to be settlement and we believe a good possibility of
corrosion making removal of wastes doubtful and extremely dangerous.

> Based on the circumstances surrounding Yucca Mountain, we doubt all this high-level
nuclear waste will ever be moved off the Limerick site and question the safety of transport
both from accidents and creating even more inviting targets as radiological weapons for
terrorists.

> As far as we are concerned this is a ticking time bomb for which there is no good answer.
As long as Limerick continues to operate, more of this high-level radioactive waste will
continuously be filling the fuel pools, requiring more and more above ground high-level
radioactive waste storage, continuously adding to the threat.

> This is a major reason we call upon NRC to get this right, here and now.

8. The nuclear engineer states that "DOE will not use the NUHOMS design for the
storage facility planned to be built in Nevada, because, among other concerns,
DOE is concerned about the feasibility of removing the container after some period
of storage due to settlement. DOE does not even consider NUHOMS to be fit for
use in a dry desert away from population centers."

> Why would NRC allow NUHOMS technology at Limerick, where an enormous population,
settlement, and corrosion are all major factors, when DOE does not consider NUHOMS to
be fit in a dry desert away from population centers in Nevada? PLEASE ADDRESS THIS
QUESTION WHICH YOU EXCLUDED IN YOUR MAY 24 ATTACHMENT.

> Based on DOE's rejection of NUHOMS casks, ACE is urging NRC to reject the NUHOMS
design for the Limerick Nuclear Power Plant, where the potential for problems can be
even greater than in Nevada.

9. The nuclear engineer states, "WUHOMS module is not even made by pouring
concrete. Pre-cast concrete blocks are trucked to the site, assembled by bolting
the blocks together. They are not even anchored to the concrete floor. A
rectangular box made by field assembling pre-cast concrete blocks may not be the
safest kind of housing enclosure of deadly nuclear fuel."

> Poured concrete obviously could add to the safety of the cask design.
> ACE requests that for Limerick Nuclear Power Plant casks that NRC reject the

NUHOMS current module of pre-cast concrete blocks which aren't even
anchored to the concrete floor and that NRC require instead poured concrete
with the requirement that it is attached to the concrete floor.
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10. The nuclear engineer states, "Industry scuttlebutt suggests NUHOMS concrete
enclosure falls apart and the container is breached under a Boeing airplane strike."

> This issue is a glaring omission in your May 24 letter of concerns.
> Is NRC aware of the potential for concrete enclosures to fall apart under a

Boeing airplane strike?
> Is there a report on this? It has been suggested that NRC is unwilling to publish

such a report to prevent panic. Has NRC withheld the report to "prevent panic"
in communities where NUHOMS have been installed?

> ACE rejects the notion that NUHOMS concrete should be permitted to be used at
Limerick just to prevent panic elsewhere. The public needs and deserve the
truth and accountability from NRC, the agency paid with public tax dollars to
protect the public. To continue to further jeopardize communities just to prevent
panic is unacceptable.

> Unless NRC rejects the kind of cement used in NUHOMS designs for Limerick as
a precautionary measure, ACE intends to request a full scale GAO investigation
into NRC and this issue.

11. The nuclear engineer stated, "This camouflaged nuclear waste (in casks) is
engineered to collapse on its own due to corrosion. NUHOMS may be a sitting
duck in the face of a crashing aircraft."

> In a post 9/11 world NRC should be proceeding with cask oversight using every
precaution in every decision, particularly those having to do with crashing aircraft.

> This is especially true at Limerick Nuclear Power Plant. There are two airports operating
within five miles of that nuclear plant.

> The Limerick Airport is only about 1 mile away from the Limerick Nuclear Plant. Recently,
a drunken pilot flying in and out of that airport put a real scare into everyone. It puts into
perspective the real potential for an accidental disaster from a plane flying into an above
ground cask. We believe even a small plane could potentially cause a disaster in the
current proposed cask design at Limerick Nuclear Power Plant.

> Another long time pilot stated, "if a pilot decides to fly into something there is no way to
stop that." Why would NRC continue to allow the Limerick Airport, only about 1 mile from
the nuclear plant, to operate when these casks are built and filled? ACE is calling for the
Limerick Airport to be closed as long as there are filled casks at Limerick Nuclear Power
Plant. Why permit such an unnecessary threat?

> The region around Limerick is one of the most densely populated areas around a
nuclear power plant. We believe Limerick is a prime target for terrorists, with
above ground casks increasing that threat, making it an easier target for small
planes as well as anti-tank missiles or other special weaponry.

> All the more reason for NRC to require the safest, most protective technology for
casks used at the Limerick Nuclear Power Plant, whether they are made by
Transnuclear or some other cask company.

ACE Is Urging NRC To Seriously Consider ACE Recommendations
For Improvement To The Cask Design At Limerick And To Include
All Recommended Safeguards. Protect The Public's Interests
And Hold Exelon Accountable To Provide The Safest Design To
Store Its Deadly Radioactive Wastes.

The Alliance For A Clean Environment (610) 326-6433
June 7, 2006
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Whistleblower documents showing failure of the cask
quality assurance program.

1. Exelon Failed To Address Many Quality Assu"rance
Violations and related problems with casks, identified
by Exelon whistle blower, Oscar Shirani.

2. A letter from an NRC employee supports issues raised
by the Exelon whistle blower.

While this is not the cask design proposed for Limerick's
casks, the issue goes to integrity and willingness by the
company to cut corners on this deadly long term threat and
NRC's failure to take appropriate action to protect the
public's interests.



Exelon Whistle Blower
On Cask Quality Assurance Violations and Related Cask Problems

Summary of Oscar shirani's Allegations of QualityAssurrance
"- Violations Against Holtec Storage/Transport Casks..

" . ... storage/t,' . .

Holtec storage/transport casks are the first dual purpose container for i-rtadiated nuclea fuel
9 A cerufied by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory-Comrnission (NRC). According to Holtec

InternationaPs website (http://wwwholtecinternational.com), Holtec casks are already
deployed at 33 U.S. nuclearpower" plants. Up to 4,000 rail-sized Hottec storage/transport
casks would also be used at the proposed Private Fuel Storage interim -torage facility in
Utah. Given the U.S, Depart-tent of Energy's (DOE) recent decision to use 'mostly rail"
transport to the proposed Yucca Mdouhftain repositLry, Holtec casks could very well become
among the most used shipping containers for highly radioactive waste.

Exelon, the largest nuclear uditity in U.S., uses Holtec casks for irradiated-fuel storage at its
reactor sites, In 1999 and 2000, Oscar Shirani,as a lead quality assurance (QA) auditor for
SExelon, identified numerous major design and fabricatiori issues" during a QA inspectl.n of

• Holtec Intemational (the cask designer); Omni Fablication,"and U.S. Tool & Die (the
_ subcontractors responsible for manufacturing the casks). I-n fact, he identified'a - aor

_ breakdown' in the QA pr ogram itself. The. problems were so se that Shirani soughL a
Stop Work Order against the manufacturer of the-.casks until the problems were a.ddressed.
Instead, he was run out of Exelon. Adcording to Shiran¾, these design and manufacturing
flaws mean that the structural integrity of the Holtec casks is indeterminate and unreliable,

-_ espedaily under heat-related stress such as during a severe transportation accident

Although NRC has dismissed Shirani's concerns, NRC Region ITT (Chicago office) dry cask
. inspector ROss Landsman refused to sign and z'pprove -the NRC's resolution of Shirani's

concems, concluding that this same kind of thinking led to NASA's Space Shuttie "
disasters.F1] He stated in September 2003, •'Holtec, as far as. I'm concerned, has a non-
effective QA program, and U.S. Tool & Die has io QA program whatsoever."[2] Landsman
added that NRC's Nuclear Reactor Regulation division did a poor follow-up on the significantk- isues identified, and pre-maturely closed them.

Shirani alleges that all existing Holtec casks, some of which are already loaded with highly
radioactive waste, as well as the casks under construction now, still flagrantly violaTe
engineering codes (such as those of the American Socidty of Mechanical Engineers [ASME]
and American National Standards Institute EANSI]), as well as NRC regulations. He coa. u'des
that the Holtec casks are "nothing but garbage cans5 if they are not made in accordarfl with
govemment specifications.[3] ..

Specific examples of the QA violations and related prob.lems alleged by Shir-ani indude:



a'-

$k-and risk tearing and cracking of.the unevenly cooling welds and metal, in order to
* meet production goals. Welds-on the casks were als6 performed by unqualified

welders. Even NRC has acknowledged that "weld quality records are not in
agreement with the code requirements.'[4]

MO Inadequate controls on the quality of materials used in thi manufacturing process,
risking brittleness and weakness in the casks.
1-Holtec's failure to report holes in neutron shielding material (neutrdns are especially
hazarddus emissions from highly radioactive waste).

* US Tool & Die's failure to use coupon. (a small physical sample of metal) testing, and
Post Weld HeatTreatmgnt on a regular basis, as required by-ASME code and in
viaolation of the codes that were part of the license agreement with NRC.

. Holte- and U.S. Tool & Die quality control inspectors bypass of hundreds of non-:
confbrming conditions, depotrtures frdm the origina! design during cask mahufacture."

...Thedepartures from the original design ainounn t6.design changes that require
revisied:analysis to. guarantee that' manu•actred.iaesks actually live up to the

M 7. :i' -.striuctutral integrity of~the.origin•" de!sign. The fattthat .this revised analysis was
e.never done is in violatio-Jiof:ASME "and ANSI codes, and -th us NRC reggulations,,.nd.

means' theactual manufactured casks' structural integrity is questionable, acc-,ding
:to Shirani.
Holtec's consent to allow U.S. Tool & Die to make design decisions and changesj,.
despite the fact that U.S. Tool & Die does not have design control capability under its
QA program.

* Failure to conduct a "root cause investigation" of Holtec's QA program, even th.6ugh
root causes are the main reason for repeated deficiencies.

• Exelon's obstruction of Shirani from performing any follow-up of the audit to confi•erh
that problems had been solved, despite knowing that the fabrication issues identified
would have a.detrimental impact on the design...

* Exelon's falsified quality-assurance documents and the misleading of the NRC
investigation, statirig that Shirani's allegations of QA violations were resolved when
in fact they were not.

* Lack of understanding in the NRC of the design control process and Holtec's QA
program, relating to flaws in welding, design, manufacturing, and materials'-
pr6turement control. NRC lacks a corrective action mechanism for repeated findings. 9 .-
'Shirani alleges his ýudit findings embarrassed NRC because it-had also azudlted thd. ,",
Holtec casks just a few months previouslybut found no problems whatsoever.,,'...•d mauatn 6 •ustg the'. ;

Shirani concludes that these numerous design and nanufacturing flaws call into rqestb: the
struttural integrity of the Holtec casks, especially under heat-related stress such as durýng'.
severe transportation accidents. He also warns that his eight-day auditshdowed him 'onl- a
snap shot of problems, arid that there could in fact be additional ones yet to be identified.

[1] Elizabeth Brackett, "Nuclear Controversy," " Chicago Tonight," WTw. Channel 11
Television, Chicago, Illinois, January 29, 2004.

[2] 1A. Savage, "Whistleblower Alleges PG&E Proposed Dry Casks Slipshod," California

* Energy Circuit, Vol. 1, No. 1, Berkeley, California, September 5, 2003.

[3]Ibid.

[4] April 2002 NRC review panel memo, cited in J.A. Savage, "Whistleblower Alleges PG&E
Proposed Dry Casks Slipshod," California Energy Circuit,.Vol. 1, No. 1, Berkeley, California,
September 5, 2003.

This summary was prepared by Kevin Kamps (202-328ý-0002 ext. 14; kevin@nirs.org),..::"
Nuclear Waste Specialist at Nuclear Information and Resource Service in Washington, D.C. .
July 22, 2004.
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Dry Cask Accidents and Incidents
CRACKS, CORROSION, and EXPLOSION

Serious Problems With Other Cask Companies

Sierra Nuclear Corporation, now British Nuclear Fuels
Cask design certified by NRC in 1993

1996 Explosion in Wisconsin jolted public confidence in the dry cask storage program.
a A welding torch ignited pent up hydrogen gas with enough force to dislodge the cask's lid.

An explosion was caused by an electro-chemical reaction between an anti-corrosion
zinc liner with the cask and the borated "spent" fuel pool water.
" Employees observed bubbles in "spent fuel pools" during loading of dry casks, yet failed to

understand that they were flammable hydrogen gas and did not report them to NRC - it was
shrugged off by employees as excess cleaning solvents.

" NRC inspection of SNC's cask manufacturing facility revealed confusion, inadequate testing, and
poor quality control.

In 1999, again there were 2 separate "hydrogen ignition incidents" or "burns" not
reported to NRC for days.
* NRC did not cite the company for any violations even though:

V Irradiated fuel involved in the "burns" had cooled for less than 5 years in the fuel Pool
V Loading it in dry casks was in violation of the casks' technical design
$ Critics charged that the "mistake" was intentional - failure to cool adequate time was

intentional
, Records were destroyed in a mysterious fire - fire inspectors never ruled out arson

2000 - Cask Loading Incident In Oregon
So many hydrogen bubbles in fuel pool - work was suspended.

British Nuclear Fuels was cited for Poor Quality Control and Assurance in Cask
Manufacturing and Maintenance - in 4 years neither NRC nor BNF corrected the
problem.

CRACKING in WELDS
Weld failure in shield lids was unanticipated and unanalyzed by industry and NRC.
1997 - Delayed cracking in welds supposed to seal shut multiple shield lids on casks - Point Beach and
Arkansas One nuclear plants.

• Cracks can cause irradiated fuel assemblies to become vulnerable to contact with air, oxidation,
and deterioration.

* Such degradation could lead to serious irradiated fuel handling and transportation problems in the future.

NUHOMS casks, manufactured by VECTRA, now owned by Transnuclear, subsidiary of COGEMA
> Aggregate used to fabricate casks' outer concrete shells was poor quality, and the shells

themselves were ground too thin.
> Built below technical specifications.

January, 2000, casks by Transnuclear at Surry nuclear facility in Virginia developed 6"
long cracks in its outer concrete shield, loose bolts, and a helium leak.

May, 2000, Flaw with neutron shielding material used by Holtec.

April, 2001, Sacramento - Unexpected mishap - faulty O-ring leaked air underwater in the
irradiated fuel storage pool during loading operations, threatening to contaminate the fuel-
holding inner canister with radioactive pool water.

> September, 2001 - Exelon spokesperson admitted the NRC granted Dresden an
exemption when its recently, poorly poured dry cask storage concrete pad did not
meet specifications.
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CASKS MAKE INVITING TERRORIST TARGETS
High Level Radioactive Wastes Stored Above Ground In Concentrated Rows

At Visable Outside Locations Add Significant Targets For Terrorists At Nuclear Plants.

Evidence Shows

Casks Can Be Penetrated With Missiles From 2 Miles Away

Army Testing Proves One Of the Safest Casks Was Penetrated By A Missile

But, the nuclear industry claims: "On-site high-level radioactive waste storage casks at
nuclear power plants are not vulnerable to terrorist attack even by aircraft."

1998 U.S. Army Weapons Test Shows:
CASKS ARE VULNERABLE TO TERRORIST ATTACKS

A Missile Blasted A Hole Completely Through A Cask Wall - Proven by video
Armor Piercing Missile Perforated High-Level Radioactive Waste Storage Cask

" Missile - 5" in diameter, less than 4' long, weight less than 50 pounds
" Launched from a portable tripod launcher with range of nearly 2 miles
" The missile, TOW, which penetrated the cask wall, is the most widely distributed missile in

service around the world, including the U.S. and 36 other countries.
" Iran may have obtained 1,750 or more TOW missiles, according to Military Analysis Network.

Facts About The Cask Design That Was Penetrated With A Missile
* The type cask that was pierced was a dual-purpose, CASTOR cast-iron cask used for dry-storage

and transport. CASTOR casks have forged iron walls 15" thick.
* CASTOR is among the most robust of various models of nuclear waste storage casks in existence,

and licensed by NRC. Other U.S. dry cask models (having walls of only a few to several inches of
steel) are much less robust than the CASTOR design that was pierced by the missile in this testing.

* Rail-car sized casks like the CASTOR can hold over 200 times the long-lasting radioactivity
released by the Hiroshima atomic bomb.

* If irradiated nuclear fuel had been inside, a disastrous release of radioactive particles and gases
could have occurred.

* A terrorist attack on a dry storage cask - combining a missile to ventilate a cask with a launched
weapon could release large quantities of deadly radioactivity.

* The GAPING HOLE (shown in the video) would also breach radiation-shielding, exposing any
closely approaching emergency responders, such as fire fighters, to FATAL RADIATION DOSES
IN MINUTES.

* Casks were originally designed as radiation shielding, NOT as a "flak jacket" while storing high-
level radioactive waste at nuclear power plants. 600 of these casks are already in use worldwide,
including in Virginia.

> ACE suggests extra protection by fortifying cask storage at Limerick, dispersinq
and bunkering dry storage casks behind extra thick concrete, steel, and earthen
shields to defend against attacks by high explosives or missiles.

KVBC TV In Las Vegas, Nevada Investigative Report Shows:

> CASKS For Storing High-Level Radioactive Wastes Can Be Broken

Open By Fire - A test at Sandia Labs in New Mexico show casks to be a failure in fire -
After only 100 minutes in fire the cask broke open.

> Tests on Casks Were Never Designed To Prove Safety - People at
Sandia Labs are not saying the casks are safe. In fact, one test proved a clear
failure against terrorist attack. It was possible to penetrate a cask, and the hole in
the cask is proof.



NO SAFE CASK UNLOADING PROCEDURE EXISTS

INCREDIBLE! Once loaded, casks can't be safely unloaded.
It is beyond irresponsible to keep storing high-level radioactive wastes

in casks that cannot be safely unloaded to reduce serious risks.

If in the not too unlikely scenario that the casks would malfunction, or the waste were to
leak, or a repository were to open that could accept the wastes, it remains unclear whether
dry casks could be safely unloaded back into fuel storage pools or into transport casks for
shipment off-site.

* 1993, Michigan filed an injunction in federal court against loading the casks at
Palisades, alleging that there was no proven safe method for unloading the casks.

0 1994, Consumers Energy discovered its 4 th load BSC-24 dry cask had weld flaws.
Consumers announced it would unload the irradiated fuel in the cask back into the
storage pool. 10 years after they announced this, the defective cask sits fully
loaded on the shoreline of Lake Michigan.

A. Reintroducing the 400 degree Fahrenheit fuel assemblies back into the 100 degree fuel
pool water would result in a radioactive steam flash hazardous to workers, and would
thermally shock the fuel assemblies threatening to further degrade them.

B. The welded-shut inner canister would have to be cut open in a timeframe of less than 50
hours, for the cooling process to be maintained during unloading - the fuel would begin to
overheat.

C. There was NO procedure yet developed to remove steel shims that were pressure fit
inside the cask lid.

D. Corrosion between the metallic inner canister and the metallic lining of the outer shell of
VSC-24's could cause a bonding together that would be very difficult to pry apart.

In spite of all this, Consumers rushed to load more VSC-24 casks - there were
no penalties or attempts to correct the serious problems and threats.

Worker and Public Safety

During Cask Handling And Cask Moving Activities

Human error and equipment failure raise issues of worker and public safety during cask
handling and moving activities.

" An explosion took place above 24 irradiated fuel assemblies already loaded into the
casks, containing the equivalent amount of long-lasting radioactive released by 240
Hiroshima-sized atomic bombs: The forceful explosion took place near the plant's
"spent" fuel pool, not a place to "play with fire" or make mistakes with objects
weighing many tons.

* Dropping either a loaded or unloaded cask inside the fuel pool building can severely
damage plant safety equipment, jeopardizing reactor operation and the cooling of
irradiated fuel in the storage pond.

" May, 1995, a loaded cask became stuck in the hoisted position above the Prairie Island,
Minnesota plant's irradiated fuel storage pool for 16 hours. There was a risk of dropping
back into the pool, damaging irradiated fuel stored there, or punching a hole in the pool
leading to a loss of coolant accident and potentially catastrophic consequences.

Boiling water reactors such as Limerick place irradiated fuel storage pools several stories up in
the reactor building. Cask movement can place heavy loads up to ten stories high inside the
reactor building. A cask drop would send the heavy load crashing down though several floors of
the building which house vital safety systems, with untold consequences.



HIGH LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTE PRESENTS A REAL DILEMMA

PEOPLE WHO LIVE AROUND NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS WILL BE EXPOSED TO
POISONS THAT REMAIN DEADLY FOR HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF YEARS

> YET, THERE IS NO REAL OPPORTUNITY FOR SAFEGUARDS

THROUGH PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT.

A Retreat From Regulation - Limerick's Permit for Dry Cask Storage will be issued
under a "generic licensing process" using the first license issued in Michigan, 1993.

* NRC can approve Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations such as this
one at Limerick without rigorous investigation, relying on a nuclear plant's
general operating license, now over 20 years old for Limerick.
V Limerick's license was issued decades ago before Spent Fuel Storage

Installations were even envisioned.
* Nominal safeguards for protecting the environment and involving the public -

normally required for licensing a nuclear facility are done away with:

1. No Site Specific Study is Required.

2. No Environmental Impact Study is Required.

3. No Adjudicatory Public Hearing Process is Allowed.

4. NRC Rubberstamps Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations
automatically. NRC always finds no adverse impacts on the
environment, regardless of the circumstances, and based upon an
outdated Environmental Impact Study.

Example: Why Outdated Studies Should Not Be Used To Issue Current Permits
1982 CRAC 2 Report
Calculating Nuclear Reactor Accident Consequences For Limerick Nuclear Power Plant, Presented to
Congress, 1982 (Citation for the report is NUREG/CR-2239, SAND81-1549). Commissioned by the NRC,
Conducted by Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque New Mexico, operated by U.S. Energy Department.

1980 Numbers Calculated for Limerick Nuclear Power Plant, Reported to Congress in the
1982 CRAC 2 Report, if an accident occurred at either of the two reactors in Limerick.

NUMBERS WOULD BE FAR HIGHER NOW - 25 YEARS LATER:
a 74,000 Early Fatalities
* 610,000 Early Injuries (most of any U.S. reactor)
* 34,000 Cancer Deaths

1982 CRAC Report also calculates costs from an accident, in 1980 dollars:
* Limerick 1 estimatedcosts could reach $213 billion
" Limerick 2 estimated costs could reach $197 billion.
Inflation since 1980 means these numbers would be far higher today.

In the event of an accident or terrorist attack far more people would be harmed 25 years
later. Yet the public has no real opportunity to say NO to above ground high-level
radioactive storage at Limerick. Limerick's dry cask radioactive waste storage should not be
permitted to increase threats, yet there seems to be no choice that is safe to people or the environment.

> If there were another option for this high risk storage of long-lived deadly and dangerous
high-level radioactive waste in Limerick Casks should never be permitted.

> Any facility that makes waste which presents this much of a threat should never have been opened
and should be shut down now. Why do we continue to make waste we can't dispose of safely?



Alliance For A Clean Environment
July 18, 2006

Detailed Review and Analysis Of:
NRC's June 16, 2006 Letter In Response
To ACE's April 21 Requests For Written Responses:

BE: High Level Radioactive Waste Storage At Limerick Nuclear Power Plant

Cause-For Concern

NRC Failed to Address Two Major Concerns

1. NRC refuses to.address or improve security against vulnerabilities of air strikes
and missiles against terrorist attacks, apparently in order to save the nuclear
industry bad PR and monetary costs - but at what risk to the surrounding public
and environment? NRC's failed to address Army testing proving a missile can
penetrate the most robust cask design (far more robust than the ones proposed for
Limerick).

- Anti-tank weapons (the TOW anti-tank missile),,used at the.i•98 Aberdeen Provihg Ground test ir-

Maryland, blew a grapefruit or softball siZed hole through 15 inches of cast iron cask wall. A second
TOW, or another explosive or incendiary device, lodged in that hole could then cause the severe fire
that could release catastrophic amounts of radiation into the flames, smoke, and air, to blow
downwind.
Shaped charges, as they are called, could also be used by terrorist, attackers; they are designed to
penetrate 30 inches of steel; the NUHOMS casks are nowhere near that thick.
High explosives could also breach such containers.
Combined with a long-duration, high-temperature fire, which attackers could also cause in conjunction
with the explosive breach of the container, a catastrophic radiation release could unfold.

2. NRC failed to respond to specific concerns from a nuclear engineer, regarding
specific design flaws of the NUHOMS casks proposed for Limerick. This
community needs and deserves an independent review and assurances against
failure, concerning each specific potential design flaw identified by the nuclear
engineer (including the potential for corrosion and faulty concrete), BEFORE casks
are built and filled with deadly radioactive waste in Limerick.

NRC Comments from their 6/16106 Letter to ACE and Our Responses:
(ACE responses are based on verified facts from our research and those Provided by
national experts.)

NRC reminded us cask technology has been used by the nuclear industry for 20 years.

ACE ReSponse:
> The nuclear industry had a bleak history of accidents and incidents in that short

time. 'A NIRS fact sheet chronicles events that show a lot has gone wrong in just
20 years.

> Clearly, 20 years is not time enough to know long term consequences and
problems with casks. Limerick's radioactive waste will remain deadly for tens of
thousands of years and outlive any-container it is placed in now.

Most Concerning - NRC's 6/t6/06 letter identifies NRC's attempt to downplay even
its own earlier lowball estimates of risks:

I



NRC reexamined predicted behavior of spent fuel stored in pools during accident scenarios
and determined:

" Ifradiated fuel is more easily cooled than predicted in earlier studies
e Accident consequences would be far less severe than previously estimated
" Radioactive release would be much smaller (by a factor of 10) and radioactive release

would begin later than estimated thereby resulting in:
0 More time to implement effective protective measures
N Reduced health effects
* Reduced land contamination

ACE Response:
> NRC's ASSUMPTIONS are not based in reality. There is NO INDEPENDENT hard

science to prove NRC's claims which need INDEPENDENT REVIEW. NRC's
reexamined ASSUMPTIONS are in direct opposition to the facts as well as logic.
This attempt to deceive the public on such a critical issues is shamefull

* NRC's assumptions fail to regulate the industry or protect the public.
, NRC's time and resources should NOT be spent downplaying obvious risks

by re-running calculations to produce new assumptions of safety.
* NRC attempts to provide cover and hide the truth about obvious nuclear

industry high level radioactive waste threats to public health and safety.
Example: An NRC brochure obtained by ACE in Limerick states that 10 years
after removal from the reactor, the radiation dose 1 meter away exceeds 10,000

-- -REMS per hour-Adose of 5,000 reinswould be expectedto cause immediate
incapacitation and death within one week. It is beyond irresponsible for NRC
to make "claims about PREDICTED behavior" reductions of accident
consequences or radiation releases.

GLARING NRC CONTRADICTION IN REQUIRED COOLING TIME: 0
For years, as well as 7/13/06 at the meeting in Limerick, NRC acknowledged it
would take at least 5 years before rods are cooled off enough in fuel pools to safely
remove them for dry cask storage.

> Yet, in the 6/16/06 letter to ACE, NRC stated "irradiated fuel is more easily

cooled than predicted."

> NRC stated 6/16/06 "Dry cask storage allows spent fuel already cooled in the
spent fuel poolfor at least one year to be placed inside a container."

> When confronted by ACE about the shocking contradiction between the
NRC statement made in our 6/16/06 letter claiming 1 year was enough to
cool, and then NRC again stating at the 7/13/06 meeting in Limerick that 5
years of cooling was reguired, NRC claimed that night that there was a
mistake in the 6/16 NRC letter to ACE.

> Leaving the 7/13 meeting, NRC's James Trapp told Donna Cuthbert the one
year claim in our letter had to be a mistake and NRC would send a
correction. He admitted he worked on the letter but had no recollection of
the I year mistake. He promised to send ACE a corrected letter.
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> 7/25/06 NRC's James Trappe sent an e-mail clarification to ACE stating, "In
our letter to you dated June 16, 2006 we stated the time was at least 1 year.
This statement was correct I received the following information from Randy
Hall
" "Regulations specify spent fuel must be cooled ... at least one year before

placed in dry storage."
" "However, in practice, most spent fuel placed in dry storage must be aged for 5

years or more, as required by all NRC-approved Certificates of Compliance for
dry cask storage systems, and NRC issued site-specific licenses."

" "There are cask designs, includinq NUHOMS fused for Limerick! that would
allow certain low-irradiated fuel to be placed in a cask with only 3 or more
years of cooling in the pool."

The lack of clarity, even within NRC, concerning the requirement for cooling
this deadly radioactive waste is nothing less than astounding. This is a
perfect example of NRC's attempt to accommodate the nuclear industry. NRC
is willing to compromise public safety to accommodate nuclear power plant
operators. Since Limerick is using NUHOMS casks and radioactive rods will
be permitted to be removed as early as 3 years after cooling, this Issue must
be fully Investigated by an independent source based on the following:

/ Intense heat can damage fuel rods, making future handling and transport all that
much more hazardous and future leakage all that much more likely.

v" Intense heat can damage the casks themselves, making radioactive release more
likely down the road, as the casks deteriorate with time, but also with the heat
damage on the materials, the concrete and steel in the casks.

Supportingq Facts For Concern:

* There is risk of fuel rods Overheating; due to high radioactive decay heat - thermal
heat from the decay of radioactive elements in the waste.
a. The heat means the fuel itself could overheat in dry cask storage, and could

also damage the dry cask structure.
b. The radioactivity means that radiation levels coming off the transfer casks

during loading, and even off the dry cask itself, would be higher, endangering
workers especially,

* Since March 27, 2006, Exelon claimed spent fuel rods had to remain in spent fuel
pools at least 5 years before placing them in casks.

* At one nuclear plant where the fuel was removed prior to 5 years, there were
unnecessary and avoidable risks, as described above. Because Palisades
loaded less-than-five-years-cooled fuel into its dry casks, in violation of the tech
specs on those dry casks, they risked damaging the fuel and the casks, with all
the attendants near, and long-term risks such damage means.

* It's not only the immediate disasters we need to worry about, but also the long
term integrity of the containers and the irradiated fuel itself.

Hotter and Higher Levels of Radioactive Fuel Makes For More Risk All Around.
We are doubtful that NRC dose rates could be met while transferring and storing in dry
casks fuel that is les than 5 years cooled in the pool.
CLEARLY, THIS ENTIRE MATTER NEEDS A CAREFUL INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION!
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Security

NRC's response proved that Limerick Nuclear Power Plant is NOT well protected against air
strikes or missiles.

ACE Response:
> Air strikes and missile strikes against high-level radioactive waste storage in

above ground casks could be devastating, yet NRC has used deceptive arguments
and spin to minimize that threat, apparently in order to save the nuclear industry
bad PR and monetary costs - but at what risk to the surrounding public and
environment?

NRC claims anti-aircraft weapons would present significant command and control challenges,
with threatened collateral damage to the surrounding community.

ACE Response:
The long term health, safety, and welfare of this region, would be forever threatened by a
disaster at Limerick Nuclear Power Plant, from suicide bombers, missiles, or even air craft
accidents, especially now with above ground storage of ever growing amounts of deadly
radioactive wastes at Limerick Nuclear Power Plant.

>_Instead of requiring improved safeguards NRC (throughout their 6/16/06
-responses to ACE), attempted to downplay the potential forharm, as well asthe
estimates of health and financial costs to the public from a terrorist strike or
accident involving deadly radioactive waste.

What collateral damage would happen if a plane or missile would strike any of the
high-level radioactive targets at Limerick Nuclear Power Plant? How many people
would get sick and die?

Estimates reported to Congress for one reactor in 1982 - over 700,000

> What would be the financial costs of that? Depending on what was hit, perhaps
the environment in the entire regiont would become uninhabitable for decades.

Estimates for one reactor in 1982 - over $200,000 BILLION

NRC even attempted to disclaim their own worst case scenario estimate for
Limerick Nuclear Power Plant, from 1980 data, reported to Congress in 1982.

Airport Issues

NRC irresponsibly says let FAA, DOD, and Dept. of Homeland Security worry about it!
It isn't our department.

ACE Response:
We believe this should be considered dereliction of duty by NRC!

> Isn't that a failure of NRC to meet its requirements under the Atomic Energy Act,
to protect and defend the common welfare and defense?

> Isn't it a failure to fulfill NRC's mission statement of protecting the public health
and safety and environment?

> A catastrophic terrorist attack would destroy all those things NRC is supposed to
protect.

NRC states "not our department" on several issues for which they should be responsible and
clearly should be addressing.
ACE Response:

4



While NRC refuses to take responsibility, they even refuse to forward our concerns to
those agencies to which they defer.

> Instead of answering concerns, NRC referred us to DOE, FAA, and GAO without
referring our concerns to those agencies.

> And NRC has refused to forward concerns between NRC departments. At the NRC
meeting April 20, 2006 NRC refused to accept in person our written requests for
written responses and made us mail them instead.

After 9/11 NRC, FAA, and DOD determined that a Notice to Airmen, strongly urging pilots to not

circle or loiter over nuclear plants, was the vehicle to protect the airspace above nuclear plants.

ACE Response:

> A notice to pilots has NO VALUE in preventing a terrorist attack or missile strike.
It may help to protect pilots, but will have no effect on terrorists who plan to hit
nuclear power plant targets. We can be sure Al Qaeda suicide hijackers would
NOT be deterred and/or intimidated if they knew they'd have to be interviewed by
law enforcement. They would already be dead.

> There is no plan to protect our region against terrorist attacks on Limerick Nuclear
Power Plant by air or missile. NRC is punting to FAA, DOD, and Department of
Homeland Security. "Not our department" is NRC's official position on the threat
of hijacked airliners being crashed into nuclear power plants. Very scary,
especially when the 9/11 Commission confirmed that the 9/11 attacks originally
targeted nuclear plants and that this could happen again in the future.

NRC stated "selecting a cask that can only be used for storage at this point is also an acceptable
option for a company."

ACE Response:
> If casks used only for storage are allowed to be selected by the nuclear industry,

this shows that dry cask storage at nuclear power plants is not the temporary
storage as was first suggested, but the final resting place for this deadly waste
forever.

> Evidence suggests that the casks built for Limerick will remain there forever, so we
-better get the best plan possible.

- The first cupful of high level waste, generated in 1942 in the first chain reaction,
has yet to be dealt with permanently - it too is in "interim" storage, which tells us
everything we need to know... Indefinite, long term storage is likely forever.

- Some reactors have been sitting with wastes on site since the 1950s and 1960s!
Pools may have been emptied into dry cask storage, but wastes remain on site.

- There is no safe other place for the wastes to go anywhere in the nation.
> Surry, VA has-been sitting on wastes in dry casks for over 20 years.
> The industry got away with using storage only casks at Palisades in 1993.

- They deceptively claimed unloading casks would be easy -just reverse the loading
procedure.

- But when the 4 th cask to be loaded was found to have welding defects, the company
ran into technical difficulties unloading it, and chose to just leave it sitting there, fully
loaded.

- It sat there for 12 years, at this point.
- It will be difficult, perhaps impossible, to safely unload those palisades casks.

NRC states "the 1st .. installation was in 1986 at Surry.. in Virginia. Limerick is planning to use
NUHOMS by Transnuclear."
ACE Response:
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> ACE questioned cask problems at Surry with these very casks planned for Limerick.
NRC failed to provide specific responses. Several NUHOMS problems were
identified from the past, not only at Surry, but possibly also at Davis-Besse.

NRC states acasks must meet extremely demanding standards"

ACE Response:
> While this may be true on paper, it is not true in practice. Casks that failed to meet

quality assurance standards were given approval by NRC in the past.
> NRC only requires certain design criteria that casks must meet - and on paper

only, before they get a license. But these design criteria leave a lot to be desired.
> The fire design criteria is for a 1,475 degree Fahrenheit fire that burns for 30

minutes. A severe accident or a terrorist attack could generate a fire that burns
considerably hotter, and for a longer time, than that. Then what?

NRC and industry do not know how long NUHOMS casks would last in a
fire hotter than 1,475 degrees that bums for longer than 30 minutes.

- NRC refuses to "test to destruction" - they don't want to show that these
containers CAN fail. They'd rather keep that fact cloudy.

- Perhaps they could last 30 minutes in a 1,475 degree fire - although they've
only showed that by computer simulation, and scale model, and on paper -
they've not showed it with actual full-scale physical safety tests, as those
are not required.

NRC makes a deceptive, if not false, argument stating, "The design of casks would make a
[radioactive] release extremely unlikely. If terrorists succeeded in striking a cask with an
explosive and the cask were breached, the terrorists would have to get the radioactive material
out of the container and disperse it into the environment"

ACE Response:
> As stated above.. .What about anti-tank weapons, such as the TOW anti-tank

missile used at the 1998 Aberdeen Proving Ground test in Maryland that blew a
grapefruit or softball sized hole clean through 15 inches of cast iron cask wall.

> A second TOW, or another explosive or incendiary device, lodged in that hole
could then cause the severe fire that could lodge catastrophic amounts of
radiation into the flames, smoke, and air, to blow downwind.

o Frighteningly, many hundreds of TOW missiles have been bought and sold on
the black market over the past few decades.

> Shaped charges, as they are called, could also be used by terrorist attackers; they
are designed to penetrate 30 inches of steel; the NUHOMS casks are nowhere near
that thick.

> High explosives could also breach such containers. Combined with a long-
duration, high4emperature fire, which attackers could also cause in conjunction
with the explosive breach of the container, a catastrophic radiation release Could
unfold.

> NRC refuses to address these vulnerabilities, apparently in order to save the
industry bad PR and monetary costs - but at what risk to the surrounding public
and environment?

NRC stated under High Level Waste Storage in the 5th paragraph that "Casks must meet
extremely demanding standards to ensure their integrity in the most severe conditions, including
sabotage."

ACE Response:
> NRC may try to spin it that way, but evidence suggests that statement isfalse. It is

just wrong, and irresponsible to imply that casks were designed with terrorism in
mind, when they were not.
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For an honest answer, perhaps we need to ask directly - Were NRC's design
criteria for casks developed with terrorism in mind?

- If they claim they were, then the design criteria are woefully inadequate, as
shown by the test at Sandia over 25 years ago, and the test at Aberdeen 8 years
ago.

> It appears clear that NRC design criteria were NOT developed with terrorist attack
or sabotage in mind.

- NRC hired Sandia National Lab to do some testing and analysis of what kind of
impact terrorist attacks would have on casks. Although they've tried to spin it
otherwise, these tests have shown that a significant radiological release could
occur due to such an attack.

- For example, scientists shot a transport cask with a missile in the late
1970slearly 1980s, at Sandia. The missile breached the shipping container, and
cut a burn path through the fuel rods.

- Had real high level waste been inside, a radiological release would have
occurred.

- NRC and even Sandia tried to downplay the potential release.
- But if the attack had been followed by multiple missiles and/or incendiary

devices, the release would have been worsened substantially.
- Why would anyone believe Al Qaeda would show up with only one missile?

Cask Quality Assurance

NRC acknowledged that ACE listed a variety of issues [incidents and accidents] that have come
up over the years at various dry cask storage installations, yet failed to provide the corrective
and/or enforcement action for each, as requested.

ACE Response:

> NRC failed to address ACE's request for enforcement and corrective actions for
each of the accidents and incidents [issues]. NRC not only "claimed" to have
inspected the accidents and incidents, but also to have taken corrective actions,
"as necessary."

> Based on past history, what NRC deems "as necessary" fails to protect the public's
interests. NRC failed to take action to force the company to unload this faulty
cask. What needs to be done to address and protect the public's interests can be
quite different than what NRC deems "necessary".

One example - NRC has allowed a nuclear power plant company to keep a
defective cask fully loaded for 12 years now.

The 4t cask loaded at Palisades was defective. Despite the company promising
to unload it, they didn't. NRC did nothing. A perfect example of LAX and
irresponsible NRC oversight and failure of enforcement action. How can we
trust NRC to decide what casks need to be unloaded "as necessary," when

- Both the company and NRC perjured themselves in federal court when they
assured the judge that the casks could be unloaded simply by reversing
the loading procedure.

- When push came to shove, they could not do that. But then continued to
just load more casks after the problem with the 4! one.

- There are 29 fully loaded casks at Palisades now. Soon to be posted on the
NIRS website, documentation of the NRC and company perjuring
themselves in court - www.nirs.orq /Palisades subsection.
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NRC provided information for only one corrective action in 20 years, a pathetic
commentary on NRC's corrective and enforcement actions.

In 1996 NRC issued a Bulletin to the nuclear industry for action to address
chemical reactions in spent fuel storage canisters. This wasn't even a
corrective or enforcement action for the specific accident.

V Sending an NRC Bulletin to other nuclear power plants is hardly a
corrective action for the serious threat which triggered the 1996 bulletin.
A bulletin "MAY" have been a preventive action, but it was not a corrective
action for the horse that was already out of the barn.

The Point Beach nuclear plant in Wisconsin had managed to cause an
explosion in a VSC-24 dry cask due to a build up of hydrogen gas, ignited
by the welding torch.
This happened on the edge of the storage pool.
Had that lid fallen into the pool, it could have damaged fuel down below, or
even worse, damaged the pool, draining away cooling water, potentially
leading to a waste pool fire, which could kill tens of thousands downwind,
according to a 2001 NRC report.

So first the accidental explosion in May 1996, then the NRC Bulletin. But then, in
1999, having had 3 long years to get its ducks in a row, Palisades managed to
ignite built up hydrogen gas in dry casks, despite the bulletin.

- Two separate crews ignited the hydrogen. The first didn't even tell the
second crew to watch out.

- The NRC had left and gone back to regional headquarters before either
crew ignited the hydrogen, convinced that everything was going fine, they
weren't needed anymore.

" There were other related hydrogen gas build up incidents with the VSC-24s - one
in the Trojan nuclear plant storage pool. A NIRS fact sheet provides more details
(www.nirs.org).

> So much for the efficacy of that 1996 NRC Bulletin, which they called a corrective
action! It appears the utilities didn't read that NRC corrective action Bulletin!

Ironically, the hydrogen gas build up was due to a high school
level chemical reaction between boric acid in the irradiated fuel
pool water reacting with the zinc in the anti-corrosion paint liner
used on the casks, generating hydrogen gas.

- That basic reaction was missed by all the "experts" at the cask
company, the nuclear utility, and the NRC. That is unacceptablel

There are numerous such problems with dry casks which NRC is just
letting slide - as it seems to believe there is nothing utilities can do wrong

to cause a serious problem with dry cask storage, as It is so inherently

safe.

The Sandia Study

In the first paragraph NRC claims these [conclusions] do not represent what would be expected if
a severe accident occurred at a nuclear power plant in this "Siting Criteria Guidance". In the
second paragraph NRC claims "analysis employed an accident scenario orders of magnitude
greater than what is believed possible."

ACE Response:
> NRC is now attempting to dismiss and discredit its own 1982 worst case accident

scenario calculations on 1980 data around Limerick Nuclear Power Plant.
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o NRC double talk is attempting to mask the true potential for disaster in the
region around Limerick Nuclear Power Plantl NRC can't have it both
ways. Either they admit calculations are based on fantasy and they really
have no idea how many people will actually die and be harmed, or how
much that will cost financially in a worst case scenario around Limerick, or
accept their own worst case scenario predictions from 1982.

o Based on the population explosion in the region over the past 26 years,
even "if" the accident scenario was orders of magnitude greater, we
suggest that has been greatly exceeded by now.

o Radiation released at Chernobyl and from bomb testing has been blamed
for high levels of radiation found around the world and even in the soil in
our area, yet NRC would like us to believe that radiation released in an
accident at Limerick will not travel 30 to 50 miles from the Limerick Nuclear
Power Plant.

o Common sense suggests that radiation released from a Limerick Nuclear
Power Plant accident or terrorist attack could travel at least 30 miles, and
that the calculated physical and financial harms on 1980 data for a worst
case scenario are easily feasible.

o Yet, in the 6/16106 response to ACE, NRC attempts to minimize its own 1982
calculations for a worst case scenario, which evidence suggests would not
be far lower as NRC suggests, but instead far higher due to a population
explosion around Limerick in the past 26 years, as well as inflation. While
the worst case scenario statistics reported in 1982 are shocking, it is
conceivable in reality, they would be much worse today.

CRAC-2 Report
Calculating Nuclear Reactor Accident Consequences

For Limerick Nuclear Power Plant
Presented to Congress, 1982

The citation for the report is NUREG/CR-2239, SAND81-1549.
Commissioned by the NRC

Conducted by Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque New Mexico, operated by U.S. Energy Department

Numbers Calculated for Limerick Nuclear Power Plant in 19,82 If an accident occurred at
either of the two reactors in Umerick

V 74,000 Early Fatalities
/ 610,000 Early Injuries (most of any U.S. reactor)
V 34,000 Cancer Deaths

CRAC-2 Calculations are probably HIGHLY UNDERESTIMATED, since
a. the results are based on 1980 population (it has grown sharply since then)
b. it includes only persons living within 30 miles of the plant (previous accidents

show damage goes much further than 30 miles)
c. it only takes into account a meltdown of the reactor core. If there was an accident at

the fuel pools (waste), casualties would be MUCH greater. On average, fuel pools hold
about 4 or 5 times as much radioactivity as a reactor core.

1982 CRAC Report also calculates costs from an accident, in 1980 dollars.
" For Limerick 1, $213 billion
" For ULmerick 2, $197 billion.

Inflation since 1980 means costs would be even more astronomical today.

There are "beyond design basis accidents" that are well within the realm of
possibility.
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* NRC only concerns itself with "design basis accidents," ones they
"CLAIM" as realistic enough to care about.

* Of course, worse accidents are possible, NRC just doesn't want to have to
deal with them or even think about them.

The best example - NRC's design basis threat for a terrorist attack foresees 5
attackers. What about the 19 attackers that coordinated the 9/11 attacks? NRC
has just declared more than 5 attackers "beyond design basis."
• Accidents or attacks could easily be beyond what NRC chooses to deal

with.

The Three Mile Island accident was considered so remote an accident scenario
as to be disregarded in analyses - BEFORE it happened, that is.
* Now, even at the Limerick Township meeting 7/13/06, NRC is still

attempting to ignore the studies and deny documented harmful impacts
which actually took place around TM! after that accident.

Another example is reactor pressure vessel embrittlement, and the growing
risk of pressurized thermal shock (PTS) at pressurized water reactors such as
Palisades in MI.
o If the reactor pressure vessel were to fracture due to embrittlement and

PTS, the accident that would unfold would be "beyond design basis."
o The 1982 CRAC-2 report figures for Palisades are: 11,000 deaths, 7,000

injuries, and $52.6 billion in property damages. Of course, those are for
1980 Census figures, and 1982 dollars.

o Given growth in population, and inflation, and beyond design basis
accidents like PTS fracturing leading to full scale melt down and massive
radiation release, those CRAC-2 figures can be regarded as very
conservative.

NRC cites the National Research Council 2002 report stating, "the threat of terrorist attacks on
spent fuel storage facilities.... is highly dependent on design characteristics."

ACE Response:
> This statement makes our point. Our reqionr needs the most protective and

preventive cask design characteristics for Limerick to PREVENT (to the degree
possible) terr[rist attacks.

> While NRC cited this report which makes our point, NRC at the same time steered
us away from reports that REALLY make the point about terrorism I

> NRC cites a 2002 National Research Council report, but does NOT cite the 2005
NAS report which pointed to dry cask storage as at risk of terrorist attack.

o See: http:llwww.nirs.orql/reactorwatch/securitylsecuritvhome.htm and then
April 2005 in chronological listing for info on that NAS report that it seems
NRC wishes to keep us in the dark about.

> The 2005 NAS study also found irradiated fuel storage pools vulnerable to terrorist
attack and massive radiation release, especially at Mark I and Mark II boiling water
reactor plants, the design of Limerick Nuclear Power Plant.

NRC sponsored these studies - It is shameful for them to iqnore or hide them from us.

NRC states, "Differences in the design.. .make it difficult to compare the relative safety of each
method."

ACE Response:
> It is both baffling and outrageous that NRC appears to be fine doing NOTHING, using

the excuse of difficulty in comparing the relative safety of each method, after the
information presented to NRC in the 2005 NAS report.
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> The 2005 NAS report found that both storage pools and dry casks can be potentially
vulnerable to catastrophic terrorist attack, a fact that NRC just denied at the public
meeting in Limerick 7113106

> Some are more vulnerable than others depending on design. Boiling water reactors
such as Limerick are amongst the worst.

> It seems crystal clear that the current design for dry cask storage at Limerick would
be among the worst designs under terrorist attack.

Waste Confidence

NRC claims there will be a safe solution to storing massive amounts of hicqh-level
radioactive wastes from all over the nation at over 103 nuclear reactors - "BECAUSE WE
SAY SO."

The Waste Confidence Rule is NRC making the "claim" there will be a safe place to store
massive amounts of ever-growing piles of high-level radioactive wastes from 103 reactors all over
the nation, "because we (NRC) say so." NRC is hoping Congress will say so too, and Bush will
sign it into law. This is kind of like Congress deciding to overturn the Law of Gravity. They can
do that if they want to, but gravity will still be there. So will the high-level nuclear wastes piling up
at the 103 nuclear reactor sites with nowhere to go.

NRC tells us Limerick is allowed to continue to operate even though there is no permanent
disposal site of the nation's spent fuel because of the 'Waste confidence decision." NRC states
that the Commission (NRC) made a generic determination that spent fuel can be stored safely
without significant environmental impacts for at least 30 years beyond the licensed life for the
operation of that reactor at onsite or offsite dry cask installations,

ACE Response:

> There is no safe way to dispose of high level radioactive wastes from nuclear power
plants, and it appears there never will be, given the fact the waste can remain
radioactive for hundreds of thousands of years. NO WASTE CONFIDENCE
DECISION by NRC can change that fact. Nuclear power plants must be shut down
so that we only have to deal with the current waste and not make more.

* NRC's determination ignores the reality of accidents, incidents, and terrorist attacks that can
all lead to disaster. After admitting that each design is different, and knowing some sites
would pose more risk than others, it is highly irresponsible to make a generic determination.

* The fact Is clear. There is no off-site, away-from-reactor dumpsite yet.

" Yucca's predicted opening date is 2018, according to DOE, when cornered. They don't like to
talk dates at all anymore, because they always miss them.

" That's getting close to 2025, the year NRC's "waste confidence decision" says a dump will
open.

" What happens when Yucca goes down for good, as it should?

" It's been In process since the late 1970s, for 25 to 30 years.

" Wouldn't the next targeted dumpsite take at least as long to try to force open against the will
of the "host" community/state?

" NRC's OVER confidence in having a safe place to store this deadly waste is a disservice to
humanity.
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* But Congress is trying to ENACT the NRC's "confidence" - by simply writing into law that
"waste will be disposed of in a timely manner" - all of this is an attempt to stop citizens
from taking this issue into the courts - The bill is meant to stop citizens from defending
themselves, while enabling the nuclear utilities to make a limitless amount of waste, despite
having no solution for it.

NRC states, "the commission believes there is reasonable assurance that at least one repository
will be available within the first quarter of the 21T century, and sufficient repository capacity will be
available 30 years beyond the licensed life for any reactor to dispose of its high-level waste."

ACE Response:

The state of Nevada first petitioned the NRC to erase its waste confidence decision,
arguing that it biased NRC in favor of licensing Yucca.

> NRC's beliefs andlor reasonable assurances are little comfort to those who live around ever-
growing piles of high level deadly radioactive wastes, including those who will be
unfortunate to live around the destination for most all of it.

> Yucca Mountain should never open for many reasons, including important scientific reasons
about the inherent high level radioactive threats. If the public health and safety interests
prevail, Yucca Mountain will never open.

> Imagine how long a 2nd repository would take to open, even if Yucca is ever opened.

> Other states will have seen what happened to Nevada, and will fight hard to make sure it
doesn't happen to them. We believe Nevada may have now taken this issue to court, so
hopefully the courts will soon rule in favor of NV.

> Tragically, it seems clear that those who support the nuclear industry, and have blind trust in
NRC, are trying to enact into law the waste confidence decision, so that not even the courts
can touch it.

>We don't believe NRC's "waste confidence rule" is worth the paper it's written on.

We believe NRC's responses to ACE 6116106 and our investigated responses in this
document provide additional evidence that NRC is'a dangerous instrument for the nuclear
industry! Clearly, evidence suggests NRC's top priority is NOT public health and safety.
WHY does NRC worry more about bad PR and monetary costs for the nuclear industry
than public health and safety? The answer seems clear - NRC FUNDING SOURCES.

Where does NRC get most of its funding? It appears:
> Final Fiscal Year 2007 - NRC has an $808 million dollar budget

Appropriation estimate from taxpayers for NRC
$152 million of an $808 million budget paid by taxpayers

The nuclear power industry itself
$656 million would come from nuclear licensees

Even the terms used by the nuclear industry and NRC are deceptive and misleading.

> We regard the term "spent fuel" as an industry euphemism. It is - "deadly high-
level radioactive waste." In reality, Limerick Nuclear Power Plant's irradiated
nuclear fuel rods are far more radioactive after use. The only thing that's "spent"
is our money as ratepayers and taxpayers, and our patience as concerned citizens.

> The term "cask" suggests death, yet the fuel rods remain radioactive for tens of
thousands of years.

The Alliance For A Clean Environment
(610) 326-6433 1
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Notice of Violation
Issued by NRC 7110106

For. Radioactive Waste Casks
Designed For Limerick

For Transnuclear.- 10 NUHOMS - 61BT
I Limerick is mentioned

and

Limerick's OS-1 97H Transfer Cask

Besides NOVs there were several areas
where discrepancies were noted.

We believe this is provides even more evidence to validate our
concern over the Quality of Transnuclear Casks and their use for
Limerick.

The deadly high-level radioactive waste will far outlive any
container in which it is placed, but to start with a flawed cask
design is just asking for an accidental disaster.



July 10, 2006

Ms. Tara Neider
President and Chief Operating Officer
Transinuclear lncorporated
7135 Minstrel Way
Columbia, MD 21045
SUBJECT: NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMM ISSION (NRC) INSPECTION REPORT NO.

72-100412006-203 AND NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Dear Ms. Neider:

This refers to the inspection conducted June 5-16, 2006, at Kobe Steel, Ltd. (KSL) in Takasago,
Japan, and Hitachi Zosen Mechanical Corporation (HMC) in Ariake, Japan, KSL and HMC are
contracted fabricators of dry storage cask components for Transnuclear, In~orporated (TN).
The inspection Was conducted to determine if fabrication activities were performed in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR Parts 21 and 72, the applicable certificates of
compliance, and TN's NRC-approved quality assurance program. The enclosed report
presents the results of this inspection.

Based on the results of this inspection, the NRC has determined that a violation of NRC
requirements occurred. The violation is cited in the enclosed Notice of Violation (Notice) and
the circumstances surrounding it are described in detail in the subject inspection report. The
violation is being cited in the Notice because it was identified by the NRC.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions specified in the
enclosed Notice when. preparing your response. The NRC will use your response, in part; to
determine whether further enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with
regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter, its
encl~sures, and your response will be made available electronically for public inspection in the
NRC Public Document Room or from' the NRC's document system (ADAMS), accessible from
the NRC Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adats.html. To the extent possible, your



T. Neider -2-

response should not include any personal privacy, proprietary, or safeguards information so

that it can be made available to the Public without redaction.

Sincerely,

IRA]

Robert J. Lewis, Chief
Transportation and Storage Safety and

Ihspection Section
Spent Fuel Project Office
Office of Nuclear Material Safety.

and Safeguards

Docket No. 72-1004

Enclosures:

1. NRC Inspection Report No. 72-1004/2006-203
2. Notice of Violation.



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards

Spent Fuel Project Office

Inspection Report

72-1004

7.2-1004/2006-203

Docket:

Report:

Certificate Holder:

Fabricators:

Inspection Dates:

InspectiOn Team:

Approved by:

Transnuclear Incoroporated (TN)
7135 Minstrel Way
Columbia, MD 21045

Kobe Steel, Ltd. (KSL)
2-3-1, Shinhama, Arai-Cho
Takasago-City, Hyogo-Pref., 676-8670 Japan

Hitachi Zosen Mechanical Corporation (HMC)
Ariake Facility
Nagasu-Machi, Tamana-Gun
Kumnamoto, 869-0113 Japan

KSL: June 5-9, 2006 J
HMC: June 12-16, 2006

Frank Jacobs, Team Leader (HMC), Spent Fuel Project Office (SFPO)
James Pearson, Team Leader (KSL), SFPO
Robert Temps, Senior Inspector, SFPO

Robert J. Lewis, Chief
Transportation and Storage Safety

and Inspection Section
Spent Fuel Project Office
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

arid Safeguards

I ENCLOSURE 1
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response should not include any personal privacy, proprietary, or safeguards information so
that it can be made available to the Public without redaction.

Sincerely,

IRA/

Robert J. Lewis, Chief
Transportation and Storage Safety and

Inspection Section
Spent Fuel Project Office
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards

Docket .No 72-1004

Enclosures:

1. NRC Inspection Report No. 72-1004/2006-203
2. Notice of Violatioh
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Transnuclear, Inc. Docket No. 72A1004
Colijmbia, MD

During an NRC inspection c6nducted at Hitachi Zosen Mechanical Corporation (HMC) in
Ariake, Japan, on June 12-16, 2006, a violation of NRC requirements was identified. HMC is a
fabricator of spent fuel dry storage cask components for Transnuclear, Inc. In accordance With
the "General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," NUREG-1 600,
the violation is listed below:

10 CFR.72.15.0, '"Instructiohs, procedures, and drawings,'" requires, in part, that a
certificate holder. shall preSbribe activities affecting qublity by documented procedures
and require that these procedures be followed.

Contrary to the above, HMC procedures requiring thickness i nspection Of temporary
attachment weld removal areas and recording of the thickness, were not followed.
Specifically, Report No. TAW-56C,D, dated May 23, 2006, for the inner- bottom cover of
dry storage canister shell serial number 21 of job !6F10033, did not document thickness
inspection of all temporary attachment weld areas as required by HMC procedure
Document No. 033-F-TAW, "Control Procedure for Temporary -Attachment W~elds,".Rev ..... - -

2, and Document No.: 033-T-UT*T, Rev. 0, "Thickness Measurement (UT) Procedure
for Shell Welds, Plates." Additionally, Final Data Packages for dry storage canister.
serial. nos. 13 and 14 of the same job did not document the requiired thickness
inspections for those danisters.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement VI).

Pursuant tO the provisi.ons of 10 CFR 2.201, TN is hereby required to submit a written
statement o- explanation to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Corrmnissioh,'ATTN:, Document Control
Desk, Washington., DC 20555, with a copy to Robert J. LeWis, Chief, Transportation and
Storage Safety and Inspectibn Section, Spent Fuel Project Office. This reply should b6 clearly
marked as a "Reoly to a Notice of Vi.olation" and should include: (1) the reason for the violation,
or if contested, the basis for disputing the violation or severity level, (2) the corrective steps that
have been taken and the results achieved, (3) the corrective, steps that will be taken to avoid
further violations, and (4) the date when full compliance will be achieved. Your response may
reference or include previous docketed correspondence, if the correspondence adequately
addresses the required response. If an adequate reply is not received within the time specified
in this Notice, an order or a Demand for Information may be issued as to why the license should
not be modified, suspended, or revoked, or why such other action as may be proper should not
be taken. Where good cause is.shown, consideration will be given.to extending the response
time.

If you contest this enforcement action, you should also provide a copy of your response, with
the basis for your denial, to the Director, Office of Enforcement, United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001.

Because your response will be made available electronically for public inspection in the NRC
Public Document Room or from the NRC's document system (ADAMS), accessible from the
NRC Web site at htto://Www.nrc.qov/readinq-rmladams.htmi, to the extent possible, it should
not include any personal privacy, proprietary, or safeguards information so that it cah be made
available to the public without redaction. If personal privacy or proprietary information is
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necessary to provide an acceptable response, then please provide a bracketed copy of your
response that deletes such information. if you request withholding of such material, you must
specifically identify the portions of your response that you seek.to have withheld and provide in
detail the bases for your claim of withholding (e.g., explain why the disclosure of information will
create an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy or provide the information required by 10
CFR 2.390(b) to support a request for withholding confidential commercial or financial
information). If safeguards information is hecessary to provide an acceptable response, please
provide the levelof protection described in 10 CFR 73.21.

In .accordance with 10 CFR19.11, you may be required to post the Notice within two working
days.

Dated this 1 0 th day of July 2006.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Inspection Report -2-1 004/2006-203

From June 5 through June 16, 2006, an inspection team from the Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards, Spent Fuel Project Office (SFPO), performed an inspection of selected
activities for spent fuel dry storage and transportation casks being fabricated in Japan for
Transnuclear, Inc. (TN), for use in the United States. The team inspected fabrication activities
to determine if they were.perfor-med in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR Parts 21
and 72-.the applicable certificates of compliance, and TN's NRC-appr6ved'quality assurance
program.

The team performed the in.spection at two fabrication facilities: Kobe Steel, Ltd. (KSL), in
Takasago, and Hitachi Zosen Mechanical Corporation (HMC), in Ariake. The team examined
management, design, and fabrication controls, and assessed the oversight by TN and the
reactor licensees.

Fabrication work in progress at KSL included TN-68 casks for Peach Bottom, TN-40 casks for
Prairie Island, and NUHOMS-32PT canister- for Point Beach. Fabrication of-eleven NUHOMS
32PT canisters for Palisades had recently been completed.

A significant amount of work was in progress and scheduled for near-term .starts at HMC.
Current fabrication work included orders of thirteen NUHOMS-24PHBL cahisters for Oconee
and ten NUHOMS-61 BT canisters for Susquehanna. Planning and Mhaterial procurement was
underway fo& canisters for St. Lucie, Turkey Point, Seabrook, Limerick, Palisades,, and
Monticello, as well as an OS-197H transfer cask for Limerick. Re cently completed work
included transfer casks for Surry, North Anna, and Millstone, and NUHOMS 32PT canisters and
a light transfer cask for Fort Calhoun.

The first week of inspection was completed on June 9, 2006, at KSL. The team found the
quality of the construction of the casks to be acceptable and the TN and licensee oversight of
fabrication activities to be adequate. The team did not identify any fin•dings'of significance.
KS.L issued two Corrective Action Directives as a result of the team's observations.

The second week of inspection was completed on June 16, 2006, at HMC. The team found the
quality of the construction of the casks to be acceptable and the TN and licensee oversight of
fabrication activities to be adequate. The team identified one vi.olation of NRC requirements
involving the failure of HMC to follow procedures that required a thickness inspection of -dry
storage canister shell thickness after removal of temporary attachment welds. The finding is
summarized in Table I below. HMCissued three CorrectiveAction Reports as a result of the
team's finding and other observations.
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Table 1
Summary of Inspection Findings

Regulatory Subject of Violation or Nonconipliance Number Type of Report
Requirement of Finding Section

10 CFR Findings
Section

72.150 Instructions, procedures, and drawings 1 Violation -4.2.3.

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

IP 60852, "ISFSI Component Fabrication by Outside Fabricators"
NUREG/CR 6314, "Quality Assurance Inspections for Shipping and Storage Containers"

LIST OF.ACRONYMS USED

AVL Approved Vendor List
CAD Corrective Action Directive
CAR " Corr-ective Action Report
CFR Code* of Federal Regulations
CoC Certifidate of Compliance
DSC Dry storage cahister
HMC Hitackhi ZoSen Mechanical Corporation
KSL Kobe-Steel, Ltd.'
NDE Nondestructive examination
NMC Nuclear Management Company
NRC U,S. Nuclear Regulatory Combmission
PCL Process Checklist
QA Quality Assurance
SFPO Spent Fuel Project Office
TAW Temporary attachment weld
TNI Transnuclea-, Inc.
WPS Welding P-ocedure Specification

PERSONS CONTACTED

The team held an entrance meeting at KSL on June 5, 2006, and at HMC on June 12, 2006, to
present the scope and objectives of the NRC inspection. On June 9 and June 16, 2006, the
team held exit meetings at KSL and HMC, respectively, to present the preliminary results of the
inspection at each location. The individuals present at the entrance and exit meetings are listed
below in Table 2.
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*. Dangerous, Deceptive Dispute About Design Flaws
For High Level Radioactive Waste Storage

At Limerick Nuclear Power Plant

NRC Dismissed A Nuclear Engineer's

Corrosion Concerns-For NUHOMS Casks
Based On An Evaluation Done.By Transnuclear (TN),
The Company With A Vested Interest In The Outcome

ACE received comments and concerns from a nuclear engineer relevant to high level radioactive
storage proposed for Limerick Nuclear Power Plant.

We officially requested NRC to investigate and respond to each of the nuclear engineer's
statements and concerns about NUHOMS casks planned to store high-level radioactive
waste at Limerick Nuclear Power Plant. NRC should have done a comprehensive hands-
on inVestigation of each of the issues raised by the nuclear engineer which ACE clearly
identified for NRC several times since April, 2006.

Instead, NRC referred the nuclear engineer's concerns to Transnuclear, the company that was
* supposed to be investigated. Why would NRC expect us to believe this company would admit the

potential for problems when they already installed many of these casks? NRC used that
company's biased conclusions to dismiss the nuclear engineer's concerns. This is unacceptable,
especially when it comes to the potential for devastating long-term consequences.

*.Listed below in italics and quotes are statements and concerns sent to ACE by the nuclear
engineer. Following each of the nuclear engineer's statements are comments and questions
which ACE requested to be answered by NRC. NRC's October 17, 2006 responses are
identified.

1.. The nuclear engineer wrote, "NUHOMS is designed for air to enter the inside of the
concrete structure which holds the radioactive waste containers. It is only a matter of
time before the steel tubes turn to rust. These tubes are not visible or accessible. The
40-ton radioactive Waste Containers "filled with the nastiest of man-made stuff' are placed
on a set of steel columns. The containers lie horizontally, six feet up in the air, resting
unfastened, on that set of steel columns, which are bound to deteriorate in the corrosive
air environment. What happens when they cannot hold the weight of the container and
the container comes crashing down to the concrete surface below? There's no proof the
container is strong enough to remain intact after falling six feet. Imagine the catastrophe
from dozens of these cylinders crashing to the ground."

ACE Comments to NRC:
The industry has taken the unverifiable position that the steel proposed for Limerick casks will not
corrode. Casks at Limerick will be blown'to cool with extremely corrosive air, 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year for decades, if not forever. We do not believe that under the extremely corrosive conditions at
Limerick Nuclear Power Plant, that eitherNRC or the industry can provide proof that the steel will not
corrode after decades of exposure. Steel planned for Limerick casks has not been in place in
extremely corrosive conditions such as exist around Limerick for a long enough time to guarantee there
will not be corrosion over decades of exposure, especially on the welded areas.



The air constantly cooling the high-level radioactive wastes at Limerick (24 hours a day, 365 days a W
year) can cause corrosion for a number of reasons.

1) Limerick Nuclear Power plant emits about 35 MILLION GALLONS of steam into the air
every day.

2) Multiple extremely corrosive chemicals are added to the 35 million. gallons. (MSDS
sheets obtained by ACE verify this). Common sense suggests corrosive chemical
additives are emitted with the 35 MILLION GALLONS of steam every day.

3) Limerick Nuclear Power Plant is bordered by the Schuylkill River,: another source of
moisture in the air.

4) Sulfur compounds are of major concern. Just 5 miles upwind from Limerick Nuclear
Power Plant, the Pottstown Landfill emits massive amounts of sulfur compounds into
the air from 5 continuous combustion sources. There are other industrial air pollution
sources of sulfur compounds immediately upwind from the nuclear power plant.

TN Responses to NRC 10/17/06 Regarding Responses to the Nuclear Engineer and ACE

TN concluded their canister support structure will maintain its integrity for a period in
excess of 50 years at the Limerick site.

* TN stated the support structure design analysis include a minimum metal thickness to
support corrosion of approximately 60 mils for A36 steels.

TN stated that its 2000 study conclusion was: "Both the A36 and A193 GradeB7 (sic)

steels appear to have sufficient general corrosion resistance of the intended 100 year
design life. .1
TN said, "Although coatings would provide additional corrosion protection,- the survival of
the coating does not appear to be necessary for these materials' success."

" TN provided discussion of data on similar alloys exposed to a marine environment (800'
from the ocean) for a significant period of time.

* TN concluded using the TN commissioned evaluation that the maximum uncoated loss, of
thickness over a period of 5Q years was determined to be .023'" TN. contends. their
"estimates" are conservative because alloys will be sheltered due to concrete walls and
.will be coated to minimize corrosion.

e TN contends that because Limerick is located inland, it is not subject to severe coastal
climates.

* TN indicated that data (on CORROSIVE CHEMICAL ADDITIVES to nuclear power plant
steam) provided by Exelon did not change any TN conclusions.

ACE REALITY CHECK Our 1113106 Response to NRC

1) TN's responses reveal that in reality this is a very dangerous experiment. TN's
biased conclusions provide NO basis for guaranteed protection of public health
and safety for potentially over a million people in the centuries ahead.



2) Unless TN's conclusions are based on site-specific modeling using air at Limerick
on actual materials planned for casks, they are unreliable. TN's conclusions are
not based on researched site-specific hard facts.

3) TN's conclusions about their materials for their products to be used at Limerick
are based on 50 and 100 years when the deadlyVhigh-level radioactive wastes being
stored in TN's storage system will remain highly radioactive for hundreds of
thousands of years and will likely remain in Limerick forever.

4) TN admits coatings would provide additional corrosion protection, but claims they
are not necessary. That conclusion is likely more based on cost than
documented fact. TN isn't willing to spend the money for coatings which they
admit would provide additional corrosion protection.

5) In one paragraph TN claims coating won't be necessary. In another, TN suggests
50 year estimates are conservative because coating will minimize corrosion.

6) TN "ESTIMATES" there will be LOSS of THICKNESS (.023" in 50 years) and (.039"
in 100 years). This proves the obvious - the high-level radioactive wastes will far
outlive any container in Which it is stored. What would losses be if estimated by a
public interest expert? How much loss will there be in hundreds of years?

7) TN claims their "estimates are conservative" based on concrete walls. coating, and
because Limerick is located inland. TN'S CLAIMS ARE ILLOGICAL.

- Concrete walls won't protect the steel from corrosive air that is
intentionally circulated around'it 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, to cool
the high-level radioactive wastes inside the steel.

TN earlier refuses claimed coating is unnecessary. How can it protect the
steel if it is not used?

W While Limerick is inland of an ocean, it is bordered by the Schuylkill River.
And Limerick Nuclear Power Plant emits at least 35,000,000 gallons of
steam every single day causing extreme moisture in the air which will be
cooling the casks. Air in the region is extremely loaded with, sulfur"
compounds, due to massive combustion.

8) TN's refusal to change any conclusions, dismissing Exelon's corrosive chemical
additives as a factor for corrosion is expected, but unacceptable.

NRC Staff Evaluation 10/17/06

NRC Staff Said:
1. Steel for the canister support structure has a conservative calculated corrosion rate that

takes into account the expected corrosion over 20 year licensing basis for the design.
ACE Response

- NRC admits there will be corrosion.
- NRC admits the corrosion rate is "calculated."
- .Site-specific actual corrosion rate is UNKNOWN.

Why is NRC staff only concerned about corrosion for a 20 year licensing period?
Limerick's high-level radioactive wastes will remain deadly for thousands of years.
In reality, casks will likely store this waste in Limerick far longer than 20 years,
possibly forever.



NRC Staff Said:
2. Transnuclear specified application of a corrosion resistant coating over the support steel. @

The coating may be one of several systems. One system is inorganic zinc primer with
an epoxy overcoat, designed to withstand very severe environments.
ACE Response:

- Page 1 - Transnuclear states, "Although coatings would provide additional
corrosion protection, the survival of the coating does not appear to be
necessary for these materials' success."

There are two clear issues of concern.
1) Transnuclear claims a coating does not appear to be necessary, yet

NRC says they specify a coating will be used.
2) While a certain coating is discussed, NRC does not appear to know

which coating, if any, Transnuclear will use.

NRC Staff Said:
3. 'The steel is enclosed in a dry, interior-like environment that provides additional

protection against corrosion."
ACE Response
This is misleading at best. While enclosed, the steel is not protected against
corrosive, humid air which must be continuously forced into the enclosed
structure to constantly cool the high-level radioactive wastes. NRC is making a
false assumption.

NRC Conclusion - Absolutely Irresponsible:
"Standardized NUHOMS provides 'reasonable- assurance' that the system 'will not experience
any significant corrosion' during the 20-Vear license."

ACE Response:
It is not enough to provide "reasonable assurance" against corrosion for only 20
years. This waste will remain deadly for thousands of years and will outlive any
container in which it is stored. It will also likely remain at Limerick forever. The
longer it can be contained safely, the less danger to the public. The least NRC
should do it require modeling of exact materials to be used in the exact corrosive
air conditions at Limerick PRIOR to production and use.

Chemicals Added To Cooling Water System At Limerick.

NRC states:
1. 'They are standard water treatment chemicals used around the world."
ACE believes that just because something is done elsewhere is not an excuse to
dismiss a threat at Limerick.

2. -These chemicals are selected to treat or prevent specific conditions which would
otherwise damage the plant water system components. Damage to the system could be
in the form of corrosion, formation of biological growths, or other mechanisms."

ACE concludes that while these chemicals may protect Limerick's interests, MSDS
sheets on those chemicals added at Limerick suggest there is cause for concern to all
who are exposed.

3. "Chemical use must be compatible with environmental regulations."
Based on failure of regulations to deal with additive, cumulative, and synergistic
impacts on human health, or to acknowledge the most recent research showing
chemicals to be far more harmful than first thought, ACE suggests this statement does
not insure protection to anyone exposed to these chemicals.



NRC Comments About Limerick's
Water Treatment Chemical Additives Effects On Metals:

SULFURIC ACID
Used At Limerick For Cooling Tower Water Treatment

NRC States:

1. "Sulfuric Acid is used to prevent scaling - the ever-accumulating, non-conductive, rock-
like coating. ("scale") forms on insides of pipes, heat exchangers, and other components,
hindering or crippling their ability to function."

2. "ACID ADDED is totally consumed in reacting with the naturally occurring
alkalinity of the water that is partly responsible for scale formation."

3. ."NO ACID REMAINS - Chemical reaction between the acid and alkalinity of the
water produces water and a salt."

4. 'With the acid addition, the pH of the cooling water system is maintained at 8.25, which
is still well within the alkaline range where steel. corrosion is "MINIMAL', but low
enough to inhibit scale formation."

5. "NO Acid remains to be discharged througqh the plant water system or cooling
tower.'

> ACE believes only continuous monitoring can prove that the pH is always
maintained at 8.25 and that NO Sulfuric Acid is discharged into the air or
water. There are valid reasons for variations that would lead to excessive
acid emissions.

SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE, SODIUM BROMIDE, BIOCIDE
Used At Limerick For Cooling Tower Water Treatment.

1. "These biocides prevent and control biological growths such as algae, slime, etc within
the cooling the system and cooling tower"

2. "Some are identical to swimming pool water treatment chemicals. Concentrations at
Limerick are about 1/10 of what would be used in a swimming pooL"

> ACE believes this is of particular concern since swimming pool chemicals
usually contain chlorine chemicals which could be a serious threat to
human health when released with 35,000,000 gallons of steam every day,
even at very low levels.

3. •'This concentration level avoids adverse effects on metallic components in the water
system."

> ACE questions this conclusion. Could this be one reason there has been
so much trouble with equipment at Limerick?

> NRC has no way of knowing exact amounts of any of the additive
chemicals.

> Employees informed ACE of accidents Where a lot more chemicals were
added than were supposed to be added.



MILD ACIDS or OXIDIZERS

1. "Mild acids or oxiders inhibit formation of damaging scale by reacting with scale forming
chemicals ... and render them into a chemical form which does not create scale.

2. "Inhibitors are totally consumed by this process."
3. "NONE remain to adversely affect metallic components.

> There is no site specific testing to validate this claim

ACE BELIEVES THAT CORROSIVE CHEMICALS ADDED
TO LIMERICK'S COOLING WATER CANBE A THEAT TO
PUBLIC HEALTH AND THE STEEL HOLDING HIGH-
LEVEL RADIOATIVE WASTES IN THE ABOVE :GROUND
CASKS WHICH NEED TO BE CONINTUOUSLY cOOLED
WITH SURROUNDING AIR.

NRC OBSERVATIONS DO NOT PROVE OTHERWISE.

1. NRC states "MOST of the chemicals used are benign to metals.
ACE believes this shows some chemicals added to Limerick's cooling water are a
threat. Logic suggests NRC cannot not accurately determine how much of a threat
without continuous monitoring.

2. NRC states "chemicals potentially harmful to metals are totally consumed by chemical
reactions or not present or used in concentrations low enough to. not be a concern."

ACE believes this statement is based.on information which has never been proven to
be absolutely true at Limerick. Without continuous. independent monitoring at
Limerick neither conclusion can be proven to be totally accurate.

3. "NRC staff finds no potential adverse impact upon the metallic components of the
NUHOMS design at Limerick."

ACE believes without continuous long term air testing, it is illogical and irresponsible
to conclude that sulfuric acid and other corrosive chemicals added to the cooling
water at Limerick are not emitted with the 35,000,000 gallons of steam every day.

Ability To Inspect Support Structure

NRC states, "Prior inspections have revealed the internal support steel to be virtually corrosion
free after being in operation for a number of years. Visual inspection of the interior of a horizontal
module using fiber optic technology was performed in 1993 and 1998 on a, 1986 license
NUHMOS - 7P system."

- NRC says these results are part Of the basis for the decision that it is
unnecessary to impose periodic inspections for the internal support steel.

- Based on coating of the structure and the visual inspection. above, NRC
determined that the NUHOMS canister support structure will not corrodeand
therefore it is not necessary to inspect them.

ACE believes there are 2 major points regarding NRC's dismissal of the nuclear engineer's
concern.



1. 12 years is not nearly long enough to make such a determination about-corrosion
of this steel which will be constantly exposed to moist, corrosive air possibly over
hundreds of years. The deadly high-level wastes the structures support will
remain a threat to the public for thousands of years.

2. How were the workers that performed the visual inspection protected?

ACE 1113106 Response to NRC

ACE requested NRC require precautionary improvements in the cask design for
Limerick Nuclear Power- Plant.. Precautionary measures for this risky endeavor
could save untold devastation in the decades ahead.

, Use of best grade non-corroding stainless steel, with certification from the steel
producer that they will be liable under conditions at Limerick. We understand 304
may not be the best non-corroding steel and even 304 has been inferior quality
depending on where it is produced.

" Certificated welds on caps, with those responsible signing to be liable under the
conditions at Limerick. There have already been problems with welding on casks
elsewhere.
Requirements that the six foot steel columns be fastened to the cement floor.

/ Sulfuric acid testing over at least onie year, with continuous exposure to the same
kinds of moist, corrosive air conditions that exist at Limerick.

/ An MRI arrangement for continuous monitoring for corrosion inside thecask where
it may otherwise be impossible to detect corrosion, as well as continuous heat
monitoring around the casks.

/ All monitoring data should be wired electronically to the NRC office on-site at
Limerick, continuously recorded electronically, and available to the public at all
times.

2. The nuclear engineer states that "Radiation leaks out of ventilation openings in
- concrete walls., Air which enters the concrete structure is needed to constantly

cool off the contents inside the container. After the air is circulated, it exits into
the air outside."

a. Experts we contacted suggest this would happen with slow leaks or sudden
accidents.

ACE objects to visual inspections for several reasons. You can't see radiation and
workers could face unnecessary risk. And a once a week or two week inspection is
hardly protective. We understand that visual inspections onlyhappen once every two
weeks at another nuclear plant.

CRUCIAL NRC MONITORING REQUESTED WITH DATA IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE TO
THE PUBLIC AT A SPECIFIC WEBSITE
> ACE is requesting that air monitors to detect all kinds of radiation be placedon

each side of the casks at elevations likely to detect problems immediately.
Monitoring data should be directed to the. NRC office on-site and checked at

- regular intervals during each day. All data, along with NRC reports.on the data,
should be posted at a website that the public can continuously review.



> ACE is also requesting that heat monitors collect data 24 hours a day, directed into
the NRC office at Limerick Nuclear Power Plant, with readings by NRC taken at the
beginning and end of each shift for NRC each day. All data and reports should be
immediately available to the public at a specific announced website, along with a
daily report posted on line for public review

3. The nuclear engineer states, "NRC law "Part 21" states that if a company knows of a
defect in its product used at nuclear plants, it is supposed to notify NRC. Areva
knows it installed dozens of containers around the country in which the steel tubes
may be rusting away, completely undetected (because the outside of the tubes is
not visible and the insides of the tubes are completely out of sight). Instead of
admitting to the defect in the NUHOMS design and making changes before a tube
structure collapses somewhere, Areva has been silent. Lack of
(TransnuclearlAreva) action to notify NRC is a direct violation of the law (Part 21)
and a shameful neglect of responsibility."

> ACE is calling on NRC to do a complete investigation into this alleged violation by the
nuclear engineer.

> If NRC finds this is a valid concern, we ask NRC to require precautionary changes to the
NUHOMS cask design to reduce the risk of unnecessary corrosion at Limerick Nuclear
Power Plant.

4. The nuclear engineer states, "Pushing 40-ton containers of highly radioactive wastes
into the container is a risky operation, especially for workers that could be
irradiated."

> There have been reports of accidents and incidents with this operation. Human error has
caused near catastrophes.

> Exactly how are workers protected from the kinds of disasters that could happen?

5. The nuclear engineer states, "To solve a problem from corrosive air or settlement of
the ground below under the weight of the 40-ton-plus container and its concrete
housing, or to dismantle the storage facility at the end of its life, you must be able
to pull the container'out of the NUHOM concrete housing."

> Transnuclear stated they must demonstrate they can pull the container back out before
loading them and there is no problem with doing that. That is deceptive. Of course this
can be done before it is loaded with deadly spent fuel and before any settling or corrosion
takes place.

> The only instance we can find where this was attempted after a problem took place, it
failed. The defective cask is still loaded with deadly fuel and sitting at the same location
Where it will threaten an entire region foreVer.

> We ask NRC to provide proof that containers were successfully pulled back out and
unloaded after there was a problem. Please include location, length of time thecask was
loaded, the problem which .caused the unloading, detailed description of specific
prqblems, and what was done with the defective load.

6. The nuclear engineer states, "if you can't pull the containers out, you cannot
transport the container to Yucca or anywhere. The site.will become a permanent
graveyard for nuclear fuel - a waste dump full of hundreds of -millions of curies of
radioactivity that takes over a million years to die down, in the back yard of this
region forever."

> This statement is obvious and profound. Exelon admits these containers will sit at
Limerick for many years before there is any attempt to move them to Yucca or somewhere
else. During that time there is bound to be settlement and we believe a good possibility of

* corrosion making removal of wastes doubtful and extremely dangerous.
> Based on the circumstances surrounding Yucca Mountain, we doubt all this high-level

nuclear waste will ever be moved off the Limerick site and question the safety of transport
both from accidents and creating even more inviting targets as radiological weapons for
terrorists.

> As far as we are concerned this is a ticking time bomb for which there is no good answer. S
As long as Limerick continues to operate, more of this high-level radioactive waste will



continuously be filling the fuel pools, requiring more and more above ground high-level
radioactive waste storage, continuously adding to the threat.

> This is a major reason we call upon NRC to get this right, here and now.

7. The nuclear engineer states that "DOE will not use the NUHOMS design for the
storage facility planned to be built in Nevada, because, among other concerns,
DOE is concerned about the feasibility of removing the container after some period
of storage due to settlement. DOE does not even consider NUHOMS to be fit for
use in a-dry desert away from population centers."

> Why would NRC allow NUHOMS technology at Limerick, where an enormous population,
settlement, and corrosion are all major factors, when DOE does not consider NUHOMS to
be fit in a dry desert away from population centers in Nevada? PLEASE ADDRESS THIS
QUESTION WHICH YOU EXCLUDED IN YOURMAY 24 ATTACHMENT.

> Based on DOE'S rejection of NUHOMS casks, ACE is urging NRC to reject the NUHOMS
design for the Limerick Nuclear Power Plant, where the potential for problems can be
even greater than in Nevada.

8. The nuclear engineer states, "NUHOMS module is not even made by pouring
concrete. Pre-cast concrete blocks are trucked to the site, assembled by bolting
the blocks together. They are not even anchored to the concrete floor.' A
rectangular box made by field assembling pre-cast concrete blocks may not be the
safest kind of housing enclosure of deadly nuclear fueL"

> Poured concrete obviously could add to the safety of the cask design.
> ACE requests that for Limerick Nuclear Power Plant casks that NRC reject the

NUHOMS current module of pre-cast concrete blocks which aren't even
anchored to the concrete floor and that NRC require instead poured concrete
with the requirement that it is attached to the concrete floor.

9. The nuclear engineer states, "Industry scuttlebutt suggests NUHOMS concrete
enclosure falls apart and the container is breached under a Boeing airplane strike."

> This issue is a glaring omission in yo.ur May 24 letter of concerns.
> Is NRC aware of-the potential for concrete enclosures to fall apart under a

Boeing airplane strike?
> Is there a report on this? It has been suggested that NRC is unwilling to publish

- such a report to prevent panic. Has NRC withheld the report to "prevent panic"
in communities Where NUHOMS have been installed?

> ACE rejects the notion that NUHOMS concrete should be permitted to be used at
Limerick just to prevent panic elsewhere.: Th..e public needs and deserve the
truth and accountability from NRC, the agency paid with public tax dollars to
protect the public. To continue to further jeopardize communities just to prevent
panic is unacceptable.

> Unless NRC rejects the kind of cement used in NUHOMS designs for Limerick as
• - a •precautionary measure, ACE intends to request a full scale GAO investigation

into NRC and this issue. ,

10. The' nuclear engineer, stated, "This camouflaged nuclear waste (in casks) is
engineered to collapse- on its own due to corrosion. NUHOMS may be a sitting
duck in the face of a crashing aircraft."

> In a post 9/11 world NRC should be proceeding with cask oversight using every
precaution in every decision, particularly those having to do with crashing aircraft.

> This is especially true at Limerick.Nuclear Power Plant. There are two airports operating
within five miles of that nuclear plant.

> The Limerick Airport is only about 1 mile away from the Limerick Nuclear Plant. Recently,
a drunken pilot flying in and out of that airport put a real scare into everyone. It puts into
perspective the real potential for an accidental disaster from a plane flying into an above
ground cask. We believe even a small plane could •Potentially cause a disaster in the
current proposed cask design at Limerick Nuclear Power Plant.



> Another long time pilot stated, "if a pilot decides to fly into something there is no way to
stop that." Why would NRC continue to allow the Limerick Airport, only about 1 mile from
the nuclear plant, to operate when these casks are built and filled? ACE is calling for the
Limerick Airport to be closed as long as there are filled casks at Limerick Nuclear Power
Plant. Why permit such an unnecessary threat?

> The region around Limerick is one of the most densely populated areas around a
nuclear power plant. We believe Limerick is a prime target for terrorists, with
above ground casks increasing that threat, making it an easier target for small
planes as well as anti-tank missiles or other special weaponry.

> All the more reason for NRC to require the safest, most protective technology for
casks used at the Limerick Nuclear Power Plant, whether they are made by
Transnuclear or some other cask company.

11. The nuclear engineer wrote, "Technology used by Areva for NUHOMS is old and
downright dangerous."

There are safer technologies. NRC has refused to require improved design for casks
used at Limerick, Which could provide extra protection forthese inviting terrorist targets.

Steel used for ca~ks:
a. Transnuclear is using less than 1," steel at Limerick
b. German Holtec casks (considered to be the Cadillac of casks) are made of

15" cast iron and even they were penetrated by army missile testing.

ACE is requesting that NRC require Exelon to bunker Limerick casks to avoid easy
detection.
> To minimize damage from-a terrorist attack, the cement housing should be of the

finest grade and far thicker than that currently proposed by Transculear
> Casks should be spread out to rhinimize the target so that a large-scale explosive

attack-would involve only a limited number of casks.
Casks are exposed terrorist targets:
a. Casks are easily identifiable and vulnerable to terrorist attack being outdoors

and concentrated in rows in plain view. They are pre-deployed weapons of
mass destruction. They are potential targets for attacks using remotely fired
anti-tank missiles or other special Weaponry.

b. March 27, 2006, the Tranisnuclear salesman dismissed ACE concerns about
missiles and air strikes with a deceptive statement, "casks are low profile."

c. Height of casks does not dismiss concerns about terrorist attacks. Casks
are well over six feet high. Video of the commercial aircraft hit at the
Pentagon disputes Transnuclear's misleading low profile rhetoric.

d. Enormous, expansive casks make a significant target, for a suicide air strike,
even with a small aircraft.

ACE Is Uraina NRC To Seriously Consider ACE Recommendations
For ImDrovement To The Cask Desigqn At Limerick And To Include

All Recommended Safeguards. Protect The Public's Interests

And Hold Exelon Accountable To Provide The-Safest Design To

StoreIts Deadly Radioactive Wastes.

The Alliance For A Clean. Environment (610) 326-6433
June 7, 2006
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Permanent solution
still lacking for nuke
fuel rods storage

In many other industries, the difficult environmen-
tal questions center on how to safely dispose of raw-
materials used in a plant or process.

But when it comes to generating nuclear energy, dis-
posal is out of the question. The highly radioactive
byproducts of nuclear energy - the spent fuel rods -
instead have to be "stored"indefinitely. This begs an
entirely different set of questions and dangerous sce-
narios.

At Exelon Nuclear's Limerick Generating Station,
the storage of spent fuel rods has demanded some
attention and recent action, as the 20-year-old plant's
accumulated spent fuel is exceeding the iitial storage
location. As a replacement, Limerick Township Board
of Supervisors in July approved land development
plans for the Exelon plant to install a concrete pad on
which its own dry cask storage facility will be erected.

During meetings on those subjects, officials with
Exelon and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
insisted the dry casks would only be needed for tem-
porary storage and that the fuel would eventually be
moved to Yucca Mountain, a federal disposal site pro-
posed in Nevada.

However, with the November takeover of Congress
by the Democrats,. opponents of the federal govern-
ment's planned spent nuclear fuel storage. facility
beneath Nevada's Yucca Mountain gained a powerful
new ally. Harry Reid, the new Senate Majority Leader
from Nevada, told reporters in his home state last
week that the much-delayed, over-budget project is
"dead right now."

Originally targeted fbi openi ng i•n• 1998, the Energy
Department now says the best case scenario for the
opening of the Yucca Mountain facility is 2017.

It is intended to hold 77,000 tons of the radioactive
spent fuel left over after it has been used to boil water
in the nation's nuclear reactors. About 50,000 tons of
that fuel is now stored in dry casks at 65 power plants,
including Limerick's, in. 31 states, according to the
Associated Press. Reid said that keeping the fuel in dry
cask storage at the nation's nuclear power plants will
keep it safe for 100 years.

Others are not so sure.
Edward F. Sproat, director of the Energy

Department's Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management, told The Associated Press that leaving
the fuel stored at the plants is just "pushing the solu-

- tion off to future generations." Limerick supervisors'
Chairman David Kane called the idea of leaving the
fuel at individual power plants "a terrible solution."

Beth Rapczynski, a spokeswoman for Exelon, said,
"It's important to keep--in mind that the federal gov-
ernment has an obligation under the law to build a
central repository for used nuclear, fuel, which....was
mandated by Congress in the Nuctlear Waste Policy
Act of 1983. "Since then, consumers of nuclear-gener-
ated electricity have paid more than $25 billion into
the Nuclear Waste Fund for that purpose,"
Rapczynski said.

While everyone passes the buck on how to best
store the spent fuel, the residenrt of the tri-county area
surrounding the Limerick plant live each day with the
material in our midst. The latest wrinkle that makes
Yucca Mountain even more remote as a possibility
underscores the importance of making "temporary"
storage at Limerick as safe as it can be.

After all, it may not be temporary, and the area's
future safety may be at stake.
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rage of nt ne r fe rodsat Limerick plant. co d become perma
By Evan Brandt

ebrandt@pottsmnerc.com

LIMERICK - The "temporary"
)rage of highly radioactive spent
iclear fuel rods at Exelon Nuclear's'
merick Generating Station: could
come permanent, at least as far as
e new Demociatic leader of the U.S.

Senate is concerned;
With the November. takeover of

Congress by the. Democrats, oppo-
nents of the federal government's
planned spent nuclear fuel storage
facility beneath Nevada's Yucca
Mountain gained a powerful new ally.

Harry. Reid, the new Senate Majority.

Leader, hails from Nevada'. and. told
reporters in his home state last week
that the much-delayed, overrbudget pro-
ject is "dead. right now;" according to
reports.by The Associated' Press.

Originally, targeted for opening in:
1998, the Energy Department now
says: the best case scenario for the

opening of the Yucca Mountain facili'
tyis 2017.

ý It is intended to hold 77,000 tons of
the radioactive spent fuel left over after

-it has been used to boil water in the
ination's nuclear, reactors: About
50,000 tons of that. fuel is now stored.
in dry 6asks at 65 power plants hi 31

states, according to the Associated
Press.

One of those plants is in Limerick.
In July, Limerick's Board of

Supervisors approved the land devel-
opment plans for the Exelon plant to
install a concrete pad.on which its own

(See FUEL ROD STORAGE on A6)
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St orage .of, spentnuclear fuel rods at
Limerick plant.could becom e permanent
(FUEL ROD STORAGE froth Al)

dry cask storage facility will be
erected.

During meetings on those sub-
jects, officials with Exelon and
the Nuclear. Regulatory
Commission insisted the dry
casks are onily needed for tempo-
rary storage and that the fuel will
be moved to Yucca Mountain
when it opens.

But Reid told reporters that
not only would he refuse to allow
any bill that helps the Yucca pro-
ject to reach the Senate floor dur-
ing his tenure over the next. two
years, but also that funding for
the project may dry up quickly.

Reid also said that keeping the
fuel in dry cask storage at the
nation's nuclear power plants will
keep it safe for 100 years.

That's not cutting it for
Edward F. Sproat, director of the
Energy Department's Office of
Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management. He told The
Associated Press "leaving every-
thing where it is, is not a solution
to the problem."

Leaving the fuel stored at the
plants is just "pushing the solu-
tion off to future generations,"
Sproat said.

But don't count Limerick
supervisors' Chairman David
Kane among those overly con-
cerned by Reid's statements.

"I don't believe the decision is
his to make," Kane said of Reid's
pledge to oppose the Yucca
Mountain project, adding he is."not surprised" that Reid has
taken that position.

He called the idea of leaving
the fuel at individual power
plants, Limerick included, "a ter-
rible solution" and added "I'm
confident the federal government
will continue to pursue the best
possible solution."

Kane added that the township
would continue to "be aware and
monitor the situation."

Asked about Reid's com-
ments, Beth Rapczynski, a
spokeswoman. for Exelon, said,
"It's important to keep in mind
that the federal government has
an obligation under the law to

build a central repository for used
nuclear fuel, which was mandat-
ed by Congress in the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act of 1983.

"Since then, consumers of
nuclear-generated electricity have
paid more than $25 billion into
the Nuclear Waste Fund for that
purpose," Rapczynski said.

"While we believe dry cask
storage is a safe interim solution,
we continue to fully support
Yucca Mountain as the long-term
storage solution for used nuclear
fuel," she said.

Donna Cuthbert, vice •presi-
dent of the Alliance for a Clean
Environment, does. not support
Yucca Mountain. and lauded
Reid's stand in the issue.

"The more I've studied this
issue, the more I've come to real-
ize theremo'al and transport of
this deadly waste is as much or
more of a threat than keeping it
Where it is now," Cuthbert said. "I
commend Sen. Reid for taking a
thoughtful approach to this."

"Yucca is a .scientifically
unsafe place. to put this fuel and:

while it's unfortunate that we
have a place with this stuff in our
back yard, I think everyone has to
come to the realization that it's
not going anywhere," Cuthbert
said.

"I think we need to make that
.project at 'Limerick safer, which
- is why I'm so concerned about
Exelon refusing Pottstown's
request for additional monitor-
ing, and I think we need to stop
making more of this waste," said
Cuthbert.

She was referring to the push
by President Bush to build new
nuclear plants, an initiative he
reiterated when he visited the
Limerick plant in May.

The NRC has already begun to
plan for more applications by
adding funds to its budget to
review those applications..

"There is more than enough
wind and solar power available to
make all the electricity we need
and we can stop making this hor-
rible waste that will be. a threat
for thousands- of years," said
Cuthbert.

uaniei t-. ureignon/ine noverc
President Bush speaks at the Exelon Nuclear Limeri
Generating Station in May. ,The "temporary" storage-of higt
radloactiVe6spent nuclear fuel rods at Exelon Nuclear's Limed.
Generating Station could become permanent, at least as far.
the new Democratic leader of the U.S. Senate is concerned,

• *0
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By H. Josef Hebert
ASSOCIATED PRESS'

WASHINGTON',- No one
knows what Earth will be like
in a million years. But a pro-
posed nuclear-waste dump in
Nevada must be designed to en-
sure people living near the site
'a million years from now are
exposed to no more than l00
millirems of radiation a year.

And over the next. 10,000

million-year health for nuclear dumpm n '.",:" . i

years, radiation exposure to
the waste dump's neighbors
may be :no. more than 15 mil-
lirems a year, or about what
people get from an X-ray. Peo-
ple get about 350 millirems a
year of radiation. on average
from all background sources.

After three years of deliber-
ations, the Environmental
Protection Agency yesterday:
announced its radiation

health standard, for the pro- ulatory-Commission. .,
posed Yucca Moiintain nucle- /' The: EPA has- struggled to
:arI-waste repository, a pro- /comply with.a 2094. court di-
posed system of undergrounrl rective that said it must estab-
caverns 90 miles northwestkf lish a radiation health starii
Las Vegas'where the govern- 'dard for a million years into
ment hopes to keep highly ra- the' future because some of
dioactive commercial and mil- the , isotopes in the buried
itary nuclear waste. .. waste will remain extremely.
. It is scheduled to open in -dangerous for that. long. An

.2020 if a license application is earlier standard of only
approved by the Nuclear Reg- 10,000 years was ruled inade-

quate by the court.
-The agency said'yesterday

it believed its'latest standard
met the recommendations of
the National Academy of Sci-
ences and was. expected to
satisfy the court decision.

The Energy Department in
June submitted its license re-'
quest for the Yucca Mountain
dump to 'the NRC, .which has
three years to consider th'e re-

,quest. Despite strong opposi-
tion from Nevada officials, the
Bush administration hopes the
.site can be .opened by 2020.'

It is designed to hold 77,700
tons Of used reactor fuel from
commercial, nuclear plants in
31. states. The Energy Depart-
ment 'has estimated a cost of
$96.2 billion Of building. and
operating it for' 150 years.

I ' ' . . ' ' I.
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simply has too much waste. I believe @ one time they inquired about
using either SD, ND or Neb as a federal depository. How nice would
that be, we'd get to store the rest of the nations nuclear waste.
Nuclear power isn't the big deal here, its the waste that is the
problem.

Here's a list of the toxic chemicals in spent nuclear fuel and their
1/2 lifes.
Hydrogen-3 (tritium) 12 years
Beryllium-10 1 million 600 thousand years
Carbon-14 5 thousand 700 years
Silicon-32 500 years :
Phosphorus-32 14 days
Potassium-40 1 thousand million years
Calcium-42 14 thousand years
Iron-55 3 years
Cobalt-60 5 years
Nickel-59 75 thousand years
Nickel-63 10 years
Selenium-79 65 thousand years
Krypton-81 200 thousand years
Krypton-83 10 years
Rubidium-87 47 thousand million years
Strontium-90 29 years
Yttrium-90 2 days
Zirconium-93 1 million 500 thousand years
Niobium-93m 14 years
Niobium-94 20 thousand years
Molybdenum-93 3 thousand 500 years
Technetium-99 200 thousand years
Ruthenium-106 1 year

•-;Palladium-107 6 million 500 thousand years
Cadmium-1i13m`=year~s
Tin-126 100 thousand years
Antimony-i 25 3 years
Antimony-126 12 days
Tellurium-125m 58 days

_.ilodine-129 15 million 700 thousand years
Cesium-134 2 years
Cesium-135 2 million 300 thousand years
Cesium-137 30 years
Cerium-144 3 hundred days
Promethium-1 47 3 years
Europium-1 54 9 years
Europiuum-155 5 years
Hafnium-182 9 million years
Tantalum-182 1 hundred days
Rhenium-187 50 thousand million years

-. i)Lead-205 14 million 300 thousand years
Lead-21 0 0 years
Bismuth-208 400 thousand years
Bismuth-210 5 days
Bismuth-21Om 3 million years
Polonium-210 138 days
Radon-222 4 days
Radon-223 11 days
Radium-224 37 days
Radium-225 14 days
Radium-226 1 thousand 600 years
Radium-228 6 years
Actinium-225 10 days

5/8/2007
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Pottstown wants more monitoring.at nuciar pla n
By Evan Brandt

ebrandt@pottsmerc.com

POTTSTOWN - The borough's environmen-
tal advisory council is taking, another run at
Exelon, trying to get the company to install addi-
tional monitoring at the- dry cask spent fuel stor-
age facility it will soon erect at the Limerick
nuclear plant.

According to a draft of a letter to plant man-
Mager Christopher Mudrick, Pottstown intends to

ask that constant, real-time temperature moni-
toring be conducted at the cask site.

On Nov. 16, Mudrick rebuffed a September
request by Pottstown. that additional, real-time
radiation monitors be placed around the dry
casks to provide extra protection inthe. event of
a release. of radiation.

Mudrick wrotethat the radiationmonitors are
•'in place" and checked .routinely by plant. per-
sonnel, but the information on the monitors
would not be routed .to a "central control center"
as Pottstown had requested.

Now the borough is making the same request,
but this time for temperature monitoring.

. During presentations Exelon made on its dry
cask plans, "emphasis was placed on the fact
that the casks are kept sufficiently cool by the
passive air flow through the facilities housing the
casks,". the letter reads.

"The presentation also indicated that the
warming of the temperatures outside. the cask
could be an indication of problems within the
cask," the letter continues. "Since a fluctuation
in the .external. termperatures could be an indica-
tion of two possible issues, we do not understand

why constant monitoring of the temperature
would not be deemed to be just as important as
constant monitoring for radiation."

Added the letter, "we believe that the- cost of
such a system would be relatively modest.",

Elizabeth Rapczynski, a spokeswoman for
Exelon, said she could not comment on a letter
the company has not yet officially received.

Pottstown Borough Council, voted unani-
mously Jan. 8 to send the letter once it has been
reviewed by Borough Solicitor Charles D.
Garner Jr.. and Borough Manager Ray Lopez.

The dry cask storage casks are being erected
at the Limerick plant because the spent fuel pool
located inside the reactor building is reaching its
capacity.

The casks. are officially considered a tempo-
rary solution until the nation's spent fuel reposi-

'tory beneath Nevada's Yucca Mountain is cc
pleted.

However, one by-product of the Democrf
take-over of Congress in November was
installation of Yucca Mountain .opponent,.S
Harry Reid of Nevada, as the new Sen
Majority Leader.

That, and the fact the project is embroiled
financial and scientific controversy, has
many to note that the dry casks should be c
sidered as pehnanerit installations since t
may well reflect the reality of the situation.

That is a view strongly disputed by the n~ucl
industry, which points out. that the federal p
emnment has a legal and contractual obligatioi
take possession of the spent fuel - wh
remains radioactive for centuries - as well
iesponsibility for its permanent storage.

ft.
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READERS'E $IS
Focus on deadly waste at Limerick

If Limerick Nuclear Power Plant has an acci-
dent involving its high level radioactive wastes or
if it. were breached through terrorist attack, the
health, environment and economic conse-
quences could be catastrophic. Our focus should
be...on addressing immediate and long-term
threats from this.deadly Waste at Limerick, in the
safest, most precautionary and most hardened
on-site storage possible.

Exelon is likely to choose the cheapest
options, not- the safest, unless required by law to
improve safety measures.. Exelon's failure to sup-
ply back-up poweffor warning sirens and failure
to protect against air strikes or. missile attacks by
terrorists shows their disregard for public health
and safety.

NRC cannot be relied upon to do the right
thing either. NRC decisions and policies protect
the financial interests of the nuclear industry,
not public health and safety. The only way that-
will change isif our federal officials require NRC
to protect our interests.

There's no safe solution for storing Limerick's
deadly waste. We don't believe Yucca Mountain
will, or should, ever open. Centralized interim

storage in Pennsylvania would increase transport
risks to public.health, safety, and security. Every,
time Limerick's deadly waste is moved our risk
of :a catastrophe increases. Comparing
Limerick's fuel pools to above ground. storage is
a false argument. We can expect to always live
with both.

However, there is something you can do to
attempt to reduce our risk of a Limerick disaster.

Contact your USS; Senators and Congressmen
today. Ask them to support the "Principles for
Safeguarding Nuclear Waste at Reactors," devel-
oped by national public interest groups.

If implemented;, these principles would dra-
matically increase the safety of high-level
radioactive wastes stored at Limerick Nuclear
Power Plant .and others.

DR. LEWIS CUTB1BERT
ACE President
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The danger of storing nuclear waste
This summer, Limerick Township Supervisors

voted to allow Exelon Nuclear to build. an out-
door concrete pad so it. could move radioactive
waste from nearly-ftll indoor pools to outdoor
casks at the Limerick plant. The vote was unan-
imous,, overturning the Township Planning
Commission. The mood of the supervisors was
casual. Chairman David Kane said voting "no"
wasn't an option believing a court would later
reverse the decision.

The Democratic victory in November means
Harry Reid is now the powerful Majority Leader
of the U.S. Senate. Reid is from Nevada; the
home of Yucca Mountain, designated to become.a permanent repository for nuclear waste. Reid,
a long time opponent of the
Yucca project, declares it
"dead right now," Mieaning. Guest
nuclear plants like Limerick columnist
are stuck with nuclear waste 4
indefinitely.

Kane told The Mercury that storing waste at
plants like Limerick is a "terrible solution." But.
he and the other supervisors were deluding
themselves this summer, if they assumed that
Yucca would open any time soon.

Nuclear reactors that made atomic bombs
began operating in 1943i and reactors that pro'
duce electricity started in 1957. But it wasn't
until. 1982, when Congress passed the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act, that any effort was made to
find a site for permanently housing the waste.
-Without the law, each plant just stored the waste
it produced.

After the law was enacted, it took another 20
years for the U.S. Energy Department to: exam-
ine several possible locations and choose Yucca
as the designated site. But long before the
November vote and Reid's ascension to power,
the Yucca plan was in big trouble. The plan is
mired in a variety of legal challenges, and even
the most optimistic projection is that it won't be
ready until 2018. But the surer bet is that it will
never open.

About 77,000 tons of radioactive waste -
nearly 1,000 of them at Limerick - is stored at
dozens of U.S. nuclear plants. That staggering
total equals hundreds of Chernobyls and thou-
sands of I-iroshima bombs. The waste is actual-
ly a deadly combination of chemicals produced
only when an atomic bomb explodes or a
nuclear reactor operates. If these chemicals are
ejected into the air, they enter the body and
cause. cancer, birth defects, and other radiation-
related illnesses.

One such chemical is Strontium-90. In the
1960s, mothers protesting atomic bomb tests

(ironically, close to the Yucca site) held signs
such as "Please No More Strontium-90," an
admission this was. one of the more dangerous
radioactive chemicals.

The treaty signed by President John F.
Kennedy banned above-ground tests. Another
chemical is Plutonium-239, which decays very
slowly, and will not completely. be gone for
240,000 years. So the plan to store waste must
be 100 percent foolproof - meaning absolutely
no chance that waste will ever escape - for this
length of time, or disaster will ensue.

Yucca Mountain is a desolate area about 90
miles northwest of Las Vegas, The Energy
Department concluded there was virtually no
way to disturb the deadly chemical soup stored
far underground. But water seeping through fis-
sures into the site and frequent earthquakes
make Yucca unsuitable for Waste 'storage.
Moreover, the potential of a terrorist attack
makes any site unsuitable.

Opening Yucca would also require that waste
would be shipped across the country by trucks,
trains, and sometimes barges. Thousands of trips
would be made, many through large population
centers. The cargo on each trip would be the
deadly stew of radioactivity, with 401t 200 times
the radioactivity of the Hiroshima bomb. Any
successful terrorist, attack or accident would be
absolutely disastrous. The term applied to each
shipment is "Mobile Chernobyl"The federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission
has approved, or rather rubber-stamped, all 36
applications from companies like Exelon to take
the waste from the overloaded pools and move it
to outside casks. Limerick Supervisor Renee
Chesler commented that citizens can go to elect-
ed officials if they have concerns. But Chesler,
like Kane, deliberately ignored the realities of
nuclear politics&

Kane, Chesler, and the- other Limerick super-
visors are savvy enough to know that Yucca was
going nowhere. They knew there was no solution
to the waste problem 50 years ago when nuclear
reactors began operating, and there is no solu-
tion now. They had the chance this summer to
stop, Exelon from adding more waste to the
already huge amount, but chose to hide their
heads in the sand. And with their blessing,
Limerick has now been made into a dump for
the most dangerous stuff on earth; for the fore-
seeable future and maybe forever, threatening us,
our children, and future generations.

Joseph Mangano is national coordinator of the

Radiation and Public Health Project, a research
and education group based in New York.
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torage. Ofspen, nuclear fuel rods atLimerick plant could.become permanent
By.Evan Brandt

ebrandt@pottsmerc;corn

[MEMICK - The "temporary"
ige of highly radioactive spent
ear fuel iods at Exelon Nuclear's'
-rick Generating Station, could
,me permanent, at least as. far as
low Democratic leader, of the U.S.

Senate is concerned
With the. November. takeover of

Congress by the Democrats, oppo-
nents of the federal governimnet's.
planned spent nuclear fuel storage.
facility beneath Nevada's Yiucca
Mountain gained a powerful new ally.

Harry.Reid, the new'Senate.Majority.

Leader, hails from Nevada'. and. told
reporters in his home state last week
that theomuch-delayed, over-budget prQ-
ject is '"dead: right now,"' according to
reports..by TheAssociated: Pi'ess.

Originally.targeted for' op•eling ift
1998 the Energy Department now
saysthehbest case scenario for the

opening df the Yucca.Mountafi facili-.
ty.is 2017.

It is intended to hold 77,000 tons of
the radioactive spent fuel left over after

-it has been used to boll water in the
.ation's nuclear: reactors: About
50,000::tons of that.fuel is now stored
in dry: casks at 65 power plants in 31

states, according to the Associated
Press.

Ohe .of those plants is in Limerick,
In July,. Limerick's Board of

Supervisors 'approved the land devel-
opment plans for the Exelon plant to
install a concrete pad~oh which its own
(See FUEL iROD STORAGE on A6)
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Iry cask storage facility will be
•rected.

During meetings on those sub-
cots, officials with Exelon mad
,he Nuclear Regulatory
Dommissioni insisted the dfy
,asks are only needed for tempo-
.ary storage and that the fuel will
)o moved to Yucca Mountain
yhlen it opens,

But Reid told reporters that
lot only would he refuse to allow
uoy bill that helps the Yucca pro-
ec to reach the Senate floor dur-
ag his tenure over the next two
,ears, but also that funding for
he project may dry up quickly.

Reid also said that keeping the
uel in dry cask storage at the
tation's nuclear power plants will
eep it safe for 100 years.

That's not cutting it for
7dward F Sproat, director of the
7iergy Department's Office of
'ivilian Radioactive Waste
Janagement. He told The.
tssociated Press "leaving every.
b1ing where it is, is not a solution

the problem."

Leaving the fuel stored at the
plants is just "pushing the solu-
tionl off to future generations,"
Sproat said.

But don't count Limerick
supervisors' Chairman David
Kane among those overly con-
cerned. by Reid's statements.

"I don't believe the decision is
his to make," Kane said of Reid's
pledge to oppose the Yucca
Mountain project, adding he is.
"not surprised" that Reid has
taken.that position.

He called the idea of leaving
the fuel at individual power
plants, Limerick included, "a ter-
rible solution" and added "I'm
confident the federal govermnent
will continue to pursue the best
possible solution."

Kane added that the township
would continue to "be aware and
monitor the situation."

Asked about Reid's com-
ments, Beth Rapczynski, a
spokeswoman for Exelon1 said,
"It's important, to keep in: mind
that the federal, government has
an obligation. under the law to

build a central repository for used
nuclear fuel, which was mandat-
ed by Congress in the N~uclear
Waste Policy Act of 1983.

"Since then, consumers of
nuclear-generated electricity have
paid more than $25 billion into
the Nuclear Waste Fund for that
purpose," Rapczynski said.

"While we believe dry cask
storage is a safe interim solution,
we continue to fully support
Yucca Mountain as the long-term
storage solution for used nuclear
fuel," she said.

Donna Cuthbert, vice presi-
dent of the Alliance for a Clean
Enviromnent, does. not support
Yucca Mountain. and lauded
Reid's stand. in the issue.

"The more I've studied this
issue, the more I've come to real-
ize the-removal and transport of
this deadly waste is as much or
inore of a threat than keeping it
Where it is now," Cuthbert said. "I
commend Sen. Reid for taldig a
thoughtfil approach to this".

"Yucca is a. scientifically
unsafe place. to put this fuel and:-

while it's unfortunate that we
have a place with this stuff in our
backyard, I think everyone has to
come to the realization that it's
not going anywhere," Cuthbert
said.

"I think we need to make that
,project at Limerick safer, which
- is why I'm so concerned about
Exelon refusing Pottstown's
request for additional monitor-
ing, and I think we need to stop
making more of this waste," said
Cuthbert.

She was referring to the push
by President Bush to build new
nuclear plants, an initiative he
reiterated when he visited the
Limerick plant in May.

The NRC has already begun to
plan for more applications by
adding, funds to its budget to
review those applications.

"There is more than enough
wind and solar power available to
make all the electricity we need
and we can stop making this hor-
rible waste that will be. a threat
for thousands, of years," said
Cuthbert.

Daniel P. Creighton/The Meret
President Bush speaks .at the Exelon Nuclear Limeri
Generating Station in May. .The "temporary" storage of higt
radioactiV6.spent nuclear fuel rods at Exelon Nuclear's Limeri,
Generating Station could become permanent, at least as far.
the new Democratic leader of the U.S. Senate is concerned,
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I uclear waste dump faces nw roadblocks in Democrati
By Erica Werner

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON- When
ongress targeted Nevada as the
ation's nuclear waste dumping
:ound, the state didn't have the
Dlitical power to say no.
TWenty years later, the most

:dent foe of the Yucca
lountain nuclear waste .dump

about to become Senate
Wajority leader. Nevada
lemocratic Sen. Harry Reid's
,w job, which gives him con-
ol over what legislation reach-
the Senate floor, could deal a

luo"ear dump site
,.a M1unaln -, plonned as
ie first nall•o.t repofi•ory gar

.w Fiomdblocl] froi the •nris'
13~d01414amdIno~ne

crippling blow to the already
stumbling project.

Among Reid's first acts after
this month's election was to
convene a conference call with
home-state reporters to declare
Yucca Mountain "dead. right
now."

"It sure is different now than
when I came (to the Senate) in
1986," the senator observed.

The dump 90 miles north-
west of Las Vegas is planned as.
the first national repository for
radioactive waste. It's supposed
to-hold 77,000 tons of the mate,
rial - from commercial power
plants reactors and defense sites
across the nation - for thou-
sands of years. About 50,000
tons of the waste is now stored.
in temporary sites at 65 power
plants in 31- states, Reid would
leave all of it in place,

Originally targeted to open in
1998, Yucca Mountain has been
repeatedly set back by lawsuits,
money shortfalls and scientific
controversies. The Energy
Department's best-case opening
date is iiow 2017.

The effort to create a nation-
al storage site has already cost
about $9 billion, $6.5 billion of
which has been spent on Yucca.
Four years ago, the Energy
Department estimated the pro-
ject would cost $58 billion to
build and operate for the first
100 years. New cost projections
are being- worked up, and they
are expected to total more than
$70 billion.

AP Photo
Senate Minority Leader Sen. Harry Reid, D-Nev., left, Is joined. by
Sen. Richard Durbln, Dl11., and Sen, Byron Dorgafi, D-N.D., dur-
ing a news conference on Capitol Hill in Washington In this file
photo. Reid's new Job, which gives him control over what legis-
lation reaches the Senate floor, could deal a crippling blow to
the Yucca Mountain nuclear waste dump.

porters.. as Republicans relin-
quish" control of Congress.
Senate Energy Committee
Chairman Pete Domenici, R-
N.M., has been a vocal adVocate
for years; he'll be replaced by
Sen, Jeff Bingaman, D-N.M.,
who supports Yucca Mountain
but is viewed by NeVada offi-
cials as more open to.their view-
points.

Sen' Barbara Boxer, D-Calif.,
who will chair the Environment
and Public Works Committee
with authority over some
aspects of the project, is a vocal
Yucca Mountain opponent.
Incoming House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif,, worked
unsuccessfully to corral opposi-
tion to the project in a crucial
House vote four years ago, when
she was minority whip.

* Administration and industry
officials insist the changing of
the guard on Capitol Hill won't
be the death knell for the project.
About 1,500 people in Nevada
are now employed there.

* Yucca Mountain also -hlis
lured research grants to the
University of Nevada, and even
Reid aides say some spending
should be maintained.

"I don't think the program's.
gone off the edge by any
means," said David Blee, execu-
tive director the U.S. Transport
Council, an industry group. that
works on huclear waste trans-
portation. "It'll be more compli-
cated and take a riioe creative
approach, and mbre of an

Congress,
approach outside the
(Washington) beltway."

Supporters say they will now'
focus on submitting a required
license application to the
Nuclear Regulatory
Cpmmission. The Energy
Department wants to do that in
2008 and it's not depenident on
congressional action, though
severe budget cuts would be an
impediment.

Reid says putting. the highly
radioactive wastes in dry stor-
age casks at power plants will
keep it safe for 100 years or
more, To industry officials and
the Energy Department, that's
no answer. ,

"Leaving, everything where it
is, is not a solution to the prob-
lem," said Edward F. "Ward"
Sproat, directQr of the depart-
ment's Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste
Management.

Failure to pursue the Yucca
project, Sproat said, "is pushinlg
the solution off to future gener-
ations, which, is pretty much
what's been happening with this
program up until now."

On the Net:
State of Nevada Agency for

Nuclear Projects:
www.state.nv.us/nuowaste/

' Energy Department Office
of Civilian Radioactive Waste

. Management:
www.ocrwm.doe.gov/

Sen. Harry Reid:
reld.senate.gov/

The department proposed
legislation earlier this year
meant to fix problems Wfith the
dump, Which is.a mounting lia-
bility .to taxpayers because the
government was contractually
obligated to take nuclear waste
off utilities' hands starting in

.1998. Energy Department offi-
cials say at least one legislative
change - formally withdrawing
land around the dump site - is
needed before construction can
begin..

Reid, however, pledged aft6r
the Nov, 7 election that not only
will no bill -to help Yucca

Mountain reach the Senate
floorunder his-leadership, fund-
big for the project also will dry
up quickly, Annual spending on
the dump that has ranged
between $450 million and $550
million in recent years "will be
cut 'back significantly, that. will
be for sure," he vowed.

Reid said he couldn't single-'
handedly kill the dump outright,
something that would require a
vote of Congress and approval
by President Bush. But he added:
"There's not much to kill."
• The project also is losing
some of its. most persistent sup-



By EVan. Brandt
.. ~ebrahndt@pottsmerc.cbm .

L]vIIERICK - Two months after .Pottstown askedL Ekelon.Nuclear
to install additional heat and radiatioh mnonitoring, for its •proposed
spent fuel, storage facility, the borough has received Exelon's antswer
--no , .... .In a Nov. 16 response t he borough, plat manager Chris

Mudfick wrote,. "We agree with much of the report," .but went on tosay that theb centrally controlled monitoring-requested willnot.be
istlled He was referrimng to a report- from thed Pottstown
Environmental Advisory Commission that was. adopted .by the
Borough Council on Sept. 11..At fthel tiore of its adoption, the fifth anniversary of the terrorist
• attacks, on the Wonld Trade Cenrter nd the. Pentagon, BAC
Chairman Don Read pledgede that the EAC would press, Exelon to
the aubject of how the new project at the site would be protected
from a terrorist attack. That conmrsation has not yet occurred and,
as a result of Murick's response, mayc never occur.

Read said the EAC first wanted. to make this monitoring request
of Exelon as a trial balloon "'to see how productive these discussions.
would actually be."

The 'Central change the EAC asked for was "in-place detection'
devices with the information relayed to a central control center."

In Exelon's reply, Mudrick wrote that the company will use the
same kind of "in-place" monitoring devices as it already has "placed

(See DETECTION DETICES on AS)...... ......
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No extra.
monitors
(DETECTON DEVICES 6rm Al)

straftgically in the plant., on our
personnel and .in* various loca-
tions throughout the,- 1-mile
emergency. planng . zone."
Those devices are badges called
thermo luminescence dosime-

tWe will not; however, have

themonitoringrelayed to a 'cen-
tral. control center,' as men-
tione& in the' EACG reprt,'
Mqudrick wrote. The reason why
not that he gave: "a central con-
trol center is not part of theý
Transnuclear Nuhoms system's.
licensed design.",

The fact that the system
[Exelon purchased is licensed by
the federal Nuclear Regulatory
Commission meant that ExelOn
did not need to pursue its own
site-specific NRC license for the
project

The project calls for-moving
spent radioactive fuel rods,
stored in a 30-foot pool of water
since the plant first began oper-
ation, to steel and concrete
casks that will be placed outside,
the reactor building but within
the plant's protected perimeter.

"The system we have pmr-
chased is passive, meaning that
no eectricity or active parts re,
needed -to, cdool the casks,"•
Murdiick!wrote- in explaining
why no central control center or
wiring Would be added. "This
passivity is a safety design fea-
ture, ensuring that no parts can
fail to stop. cooling."..Reid .said he didn't find
Exelon's response "very useftl
at all. They're not really doing
anything-: in this, other than
explaining thingswe. already
kneW they were doing."

"What you have here is a very
carefully prepared tstatement
that took them two months to
craft. which, .in two minutes,
anyone reading it can, tell boils

'down to them telling 'us they'
-woft't give us the bnb extra layer
of prtection'we 'asked for,," said',
Read. .

.,:Maybe theyre afraid they'll
set aprecedeht' and communi-
ties arou= d the four, other plants
where Exelon has. dry cask stor-
age facilities will want monitor,
ing like. that, too. I don't know,"
he said.
. ,"Bottom line is, I don't see-"

where it's much use: talking. to
them -about the terrorist issue,
or , anything else fur-ther,
because it seems to be. a one--
way conversation," said Read.
..We ask for something beyond'.
.What the regulations require
them to do and they say no."
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Envionmnta conci topus Exlonon uclar pl1ant. securi
By Evan Brandt

ebrand(t@pottsm ec.com

POTFSTO.WN -Speaking, on the.
fifth amniversary of the Sept. 11 terror-
ist attacks, a borough. official pledged
Monday to press Exelon Nuclear more
closely about how it plans to' prepare
the defense of its latest project at the
Limefick plant against an attack by ter-
rorists.

On Monday night, Pottstown
Borough Cbuncil adopted the tecomn-
inendations - of -its Environmental

Advisory Commission', which ask

Exelon. Nuclear to install: additinal Noting, that Exelon had asked in
radiation, and tempetature monitoring -March".to. meet with the EAC and
when it erects its driy cask. stdrage sy- ys. asked for iiput On its contrOversial-pro-
tern for its radloactiVe spent fuel rods. jedt, Read described the ieconmenda,

The project, approved by Limerick tion for additional monitoring as, a trial
Townshiij in. July, will allow the. excess, ballooA`,
fuel rods now stofed inside the genera- "We picked an easy issue to see how
tor building into steel and condiete: productive these discussions would
casks located on a. concrete pad outý. 'actually. be,' ,Read told .Borough
side the generator building but within C•ouncilfMonday,
Exeloil's defended perimeter:. "We have other, more complicated

Don- Read, Who ls: the .chairmawn of. issues we, would like.to address,"• said
.the EAC5 told,. c6ufi•efithis_..is'justhp. ReAd.,
fmir of a series of"rec6mihnendatIonfs: "AndI sitipp'se it's ironic that we're
the group expects to imAke to R.eloh. standing here on the fifth anniversary

of the terrorist attacks and I'm telling
you we're going to ask Exclon whether
the possibility of a terrorist attack has
been considered in their plans," Read
said.

Elizabeth Rapczy.ski, difector of
communications for. the plant; said.
after the meeting the spent fuel will be
stored "within a secure area and the
casks ate designed and constructed
with all man-made and natbxal threats
in mind."

"I realize that attacks like those on
Sept. .1 are hard to defend against, but
(See NUCLEARt PLANT SECURITY on A7)
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(NUCLEAR PLANNT SECURrITY from A!)

can we at least look at that?'"
said Read.

In the wake of the attacks in
2001, National Guard troops
were called out to provide addi-
tional security at nuclear power
plants, all across the country,
including the - Limerick
Generating" Station, and were
stationed there for weeks.

Since then, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission has
required nuclear plants to pro-
vide increased security. At
Limerick, much of that is pro-
vided by a private firm,
Wackenhut Security..

More recently, a federal
court in California ruled that
the Diablo Canyon nuclear
plant must consider the possi-
bility of a terrorist attack in its
environmental impact state-.
ment for a dry cask spent fuel
storage depot.

That.: case differs slightly
from Limerick's project
because the California case
involves a "site specific" license
from the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission i-

The Limerick.pr~ject is per-
mitted by the NRC because the
company that -manufactures
and erects the : casks,
Trhinsnuclear Inc., holds a "gen-
eral license" for. the product.

Nevertheless, Read said, the
EAC is waiting to see how that
case is interpreted by th•e. NRC,
in, addition to gauging Exel6n's
response to its first request,
before assembling comments
on the terrorism:issue.

"We're trying to take baby
steps here," said .Read..
I However, at least two coun-

cilmen were not sure they were
ready to take even those small
steps.

"In fairness to Exelon,. they
.haven't even been given. a. copy
of the report," said Councilman
James Vlahos. "They haven't
had- an- opportunity to. coin-.
ment. on this."

Councilman Greg Berry said,
."If the EAC is potentially going
to have- multiple concerns, wh.y
not wait until they're all togeth-
er so as not to waste anyone's
time?"
"However, when it was

explained that council's vote
was merely forwarding those
recommendations to Exelon,
and they would be free to com-
ment or act on them as they saw

fit, the matter was adopted;
unanimously by the council. •

Currently, Exielon plans to .'
monitor temperature and radia-
tion near the casks on a regular
basis by way of readings taken
by a person with a hand-held
monitor.

The EAC, and now BoroughCouncil, have asked that con-
tinuous, real-time monitoring
be implemented..

"The director of conimunica-
tions for Exelon. is here and I
feel. sure she will relay to them
that council feels very strongly
that we would like to see addi-
tional monitoring," said
.Borough, Council President
Jack Wolf.

Read praised. Exelon's
employees as "professionals".
and said "the plant is really one
big back-up system. They have.
considered. every contingency.
'they can think of and we're just
trying to perpetuate that think-
ing into the dry cask storage
project with redundant moni-
toring:"'

He added, "We are not start-
bag a jihad against Exelon. I'm
hoping we can develop a long-
term relationship, with Exelon
and not just t6 get them past
this project. We want to work
with them."

"We- look forward to review-
ing the EAC's . report,"'
Rapczynski said after Monday's:
meeting.

Read also addressed criti-
cismn -that; Pottstown.is "sticking:
its nose- into another towns-,
business."

Last week, he told- the: coun-
cil that he. wished m-0re sur-
rounding towns would speak up
and take 'a position on the
nucleat plant'S.project.

Holding up an Exelon map
showing the 10-mile radius sur-
rounding the plant, Read said
simply, "We're in the evacua-
tion zone. That's all I need to
say.

Last week, Read told

the council that he
wished more

surrounding towns
would speak up and

take a position on the
nuclear plant's project.
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stor, ageý.. casks. ciOted-
NRC officials say
manufacturer didn't
measure thickness

By Evan BrandtI... . I
ebrandt@Pottsmert.com , -

LIMERICK .The make:l of the
casks that will hold spent fuel from the
Limerick Nuclear Generating Station
Was cited last i'mnth for violating a
manufacturing procedure..

During June inspections at two man-
ufacturing -locations in Japan, Kobe
Steel, Ltd. and Hitachi. Zdsen-
Mechanical Corp., -inSpectors, for the
Nuclear Regulatory Agency found a
violation -- the failure to adequately
measure the thickness of casks being
manufactured there.

The casks 'in question are not those..
destined for Limerick, said NRC
spokesman Neil Sheehan.;. "They
haven't even started Working on the.
Limerick casks yet," he said.

The two Japanese manufacturers
have, been contracted by Columbia,
Md.-based Transnuclear Inc.; a sub-
sidiary of the French company Areva,
to build the casks. Transnuclear holds
the license from ithe NRC for its
NUHOMS cask system, which is the
one-that Will be'used at Limerick.

Sheehan said the %vit:6lion-is-a "level
fouir violati6n," the lowest issued by the
NRC. There are no fines involved as of
yet.

In a July 10 letter to Transnuclear
President and CEO Tara Neider, NRC
official Robert- I Lewis wrote that the
company must respond to the violation
and the response would be used "to
determine whether further enforce-.
ment action is necessary."
. Neider said Friday. the. violation.

notice "had no impact on product qual-
itY."

She said other than the paperwork,
issue for which the violation was
received, "the NRC lead auditor said

- (See STORAGE CASKS on A3)"
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Ve were otherwise in compliance with
4RC regulations and. the quality of the
ýo0nstruction is excellent."

Beth Rapczynski, spokeswoman for
ixelon, e-mailed the follo~'ing state-
aent after The Mercury forwarded a
obpy of the NRC notice to their offices
Tuesday: "We were aware that
'ransniuclear was putting corrective
.ctions into their processes surround-
ug the testing of thickness of steel, but
ve wore not aware on Thesday that it
vas going to be considered a notice of
!olation.

"That is because a notice of viola-
ion is between Transnuclear (the
cen see) and the NRC (the'regulator.

Transnuclear has fully.briefed us on
this issue and-we are confident they; are
making the changes. and improvements
necessary to deliver us a quality, safe
product," Rapczynski wrote.

Despite these reassurances, DaVid
Kane, chairman of the Limerick Board
of Supervisors, called the news of the
violation "trbublmig."

"Any time there .is a'violation with
anything that has to do with those
casks, it is a major concern to. Limerick
Township," Kane said."We intend to contact NRC and
Exelon and ask for a full explanation,"
he said. "We need to be sure there
aren't any more mistakes and that the
rest of this project is mistake-free."

The thickness of the casks is impor-

tant because it is the first shield against.
the radiation and 400-degreeheat the
spent fuel will generate for yeats. 'The
steel casks -will rest inside a pre-cast
concrete housing, the inside of which
vill be air-cooled through vents in the
concrete.

Sheehan said the violation notice
does. not necessarily, mean that the
thickness inspection did not take place,
only that it ywas. not property docu-
mented as NRC. rules require.

Neider said the thickness .inspec-
tions were done and were docdmented.
"It was just that .the documentation
that was done Was inconsistent with'
what they are supposed to write down."

She said "corrective measures" have.
already taken place at the Hitachi

:,Zosen Mechanical Corp. yard where
-the violation occifff.ed. She said that
yard will play a'part in the construction
of the Limerick casks."They do good work for us there,"
said Neider.

The NRC inspection report notes
'that while construction on the casks
for Limerick hs' not yet begun, "plan-
niing and material procurement is
under way."

The §ame is true of the "transfer
cask" which will be used over and over
to transfer: the radioactive .spent fuel
fromthe 45-foot pool of water in which
it now rests to the "dry casks," to be
located outside the reactor building.

The approval to build the concrete
padon which those outdoor casks will

rest Was issued July 27 by th6 Limerick'
Board of Supervisors.

The approval was not an endorse-'
ment of the project, Kane has insisted;
several times. It wis merely a land&
development approval whichl the board
could not deny, due to the fact that
Exelon Nuclear, the company that
owns and operates the plant, had met
all the legal requirements, he said.

Some residents and a local, environ-
mental advocacy, group have pushed
for further precautions to be taken; par-
tictilarly against. a terrorist attack, but
the NRC has made no change in its
regulations.

Exelon maintains it will follow NRC
regulations.



Court ruling
could affect
local nuke
project

By Evan Brandt
ebrandt@pottsmerc.comrn

LIMERICK - A federal court deci-
sion. regarding the possibility ofa .ter-
rorist attack on radioactive fuel stored-at a California nuclear pbwer plant
could- have an impact on a similar pro-
posal here.'

When Exelon Nuclear announced
plans to store spent nuclear fuel rods
in casks on the grounds of its Limerick
Nuclear -Generating Station, the
Alliance for a Clean Environment
raised some concerns.
a : High on its list was the possibility of
a terrorist attack.

Among its suggestions for. dealing
Withthose. concerns was fortifying the
casks. in bunkers, or scattering the
casks around the site so they would not
present one single target.

Apparently they were not alone..
For when Pacific Gas and. Electric

Co. announced its plans to store'spent
nuclear fuel rods in casks on the
grounds of its Diablo Canyon nuclear
genierating station, a similar California
group raised the same, concerns.

The difference is that. the California
Group, Mothers for-Peace, went to fed-
eral court. And, joined by the
California -ttorney General, they
won.

In a 3-0 decision earlier this month,
the Ninth U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in San Francisco set aside the
permit granted Diablo Canyon by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
(See SEN•T FUEL RODS on A3)
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local nu ear project
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The. court said the NRC's argument
that the threat of a terrorist attack was
too remote to include in enviromliental
planning, Was, undermined by the Bush
administratioh's post-Sept. 11 state-
ments and actions about the terrorist
threat against those self-same plants,
the San Francisco Chronicle reported.

According to the Los Angeles.
Times, the appeals court concluded it
was unreasonable *for -the NRC to
declare that "the possibility of a terror-
ist attack .is speculative .2' at the
s same time the government is spending
time, effort and taxpayer money to
combat the threat of terrorist attacks
on. nuclear power plants.

"The terrorist attacks of Sept, 11,
2001 have removed any shred of credi-
bility from the NRC's. stance that ter-
rorist .attacks On nuclear facilities are'speculative' e~rents that cannot be pre-
dicted-" Diane Curran, the

* Washington, D.C., attorney represent-
ing Mothers for Peace, said in her oral
argument in October, according to the
Los Angeles:Times.

"The ruling could have 'a very
.important impact' on other licensing
decisions around the country, Edwin.
Lymaii; a physicist and senior staff Sci-

* entist at the Union of Concerned
Scientists in Washington told the
paper.

But whether that will prove true in
Limerick remains unknown.

Beth Rapczynski, a spokesperson for
Exelon, said her company's lawyers are
• "aware of the case and have read
through the ruling."

She said the company "works hard
to ensure all our projects meet NRC
regulations and if the NRC chooses to
change its regulations regarding this
issue, we vill, of course, comply."

Whether the NRC will change its
regulations is, currently, another'
unknown.

Diane Screnci, a spokesperson for
the NRC's King of Prussia office, said
Wednesday the agencyis reviewihg.the
decision and has no comment at this
time.

And should the NRC decide to alter,
its regulations as they apply to the
DiablbO Canyon site, it's possible that
would still have n0 impact on the
Limerick project.

That's because the NRC licenses
spent nuclear fuel storage in two ways.

One license is specific to {he site, as
Was the case in Califorma.

Theý other method licenses the,
provider of casks. Called a "general
license,' this is the case in Limerick.
which has hired Transnuclear -Inc. to
install its casks.

Even if the NRC decides not to
appeal this most recent court decision,
don't be surprised'if it argues the deci-
sion does not apply to the Limerick
storage site because of the difference
between the types of permit, said

Rochelle Becker.. .
One of the original "Mothers for

Peace" and now with th6 California-
based A-liande . for Nuclear
Responsibility, Becker said,: "You
should expect the NRC to try and wrig-
gle out of anything they are supposed
to do; That is their pattern."

In fact, Becker said she became so
disgusted after dealing with the NRC
that she changed her tactics and joined
a group that argues the storage of
nuclear fuel is a "states right'" issue
and helped to craft a state law regulat-
ing radioactive waste now making its
way through the California legislature.
. Referring to the possibility of split-

ting the hair between a site-specific
license and a general, license, Becker
said, "The most ridiculous thing about
their argument is. that a terrorist does-
n't care about what kind of permit you
have when choosing where to attack.
The NRC has just refused to deal with
this issue everywhere in the' country
and until they do, everyone's at risk."

.. And that's why, said ACr \4ce
President Donna Cuthbert, Exelon
must be prevailed upon to install the
'most protective p6ssible'measures for
the storage of its Limerick fuel.

"This is notjust about Limerick and
this is not just about our fuftie,"
Cuthbert said.

"The- decisions we're making today
could have an impact on our grand-.
children's grandchildren. Everyone
who has these casks in their backyard
should be asking the NRC: these sanme
questions," Cuthbert said.

She said she hag already sent a letter
to the NRC about her concerns and
recently sent letters to the memberS of
the Limerick: Planning- Commission
and the Limerick Board; of
Supervisors,. urging them to do the
same.

Because its contractor has a general-'
license, the only government permis-
sions the power plant needs to, begin
construction on its storage project is
local land development appioval. I

But that isn't going as smoothly as it
might.

Last week, the Limerick planners
had some questions of their 6Ow for,
Exelon officials, but they went unan-
swered. Citing security concerns,.
Exelon officials declined to provide
information, on their -drawings for
issues ranging from where current facil-
ities are located to calculations for
stormwater management.

, So, according to Township Solicitor
Joseph Mc6rory, the planning con-
mission had littR5 choice but to unani-
mously •rjedt-Exelon's application.
, However, thee planning commission

is strictly a recommending body under
Penngylvania state law, and the final
decision rests with the township super-
visors.

According to the township Web site,
the supervisors meeting is tonight at 7
p.m.

0
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READERS'TI 5S
Nuclear waste poses a danger

Limerick Nuclear Power: Plant's high-level
radioactive waste storage threatens the safety of
every person reading this newspaper. As long as
Limerick continues to operate,, high-level
radioactive waste (that can remain radioactive
for hundreds of thousands of years) will keep pil-
ing up in our backyard. It will outlive any con-
tainer storing it; Most of this deadly waste will
remain here forever, leaving future generations
with a lethal legacy.

Limerick's fuel pools already hold endugh
high level radioactive waste to create a disaster
worse than Hiroshima: Above-ground cask stor-

- age is not instead of fuel pools at Limerick, it is.
in addition....

Fuel rods are far more radioactive after use;
To call it "spent fuel" is deceptive. -The only thing
"spent" is our money as ratepayers and taxpay-
ers, and our patience as concerned citizens sub-
jected'to this deadly threat by the nuclear indus-
try and their regulators. Ten years aftef remoyal
from the reactor, the radiation -dose one' metet
away;exceeds .10,000 REMS per hour. A dose of
5,000 REMS would be expectedto cause imme-
diate incapacitation and death within ne * week.

Still, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
failed to address concerns of a nuclear engineer
about specific design flaws. The. NRC appears
more interested in protecting Exelon's interests
than public*health and safety. The NRC's lax
oversight and enfordement of violations is alarm-
ing. There has been a dismal record.of cask acci-
dents and incidents in the brief 20 years casks
were in use.

Deadly radioactive waste stored above ground
creates another,, possibly more inviting terrorist
target at Limerick Nuclear Plant in the middle of
this heavily populated region. Still. the NRC
refuses to address or .improve security against
missiles or air strikes even though army testing
proved these casks can be penetrated with mis-
siles. There's. an airport within one mile Of
Limerick Nuclear Plant and another within five
miles. Mothers For Peace won. against theNRC
in a California court concerning the-NRC's fail-

ure to address terrorism and casks. We need-and
desdrve the same scrutiny.
J),Unless required, Exelon won't iuprove securi-
ty- against missile and air strikes or upgrade the
cask design. Unfortunately, the NRC is serving
theft corporate master and acting as a salesman
rather than a regulator.'

The NRC convin' ced the Limerick supervisors
that they had no. power to deceive the public
about threats to health and safety. Sadly, permit-
ting: is splintered to such a degree that supervi-
sors approved a cement slab to hold the most
lethal waste known to mankind, without. even,
knowing the thickness or how the fault lihne could
impact it. Limerick supervisors are mandated by:
law to protect the .helth• safety;: aid:.welfa'- ..of
local;citizens. I believe they failed to do that
Whgn they-fteated Exelon'§ proposal' ie any-.
other laand use issV.i and.ignored the.fact that.:
large amounts of high-level, radioactive -.waste,were being placed above' ground, peerh per-,
manently. .

Cleatly,'there won't be improved cask design
or security without 'public involvement. Please
take action today:

1. Cotitact Senators Specter and Stanorum,
and Congressmen Gerlach and Dent; .
2. Ask fora comprehensive Environmental
'Impact Statement. (ETS)'for Limerick Nuclear
Power Plant to include ýterrorisnii us ing.. current.
population .and financial data .
3. Ask for a public hearing for all in the regionj
prior toLimerick's use of casks. -
4: Contact Limerick supervisors and urge
them to defer or reject any landuse permits, at
least until an EIS is completed and a public
hearing is held .

DONNA CUTHIERT
Pottsto'wn
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Who s keeping the public safe?
It appears :.hLim'erici" supervisors were

* either misled or bullied by Exe1on and NRC, at
.our expense•e One supervisor was quoted saying"both Eielon 'and NRC' have proven track
recods."A1d she& spent little time. fact
finding in the public's interest. Neither tractk
rec6rd' sh6uld be 'relied on for preventing a'
Linerick Nuclear Power Plant'disaster.

Limerick's chaliman said, V ha're no con-trol over 'safetyiissues." Why would Limerick
supervisors allow 'themselves to"be convinced
they had" nopower? They-were clearly the only
Speoe, in the region with any say about this
deadly threat. Were they easily deceived into
giving up that power or did'they sim'plywant
to quicy rid themselves ofenormous respon-fibility?. " ""

Isn'tit the duty of every local official to pro-
tect the health, safety and welfaie of those who
ele cted them? Isn't it the duty of caring human
beings-to do6 whatever-it takes to provide the
utmost precaution when it comes to inicreased
threats from a nuclear accidental disaster or ter-
r6rist attack? This isn't about a concrete pad for
a nursery school. It's about storing deadly
radioactive waste in our back yard, likely forever.

Limerick supervisors failed this entire region',
and abandoned the public's interests.-They failed'
to hold off' peritting' to bargain for security

against air strikes or missile attacks, or insist on'
minimal increased' precaution in cask -design
planned for Limerick. A few supervisors~appear
to have recognized the graveý threat:but blindly:
'expect federal officials to do what they failed to
have the- courage to do'.

Limerick officials told us to contact our* fed-
eral -officials who oversee the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. We'd better do that
today before its too. late. Evidence suggests
NRC's number one priority is not the public
interest.,

Bi iE MIER
Schwenksville
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Li erick's plan t store
nuclear" waste raise fears
Steel canisters containing
spent.fuel would be placed
inside concrete vaults. that
pit out in the open.

By Sandy Bauers
INQUIRER STAFF WRITER

Deep inside the: Limerick. nucle-
ar power plant - past concrete
barriers, razor wire, armed
guards, four-inch-thick.steeldoors,
and detectors. for explosives and
metal - bluish water undulates.
gently in two deep. pools, stirred -
by pumps.

More than 20 feet below the:.sur-
face sit 5,000 bundles.of spent fuel
rods, from Limeri'k's 20 years qf

operation.
And now,. the pools are expected

to be full in three.years.::.
So:. Limerick, intefnds -to.transfer:

some. of theý. spent fuel ", highly
radioactive fbr, thousnns of years
"into steel Contain'ersj th'at willbe
put in concrete vaults'sittin•. in'the.
open on the property...

The plan: has 'alarmed many in
the dommunjty.; th6ey fear that I a.
terrornst~attack-c.PuldruiptureeacPask,-
and release. radiationh.T;:"hey.worry
that the..'site will.l become ' perma-,
nent::nuclear-,mwaste dumip;

Critics are. outraked thatý the in-
dustry. still.lacks a good solution to
spent fuel. a half-centuqr. after the.
first.large-scale~plantý began. operat-

See.LIMERICK on. A13
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tg in Shippingport, Pa.
.But officials for plant owner
fej6n Corp. and the Nuclear
ý6ulatory Comnission insist
ýat it's safe. And they say they
ave no other options - for
imnrick, or any other nuclear
lant in the United* States.
The contentious" debate over

,hat to do with. spent fuel may.
veRn stall President Bush's

n _ promoted during, his May
"V -visit to Limerick, tO build

6or.enuclear power pltnts.
•R'iughiy 12 to i8 plants are in
ilktiiig, said Steven kraft of

ie:i-ldustry lobbying. group,
1e Nuclear Energy Institute.
.ut fuel storage "comes up as a
oncern.," he said, and he ex-
ects that "visible progress", on
.solution will be needed before,
ny get the go-ahead?.
John Hanger, president of Citi-

ens for Pennsylvania's Future,
n environmental group, put i.
•ore'.bl~untlyi- ... .. -.

"It!§ the-beight of irresponsi-
ilita" said, Hange{r-...a fOrmer
aerirber of Pennsy!Vmnia'§ Pub-
.c Vtilty COmmi ssion. The in-
usti'y "is out. there beating the.
arunis for creating moreý plants
vhen-there is no place to store
bg .aste."
Limnerick is merely the latest

o move to so-called dry cask
to-rage. Similar facilities have
,een built - with Varying levels
f protest - at 33 of 65'commer-
:ial nuclear Power sites in the
tation, including New Jersey's
)yster Creek plant and Pennsylb
'ania's Susquehanna plant in
xuzerne County and Peach Bot-
o1in in York County. Dry cask
torage is nearing completion
.r: Salem- and Hope Creek in

'Tew Jersey.
-This wasn't how it was sup-
)Isýed to be.

W.)hen construction began at
hiirierick in 1974, the plan was
6, cool the spent fuel in pools,
hentake it to a reprocessing
)RMnt.
But in 1979, President Jimmny

ý'ýtter banned reprocessing,
"aring that'a byproduct, pluto-

'- -" "DAN Z.JOHNSON / Inquirer Suburban Staff
The-Limfetick nuclear power'plant, which iis'running out of spacelto store spent fuel rods, ants to
move to dry cask storage. Similar facilities have been built at 33 of 65 commercial nuclear power
sites in-the nation, including New Jersey and Penrisylvania.

nium, Wihich is used in nuclear
weapons, -would fall into the
wrong haihds(:.

In the 1980s, the government
decided- to take responsibility
for the nation's spent fuel.

That led to the Yucca- Moun-
tain, Nev., storage plan; the facil-
ity was to start accepting deliv-
eries in 1998. But that has hit a
multitude ofsnags, not to men-
tion opposition from Nevada.

On Thursday the Energy De-
partment's Ward Sproat, director
of the Office of Civilian Radioac
tive Waste Management, told
Congress that the earliest Yucca
Mountain could open is 2017.

And that "is our best achiev-
able schedule," said Sproat, a
Tredyffrin resident and former
Peco Energy and Exelon em-
ployee who worked at Limerick.

MeanWhile, electricity users
across the country have,
through their rates, been pay-'
ing into a Nuclear Waste Fund
specifically for Yucca Moun-
tain, which has grown to $19 bil-
lion.

Every March, Limerick shuts
down one of its reactors and
replaces about one-third of the

fuel, moving the spent fuel into
adjacent steel-lined pools.

.Officials figure that they have
until 2009- 'before Limerick's
pools are filled to a "cownerva-
tive" limit, said Kevin J. Carra-
bine, the dry cask project tawn-.
ager. He expeCta to have the dry,
storage ready by 2008.

Some' residents are- angry
that, ultimately,". they have 'no
say in. whether spent fuel is
stored in casks on the site. Un-
der Limerick's NRC license, it
can store spent fuel! Dry casks
are just a different miethod.

Limerick Township's main
purview is whether-the thick ce-
ment slab that's needed is With-
in setbacks defined by the zon-
ing ordinance and whether it
will alter storm-water runoff.

In July, the towfiship supervi-
sors gave the project prelimi-
nary approval. Final approval
could come by September, Su-
pervisor Renee Chessler said.

0
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But at each mhee-tng, dozens
of residents show up. In a post-
Three Mile Island, post-9/ll
world, some worry about radia-'
tion.

"You're asking us to put dou-
ble trouble in our backyard,"
said Donna Cuthbert, a resident
of neighboring North Coventry
Township in*.Chester, County.
"It's really irresponsible to go
down this path."'.

Limerick is also home to 80 of
the plant's 760'0wrkeiss - and
hearly 500 niore live within 10m i l e S . . ' .

One of them, Bob Mandik,,
rose at two recent townSrD-
meetings auid asked. other co-
workers therem todo the same.

"It's not just some outside
company. that's in here,"- he
said.

Others chafe6with 16ng-stand-
ing bitterness over the nuclear
gihnt in their m'idst, township
historian Bill Miller Isaid. They
ddfil't want it in the'first place,
and don't feel adequately com-
pensated for, the risks"

Ihn 2005, Exelon won a reduc-
tion in the plant's assessed val-
ue for taxes from $912 million
to $20 million. It is now the
fourth-largest contributor to the
Spring-Ford School:: District's,
coffers.

But one of the critics' biggest
concerns is terrorism. What
would happen if the exposed
concrete vaults .were targeted?

The NRC has done "extensive
modeling," the. commission's.
Randy Hall at a'recent township:
meeting. Its research shows
that the casks could withstand
an attack "up to and including
the crash of a fully. loaded jetlin-
er."

Michele Boyd of..Public Citi-
zen, a national watchdog group,
said other tests. showed that the
casks could be harmed by a
shoulder-fired missile. Her
groups favors putting earth
berms around the storage site,
which a Maine plant has done.
Limerick is not plannirng to do
.qn.

A California' antinuclear
group, Mothers. for Peace, sued*
the NRC, saying it should havei
considered the possibility of. a
terrorist attack at the Diabl6
Canyon nuclear power plant in
San,: Luis Obispo when it al-.lowed dry cask storage there. In
June, .a federal appeals court
agre&d.

Dry cask opponents: hope the'
ruling will prompt closer study'
of casks at other sites. -

klkft, of the lobbying. group•
said he thought that if the rul-
ing stood, it-would only present,
"a•., opportuinity for ahyonhe to
stop anything."

At best, the casks are viewed).
as a stopgap solution unti Yuc-.1
caMountain opens and other'
proposals - tempiorary regiQn-
al storage sites,: for instance, or
new reprocessing technology '
get.traction.

David Lochbaum, director. of 1
the nuclear safety project fdi-,
the Union of Concerned Scien-'
tists, said that, in some ways, 1
Sdry cask stonge.is actually saf-,
er than a tiearlfull pool. Ifthejpool1 eaks or the. p* ps .and
backup pumps - fail, the 'rods.
could melt or. 6ach fire, releas-.,
ing a cloud of radiation.

Having an emptier peo *ol
would give workers extra hours
in which to respond to an emei--
gency, he said.. "There is. no zero-risk answer
to this, prbblem," he said. -"It's
managing the risk to as low as
you can get."

Contact staff writer Sandy EBauers
at 215-854-5147 or
sbauers@phiilynews.cor.
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.Db Cask Storage
Limef1ck plans to store its

bent nuclear fuel in steel
containers that will. be put
• rcoancrete vaults.: In the
•orage process, spent fuel
is cooled in a pool and
loaded into a steel canister.

DAft'er being welded shut, the
canister is drained and filled
w•ifh helium, an inert gas,
te ,prevent corrosion. The
204fobt tall canister will then
b.e4ransported to an
•bove-ground concrete pad
'dniothe Limerick property..
:twili be slid horiz6ntally
fto a reinforced concrete-

rbcture slightly larger than
a• one-car garage.

SOURCES: The Nuclear Regulatory• Commission and Transnuclear Inc., of Columbia, Md.,
cth company providing Limerick's dry cask system.

The Philadelphia Inqurer

S
D.'y cask storage is used at the Oyster Creek nuclear power plant in
N.ew Jersey. Here, concrete vaults hold steel canisters.-,
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Readng Eagte Jr- OrM

The cooling towers at Limerick Generating Station are the most visible part of the plant, where officials want to bein storing
used nuclear fuel in outdoor containers beginning in 2009.

8 _. . . J;'in spojtligh at efc
Officials at the-power plant in .ontgoniery Countywill defend thýeir
plans to store used reactor fuel in outdoor vaults at a meetingTaesday. A

WM CZ adg Eaiaa Com paenon-sp l an isto snore spent, or use•, a-
By Mike Urban clear fuel in airtight steel cylinders that

Readng Eage wouldbe housed in outdoor concretevaults
-e "gn ing in a009, c6mpam" s-okeo-ah

Residents and offacalning in Montgomery MizabethRapezynsid said-
Co~untgh]av concerns and ques-- Before E•xelon can bWild the
tioar abc-dftimeribn G;6Aeratdn vinitt, the township. sttervisors 4

I5 55
Stationasplan for storing nuclea,7 ISJ nl mast approve its ppoposal to
waste, 6fdcials from Limanec LEK'!H bnuild a -0,00O-squi~e-f6ot con-
Township and the planthave said. crete Dad-to hold the vaults anAdr

But the faciitrs exerts hope "-. two relatedbuildinglt for 6quii-
to answer those auestions Thes- ment stsrage-
day:7 e r Thesupgervistsn slan to vote on

Exelon Coro, which ow-s the the proposal at their meeti•g
plIininimeriskTownship,willhold a corn- Thursday night
munity open house from 4to 7 p.n- in the .
township building Nuclear coritnues on A2 AP
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'AUcL EAHI Waste questions to be answered
Contnued from A!

Several ýveeks ago, the town- -C N
ship planning commi sion rec-
ommuended the su!ervisors re-
ject the. plan becihse'of a lack
of information, b..u#t since then,
the company has better.e-yi-

aInh ed -its proposalt LOLmer-
ick of Fcials, Su:pervisor Renee"
Oh~es ler said--~ 0

* Security co3icerns limited.
the in~formation in the initial •.
proposal, Rapczynski said A

SThe waste storage facility, Re"adng Eagle

known as a dry cask system,
Sw.ould follow a U.S. Nuclear give the plabt$tdrage Through
•Regulatory Commission ap- 2020, Rapezynski.-saicL
proved design and does n6.-re- Preliminary 6oinstruction
clui're township approval, said - would start this.fal, she said1.

* Joseph H. Xc• r oty Jr- of Nor Anmerieýs frs dry•ca•"kSY
township soiceitor. tembegan use, in986, and AtheXe

Thd co-mmission would in- now are ab6ut 35 suchfacilities"
sdectthe construction and stor- nationwide, including four that
' proeedures. and review the Exelon oerates, heps id °
Wieni r-egiar!Y..-..oný'e it istin None hics resulted in iadia
use, co6 iission spoiestwoman, tioni releases that affected'the:
' iane, Scenecfsid '-" puhlic or in.radioactive coQn

Limerick. and other nuclear tamination,•and there have
pla•ts use heatf'romur•niium to be.en no - ..temp.s to sabotagie

boi~te~.a~i l~eteai trns the systems, Scec aisL-
turbinesto-genar electricityý '.-The ýystems are safae and

.bidut every two yea.s-, one.,. environmenintaily sonud,?' she-
tffirdxf the &raniuýtbe re- sa'id,.

. placed. and that ipen.tf.e•l pu4' ,- .apczy-n.i. saidc thiat ie-oplein prinanenf s... nge, saihd. ,Iv4g ear t e hii have noth-

The Limerick station-ha-s Igto f•ar.
b.een storing spent fel- indodos "This is a-.tovei teb-hnology
in steel-lined concrete pools of !and itwiflbe protectedWiit]i r&
watersinceitbeganecommercial bust security,' she said-
operations in 1986, Rapczynski- Chesler said s.he did not
said - know how she would vote but

But the plantneeds addition- commended both the Limerick
al storage because its indoor plant and the comnnission for
storage area will be fl by 2009, their past actions.
and the national undergro.und "The plant has been an ex-
storage facility proposed for tremelysafefac!ity, andbothtax-
Yucca Mountai. Nev, is not ex- elon and the N-RC have proven
pected to be ready until 2015, trackrecoids," Chesler said-
she said. 'a Contact reporter Mike Urban at 610

The dry cask system would 371-5023 or murban@readingeagle.com.

Coccr~ete-

sys-tes o o- ite out ..oor s ttorage a of
spent nud clbafue' -

Thisiss howthee .ystem7 Woud wor at the
LiUfnfek Gieneratiang Station. Mont0omery County:
Fuel composedsf:furaniurn.`tat i's used in the
.nuclear fission process currently is c@oled inihdoor
pools. Oftie that %611s-cooled for at/least five yearsit
would b.e stored in airtght and watertight stbel canisters t
are t8 feet lohg and.7 feet in' diamnet r.

The canisters would be encased th idzontally in vaults• made of steeL,.
concrete or oter m atedals to shield J, rkers and the public from•-
radiaton. Those-vaults, which wbuld te about that ize ofa one-cýa
gar-age, are designed to withstand seere weather, saoot<age•or'other
outside forces. *

Source: Exelon . [dfn., . 5dg . .e-,g G .. . Arer-.
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Pubilaworried,
oversafetyoA
spe~nth~el-ods-.

By Lindsay Moyer
(moyer@pottsrnerc.com

LIMERICK - Many, area, tesident .
who attended an.information session on
plans to store spent nuclear fMel left fIel-
.ing better about the prqject; .but others
voicedfconcer'ns ot oWtiright opposition:.

Exelon Nuclear's Limerick
Generating Plant held the public op6I •
house Tuesday after the township plan-
ningcon~mmission voted unanimously to
recommend that " the Board of,
Supervisors reject' land developmeni
plans.for the- project: The supervisors'-.
vote is scheduled for.Thursday;

Officials from. Exelon, the Nuclear,.
Regulatory Commission .. and
Trafisnuclear' Inc., the vendor 'from

,which Exelon is..purchasing the dry
cask system, were present at the open
housp to answer 4u=tions;

Tlhe tlhre groups. setup information-
al tables that included brochures, .dis-,

,play maps and photographs,.videos, "
project model and even simulated

Daniel P..Creighton/The Mercury

independent. spent. fuel storage installation project engliher Andy
'Giangiullo answers questions of Shirley Shearer of Linfield, who opposes
the:plan, and Wesley Huff of Limerick, who is for the plan.

nuclear fuel pellets for tholse attending
to peruse;

Mainy peoplb wanted., to. know
where the above-ground casks hous-
ing:.spont.fuel .vYouId b.p. dcated•, pro-
ject manager Kevin Cariabine said...
Hoe dreW, a 'basic diagraimitat showed
their placement, immediately west of
itle main power block of bdildings and

inside the plant's seocurity perimeter.
Catrabine and other officials said

that most people were also asking
when Yucca Mountain would open, at
which time spent'fhel store.d in the
dry cask system would be transported
to ýthe. nucleat depository 'in Nevada.

(S"e EXELON OPEN HOUSE• on A3)
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The Exelon Nuclear Generating Station
held an open house at the. Limerick

township building to answer questions-
and provide information about nucle~ar

fuel Waste storage planned for the -

.Limerick plant. Above, a small model
nuclear fuel storage building and

vehicle were on display to demonstrtate
the process of storing it at the facility.

At right, a number of area residents
turned out at the meeting to question

FxeJon employees,"

Photos by Daniel P. Creighton/The-Mercury" ,-•- -

PubliCOwUd tohe're t'ing t hand6 it
(=XEON OM OUEN from Al) ,- ptygod' si."Most p eople who "tell,'o tin

:,hyt-rIgt •aýi it:,pret g-. ..saicL YOU::::":"7

Although the answer to that qqestion"-ý i ain rickpaning- conmmssion-mem- don't live within the 20-mile~i radii
isn't definite, Cairabine sad, it'diit "er.Mchele Chsma aid-Sh6 an to "affected:. Ther's probably a reason'f
expected to open before 2015 . the open h•ons tosee ifxtlon w ould that."

By 6:30 p.m., nearly 40 people had provide infobratio h *.th :commis- Yusko said she was also concere
visited the open house, and project eng" sion requested, but didn't receive, before about the information provided .
neer Matthew Eyre said :h6'd heard it un tuously voted agan recom- Exelon.
widely -varying opinions about the pro- mendation of the proposal. "I think that there are a lot of safe1
ject from the visitors.• - Exelon said it didn't provide the issues that can happen, but -they'±emn

"It wkInt from one person who said, infornation because of security con- going to tell you," she said- "Mayrbe
'You can talk to me all you want but I cerns. won't affect me, but it will affe6t
won't like this,' to one guy who said, "It seems to be the same inforina- kids."
You should btuld more of these," Eyte ti6n.' Chrisman said- "It's the same NRC health physicist Robert Princ
saili -. .photos from the brochures. rIm disap-" assured residents who turned out f

Joseph Browne, a Pottstown resident pointed they're not telling people the open house that the project Wou]
said he thought the proposal looked- more." be5 conducted safely with oversigl
"pretty good safety-wi~se" and he didn't Chrisman, who is also a member. of from the NRC. That oversight, whicthink the storage facilitwould pose.a the towushij emerency management Would. take place after approval .1

terrorism risk, - team, said she has "reservations" about - township supervisors, would incluc
1I don't see terrorists seeing this as a the safety of the project. ensuring that Exelon's existing pr

good source of material," Browne said. "There's too many unknowns -what grams are reVised to address the di
"It's too liited. They want to do some- could fail, the ramifications if it does cask storage project, overseeing a "di
thing in the middle of New Yoik City.- fail, and how do you move them?" she run" of loading the casks and the act

Joe iloward, also of Pottstown, said. al loading, and routine insDecion
agiced with Browne that Exelon's pro- Deborah Yusko, who lives near the Prince said.
ject plans looked safe. - nuclear plant, said she Was "extremely Township superlisors will meet at

"It seems like they'll be protecting concerned and extremely opposed" to p.m. Thursday.at the township bufldir
(thefael storage casks)," Howard said. the dry cask storage project on Ridge Pike to vote on Exelon's lan
I _ think they've got a responsibility and "They tell you how safe it is," she development proposal.
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READERTMIEWS
Editorial was right on the mark

The Mercury deserves recognitioni and praise
for the excellent editorial on: JuMy 9 about storage
of high level radioactive waste- at the Limerick
Nuclear Power Plant

Storage (or is it really disposal?). of high level
waste at the Limerick power plant should be of
concern4 to all who receive electricity through
the PJM grid which includes some or part of 13
states and DC. If there is an accident or if there
is an act of terrorism, millions of us in the area
of this gtid could be without electricity. Indeed,
it should be of even more concern to those of us
who live within a 25. mile (at the least) radius of
the site- I am one of 'those who, live within 10
miles of Limerick and I received one. of those-
118,000 nlew emergency.brochures.

Terrorism is the reason to worry. The federal
courts in a California case have ruled that the
NRC. must prepare an Environmental Impact.
Statement (EIS) which considers the problems
of dry cask storage and terrorism.

The discussion of the proposal to use dry
casks at Limerick must be wider than just as a
matter of concern to Limerick. This is why I
think the. township should tell the NRC -to
require an EIS which must include a full on-the-.
record public hearing for those of us who live
within 10 miles, and indeed for all the general
public who could be impacted. Expecting and

allowing the decisions on dry cask disposal/stor-
age to be only on the shoulders of the Limerick
supervisors is a heavy burden for them and one
they should seek to put on others.

One-on-one and booth-by-booth public rela-
tions is just not the answer: .Exelon's dog and
pony show, no matter whether it is at a public Or
private site and no matter who pays for advisers
and their supposed expertise, is not good enough
when it comes to this issue:

I have confidence in public decision-making.
it seems tO me that.this, could be a life and death
issue for mhany beyond the bouundaries 6f one
township. Broaden out the decision making bur-
den and ask for a fall EIS and public hearing,
and let all of us be heard on this decision.

TINA DALEY
Phoenixbve
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Limerick review
of fuel storage
requires caution

The lessons we learn from history are often as sim-
ple as the fact that there is much still to be learned.

On Sept. 20,-1971, James L. Everett, then-president
of PECO, was quoted predicting that the Limerick
power plant would reduce consumption of fossil fuels,
a statement we now know to be inaccurate. HeT also-
inade predictions about the problem now facing the
Limerick plant of how to dispose of spent fuel rods.

"The relatively low. volume of "high-level Wastes
means that ultimately, disposing of them will not be an
overwhelming problem," said Everett, of the spent fuel
potential. "If we ever decide we don't want radioactive
wastes on earth, we have a simple solution. We can
load them in rockets and shoot them into the sun."

Now, some 35 years later, the suggestion is absurd:
But when Everett made the statement, no one foresaw
that disposing of nuclear waste would be a huge prob-
lem. It would have seemed that a workable, safe sys'-
tern would have been devised by now.

It hasn't been.
As the Limerick supervisors'prepare to vote- on an

Exeton proposal for spent fuel rod storage, the-thing to
keep in mind is the uncertainty of the future.-

Exelon is proposing to erect 24 steel and concrete
canisters to hold the spent nuclear fuel that has been
accumulating in storage pools inside the plant since it
was constructed. Each canister can hold 61 bundles of
fuel rods. Each bundle holds. as many as 64 to 289
rods of uraniumi pellets, the stuff that will remain dan-
gerously radioactive for 500,000 years.

Exelon, like other nuclear plants across the country,
has been forced to construct "temporary"f storage facil-
ites because the plan to build a national depository
for the fuel beneath Yucca Mountain in Nevada is
decades behind schedule and is mired in scientific and
political controversy.

Kevin Carrabine, Exelon's project manager, said
last month that each year, the Limerick plant plans to
fill four canisters. Although plans only call for 24 can--
isters, the approximately three-foot thick concrete pad
on which the canisters. will rest will be big enough to
house about 90 canisters, said Carrabine.

* The plan to build the.pad fdr those canisters, as well
as several outbuildings; was rejected earlier this month
in a unanimous vote by the township's plannimg com-
mission.. However, they are a recommending body
only and the final decision rests with the supervisors,
who have scheduled a vote on the projectfor Thursday
night's township meeting.

The supervisors also have some regt-ictions as to
what they can approve orreject- The realm of approval
applies only to the land development plan, not the.
issues of how best to house the rods..

For, citizens who have questions. about the project
specifics, Exelon has planned an open house on
Tuesday from 4 to 7 p.m. in the township building for
discussion of the storage, issues.

The supervisors are also .starting their Thursday
meeting early, at 6. p.m;, to allow for public questions,
and they have hired two consultants - one for the sali-
ence and one for perception - to help them make- and
explain their decision.-

What they need to keep in mind is how much the
world,has changed since.-E rett's comments in 1971
about shooting Waste into the sun. Five years ago, n6
one would have thought people would. deliberately fly
planes into the Venerable Wbrld Tade Center. They
did, and their actions displayed places and thingsto be
feared that we had never feared before

We can not know what may hurt us in the future; we
can not be certain what we have not yet seen that may
bedome a threat.. That's why plans for disposing of
long-term radioactive waste. must.use the most protec-
tive position available, including offsetting the risks of
terrorist, attack.

To do otherwise is to betray the future.
Limerick supervisors must rejectthe plan as it now

exists and send Exelon back to come-up with some-
thing better.At the very least, the casks shouldbe cam-
ouflaged in earth bunkers and spread. out so as not to
present a single target

If protective measures are not followed now, it will
be too late. The opportunity to get it right will be lost
for the next 500,000 years.
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Loaded question 0f now to store radioactive fuel rods
By John, Gentzel

One of the main problems with
nuclear power generation Is what to do
with the highly radioactive and
extremely dangerous spent fuel that
will remain deadly for thousands of
years after it is no longerin use.

Nuclear power plants were destgned
to hold roughly a decade's worth of
spent fuel in large, steel-lined pools of.water that allow the.foel assemblies -
bundles of rods that contain uranium
pellets, which are the keys to the reac-

tion process - adequate time to cool.
But most of the nation's 103 nuclear

power plants are running out of space
il their pools, The Limerick Generat-
ing Station will have exhausted its our-
'rent space by 2009, and many, includ-
lig the Peach Bottom Atomic Power
Station in York County, are already out
of room,

ThMe government previously made
the determination that a single, long-
term spent nuclear fuelrepository was
needed,
WS~e SPENT FUEL on A3)

Tthe Limerick Nuclear GeneratingStation will run
out of space to store spent fuel by 2009, a year

before Yucca. Mountain could become the
nation's spent nuclear fuel repository,



L ocde question
of how to store radioactive fuel rods

N' ruaL fw,,,J4*.. . . 'i . ' :

Oithouglhi billions of dollars lave- been spent :s8 tudyingý
,ca Mountain in Nevada as the possibje location for the,
iou's spont nuclear fuel.reposlto'y, thenmountain in the
ert outaide LasVegas iS of no help noW as it will not be..
dy for bhsinesauntil 2010 at the earliest,.
ty then, ab'ost .80 of the nation's nuclear Pacliitles are
,ecjed to be out of storage capacity.
ka an intarmediate solution to the.probleyrn the Nuclear
puiaitogy Cornutts,5on ha~s devised a mnethod for storing
nt fael in fortified, above-ground canisters that use air -
I not wat•er - to cool the radioactive material;
kt wore than 18 feet tall and 90 tons empty, these Canis-

can hold up to 68 spent f\iel, assemblies in heavily for-l sbuotures tha: ate., designed to withlstand virtually :any
,ardous weather,
Jsing more t.'ant. $11 million worth, of.speclalty crares
I trlinsports,.tt takes nore than a week to. Wad and then
rtsport the canistors that when full weigh roughly 115
,s to a 40CLre, outdoor Oontainfment area the size of a t
thall field,
['he contaianment are% at Peach Bottom looks just like a
e pa:rldikg lot oveiookh'v, (he Sasquehannna River, But

ht razor-wire fbencing Sur'ounding the contaiunment area's
"u toer, gates and hundreds of security cameras, It's any,
Ilg but an avorag parkding lot.
IThis is an extrerfeiy ,'scu'toffallty," said Peach Bottom

)kevaWornan Fran Reinlh'ig, "It's under the same security
it tU1e f0 iiity's protecqted area has," tetbrring to the reac-
building a.nd surl.ounding structures,

'Serurity shouldn't be an issua," Reining said, but when
clin with nuotlar fuel, no n:iber of camexas or nation-
;uard.,sinen can de:fleAt questions about the potential safe-
W3..lWations with stLoring s5itL a danggerous material out.
the open.
Dave Sinon, spoker~mau for Peach Bottom and
rierick's parent conrpai Eiy dlot. Nuclear, said discus-
.5s abou t tyare ex.hovfaable, ."Th'ese str•;ttxtu:res are at erntely safe," he added,.

It's the government's determination that dry-storage can-
Isters are the best temporary solution until Yitcea. Mountain
is opened. 01

After spending years studying an issue, "you go with the
best sence and standards that you have right now," Simon
said, "to ensure the greatest safety that you can,"

While it's possible to reprocess nuclear fuel (as is our-
rently done in Europe but not iu the United States), It's -very
expansive, Simon said,

Temporary repositories cost companie an Initial outlay
of millions, for the specially designed containment pen as
well as the 150-ton crane needed to lift and the transport
vehicle needed to move the canisters. After that, electricity
and security personnel are the only expenses, Simon said."Once you cover what It costs 'to build the facility, put
them In there long tern, then it's like a house," Simon said,
adding that engineers. routinely test and monitor the cants-

Ali of the people involved in the. pocess, whether it be
the transport driver or the engineer assigned to check radi-
ation levels, are licensed and regulated by the NRC.

That means they're not the same type of contracted work-
ers (brought in as extra help during maintenalnce outages)
who recently allowed the accidental slilpmnent of low-level
nuclear waste from the Limerick Generating Station to the
Pottstown Landfill instead of the appropriate disposal loca-tich.
• .}Thils Is a detailed and closely monitored process,"

Reining said. "A lot of planning goes Into it."
• There's a higher "probability of sending. the trash out to

the wrong place," she added, "than something going wrong
with a 904ton, stainless steel" containment cask,"It's a major responsibility, and one we take extremely
seriously. We're moving nuclear fuel. We're not moving

.cookies, you know.".

For more Information on the Web, see the Nuclear
Energy Institute at wwwmnel~org or the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission at wwwnro.gov

0



RADIOACTIVE WASTE
TRANSPORTATION
CALLED A "MOBILE CHERNOBYL"

FACTS IN THIS REPORT COMPILED BY ACE SHOW WHY
April, 2011

This Report Was Compiled By ACE For A PA Senate Program
Legislation Was Discussed In PA In 2011 To Transport Nuclear Waste Across All Municipal Borders
And Take Away Public Rights To Say No. The bill would have prohibited PA municipalities from approving
any ordinance, rule, or regulation that prohibits transportation by rail, road, or water of any nuclear waste products
through their municipal borders.

THIS REPORT SHOWS WHY
HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE TRANSPORTATION

IS TOO GREAT A RISK

1. Nuclear power plant waste consists of high-level radioactive wastes that
are among the deadliest materials on Earth. They are both thermally
and radioactively hot decades after removal from fuel pools, making
transport extremely dangerous.

" Transporting hundreds, possibly thousands of high-level radioactive waste
trucks and trains through PA communities is an unacceptable, unnecessary
risk to millions of PA families, resulting in potentially devastating accidents
and/or terrorist attacks.

" Each fuel assembly contains 10 times the long-lived radioactivity released by the Hiroshima bomb.
/ Trucks contain 1 to 4 fuel assemblies.
/ Trains contain up to 24 fuel assemblies.

* Accidents will happen.
v' DOE estimates that at least 50 accidents could occur during shipments of the nation's radioactive

wastes.
, The more severe the accident, the more radiation would be released to the environment.
/ Even a low speed accident could unseat a valve or damage a seal, releasing radioactive

particulates to the environment.



, It could also crack brittle metal tubing around the fuel.
V The American Petroleum Institute says at least 15 accidents are expected each year with

thousands of truck shipments.
, Some studies on spent fuel show the kind of damage that can be done by a nuclear fuel disaster

during transport.
, NRC studies are woefully inadequate and deceptive when they claim nuclear waste transport is

totally safe.

* FIRES associated with truck or rail accidents increase the probability of
radioactive releases from nuclear wastes transported.

V If a truck or train accident resulted in fire, spent fuel rods could "heat up, self-ignite and burn in an
unstoppable fire." Numerous scientific experts warn that burning fire on zirconium cladding of
nuclear waste can trigger an exothermic reaction.

V Shipping containers are only designed to withstand a 1/2 hour fire at a temperature of 1475
degrees. NEI's inadequate testing was only 90 minutes at 2000 degrees.

/ Rail fires could burn for hours, sometimes days, at temperatures considerably higher.
, Heat could vaporize some of the radioactive materials and sweep them up into the air.
V Persons downwind can inhale radioactive particles and later develop cancer or genetic defects.
/ It's important that fires are extinguished within 1/2 hour, yet there is often confusion about who has

responsibility for cleanup and protecting public health in a radioactive emergency.
V There is real potential for fire resulting from a transportation accident involving high-level

radioactive wastes, which could have similar consequences as radiological weapons.
v" Fires could be caused by many things during nuclear waste transport by truck or train, both by

accidents and terrorists.

Terrorists Attacks
, Transport casks are vulnerable to terrorist attacks with planes or missiles from afar, and/or bombs

ignited on transport vehicles, causing fires that will release radiation. Some call transport it a
potential "Mobile Chernobyl".

, Army testing proves transport casks can be penetrated with a missile.
, Jet plane fuel from a deliberate crash into a transport vehicle could cause a devastating fire, even

with a small plane.
V The largest casks carry the equivalent of some 200 Hiroshima bombs in a long-lived radiological

equivalent.

Lax Security Documented
/ Evidence that "Waste Trains" are not protected from terrorists, "Security Breach on Nuclear

Waste Train." 4-30-02 Durham, N.C.
, Inmates Jump Wrong Train, Revealing Vulnerability.
, Terrorists would not have boarded the train unarmed.
V If these people intended to cause serious harm, they were in perfect position.
, Defenders did not deny access.
, If those who boarded the train had been attackers carrying explosives who were willing to sacrifice

their lives, there could have been a serious problem.
o It is absurd for the nuclear industry to suggest that their wastes are self-protecting due to exposure

to radioactivity. This ignores reality, including the real potential for air strikes and missile attacks.



2. INCIDENTS / ACCIDENTS ALREADY HAPPENED

* 72 transport "Incidents" and accidents were documented by Nevada Agency for Nuclear
Projects - "Reported Incidents Involving Spent Fuel Shipment,. 1949 to 1996"

* "Incidents" can be quite significant, according to Dr. Marvin Resnikoff's 1983 book, "The Next
Nuclear Gamble: Transportation and Storage of Nuclear Waste..."
V One incident led to radiation contamination of hundreds of miles of PA Highways in 1981. It

went unreported for 5 days. NRC never took action.

3. Local elected officials should have a right to say no to the transport of deadly
wastes through their communities when it could seriously jeopardize health and
financial interests of their entire region.

" DOE reports size of region impacted for public health and safety along transportation routes:
, 50 Miles (80 kilometers) for Accident Conditions
" .5 mile (800 meters) on either side of the transportation right of way (non-accident conditions).

* DOE estimated a severe accident involving 1 radioactive waste cask, releasing a small amount of
radiation, would:
V Contaminate about 42 square miles for well over 1 year, with devastating economic consequences

in an urban setting.
$ A period greater than 1 year to attempt to clean up radioactive residue.
V NRC 1980 study estimated economic consequences at $2 Billion.

* Radiation dose from an accident or terrorist attack breaching transport containers (1 yard away) could
result in:
V A lethal radiation dose (500 rem) in less than 3 minutes
,/ Significant increased risk for cancer or genetic damage in just 30 seconds (100 rem)

" NRC's pamphlet says 10 years after waste is removed from reactors, an unshielded radiation dose
could exceed 20,000 reins per hour.
V 5,000 reins can cause incapacitation and death within a week

" Thermal Images of Traveling Nuke Wastes Suggest You Wouldn't Want To Get Stuck In Traffic
Anywhere Near One.
V, Traveling nuclear waste casks could emit significant radiation.

4. INJUSTICE - The nuclear industry is promoting unjust legislation that seriously
jeopardizes the public's rights, safety, public health, and financial interests.

* Many Jurisdictions Officially Opposed Nuclear Waste Transportation Through Their Communities,
V Including Philadelphia, Bucks County, and Falls Township in PA.

The state should not take away the right of communities to protect their residents. Given the
unthinkable risk of health and financial devastation involved, it's not only unfair, it's immoral
and unethical.

0 At stake - health and potential total loss of homes and all possessions for generations.



" Property values decline along nuclear waste routes, a fact verified in 5 states, by damages for reduced
property values
" Residents should not be "stuck" with property that they can't sell along a nuclear waste

transportation route.
" Most states have disclosure laws, requiring buyers to be told.

" Insurance Does Not Cover Radiological Incidents or Accidents:
V Homeowners insurance will not cover loss of real estate use or personal property caused by

radiological accidents.
" Health insurance would not cover your long-term or permanent radiological damage or other long-

term serious illnesses caused by a nuclear accident.

* PA residents are especially vulnerable to high-risk, high-level radioactive waste transport accidents or
terrorist attacks because PA has the 2nd highest number of nuclear plants and high-level radioactive
waste in the nation.
V PA communities would be exposed to large amounts of nuclear waste in all too frequent shipments

as long as nuclear plants continue to operate and build up piles of deadly radioactive wastes.

* Communities gets risks - Nuclear industry gets benefits.
v" Once the waste leaves the site, the public has all the financial responsibility to store this deadly

waste for an eternity.
V" EPA set a million-year health standard.
V Why should taxpayers have to foot the bill for any problems caused by the nuclear industry's

deadly wastes?

" It is outright deception for nuclear industry supporters to assert that transport to another location will
remove risks at nuclear plants.
V As long as nuclear plants operate, this deadly waste will keep piling up in fuel pools and casks.
V Transport won't reduce the number of radioactive waste sites, it just adds enormous risk to the

already unprecedented threats from high-level radioactive wastes.

5. LEAST BAD SOLUTION: STORE IT ON-SITE "SAFER"
And STOP MAKING IT!

* There is no safe way to store this deadly waste.
V Evidence shows we don't need and can't afford dirty, dangerous, and costly nuclear power and its

deadly waste.
, Solar, wind, geothermal, and other renewables are ready right now, don't create these kinds of risks,

and are cheaper than nuclear power if all costs to the public for nuclear power are included.

The Alliance For A Clean Environment
April, 2011
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For more information, contact:

Public Citizen's Critical Mass
Energy and Environment Program

215 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20003
www.citizen.org/cmep

202-546-4996
202-547-7392 (fax)

Why will nuclear waste be travel:
Yucca Mountain is the only site being considered
by the Department of Energy (DOE) as a "perma-
nent disposal" site for the United States' highly
radioactive nuclear waste. This spent nuclear fuel
and high-level waste is currently located at 77 sites.
across the country and would have to be trans-
ported by truck or rail to Yucca Mountain if that
site is approved as a nuclear dump.

Several thousand shipments of nuclear
waste would travel through 43 states-past the
homes of 50 million Americans for 25 years.
Experience has shown that property values decline
significantly along nuclearwaste routes. Using the
Department of Energy's own data, it can be

ling through my state?
estimated that between 70 and 3 10 accidents
and over 1000 incidents would occur during
the nuclear waste shipping campaign if trucks
are used as the preferred mode, and between
50 and 260 accidents and over 250 incidents
if trains are used as the preferred mode. The
Department of Energy also estimates that a
severe accidentin a rural area releasing a small
amount of radiation would contaminate 42
square miles for well over one year. A similar
accident in an urban area would have devas-
tating consequences to the economy and
public health.

Get the Facts on
PROPERTY VALUES

and
Nuclear Waste
Transportation!

OR
Nuclear Information

Resource Service
1424 16th Street, NW

Washington, DC
www.nirs.org

202-328-0002
202-468-2183 (fax)



Disclosure Laws Require Buy-
ers To Be Told If Property Is
On A Transportation Route

Most states require that potential property
buyers be informed if the property for sale is
located on a potential nuclear waste transporta-
tion route. This means that even if nuclear
waste isn't already traveling past your home,
your property value may decrease. Residents
should not be "stuck" with property that they
cannot sell along a nuclear waste transportation
route.

Sante Fe vs. Komis-The Court
Awards Property Damages
In 1992, the New Mexico Supreme Court upheld
a jury decision to award John and Lemonia
Komis $337,8 15 in damages for perceived loss
due to public perception of fear. The Komis
property was located along a Waste Isolation
Pilot Project (WIPP) nuclear waste transporta-
tion route, and the case proved that property
values do indeed decline because people are
afraid of the dangers associated with nuclear
waste transportation.

In the case decision, the court refer-
enced a public opinion survey conducted by Zia
Research Associates, Inc., which showed that
71% of the respondents believed that residential
property value would decrease because of its
location near a WIPP route.

The Court also stated in its decision that
"Whether the transportation of hazardous nuclear
materials actually is or is not safe is irrelevant;
the issue is whether public perception of those
dangers has a depressing effect on the value of
the property not taken." In other words, your
property value may decrease simply because
people are afraid of the possible consequences of
nuclear waste transportation!

Shipments Will Be Frequent
and Will Occur for Many
Years
Depending on where you live, as many as 3-5
shipments per week could roll past your home
for 25 years. Because most of the nuclear
waste is located in the East and Yucca Moun-
tain is in the West, many communities will be
exposed to large amounts and frequent ship-
ments of nuclear waste throughout the entire
shipping campaign.

*The Department of Energy reports that
the region of impact for public health and
safety along transportation routes is 800
meters (.5 mile)
on either side of
the center line of
transportation
rights-of-way for
non-accident
conditions, and
80 kilometers
(50 miles) for
accident conditions.

Insurance Does Not Cover
Many Jurisdictions Are Officially Opposed to Nuclear Waste

Transportation through Their Communities!

These include Los Angeles, Ventura, Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo
Counties,and the city of Santa Barbara, CA; Denver, CO, St. Louis, MO; Phila-
delphia, Bucks County, and Falls Township, PA; Mt.Rainier, Takoma Park and
Greenbelt, MD; Marshall and Anson Counties and the town of Wadesboro, NC;
Decatur, GA; Amherst, MA, Beacon, NY and more.

Radiological I ncidents
Neither homeowners insurance nor health
insurance covers problems caused by radio-
logical accidents. Check your policy! It will
explicitly state that you will not be covered if
your damage or illness is caused by a nuclear
accident.



What does a radioactive waste transportation
cask look like?
The casks that would be used to transport high-level nuclear waste look like
large concrete dumbbells. The nuclear waste would be housed in the middle
section, and the end sections are called "impact
limiters." These casks have never been properly..
tested, and the consequences of an accident could
be severe.

The DOE's own estimates suggest that at F•
least 50 accidents could occur during shipment of
radioactive waste. As part of the 1986 Environ-
mental Assessment for the Yucca Mountain
repository site, the DOE conducted a study that found that a severe acci-
dent in a rural setting involving a high-speed impact, lengthy fire and fuel

oxidation would contaminate a 42-
square-mile area, require 462 days
to clean up and cost $620 million.
The health, economic and environ-
mental impacts of such an accident

could devastate a community. If

such an accident occurred in an urban area, the costs and other conse-
quences would be much more severe.

Will the value of my property be affected by
the Government's plan to transport nuclear
waste to Yucca Mountain?

Experience has shown that property values decline significantly along
nuclear waste routes. In 1992, the New Mexico Supreme Court upheld a
jury decision to award John and Lemonia Komis $337,815 in damages for
perceived loss due to public perception of fear. The Komis property was
located along aWaste Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP) nuclear waste trans-

portation route, and the case proved that property values do indeed decline
because people are afraid of the dangers associated with nuclear waste
transportation.

Most states require that potential property buyers be informed if the
property for sale is located on a potential nuclear waste transportation
route. This means that even if nuclear waste isn't already traveling past your
home, your property value may decrease, and your property may become
difficult to sell. Residents should not be "stuck" with property that they
cannot sell along a nuclear waste transportation route.

Are the casks safe?
Nuclear waste transportation casks have never been fully physically tested.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission sponsored a study in 1987 completed
by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories. This study, commonly
referred to as the "Modal Study," used computer modeling only to predict
cask responses to accident conditions. The study was inadequate because
it did not use real life, full-scale testing of the casks. Further, the test criteria
were developed in the 1960's and have not changed since, despite changes
in traffic volume, travel speeds,
and hazardous cargoes on our All tests to date have been computer simulated
roads and rails, and have NOT been fully physical tests.

Even the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission-
realizes that these tests were • :i.. :,! •..
inadequate, and has contracted

with Sandia National Labs to "j - ,
conduct a new study, called _-.. " _-

"Modal II," or the "Package
Performance Study." Although this study is very much needed, it will not
be completed until 2003-long after the Department of Energy applies for
a license to construct and operate a nuclear waste repository at Yucca
Mountain.
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Will Radioactive Waste Travel Through My
State?
The nuclear power industry has created thousands of tons of deadly nuclear
waste, and it could soon be traveling through your community! Along with
its allies in the federal government, the nuclear industry is pushing Congress
to establish a nuclear waste dump at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. If they are
successful, 100,000 shipments of high-level radioactive waste, now located
at 77 sites across the country, will be transported through 43 states. Fifty
million Americans will be put at risk over 25 years, as Waste moves past
homes, workplaces, recreational areas, schools, and hospitals. The map
below shows the routes that would most likely be used to transport the
waste.

What Can I Do?
Write to your Members of Congress and tell them that you do not
want high level nuclear waste to travel through your community. You can
use the sample post card text below, or write one in your own words,
telling your Representative and Senators your concerns. Send your note
on a post card depicting a local scene if you can to drive home the point
that you're a voter in their next election.

Host a letter-writing party and have your friends and family write
letters or postcards, too. Remember, the more calls, post cards, letters,
and faxes your Members of Congress receive, the more likely they are
to take your concerns seriously.

,W Also, if you belong to a group yourself, put an article in the newslet-
ter, make an announcement at a meeting, or arrange to have a speaker
address your group on this issue.

Q1 If you are a teacher, have your students make posters or design
their own postcards to send to your Representative and Senators..

, Contact us (see back of flyer) for more flyers or other materials, or to
arrange a presentation to your group.

Where is Yucca Mountain?
Yucca Mountain is located in Nevada, about an hour northwest of Las
Vegas. Located in a desert landscape, it public lands include part of the
Nevada Test Site and Nellis Air Force Base. However, the entire area is
part of the Westem Shoshone people's traditional homelands, as recognized
by the U.S. government when it signed the Treaty of Ruby Valley in 1863. If
a dump is built at Yucca Mountain, the Shoshone will lose access toa place
they consider sacred.

Dear Rep./Senator

I do not want high level nuclear waste travelling
through my hometown!

The risks of nuclear waste transportation are
high, and I am worried that my local emer-
gency responders are not prepared to deal
with a nuclear waste accident and that my
property value will decline if I live on a trans-
portation route.

Please OPPOSE any legislation that would put
nuclear waste on our roads and rails.

Representative X
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

OR

SenatorY
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Sincerely,
Your Name and Complete Address

0



For more information, contact:

Public Citizen's Critical Mass
Energy and Environment.Program

215 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20003
www.citizen.org/Cmep

202-546-4996
202-547-7392 (fax)

OR

Nuclear Information
Resource Service

1424 16th Street, NW, #404
Washington, DC 20036

www.nirs.org
202-328-0002

202-468-2183 (fax)

Get the Facts on
Nuclear Waste
Transportation!



What is the Time Frame for the Decision about
the Dump and the Transportation of Waste?
The Department of Energy (DOE) is now in a "site characterization" phase,
which means that it is performing tests at the Yucca Mountain site to
determineits suitability as a site for the disposal of radioactive waste. If the
DOE determines that the site is acceptable, it will apply in 2001 for a
license from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). If the license is
granted, construction will begin in 2006. If all goes according to the DOE's
plan, waste will be accepted at Yucca Mountain beginning in 2010 and will
continue to arrive at Yucca Mountain for 24 years, with the final "emplace-
ment" activities ending in 2035.

Where can I get more information?

If you have access to the World Wide Web, check out these sites:

Public Citizen's Critical Mass Energy and Environment Program
http:/Avww.citizen.org/cmep

Nuclear Information Resource Service A t
http://www.nirs.org

Shundahai Network A t i
http://www.shundahai.org

CitizenAlert
http://www.igc.org/citizenalert/ Check out Public Citizen's

State of Nevada Nuclear Waste Project Office AtomicAtlas!

http://www.state.nv.us/nucwaste/index.htm
Yucca Mountain Project Office (DOE)

http:lwww.ymp.gov
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

http://www.nrc.gov
EPA Yucca Mountain Homepage

http://www.epa.gov/radiation/yucca/
NRC/Sandia Labs Modal Study Page

http://ttd.sandia.gov/nrc/modal.htm

How much waste will go to Yucca Mountain?
Under current law, 70,000 metric tons of waste (one metric ton is about 1.1
tons or 2200 pounds) would be allowed to be stored at Yucca Mountain,
with 63,000 tons of that being commercial waste and the rest being DOE
waste. However, that still would not accommodate all the waste projected
to be produced by the time the repository opens (an estimated 107,500
metric tons of both commercial and DOE waste). This means that legislators
would either have to change the law to allow more waste to go to Yucca
Mountain, or open a second repository in another state (because they are
unwilling to look at other solutions to the nuclear waste problem).

What is High-Level Radioactive Waste?
High-level radioactive waste is produced at commercial nuclear power
plants and nuclear weapons production facilities. Nuclear fuel is made of
pellets of enriched uranium, sealed in fuel rods, which are bundled together
into nuclear fuel assembly. The fuel assembly powers the nuclear reactor
until it is no longer efficient in generating
electricity. The "spent" fuel is replaced about
once a year. Spent fuel-which is highly
radioactive-is the primary form of high-level
nuclear waste.

Spent fuel is both thermally and
radioactively hot, so irradiated fuel assemblies
are placed in "spent fuel pools" to cool and
allow some of the radioactivity to decay. Each
reactor has only a certain amount of pool
space, and when the pools are full, the reac-
tors either must shut down or store some of
the cooled spent fuel somewhere else.

Nuclear Fuel Assembly

Fuel h I

Uraniu
Fuel

A person standing one yard away from an unshielded, 10 year old
fuel assembly, would receive a lethal dose of radiation (500 rem) in less than
three minutes. A thirty-second exposure (100 rem) at the same distance,
would significantly increase the risk of cancer or genetic damage.
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REPROCESSING
RADIOACTIVE WASTE

EXPENSIVE FOR TAXPAYERS / RATEPAYERS

EXTREMELY POLLUTING AND RISKY

INCREASES VOLUME OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES

To Call It Recycling Is Misleadingl!

Reprocessing Generates Much Lar er Waste Streams.
DOE Estimates:

3 to 11 Times More Low-Level Radioactive Waste
163 Times More "Greater than Class C Waste"

Internationally, Reprocessing Has Been An Abysmal Failure
France dumps 100 million gallons of radioactive waste into the English Channel every year.

/ The United Kingdom has released over 1,000 pounds of plutonium into the Irish Sea.
/ More than $20 billion has been spent on the Japanese reprocessing plant, which failed to

start after more than two years of attempts;

Dangers and Costs of Reprocessing Nuclear Waste

Reprocessing is not the solution to the nuclear waste problem. It has already been a very
expensive boondoggle.

V Reprocessing is extremely expensive
V Extremely Polluting

" It would be a dangerous shift in U.S. global nonproliferation policy.

Reprocessing is the most polluting part of the nuclear fuel cycle.
Reprocessing would dramatically increase the threat from and complexity of dealing with nuclear waste
from power plants. Rather than solving our nation's nuclear waste problem, it actually makes more waste.

Reprocessing is NOT fiscally sound.
Lifecycle cost analysis for the program shows it is astronomically expensive. It appears no reprocessing program in
the world has been commercially successful. Such a program in the United States would likely be paid for in full by
U.S. taxpayers.



" According to a 1996 estimate by the National Academy of Sciences,
reprocessing will "easily" cost taxpayers $100 billion.

/ This estimate is only for existing U.S. irradiated fuel.
It does not include waste produced as a result of 20-year license extensions, waste from new domestic
reactors, or the importation of foreign waste to the United States for reprocessing.

* U.S. taxpayers are still paying several billion dollars each year to clean up contamination from reprocessing
programs in the 1960s and 1970s for nuclear weapons at the:

V" Hanford Site (WA)
" Savannah River Site (SC) And for reprocessing of naval irradiated fuel at the
V Idaho National Laboratory (ID)
V Commercial reprocessing at West Valley (NY).

* The only commercial reprocessing site ever to operate in the U.S. is in West Valley, New York.
V Projected clean-up costs for this site alone is more than $5 Billion
V Only a fraction of the nuclear waste was sent there between 1966 and 1972.

" Reprocessing was abandoned in the US for over 30 years.
/ France, Britain, and Russia are reaping hideous environmental legacies of contamination and disease from

reprocessing.
V Every processing site is a catastrophe, with massive releases of radioactivity to air, land, and water, high worker

radiation exposures, and residues harder to handle than original wastes.

" Reprocessing is also a threat to U.S. nonproliferation efforts.
V It would increase the likelihood that a terrorist could obtain fissile material to build a nuclear bomb
V Materials, technical personnel, technologies and specialized equipment involved in these processes

could leak out, as they have in the past, to foreign clandestine weapons programs or be diverted within
a state's program to make nuclear weapons.

" Reprocessing would NOT eliminate the need for a geologic repository - It's NOT RECYCLING
V Reprocessing actually increases waste volume and destabilizes nuclear wastes
,/ It doesn't reduce radioactivity- it actually spread radioactive contamination.
V It would actually increase the number of radioactive waste streams to be managed.

DOE officials testified to Congress that they do not know whether the full complement of necessary technologies, including
reprocessing, fast reactors, and fuel fabrication, would ever work or be economically competitive.

" Massive funding would be needed for:
V" Siting facilities
V Completing Environmental Impact Statements
V% Soliciting commercial vendors
V Ordering equipment for reprocessing, fast reactor, and fuel fabrication plants

" Reprocessing in France
France reprocesses spent nuclear fuel by soaking it in acid to extract plutonium and slightly enriched uranium.
V/ This results in massive releases of radioactive gases and liquids that place people and the environment at great risk.

* Much of the so-called low-level - but highly radioactive wastes generated by reprocessing are
discharged into the sea and air from LaHague on the Normandy Coast.
V Discharges have been measured 17 Million Times more radioactive than normal sea water.
V Liquid discharges have resulted in Contamination of area beaches and seen as far away as the Arctic Circle.

They may have contributed to elevated leukemia rates near La Hague.
" La Hague routinely releases radioactive gases into the air.

V Kryptom-85 at levels thousands of times higher than natural radiation levels.
V Carbon-14 that is the most damaging to human health.



Limerick Nuclear Plant Is Still
NOT Guarded Against A 9/11 Type Terrorist Attack

With Planes or Missiles

For many years ACE has been concerned that Exelon was not required to guard
Limerick against a 9/11 type terrorist attack.

Attached information shows we have been trying to get NRC to evaluate the risk and
require Exelon to guard against such an attack for many years.

Terrorists say they want to hit a nuclear plant. Limerick would be a prime target
because of the dense population surrounding it.

Our first concern was about a plane or missile strike on hard to miss
above ground casks, with army testing proving they can be penetrated
with a missile.

Since Fukushima, we realize Limerick's fuel pools are very vulnerable
to such an attack. We also realize the devastation that could cause,
dramatically making the urgency of guarding against a terrorist attack
with an airplane or missile even more important.

News articles show that the National Guard guarded Limerick Nuclear Plant for quite
some time after 9/11, but when it came time for Exelon to pay, that stopped. In fact,
Exelon cut back on security.

Given what is at stake, we believe NRC was negligent in failing to provide a
risk assessment, including for terrorist attacks, related to above
ground storage of high-level radioactive wastes at Limerick Nuclear
Plant, one of the most heavily populated regions surrounding a nuclear
plant.

ACE CALLS ON NRC TO PROVIDE A RISK ASSESMENT AS PART OF
THIS UPDATED EIS, NOW NOT ONLY FOR CASKS, BUT ALSO FUEL
POOLS.
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LIMERICK - When it. comas, to building new
nuclear power plants, th• nuclear industry has asked
that it be requifed:.to design plants that Oan.Withstaind a
9/1 lltype attack by 'a hija'ckedjet.

When it colnes to dry cask storage facilities hiwever,
the industry, the federal governinent and, even one of
the nuclear indtstrs,harshestm critics d0 hot have the
same concerns,

One sti lch dry cask storage facility is planned for.,
Exelon Niclear's Linerick Generating Station,

On Dec. 8, th6 Nuclear Energy bIstitut6 sent a wide-
ly referenced letter to Dale. E. KleiWi, chairman of the
US. Nudlear Regulatory CGontInission.,

The letter, as reported: iilThe.,New York.Times and
the Associated Ptess,. asks.,the. Nk-c' to' be .sure to
reqtiire designs for new nurc1ar plants to be adequate to
protect against• "conditions' that result from large fires
and. explbsiods tthat.:chailene core" cooling, contain-..
metii or spent fuel poo0l:integrity."

In .a Dec. 25. Associated Press- reportA,..Nuclear
(See SAFEGUARDS.On A3)
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-rgy Institute spokesman Scott Peterson said
you need to change the design to accommo-_

greater security, particularly for large fires
explosions, you want to. do that up front. in.

design process, not after you build the plant."
'eterson also told the Associated Press that
threat from a hijacked airlhier is not on the
rent list of threats against which a plant is
aired to be capable of defending itself.
n the wake of the 9/11 at*tacks bn the World
de Center and the Pentagon, the NRC did
aiire existing plants to develop new,. more
3gent security procedures including ways to
tect against an attack with an airplane.
'he specifics of those procedures, called the
sign. basis tlu'eat," are secret for obvious rea-
5.
Mhat the industry has asked for is for the
ign req•trements for new plants to be more
Igent.
'he Dec. 8 letter "asks nothing new or beyond
it the NRC already has. underway for new.
'tors," according to an NRC response
ased Jan; 4 which explained that the addi-
ial regulation the industry was requesting is
t eta on-going process for new rules the NRC
ansidering.
Vhat neither the. NRC or the, industry
ressed in. the exchange, however, is whether
tdards for dry cask fuel.storage facilities, such
the one planned for the Limerick plant,,
Lld also be upgraded .to protect against a
t-type attack.
bony Pietrangeloj'vice president of regulatory
irs for the Nuclear Energy Institute, said
'e was no reason -to address 'changes in the
cask storage regulations because they are

.already adequate. to protect against a 9/11-type
attack.
- "What we were trying to address in our letter

was- for new regulations to. address the new
issues. to be on the front end and. not have.
changes being made'after designs were finished
or construction begun," said Pietrangelo,

As for dry cask storage facilities, those regula-
tions are newer and do not need to be updated,

-he said, "We know they're safe;" he said;
NRC spokesman Neil Sheehan said NRC also

has addressed'the issue.
In a 'statement e-mailed to The Mercury;

Sheehan wrote that a German manufacturer
conducted tests oh a particular dry cask. design
- iot the one to be used in Limerick - which
suggested the casks are resilient against an attack.
using hand-held missiles, particularly when the
casks are surrounded by concrete;

However he added that "the NRC has not
reviewed the experimental procedures nor com-
miented on the test."

He said current NRC regulations must be .abl
to "provide for the protection of public health
and safety", against naturally occurring events
including flying debris from tornadoes or hurri-
canes, floods and earthquakes.:

Additionally;' Sheehan wrote, the NRC has"conducted a. series of comprehensive vulnera-m
bility assessments for dry cask storage systems,
including consideration of ground assaults using,
various'weapons and'aircraft impacts."

He said the results of the assessments, =on-i.
ducted largely by' using computer models, "indi..-2
cate that it is unlikely that a significant release. of"
radioactivity would occur from a ground assault
or a large aircaft impact on a dry spent fuel stor-
age cask."

The same result occurred in a separate 2002.
study' conducted for the" NEI by the Electric

Power Research Institute, said NEI spokesman
Mitch Singefl

That.study focused primarily on the standards
for. existing nuclear 'plant buildings, but also.
came to the. same conclusion for steel dry casks.

David L6chbaum is the director of the nuclear
safety. program fdr the Union of, Concerned
Scientists and a frequent critic of the nuclear
industry's safety record;

Lochbaum said he does not consider dry stor-
ago casks to be the' greatest risk at a nuclear
plant under attack from a plane, althoflgh he.
does have some concerns,

"Generally, they're not anchored to the
ground so they would be kind of like pins in a
bowling alley and could get toppled or moved if.
a plane crashed there," Lochbaum said.

However, more vulnerable, Lochbaum said,
are the spent fuell pools located'inside. the reac-
tor buildings..

The dry cask storage facilities are erected
once the spentfuel pool inside,'used to cool the
spent. fuel for at least five years, nears capacity.

Dry casks are currently considered a tempo-
rary solution by both the industry and the NRC

•until the national-fuel'storage facility at Nevada's
Yucca.Mountain is completed.

Behind.schedule, over-budget and opposed by
Nevada Sen. Harry Reid, the new senate majori-
ty leader, Yucca Mountain's future is anything
but certain however, Lochbaum said.

Because the:pools hold so much more spent
fuel than 'the individual casks 'and because
Lochbaum considers the walls that surround'
'those pools to be more vulnerable to an attack
with pan airplane than the casks themselves;' he
said the pools are the greater risk.

"The pools hold 1,000 tons of spent fuel but
the casks hold only. 1.0 to 20 tons,!' Lochbaum
said. "If.I'm a terrorist with a. plane, I'in proba-

bly going.to. aim at the fuel pool instead of any
casks."

That is where the federal government should
direct its preventative efforts he said,

According to a position statement posted at
the' Union of Concerned Scientists site: "The.
2005 Energy Bill contained potentially billions
of federal subsidies for neW.nuclear reactors. But
amid all the talk,,aboit building new nuclear
power reactors, 'the majority of NRC's
Commissioners. voted against requiring new
-reactor designs to explicitly consider intentional
aircrMft crashes. Thus, new reactor designs have
been developed accounting for. bad guys who
arrive on foot or by boat, but not by aircraft. It's
as if the Wright Brothers never invented the air-
craft 6r 9111 never happened."

Elizabeth Rapczynskii spokesperson for
Exelon's Limerick plant, disagreed with

.Lochbaum's assessment.
"We believe the technology 'used for both

spent fuel pools and dry cask storage are equally
safe and proven," she said.

One of the nation's newest nuclear plants, the
Limerick thcility received permission to erect its
dry cask storage facility in July from the
Limerick Board of Supervisors.

The supervisors had jurisdiction over only the
land development aspect of the concrete pad on
which the casks will sit:

All other' regulation for the dry casks rests
.with the' NRC. The NUHOM cask' system
Exelon has ch6sen for Limerick is pre-licensed
by the NRC and nio new permits were required
for the. project.

-The NRC'violation issued last year against a.
Japanese steel plant where Limetick's casks are
being manufactured did not involve the casks
that are-being manufactured for Limerick.

... ..... .. ........ ...... ........ ... ...... ------



NRC Refuses To Require Exelon To Guard.
Limerick Nuclear Power Plant

Against Terrorists' Air Strikes or Missiles

NRC's Lax Security. And Quality Assurance
Requirements Jeopardize Our Entire Region

Storing deadly radioactive waste in this heavily populated region for potentially centuries,
is a process that clearly needs more careful scrutiny than NRC is willing to provide.

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Failed To Do An Independent Site-Specific
Investigation On Limerick Nuclear Power Plant's Proposed Storage of High Level
Radioactive Wastes Above Ground in Limerick, In Spite Of:

V Limerick Nuclear Power Plant is not protected against terrorist attacks by air strikes or missiles.
'V The region around Limerick Nuclear Power Plant is one of the most densely populated.
V/ Railroad tracks run though the 449 acre property
V/ Limerick airport I mile away
/ Pottstown airport 5 miles away
'V/ The property is bordered by the Schuylkill River - highly easy access
v Only a handful of guards are expected. to guard the 449 acre property
V Evidence suggests Wackenhut, Exelon's security company at Limerick is NOT reliable.
-V Likely extremely corrosive air will be constantly cooling the steel holding Limerick's high-level

radioactive wastes for decades, if not forever

To fail to fully protect us against all forms of terrorism is unacceptable. Paul Gunter of
NIRS said "....NRC is more interested in protecting the nuclear industry's bottom line on
security than requiring plant operators to meet the real cost of defending nuclear power
plants from terrorism."

NRC's track record of rubberstamping -nuclear industry permits with lax oversight and
enforcement for cask quality assurance violations, accidents and incidents, calls for an
independent review BEFORE casks are filled at Limerick. A detailed analysis of
correspondence between ACE and NRC since April, 2006, shows NRC's irresponsible and
unacceptable responses and conclusions.

Exelon's plan to add high level radioactive waste storage above ground in casks at
Limerick raises numerous safety questions.

> Limerick's waste consists of rods, containing high level radioactive chemicals, hundreds of times a
greater threat than that released at Hiroshima or Nagasaki.
The rods contain radioactive chemicals which cancer causing and will not decay fully for thousands
of years.

> A Canadian study shows over 211 Radioactive Poisons in 1 0-Year Old. Spent Fuel

The followinq concerns have not- been addressed satisfactorily by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC), re'sponsible for nuclear plant safety oversight, in its June 16,
2006 letter of response to the Alliance for a Clean Environment.

1. Flaws in Cask Desiqn." Dry cask storage of high-level radioactive waste is only 20 years old.
Already accidents have raised doubt about cask quality and safety. A nuclear engineer raised
questions about design flaws in casks planned for Limerick. NRC asked the company building



the casks to investigate. NRC refused. to complete an independent investigation and instead
asked the company building the casks to respond to our concerns.

2. Vulnerability to Terrorist Attack.

A 1998 experiment at the US. Army's Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland sh6wed that a TOW
anti-tank missile was able to pierce a grapefruit size hole through a dry cask with 15 inch thick
cast iron walls (casks planned for Limerick are far less fortified). At Limerick Nuclear Power
Plant, the presence of two nearby airports (one mile. away and 5 miles away) and railroad tracks
through the nuclear power plant property pose an added threat of terrorism. Recent reports from
the 9/11 Commission and the National Academy of Sciences concluded that nuclear plants are
inviting terrorist targets. Above ground casks holding this deadly waste are an additional,
possibly more vulnerable target. NRC's failure to address specific vulnerability of casks to terrorist
attacks at Limerick is dangerous and unacceptable.

3. Flawed Cask Location.

Exelon proposes to house the casks in a central location on the Limerick grounds. ACE, and
other concerned citizens around the country, believe casks should be dispersed to reduce the
impact of sabotage... In addition, casks should be placed under bunkers to further protect them.
NRC ignores these added security measures.

4. Limerick as Permanent Storage Site.

Dry cask storage at nuclear plants like Limerick is supposed to be temporary. Since 1982, the
U.S. Energy Department has attempted to develop a permanent national waste repository. But
their choice, the Yucca Mountain bite in Nevada, is environmentally unsound and is now
entangled in scientific and political controversy. Yucca Mountain will likely not open until 2020 at
the earliest. More than likely it will never open. Thus, NRC needs to regard dry cask storage at
Limerick as a permanent decision, not just a 20 year decision,.but NRC refuses to do so.

5. Difficulty in Moving, Loading, and Unloading Casks.

It is quite difficult and time-consuming to move the extremely heavy casks, which are housed on
platforms in containment units. To our knowledge loaded casks, after being stored for any length
*of time,.have never been removed. Routine or emergency movement of casks would expose this.
flaw, but, the NRC has failed to address this deficiency.

Threats from storing Limerick's high level radioactive wastes above ground in casks will only
increase as the quantities of this deadly waste continue to accumulate in our heavily populated
region. The current total of just under 1000 metric tons of high-level waste will rise to 2000 when
the plant's license expires, and 3000 if the plant's license is extended (as the NRC is granting to
many older plants). In this heavily populated region, already overburdened with highly
elevated, rates of cancer and other illnesses, answers and actions that best protect the
public are urgently needed from NRC.

One NRC Commissioner, Gregory B. Jaczko, appears to understand the

need for improved security against terrorist air' strikes and missiles

attacks. A news article and letter to him from ACE are attached. We

urge you to contact him.

For More Information Contact The Alliance For A Clean Environment
(610) 326-6433



The Alliance For A Clean Environment
P.O. Box 3063 Stowe, PA 19464

(610) 326-6433

December 9, 2006

Gregory B. Jaczko, Commissioner
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Dear Mr. Jaczko,

ACE supports and commends your position to improve security measures for nuclear power
plants, as reported in an article by Matthew Wald published November 9, 2006.

The Alliance For A Clean Environment is a grass roots environmental group in PA, with members
in the Montgomery, Chester, and Berks Tri-County Area. We are extremely concerned about
failure to protect public health and safety against the threat of terrorist attacks by air strikes and
missiles on the Limerick Nuclear Power Plant, which is one of the most heavily populated regions
around a nuclear plant.

Common sense suggests precaution is key since safe evacuation of this heavily populated region
is not likely. Limerick's fuel pools are full. There is so much high-level radioactive Waste that a
plan is well under way to store it above ground in casks, adding greater threat of disaster, with no
site-specific investigation or updated environmental impact statement.

There's no safe solution for storing Limerick's deadly waste. We don't believe Yucca Mountain
will, or should, ever open. Centralized interim storage in PA would increase transport risks to
public health, safety, and security. Every time Limerick's deadly waste is moved our risk of a
catastrophe increases. Comparing Limerick's fuel pools to above ground storage is a false
argument. We'll always live with both.

ACE Urges you to review the attached "Principles for Safeguarding Nuclear Waste at Reactors,"
developed by national public interest groups. If implemented, these principles Would dramatically
increase the safety of high-level radioactive wastes stored at Limerick Nuclear Power Plant and
others. To discuss these principles, we urge you to contact Michele Boyd at Public Citizen, 215
Pennsylvania Ave SE, Washington, DC 20003 (202) 588-1000

After an intensive investigation into our threats from Limerick Nuclear Power Plant, ACE opposes
building new nuclear power plants. We urge you review all the evidence which clearly shows
nuclear power plants are a disaster-in-waiting. They are not the answer to our energy crisis or
our global warming crisis, and have already produced a nuclear waste crisis. All facts
considered, the financial and safety risks associated with new nuclear power plants show they
should not be part of any plan to address our energy crisis or global warming.

Nuclear power is too polluting, too costly, and too dangerous. Please visit www.nirs.orq

1. Nuclear power produces deadly, long-lived, high-level radioactive waste for which there
is no safe solution.

2. Nuclear power plants regularly emit cancer causing radiation into our air and water.

3. The nuclear fuel chain produces significant green house gas emissions.



4. Nuclear power plants, as well as fuel pools and above ground casks storing their deadly

wastes on site, are inviting terrorist targets.

5. The nuclear industry has had many near misses of accidental disasters in this nation.

6. Nuclear power is too high a risk and too high a financial burden on public money, as
evidenced in the federal energy bill, with the nuclear industry the biggest beneficiary of
$-13 Billion.

The unprotective and irresponsible position of the other NRC commissioners about improving
protection for new nuclear power plants is one more reason to oppose the building of any new
nuclear power plants. Our investigation shows NRC positions and policies have repeatedly
ignored precaution and public safety, while protecting the bottom line of the nuclear industry.

With 103 nuclear reactors clearly already at risk in this nation from air strikes and missile attacks,
I urge you to meet with members of the Union of Concerned Scientists, the Nuclear Information
Resource Service, Radiation and Public Health Project director, and public advocacy groups such
as the San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace and The Alliance For A Clean Environment, to discuss
the vulnerability of the nation's nuclear power plants that already exists and their deadly
unprotected high-level radioactive wastes.

Thank you for speaking out to protect the public's interests.

Dr. Lewis Cuthbert
ACE President

Cc: Senator Specter
Senator Elect Casey
Congressman Gerlach
Congressman Dent
Congressman Sestak



Agency Considers A-Plants' Vulnerability
By MATTHEW L. WALD
Published: November 9, 2006

WASHINGTON, Nov. 8 - With construction of many new nuclear reactors under discussion, the
Nuclear Requlatory Commission is grappling with the question of whether they should be
designed to withstand a Sept. 11-style airplane attack.

The commission has told its staff to study the vulnerabilities of the four new reactor designs, two
of which it has already approved. But it has decided not to make the nuclear power industry meet
security requirements any tougher than those for existing plants, which were designed before
suicide airliner attacks, and even before the development of such airplanes.

Planes are not on the list of weapons that reactors must be prepared to survive. One of the five
commissioners, has called for the panel to require design changes to reduce vulnerability, but the
other four seem unpersuaded.

Speaking about protection against aircraft attacks, Mr. Jaczko said in an interview, 'We've left it in
the hands of Transportation Security Administration, the Federal Aviation Administration and the
reactor vendors, who are building these plants, to do what they think is right in this area, and to
me that's clearly not the answer."

'We should be requiring they design these plants to withstand such attacks," he said.

One of one of the four new reactor designs, called the European Pressurized Reactor, is
advertised as being less vulnerable to planes.

The commission has required that operators of reactors that are already producing electricity plan
what steps they would take in case of airplane attacks to mitigate the effect and minimize
releases of radiation. Mr. Jaczko said that improving the new designs before concrete was
poured could sharply reduce the number of "mitigating actions" the operators would have to take
a plane attack.

But another member of the commission, Edward McGaffigan Jr., said, "We think we've done
enough."

In analyzing security, nuclear engineers talk about multiple components that an attacker would
have to reach and disable, which they call "target sets." New reactors, Mr. McGaffigan said, have
"a terribly complex set of target sets that makes it highly improbable that a terrorist would
succeed."

The commission should not make companies that want licenses to build and operate plants treat
an airplane attack the way they would treat an earthquake, flood or other external threat for which
they are already designed, he said.

A senior staff member of the commission said: 'We want to be able to stand up to answer the
logical question: '.Guys, did you look at the aircraft?' We want to be able to say yes, and we're
confident that there is no issue, or if there is an issue, we've taken appropriate measures."
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The staff member said the commission was stopping short of setting new requirements. He said
he could not be identified because he was talking about matters that the five commissioners had
not yet settled on.

At the Nuclear Energy Institute, the industry's trade association, Adrian Heymer, senior director
for new plant deployment, said designers had analyzed existing plants and made many changes
that cost little but made the new designs more difficult to attack. But, in general, Mr. Heymer said,
protecting against terrorism was a government function.

"Refineries, tall buildings, those are the responsibility of federal government to protect," he said.

The commission is scheduled to meet on Thursday at its headquarters in Rockville, Md., to
discuss licensing procedures for new reactors.

At the Union of Concerned Scientists, an advocacy group, David Lochbaum, a nuclear engineer,
said that in the early 1980s the commission had convened outside experts to talk about
hardening new reactors against plane crashes.

Industry experts, Mr. Lochbaum said, talked about some simple steps. For example, backup
electricity generators could be positioned on two sides of the plant instead of in one place.
Control rooms could be put in less vulnerable spots, and the pools that hold radioactive spent fuel
could be hardened. The studies were classified after the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, he said.

Representative Edward J. Markey, Democrat of Massachusetts, a critic of the nuclear power
industry and the commission, says more should be done. In a statement, Mr. Markey said the
cOmmission should not only require design features to protect against airplane attacks but should
also consider attacks by large truck bombs.

The commission has required substantial changes at existing reactors but has been reluctant to
consider the threat of terrorism in the same way it handles other risks. For example, it has
refused to consider the risk of terrorism in environmental impact statements, arguing that in
contrast to earthquakes or mechanical failures, it does not know what probability to apply to
attacks,.

A California group, San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace, won a decision in the United States

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit saying the regulatory commission must consider terrorism.

Pacific Gas & Electric, a California utility, has asked the Supreme Court to hear the case.

Related Articles

* Im Responsibility for Defending Nuclear Plants Is Debated (April 5, 2006)
* • Agencies Fight Over Report On Sensitive Atomic Wastes (March 30, 2005)
* •J Metro Briefing I New York: More Preparedness Urged For Power Plants (January 26,

2005)
* National Briefing I Washington: Nuclear Agency Closes Part Of Web.Site (October 27,

2004)

* Terrorism
* Nuclear Regulatory Commission
* Nuclear Energy Institute

U union of Concerned Scientists
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Armor Piercing Missile
Perforates High-Level Radioactive Waste Storage/Transport Cask

In U.S. Army Aberdeen Proving Grounds Test

The nuclear industry claims that on-site high-level radioactive waste storage casks
are invulnerable to terrorist attack even by aircraft. Actual tests suggest otherwise.

On June 25, 1998 the U.S. Army conducted a weapons test depicting the
vulnerability of on-site nuclear waste storage casks at nuclear power stations. The
demonstration was conducted by International Fuel Containers, Ltd. (IFC) at the
Aberdeen Proving Grounds in Maryland. IFC is the U.S. agent for Gesellschaft par
Nuclear-Behdlter mbH (GNB), a large German high-level radioactive waste cask
manufacturer owned by Germany's nuclear utilities. The cask is GNB's dual-purpose
CASTOR cast-iron cask, used for transport and dry storage of irradiated nuclear fuel.
Some 600 of these casks are already in use worldwide including at the Surry nuclear
power plant in Virginia. The test was conducted to promote an over pack system.

A video of the test shows a TOW armor piercing anti-tank missile warhead
perforating the cask wall. TOW missiles are 5 inches in diameter, less than 4 feet long,
and weigh less than 50 pounds. Launched from a portable tripod launcher it has an
effective range of nearly two miles. TOW is the most widely distributed anti-tank guided
missile in service around the world including the U.S. and 36 other countries. Iran may
have obtained 1,750 or more TOW missiles according to the Military Analysis Network.

CASTOR is among the most robust of various models of nuclear waste storage
casks in existence. It is licensed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission for storage
of irradiated nuclear fuel (high-level radioactive waste) in this country. A CASTOR cask
has forged iron walls 15 inches thick. Despite this, as the video shows, the TOW missile
blasted a hole completely through the wall. If irradiated nuclear fuel had been inside, a
serious release of radioactive particles and gases would have occurred.

Rail-car sized casks like the CASTOR can hold over 200 times the long-lasting
radioactivity released by the Hiroshima atomic bomb. A terrorist attack on a dry storage
cask combining a TOW or another missile to ventilate a cask with a launched incendiary
weapon could release large quantities of deadly radioactivity. A gaping hole shown in the
video would also breach radiation shielding exposing any closely approaching emergency
responders, such as fire fighters, to fatal doses of gamma radiation in minutes.

Other models of dry casks used in the U.S. are much less robust than the tested
CASTOR design, having walls of only a few to several inches of steel. Although the
casks are most often surrounded by a thick layer of concrete - originally designed as
radiation shielding, not a "flak jacket" while storing high-level radioactive waste at
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reactor sites, the Aberdeen test clearly shows that the radiation shielding could be
obliterated by a TOW missile. Thus, high-level radioactive waste dry storage casks in the
U.S. are vulnerable to terrorist attack.

The test was meant to demonstrate that IFC's concrete over pack system or "flak
jacket" could absorb a missile or explosive attack, thus protecting the CASTOR behind it.
The question, however, remains-what if attackers came with more than one missile to
destroy the flak jacket then penetrate the CASTOR with a second or third round?
Moreover, how rigorously tested are other cask designs currently in use around U.S.
reactors without over pack systems to similar attack? How vulnerable are they?

CASTOR casks are also designed to transport irradiated nuclear fuel by train or
heavy haul truck. However, casks already weighing well over 100 tons each cannot be
shipped with an even heavier concrete barrier. The test further demonstrated that "naked"
shipment casks would be targets of opportunity to a missile supported terrorist attack.

Nuclear waste storage casks openly congregated at North Anna

The video was obtained by Congresswoman Shelley Berkley (D-Nevada) and
released to ABC News to demonstrate how vulnerable high-level radioactive waste
shipments would be to terrorist attack. Despite this demonstration, both the U.S. Senate
and House of Representatives overrode Nevada's veto against the proposed Yucca
Mountain national dump for high-level radioactive waste, paving the way for up to
100,000 shipments of high-level radioactive waste by truck, train and barge through 45
states and the District of Columbia.

Congress must investigate the circumstances of this weapon-on-cask test and
order that similarly rigorous testing be conducted on all current and proposed high-level
radioactive waste cask designs. Dry casks currently storing high-level radioactive waste
must be fortified and bunkered against terrorist attack, or else industry and government
must factor in the risk of a large scale release of radioactivity due to a terrorist attack that
successfully ventilates a cask and then ignites the stored radioactive waste inside.

For fuirther information contact NIRS.
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Court ruling could affect local nuke project
Evan Brandt, ebrandt@pottsmerc.com

LIMERICK -- A federal court decision regarding the possibility of a terrorist attack on radioactive fuel stored at a
California nuclear power plant could have an impact on a similar proposal here.
When Exelon Nuclear announced plans-to store spent nuclear fuel rods in casks on the grounds of its Limerick Nuclear
Generating Station, the Alliance for a Clean Environment raised-some coiicerns.

High on its list was the possibility of a terrorist attack. Ad-0ertisement

Among its suggestions for dealing with those concerns was fortifying the casks in bunkers, or scattering the casks around the
site so they would not present one single target.

Apparently they were not alone.

For when Pacific Gas and Electric Co. announced its plans to store spent nuclear fuel rods in casks on the grounds of its Diablo
Canyon nuclear generating station, a similar California group raised the same concerns.

The difference is that the California Group, Mothers for Peace, went to federal court. And, joined by the California Attorney
General, they won.

In a 3-0 decision earlier this month, the Ninth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco set aside the permit granted
Diablo Canyon by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

The co6rt said the NRC's argument that the threat of a terrorist attack was too remote to include in environmental planning,
-was undermined by the Bush administration's post-Sept. 11 statements and actions about the terrorist threat against those self--
same plants, the San Francisco.Chronicle reported, -.

According to the Los Angeles Times, the appeals court condluded it was unreasonable for the NRC to declare that "the
possibility of a terrorist attack dis speculative .. at the sdme~time the government is spending time, effort and taxpayer money to
combat the threat of terrorist attacks on nuclear power plants.

"The terrorist attacks-of Sept. 11, 2001 have removed any shred of credibility from the NRC's stance that terrorist attacks on
nuclear facilities are 'speculative' events that cannot be predicted," Diane Curran, the Wasliington, D.C., attorney representing
Mothers for Peace, said in her oral argument in October, according to the Los Angeles Times.

.;The ruling could have 'a very important impact' on other licensing decisions around the country, Edwin Lyman, a physicist
and senior staff scientist at the Union of Concerned Scientists in Washington told the paper.

But whether that will prove true in Limerick remains unknown.

Beth Rapczynski, a spokesperson for Exelon, said her company's lawyers are "aware of the case and have read through the-
ruling." -

She said the company "works hard to ensure all our projects meet NRC regulations and if the NRC chooses to change its

regulations regarding this issue, we will, of course, comply."

Whether the NRC will change its regulations is, currently, another unknown.

Diane Screnci, a spokesperson for the NRC's King of Prussia office, said Wednesday the agency is reviewing the decision and
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has no comment at this time.

And should the NRC decide to alter its regulations as they apply to the Diablo Canyon site, it's possible that would Still have no
impact on the Limerick project.

That's because the NRC licenses spent nuclear fuel storage in two ways.

One license is specific to the site, as was the case in California.

The other method licenses the provider of casks. Called a "general license," this is the case in Limerick, which has hired
Transnuclear Inc. to install its casks.

Even if the NRC decides not to appeal this most recent court decision,. don't be surprised if it argues the decision does not
apply to the Limerick storage site because of the difference between the types of permit, said Rochelle Becker.

..One of the original "Mothers for Peace" and now with the California-based Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility, Becker said,
"You should expect the NRC to try and wriggle out Of anything they are supposed to do. That is their pattern."

In fact, Becker said she became so disgusted after dealing with the NRC that she changed her tactics and joined a group that
argues the storage of nuclear fuel is a "states rights" issue and helped to craft a state law regulating radioactive waste now
making its way through the California legislature.

Referring to the possibility of splitting the hair between a site-specific license and a general license, Becker said, "The most
ridiculous thing about their argtiment is that a terrorist doesn't dare about what kind of permit you have when choosing where
to attack. The NRC has just refused to deal with this issue everywhere in the country and until they do, everyone's at risk."

And that's why, said ACE Vice President Donna Cuthbert, Exelon must be prevailed upon to install the most protective

possible measures for the storage of its Limerick fuel.

"This is not just about Limerick and this is not just about our future," Cuthbert said.

"The decisions we're making today could have an impact on our grandchildren's grandchildren. Everyone who has these casks
in their backyard should be asking the NRC these same questio'ns," Cuthbert said.

She said she has already sent a letter to the NRC about her concerns and recently sent letters to-the members ofthe Limerick
Planning Commission and the Limerick Board of Supervisors, urg"g them to do the same.

Because its contractor has a general license, the only government perssions the power plant needs to begin construction on
its storage project is local land development approval.

But that isn't going as smoothly as it might.

Last week, the Limerick planners had some questions of their own for Exelon officials, but they went unanswered. Citing
security concerns, Exelon officials declined to provide information on their drawings for issues ranging from where current
facilities are located to calculations for stormwater management.

So, according to Township Solicitor Joseph McGrory, the planning commission had little choice but to unanimously reject
Exelon's application.

HoIwever, the planning commission is strictly a recommending body under Pennsylvania state law, and the final decision rests
with the township supervisors.

According to the township Web site, the supervisors meeting is tonight at 7 p.m.
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',Security

eefed up
at ,,plant

By JOHN GENTZEL
Mercury staff Writer

,,The unimaginable is here
Since the Sept. 11 tragedies

that spurred thoughts of the
previously unimaginable, new
procedures and precautions -

many of them secretive - have
been implemented by_. the.
Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, the-federal agency
in charge of monitoring the
county's nuclear facilities,
DeSantis explained.

Increased security details

have been dispatched, nearby
military bases provide support
from the air, small aircraft
flight near nuclear plants has
been curtailed and public access
to the facilities has been limited
even further.

But it's impossible to prevent
all situations.

Mercury Plto. b'y Diiniel P.Creighton:
Exejon' Nuclear's Eher.ek'Generatl Stnatio.ia:unde* a ]ljtdstate of se" #urity due. to.possible.

tprrorist threats.' The FAA has created %a. l-mile no fly zone around the site that, effecttvelY closed two-
area airports. The Nationual Guard has also been dispatched to provide additiornal. security atf the poweIr
plant. Above, an8 armed NationalGuardsman watches the power plant property.

Officials say that a nuclear
power plant's containment build-
ings are designed to withstand
direct hits from tornadoes, hur-
ricanes - or even a 707 jetliner

but what about an attack
from something much larger'?
• Yes, the building that con-
tfains the facility's nuclear reac-
tors is ensconced in reinforced
steel and cement, but what if an
aircraft - say something like
the 757s that toppled the World
Trade Center buildings in New

..York - were to slam into a facil-
.ity similar to the onre in
Limerick with a full tank of fuel
,and explode? t

The'-results..could be cata-
clysmic.
'. There.would be no ' nuclear
:explosion. and. accompanying
mushro6m' cloud (the uranium
used to create bombs similar to
the ones; that destroyed parts of
Japan during World War II was
morepure than what is used to
geiierate electricity in anuclear
power plant).

A very real scenario, however,

(See WHAT IF? on A3)



Security beeted up at plant
(WHAT IF? from Al)

would be the massive escape of
radioactive material into the air
- similar to what happened in
1986 at the Chernobyl nuclear
power plant in the Ukraine.

It would have to be an explo-
sion of monumental propor-
tions to trigger the release of
Chernobyl-type. radiation levels,
as nuclear plants' containment
buildings are "some of the
strongest, sturdiest structures
in the world," according to
Exelon Energy spokesman
Ralph DeSantis. Exelon Nuclear
operates many nuclear plants
including the one off Sanatoga
Road in Limerick.

Security measures are in
place essentially limiting all
unauthorized access by land to
many of the facilities, including
Exelon's Limerick and Three
Mile Island nuclear plants for
example.

At Limerick, long windy
roads, multiple check points
and miles of fencing keep any
unauthorized vehicles at bay,
while a river - and accompany-
ing security measures - help to
keep the peace at Three Mile
Island, which is located just out-
side of Harrisburg.

On site, highly trained and
heavily armed security person-
nel patrol the plants, while
licensed monitors keep track of
the facility's reaction process to
ensure things run smoothly.
There are redundant back-up
systems in place to support
practically every accident or sit-
uation imaginable, DeSantis
said.

Unfortunately, nuclear facili-
ties were not designed with"acts of war" in mind, DeSantis
conceded.

Chernobyl by comparison
A terrorist-guided airplane,

full of fuel, will generate an:
explosion regardless of the reac-'
tor's design resulting in some-
thing similar to the intense
fires that burned for days at
Chernobyl, while emergency'
personnel helplessly watched
radioactive materials seeped
away into the Russian country-
side.

Site of the world's worst
nuclear accident to date, the
Chernobyl meltdown killed
more than 30 people, caused
countless illnesses (reports of
thyroid cancer are still rolling
in) and essentially turned the
land in more than a 100 mile
radius surrounding the facility
into an uninhabitable waste-
land, as it remains today.

The Chernobyl facility was
designed differently than the
more -9b'phisticated-re actors
found in the United States and
the meltdown arose primarily,
from system flaws now account-
ed for in nuclear plants.

And to add to the concern,
the plant's reactors are not the
only dangerous targets in a
nuclear plant.

Since the first one became
operational, spent fuel - rods
containing the uranium used in
the reaction process - is kept
on site. This is done primarily
because there is no better place
available yet (the federal govern-
ment is in the final stages of
testing and examining a Nevada
mountain range as a location
for the long-term storage of
spent nuclear fuel) to store the
waste material.

At nuclear facilities, spent
fuel rods are usually kept at the
bottom of -large holding tanks,
or pools of water. Roughly 30-
feet-deep, the water serves to
both control the heat generated
by. the rods and limit the
amount of radiation escaping
into the air.

If the water were to be
drained from the pools for any
given reason, the rods could
overheat, triggering a massive
release of radiation. Unlike the
reactor building, the holding
tanks are much smaller targets,
and unlikely to be struck direct-
ly in the event of an attack,

How much is too much radiation?
Nearly every day, humans

come in contact with radiation.
Whether it's flying (which

brings people closer to danger-
ous atmospheric radiation lev-
els), living in different types of
housing structures (stone, brick
•nd adobe have natural
radioisotopes in them), smoking
(the tobacco leafs are highly
absorbent, collecting airborne
isotopes of radon, for example),
or sleeping next to someone
overnight (exposure comes from
the naturally radioactive potas-
sium in the other person's
body), there is plenty of radia-
tion to be absorbed.
'Annually, a person absorbs

approximately 360 mrem (a
mrem is a measure of radioac-
tivity; 1 mrem is estimated to
increase one's risk of dying
from cancer by about 1 in 4 mil-
lion) of radiation. The federal
government establishes 5,000
mrem per year as the legal limit
for radiation exposure for
nuclear plant workers.

Looking only at acute doses,
those received in a short
amount of time, the biological
effects of radiation begin to
show at exposure to 10,000 to
25,000 mrem, with life threat-
ening doses starting at 100,000
mrem and above.

The radiation is dangerous as
acute doses at high levels can
damage tissues and cells to the
point where regeneration is all
but impossible. At Chernobyl,
enough radiation escaped into
the air to kill people shortly
after the accident and cause
thousands of problems with
cancer in the days, months and
years that followed-

If Chernobyl levels of radia-
tion seep into the air, all the
security procedures, safety pre-
cautions and secretive measures
in the world could not prevent
the cataclysmic changes to our
community and way of life.

John Gentzel's e-mail address
is jgentzel@pottsmerc. corn
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Nuclear plant 'in a heightened state
of security awareness' after attack
By JOHN GENTZEL
Mercury Staff Writer

LIMERICK - As terrorist
attacks ravaged Washington
D.C., and New York City early
Tuesday morning, local officials
were working to calm residents'
fears of a similar strike occur-
ring at the area's largest, most
visible target - Exelon Nuclear's
Limerick Generating Station.

Early Tuesday, terrorist-.
hijacked planes crashed into the
highly visible World Trade
Center in New York City and the
Pentagon in Washington, D.C.,
killing and injuring thousands.

Although no security breach-
es or terroristic, threats were
reported locally, the nuclear
facility in Limerick, with its
500-foot-high cooling towers, is
an immediate target based sole-
ly on its immense size.

As such, the. power station
located off Longview Road was
"in a heightened state of securi-
ty awareness," 'plant spokes-
woman Lisa Washak said.

Exelon Nuclear corporate
spokeswoman Dana Fallano said
all support personnel-and admin-
istrative employees not needed to
run plant operations were sent
home Tuesday afternoon as a
precautionary measure.

If an airplane were to crash -
either deliberately or otherwise- into the Limerick station, the
facility, while it may sustain
damage, is designed to with-
stand a direct hit from an airlin-
er or a comparable natural dis-
aster, like a hurricane or torna-
do, Fallano said.
- "They're extremely robust
structures," she added.

The walls of the containment
building, which houses the facili-
ty's nuclear reactors, are built
with thick layers of concrete to
survive such an attack.

Although she could not
explain the specific measures in
place to ensure the public's safe-
ty, Fallano said, "we're reacting
as we would under any emer-
gency situation.'"

The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission - the federal
agency governing all nuclear
facilities -recommended
Tuesday that all of the nuclear
power plants, non-power reac-
tors, nuclear fuel facilities and
gaseous diffusion plants go to
the highest levels of security.

"And we are in direct contact
with the NRC," Fallano added.
"We also have groups working
in contact with local officials."

Officials like the Limerick
Township Police Department

fielded calls and question from
concerned residents all day.,

"We've had a lot of calls com-
ing in from citizens with ques-
tions about the generating sta-
tion," said Limerick Police Chief
Doug Weaver. "Some believed
that the streets and highways
were closed because. of 'the
plant, and, well, that's just not
-the case."

While Liqaerick's police
department is the primary unit
in the area, the nuclear station
has its own complement of secu-
rity personnel and its own list
of security procedures, Weaver
said.

"They have their own protocol
that they follow," Weaver said.
"They have armed, uniformed
guards out there."

As for the thoughts that
National Guard units might be
called out to assist with the
security measures in Limerick,
"I can dispel that as an untrue
rumor," Weaver said.

All of Exelon's nuclear plants
- except Peach Bottom's Unit 3
reactor that happened to be
shutting down for scheduled
outage - continued to operate
at full capacity Tuesday, Fallano
said.

John Gentzel's e-mail address
is jgentzel@pottsmerc.corn

Mercury tile photo
As terrorist attacks ravaged Washington D.C., and New York City early Tuesday morning, local offi-
cials were working to calm residents' fears of a similar strike at Exelon Nuclear's Limerick
Generating Station. A plant spokeswoman said that the power station was "in a heightened state of
security awareness."
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chance of a terrorist mission urged Pennsylvania and other
states to consider deploying the Na-

Lttack on area reactors is tional Guard or state police to supple-

emote, officials say. Still, ment the private guards who now pro-
tect nuclear plants. Wackenhut Corp.

rocedures are scrutinized, guards patrol plants at Limerick,
Three Mile. Island and Peach Bottom

By Marc Schogol in Pennsylvania, and at Oyster Creek
INQUIRER STAFF WRITER in New Jersey, commission spokes-

The attacks on the World Trade Cen- man Neil Sheehan said.
er and the Pentagon have caused oper- Regulators say the odds of such a.
:ors of nuclear power plants in the direct hit are remote. A week after:
hiladelphia region and across the na- the terrorist attacks, at an annual

on to reconsider their own vulnerabil- meeting of the International Atomic.

y, a spokesman for the Nuclear Regu-, Energy Agency. in Vienna, agency
kory Commission said yesterday. • spokesman David Kyd noted that reac-
Just last week, the head of the corn- See NUCLEAR on B2 security plans

NUCLEAR from BI ...
tors are far smaller targets than
the Pentagon or the World
Trade Center and said it would
be extremely difficult for a ter-
rorist to crash a plane at an an-

gle that could set off a major
radiation release.

Sheehan said that until Sept.
11, the agency had never consid-

ered or planned for the possibili-
Wty that terrorists would crash

jetliners into nuclear reactors.
The plants' containment struc-
tures are formidable - three-to-
four-feet-thick reinforced con-
crete wrapped around a one-
inch steel liner, and a six-inch-
thick steel fuel vessel. But Shee-
han said they "clearly were not
designed with 757s and 767s,
which crashed into the World
Trade Center, in mind...."

"These are civilian power in-
stallations," he said. "They
were not designed to withstand
acts of war."

If there were a direct hit on a
reactor, Sheehan said, the worst-
case scenario would not be like

an atomic bomb exploding, but
would be an extended release of
deadly radiation, like the melt-
down in Chernobyl in the Soviet
Union in 1986, which eventually
caused 4,000 deaths.

Pennsylvania's 1979 reactor
accident at Three Mile Island
would pale by comparison, Shee-
han said.

"No one has done an analysis
to find out exactly what would
happen," he said. "It would de-
pend how much fuel was on
board [the plane], how fast it
was going. The concern is the
fuel in the reactor at the time,
as with Three Mile Island. They
would not be able to keep it cov-
ered and cooled, and we could
have a massive release of radio-
activity into the environment."

Since Three Mile Island' nu-
merous safety measures have
been implemented in the nucle-
ar power industry, he said, and
security was beefed up even
more following the 1993 truck
bombing of the World Trade
Center.

A meeting on emergency pro
cedures at the Limerick reactoi
in Montgomery County. and
Peach Botto:n in York County
scheduled before the Sept. 11 at.
tacks, was held yesterday at the
commission's regional offices
in King of Prussia. Outside the
meeting, reporters raised secu-
rity issues with Exelon, the com-
pany formed by last year's
merger of Peco Energy Co. and
Unicorn Corp. of Chicago.

Exelon owns or runs the two
plants and two others in the re-
gion: Three Mile Island in Mid-
dletown, Pa., and Oyster Creek
in Forked River, N.J. It is also a
part-owner of the Salem (N.J.)
Nuclear Generating Plant with
Public Service Electric & Gas
Co.

A spokesman for Exelon said
access to the plants was severe-
ly restricted and enforced by
Wackenhut guards.

The spokesman, Ralph DeSan-
tis, said many of those guards
are former law enforcement or
military personnel who have un-
dergone rigorous training and
met high standards.

Recognizing the need for in-
creased security, commission
chairman Richard Meserve
wrote last week to the gover-
nors of the 40 states with nucle-
ar power plants and other nucle-
ar facilities.

"While there have been no
credible threats against nuclear
installations," Meserve wrote,
'in the current situation it
would make sense for liaison to
be established between nuclear
acilities and state authorities
In the event state-supplied aug-
mentixig security elements
night be needed."

calls itself the largest operator
of nuclear plants in the country
- and the commission said all
aspects of protecting nuclear
power facilities are under re-
view at the highest levels.

"We first of all believe that
our robust emergency-protec-
tion plan provides a solid foun-
dation to respond to unforeseen
events," said Jeffrey A. Ben-
jamin, Exelon's vice president
for licensing and regulatory af-
fairs.

But, Benjamin said, "we are
dependent on the federal gov-
ernment to protect us in the
event of acts of war."

Hubert J. Miller, the commis-
sion's regional administrator,
.said, "We're sensitized by re-
cent events. Sec'.ity at all
plants has been raised to the
highest levels - not with the
idea of any specific threat, but
just to be ready,"

Sheehan said terrorism such
as the Sept. 11 attacks was nev-
er anticipated when nuclear re-
actors were being built, mostly
in the 1960s and '70s.
. "Hurricanes, earthquakes,
natural disasters - the plants
Were designed to be robust
enough to withstand all sorts of
impact," including the impact
of airplanes, he said. "However,
at the time they [the plants]
were designed, planes were
smaller. ... The [Boeing] 707
was about the biggest, and the
767 is nearly double the size."

If a plane that large were to
hit a reactor, Sheehan said,
"there's going to be radioactivi-
ty. There are too many vari-
ables to really say exactly
what's going to happen."

Marc Schogol's e-mail address is



*Exelon seeks
to cut costs
in Planning for

emergencies
By GEORGE STRAWLEYif.-

Associated Press Writer i"w'9/

HARRISBURG - The nation's
largest operator -of nuclear
plants wants to cut emergency
planning staff at its three
Pennsylvania stations, including

• one in Limerick, and move an
operations center for the Three
Mile Island plant in order to
save money.

Exelon Corp.'has proposed
cutting 23 of the 53 planning
positions for its Three Mile
Island, 'Lime-rick and Peach
Bottom generating stations.

The Chicago-based company
formed by the merger of
Philadelphia's PECO Energy
and Chicago's 'Commonwealth
Edison is also asking the federal
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
for permission to move its emer-
gency operations facility fori
Three Mile Island about 57
miles east from Harrisb'urg to
Coatesvilleand increase the
response time r certain per-
sonnel to be in place at the cen-"
ter in an emergency.

Emergency operations facili-
ties are located, at least 10 miles
away from a plant and serve as
headquarters for decision-mak-
ers in the event of an accident.
They were established at the
urging of a presidential commis-
sion that investigated the
nation's worst commercial
nuclear accident, which took
place at Three Mile Island in
March 1979.

Coatesville, which. is near
* Exelon's mid-Atlantic headquar-

ters, is the site of a combined
operations center that serves
the Peach Bottom and Limerick
plants.

Three Mile Island is located
near Middletown,' about .10
miles. south iof .Harrisburg.

.Peach Bottom'iT.hlocated just
north of thf .M.ar.yland state
line', about 58 miies west, of
Philadelphia, and Limerick is 21
miles northwest of Philadelphia.

',-,--A spokesman for the Nuclear I
Rdgulatory Commission, which
vill decide on the request, called
the changes "significant." Of
special concern :was -the propos-
ail to lengthen: the response time
for emergency center' personnel
from 30 minutes t6 60 minutes,
NRC: spokesman -Neil A.
Sheehan said.'

Ekxeloni has already consolidat-ed its emergency-response oper-

a tionsfor plants in the Midwest,
re-heflecting a trend within the
nuclear industry, Sheehan said.

A representative of a watch-
dog group 'that monitors Three
Mile Island said the proposal
;.-demonstrates the worst aspect.
of deregulation."

"In •the -event of an emer-
gency, ,you would like to be able.
to plan the response-from a
location that has the same area
code," said Eric Epstein, presi-
dent of TMI Alert. "Right now,.
we have a state-of-the-art plan-
ning facility outside the ,10mile
zone. It's well-eqiuipped to han-
dle a dedicated 'emergency at
TMI."

At Three Mile Island, the
co0mpany Was 'conSidering elimi-
nating 11 positions, with six
each to be cut within the Peach
Bottom and Limerick teams..

. The combined cuts included
three specialists who can calcu-
.late 'dosages of radiation expo-
sure and five workers who
would check'for radiation releas-'
es outside the. plant, as 'well as
personnel responsible for admin-
istration, maintenance, security
and public relations.., Company officials said the
consolidation would improve
training and standardize opera-
tions at the three plants.,

Exelort presented its plan to
the NRC during a May 16 meet-
ing and expects to submit a for-,.
mal:proposalý by the end of the
month.

Pennsylvania officials found
some ideas in the plan-to be
good ones but have not passed
final judgment on the proposal,
said Marko Bourne , , a
spokesman for the Pennsylvania
Emergency. Management
Agency.

,"We have some questions and
some technology concerns that
we want to address," Bourne
said.John Hanger, a former
Pennsylvania utility regulator
who now heads. an environmen-
tal and consumer advocacy
group, said Exelon should have
a heavy burden to prove that
the consolidation will not reduce
safety..

"I'm personally skeptical that
Exelon could meet, that burden,"
Hanger said. " The investments
in safety shouldn't be cut, espe-
cially this. significantly, without
the highest levels of proof that
there is no impact."



RADIOACTIVE WASTE
TRANSPORTATION
CALLED A "MOBILE CHERNOBYL"

FACTS IN THIS REPORT COMPILED BY ACE SHOW WHY
April, 2011

This Report Was Compiled By ACE For A PA Senate Program
Legislation Was Discussed In PA In 2011 To Transport Nuclear Waste Across All Municipal Borders
And Take Away Public Rights To Say No. The bill would have prohibited PA municipalities from approving
any ordinance, rule, or regulation that prohibits transportation by rail, road, or water of any nuclear waste products
through their municipal borders.

THIS REPORT SHOWS WHY
HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE TRANSPORTATION

IS TOO GREAT A RISK

1. Nuclear power plant waste consists of high-level radioactive wastes that
are among the deadliest materials on Earth. They are both thermally
and radioactively hot decades after removal from fuel pools, making
transport extremely dangerous.

" Transporting hundreds, possibly thousands of high-level radioactive waste
trucks and trains through PA communities is an unacceptable, unnecessary
risk to millions of PA families, resulting in potentially devastating accidents
and/or terrorist attacks.

V Each fuel assembly contains 10 times the long-lived radioactivity released by the Hiroshima bomb.
, Trucks contain 1 to 4 fuel assemblies.
, Trains contain up to 24 fuel assemblies.

* Accidents will happen.
, DOE estimates that at least 50 accidents could occur during shipments of the nation's radioactive

wastes.
V The more severe the accident, the more radiation would be released to the environment.
V Even a low speed accident could unseat a valve or damage a seal, releasing radioactive

particulates to the environment.



V It could also crack brittle metal tubing around the fuel.
V The American Petroleum Institute says at least 15 accidents are expected each year with

thousands of truck shipments.
/ Some studies on spent fuel show the kind of damage that can be done by a nuclear fuel disaster

during transport.
V NRC studies are woefully inadequate and deceptive when they claim nuclear waste transport is

totally safe.

" FIRES associated with truck or rail accidents increase the probability of
radioactive releases from nuclear wastes transported.

V If a truck or train accident resulted in fire, spent fuel rods could "heat up, self-ignite and burn in an
unstoppable fire." Numerous scientific experts warn that burning fire on zirconium cladding of
nuclear waste can trigger an exothermic reaction.

V Shipping containers are only designed to withstand a 1/2 hour fire at a temperature of 1475
degrees. NEI's inadequate testing was only 90 minutes at 2000 degrees.

V Rail fires could burn for hours, sometimes days, at temperatures considerably higher.
, Heat could vaporize some of the radioactive materials and sweep them up into the air.
, Persons downwind can inhale radioactive particles and later develop cancer or genetic defects.
V It's important that fires are extinguished within 1/2 hour, yet there is often confusion about who has

responsibility for cleanup and protecting public health in a radioactive emergency.
V There is real potential for fire resulting from a transportation accident involving high-level

radioactive wastes, which could have similar consequences as radiological weapons.
V Fires could be caused by many things during nuclear waste transport by truck or train, both by

accidents and terrorists.

" Terrorists Attacks
" Transport casks are vulnerable to terrorist attacks with planes or missiles from afar, and/or bombs

ignited on transport vehicles, causing fires that will release radiation. Some call transport it a
potential "Mobile Chernobyl".

V Army testing proves transport casks can be penetrated with a missile.
V" Jet plane fuel from a deliberate crash into a transport vehicle could cause a devastating fire, even

with a small plane.
V The largest casks carry the equivalent of some 200 Hiroshima bombs in a long-lived radiological

equivalent.

" Lax Security Documented
V Evidence that "Waste Trains" are not protected from terrorists, "Security Breach on Nuclear

Waste Train." 4-30-02 Durham, N.C.
V Inmates Jump Wrong Train, Revealing Vulnerability.
V Terrorists would not have boarded the train unarmed.
V If these people intended to cause serious harm, they were in perfect position.
V Defenders did not deny access.
V If those who boarded the train had been attackers carrying explosives who were willing to sacrifice

their lives, there could have been a serious problem.
o It is absurd for the nuclear industry to suggest that their wastes are self-protecting due to exposure

to radioactivity. This ignores reality, including the real potential for air strikes and missile attacks.

2. INCIDENTS / ACCIDENTS ALREADY HAPPENED



, 72 transport "Incidents" and accidents were documented by Nevada Agency for Nuclear
Projects - "Reported Incidents Involving Spent Fuel Shipment, 1949 to 1996"

* "Incidents" can be quite significant, according to Dr. Marvin Resnikoff's 1983 book, "The Next
Nuclear Gamble: Transportation and Storage of Nuclear Waste..."
V One incident led to radiation contamination of hundreds of miles of PA Highways in 1981. It

went unreported for 5 days. NRC never took action.

3. Local elected officials should have a right to say no to the transport of deadly
wastes through their communities when it could seriously jeopardize health and
financial interests of their entire region.

" DOE reports size of region impacted for public health and safety along transportation routes:
/ 50 Miles (80 kilometers) for Accident Conditions
, .5 mile (800 meters) on either side of the transportation right of way (non-accident conditions).

* DOE estimated a severe accident involving 1 radioactive waste cask, releasing a small amount of
radiation, would:
V Contaminate about 42 square miles for well over 1 year, with devastating economic consequences

in an urban setting.
V A period greater than 1 year to attempt to clean up radioactive residue.
V NRC 1980 study estimated economic consequences at $2 Billion.

" Radiation dose from an accident or terrorist attack breaching transport containers (1 yard away) could
result in:
V A lethal radiation dose (500 rem) in less than 3 minutes
V Significant increased risk for cancer or genetic damage in just 30 seconds (100 rem)

" NRC's pamphlet says 10 years after waste is removed from reactors, an unshielded radiation dose
could exceed 20,000 reins per hour.
V 5,000 rems can cause incapacitation and death within a week

o Thermal Images of Traveling Nuke Wastes Suggest You Wouldn't Want To Get Stuck In Traffic
Anywhere Near One.
V Traveling nuclear waste casks could emit significant radiation.

4. INJUSTICE - The nuclear industry is promoting uniust legislation that seriously
jeopardizes the public's rights, safety, public health, and financial interests.

* Many Jurisdictions Officially Opposed Nuclear Waste Transportation Through Their Communities,
V Including Philadelphia, Bucks County, and Falls Township in PA.

The state should not take away the right of communities to protect their residents. Given the
unthinkable risk of health and financial devastation involved, it's not only unfair, it's immoral
and unethical.

0 At stake - health and potential total loss of homes and all possessions for generations.



* Property values decline along nuclear waste routes, a fact verified in 5 states, by damages for reduced
property values
v" Residents should not be "stuck" with property that they can't sell along a nuclear waste

transportation route.
" Most states have disclosure laws, requiring buyers to be told.

* Insurance Does Not Cover Radiological Incidents or Accidents:
" Homeowners insurance will not cover loss of real estate use or personal property caused by

radiological accidents.
" Health insurance would not cover your long-term or permanent radiological damage or other long-

term serious illnesses caused by a nuclear accident.

" PA residents are especially vulnerable to high-risk, high-level radioactive waste transport accidents or
terrorist attacks because PA has the 2nd highest number of nuclear plants and high-level radioactive
waste in the nation.
V PA communities would be exposed to large amounts of nuclear waste in all too frequent shipments

as long as nuclear plants continue to operate and build up piles of deadly radioactive wastes.

* Communities gets risks - Nuclear industry gets benefits.
, Once the waste leaves the site, the public has all the financial responsibility to store this deadly

waste for an eternity.
v EPA set a million-year health standard.
V Why should taxpayers have to foot the bill for any problems caused by the nuclear industry's

deadly wastes?

* It is outright deception for nuclear industry supporters to assert that transport to another location will
remove risks at nuclear plants.
, As long as nuclear plants operate, this deadly waste will keep piling up in fuel pools and casks.
/ Transport won't reduce the number of radioactive waste sites, it just adds enormous risk to the

already unprecedented threats from high-level radioactive wastes.

5. LEAST BAD SOLUTION: STORE IT ON-SITE "SAFER"
And STOP MAKING IT!
There is no safe way to store this deadly waste.
, Evidence shows we don't need and can't afford dirty, dangerous, and costly nuclear power and its

deadly waste.
V Solar, wind, geothermal, and other renewables are ready right now, don't create these kinds of risks,

and are cheaper than nuclear power if all costs to the public for nuclear power are included.

NOTE: An Accident or Attack on Traveling Nuclear Waste Casks Could Emit Significant Radiation. An
Accident Involving 1 Radioactive Waste Cask, Releasing a Small Amount of Radiation:

According to DOE
V Size of Region Impacted Along Transportation Route 42 Square Miles - 50 Miles for Accident Conditions
V" Attempted Clean-Up Would Take Over 1 year
v Economic Consequences Would Be Devastating
According to NRC
v Estimated Economic Consequences $2 Billion (1980 Study).

The Alliance For A Clean Environment April, 2011
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Why will nuclear waste be travelling through my state?

Citizen
For more information, contact:

Public Citizen's Critical Mass
Energy and Environment Program

215 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20003
www.citizen.org/cmep

202-546-4996
202-547-7392 (fax)

OR

Nuclear Information
Resource Service

1424 16th Street, NW
Washington, DC

www.nirs.org
202-328-0002

202-468-2183 (fax)

Yucca Mountain is the only site being considered
by the Department of Energy (DOE) as a "perma-
nent disposal" site for the United States' highly
radioactive nuclear waste. This spent nuclear fuel
and high-level waste is currently located at 77 sites
across the country and would have to be trans-
ported by truck or rail to Yucca Mountain if that
site is approved as a nuclear dump.

Several thousand shipments of nuclear
waste would travel through 43 states-past the
homes of 50 million Americans for 25 years.
Experience has shown that property values decline
significantly along nuclear waste routes. Using the
Department of Energy's own data, it can be

estimated that between 70 and 310 accidents
and over 1000 incidents would occur during
the nuclear waste shipping campaign if trucks
are used as the preferred mode, and between
50 and 260 accidents and over 250 incidents
if trains are used as the preferred mode. The
Department of Energy also estimates that a
severe accidentin a rural area releasing a small
amount of radiation would contaminate 42
square miles for well over one year. A similar
accident in an urban area would have devas-
tating consequences to the economy and
public health.

Get the Facts on
PROPERTY VALUES

and
Nuclear Waste
Transportation!



Disclosure Laws Require Buy-
ers To Be Told If Property Is
On A Transportation Route
Most states require that potential property
buyers be informed if the property for sale is
located on a potential nuclear waste transporta-
tion route. This means that even if nuclear
waste isn't already traveling past your home,
your property value may decrease. Residents
should not be "stuck" with property that they
cannot sell along a nuclear waste transportation
route.

Sante Fe vs. Komis-The Court
Awards Property Damages
In 1992, the New Mexico Supreme Court upheld
a jury decision to award John and Lemonia
Komis $337,815 in damages for perceived loss
due to public perception of fear. The Komis
property was located along a Waste Isolation
Pilot Project (WIPP) nuclear waste transporta-
tion route, and the case proved that property
values do indeed decline because people are
afraid of the dangers associated with nuclear
waste transportation.

In the case decision, the court refer-
enced a public opinion survey conducted by Zia
Research Associates, Inc., which showed that
71% of the respondents believed that residential
property value would decrease because of its
location near a WIPP route.

The Court also stated in its decision that
"Whether the transportation of hazardous nuclear
materials actually is or is not safe is irrelevant;
the issue is whether public perception of those
dangers has a depressing effect on the value of
the property not taken." In other words, your
property value may decrease simply because
people are afraid of the possible consequences of
nuclear waste transportation!

Shipments Will Be Frequent
and Will Occur for Many
Years
Depending on where you live, as many as 3-5
shipments per week could roll past your home
for 25 years. Because most of the nuclear
waste is located in the East and Yucca Moun-
tain is in the West, many communities will be
exposed to large amounts and frequent ship-
ments of nuclear waste throughout the entire
shipping campaign.

The Department of Energy reports that
the region of impact for public health and
safety along transportation routes is 800
meters (.5 mile)
on either side of
the center line of
transportation
rights-of-way for
non-accident
conditions, and
80 kilometers
(50 miles) for
accident conditions.

Insurance Does Not Cover
Radiological Incidents

Neither homeowners insurance nor health
insurance covers problems caused by radio-
logical accidents. Check your policy! It will
explicitly state that you will not be covered if
your damage or illness is caused by a nuclear
accident.

Many Jurisdictions Are Officially Opposed to Nuclear Waste
Transportation through Their Communities!

These include Los Angeles, Ventura, Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo
Counties,and the city of Santa Barbara, CA; Denver, CO, St. Louis, MO; Phila-
delphia, Bucks County, and Falls Township, PA; Mt.Rainier, Takoma Park and
Greenbelt, MD; Marshall and Anson Counties and the town of Wadesboro, NC;
Decatur, GA; Amherst, MA, Beacon, NY and more.
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What does a radioactive waste transportation
cask look like?
The casks that would be used to transport high-level nuclear waste look like
large concrete dumbbells. The nuclear waste would be housed in the middle
section, and the end sections are called "impact
limiters." These casks have never been properly
tested, and the consequences of an accident could K
be severe.

The DOE's own estimates suggest that at /
least 50 accidents could occur during shipment of

radioactive waste. As part of the 1986 Environ-
mentalAssessment for the Yucca Mountain
repository site, the DOE conducted a study that found that a severe acci-
dent in a rural setting involving a high-speed impact, lengthy fire and fuel

oxidation would contaminate a 42-
Ssquare-mile area, require 462 days

to clean up and cost $620 million.
The health, economic and environ-
mental impacts of such an accident
could devastate a community. If

such an accident occurred in an urban area, the costs and other conse-
quences would be much more severe.

Will the value of my property be affected by
the Government's plan to transport nuclear
waste to Yucca Mountain?

Experience has shown that property values decline significantly along
nuclear waste routes. In 1992, the New Mexico Supreme Court upheld a
jury decision to award John and Lemonia Komis $337,815 in damages for
perceived loss due to public perception of fear. The Komis property was
located along aWaste Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP) nuclear waste trans-

portation route, and the case proved that property values do indeed decline
because people are afraid of the dangers associated with nuclear waste
transportation.

Most states require that potential property buyers be informed if the
property for sale is located on a potential nuclear waste transportation
route. This means that even if nuclear waste isn't already traveling past your
home, your property value may decrease, and your property may become
difficult to sell. Residents should not be "stuck" with property that they
cannot sell along a nuclear waste transportation route.

Are the casks safe?
Nuclear waste transportation casks have never been fully physically tested.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission sponsored a study in 1987 completed
by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories. This study, commonly
referred to as the "Modal Study," used computer modeling only to predict
cask responses to accident conditions. The study was inadequate because
it did not use real life, full-scale testing of the casks. Further, the test criteria
were developed in the 1960's and have not changed since, despite changes
in traffic volume, travel speeds,
and hazardous cargoes on our ,-
roads and rails.

Even the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission"
realizes that these tests were
inadequate, and has contracted
with Sandia National Labs to
conduct a new study, called
"Modal II," or the "Package

An tests to uate nave been COMPUter simulated
and have NOT been fully physical tests.

L~i
Performance Study." Although this study is very much needed, it will not
be completed until 2003-long after the Department of Energy applies for
a license to construct and operate a nuclear waste repository at Yucca
Mountain.



Will Radioactive Waste Travel: Through My
State?
The nuclear power industry has created thousands of tons of deadly nuclear
waste, and it could soon be traveling through your community! Along with
its allies in the federal government, the nuclear industry is pushing Congress
to establish a nuclear waste dump at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. If they are
successful, 100,000 shipments of high-level radioactive waste, now located
at 77 sites across the country, will be transported through 43 states. Fifty
million Americans will be put at risk over 25 years, as Waste moves past
homes, workplaces, recreational areas, schools, and hospitals. The map
below shows the routes that would most likely be used to transport the
waste.

What Can I Do?
, Write to your Members of Congress and tell them that you do not

want high level nuclear waste to travel through your community. You can
use the sample post card text below, or write one in your own words,
telling your Representative and Senators your concerns. Send your note
on a post card depicting a local scene if you can to drive home the point
that you're a voter in their next election.

Host a letter-writing party and have your friends and family write
letters or postcards, too. Remember, the more calls, post cards, letters,
and faxes your Members of Congress receive, the more likely they are
to take your concerns seriously.

, Also, if you belong to a group yourself, put an article in the newslet-
ter, make an announcement at a meeting, or arrange to have a speaker
address your group on this issue.

0 If you are a teacher, have your students make posters or design
their own postcards to send to your Representative and Senators..

, Contact us (see back of flyer) for more flyers or other materials, or to
arrange a presentation to your group.

Where is Yucca Mountain?
Yucca Mountain is located in Nevada, about an hour northwest of Las
Vegas. Located in a desert landscape, it public lands include part of the
Nevada Test Site and Nellis Air Force Base. However, the entire area is
part of the Western Shoshone people's traditional homelands, as recognized
by the U.S. government when it signed the Treaty of Ruby Valley in 1863. If
a dump is built at Yucca Mountain, the Shoshone will lose access toa place
they consider sacred.

Dear Rep./Senator

I do not want high level nuclear waste travelling
through my hometown!

The risks of nuclear waste transportation are
high, and I am worried that my local emer-
gency responders are not prepared to deal
with a nuclear waste accident and that my
property value will decline if I live on a trans-
portation route.

Please OPPOSE any legislation that would put
nuclear waste on our roads and rails.

Representative X
House of Representatives
Washngton, DC 20515

OR

SenatorY
U.S. Senate
Wasinngton, DC 20510

Sincerely,
Your Name and Complete Address

0
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For more information, contact:

Public Citizen's Critical Mass
Energy and EnvironmentProgram

215 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE
Washington,. DC. 20003
www.citizen.org/cmep

202-546-4996
202-547-7392 (fax)

OR

Nuclear Information
Resource Service

1424 16th Street, NW, #404
Washington, DC 20036

www.nirs.org
202-328-0002

202-468-2183 (fax)

Get the Facts on
Nuclear Waste
Transportation!



What is the Time Frame for the Decision about
the Dump and the Transportation of Waste?
The Department of Energy (DOE) is now in a "site characterization" phase,
which means that it is performing tests at the Yucca Mountain site to
determineits suitability as a site for the disposal of radioactive waste. If the
DOE determines that the site is acceptable, it will apply in 2001 for a
license from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). If the license is
granted, construction will begin in 2006. If all goes according to the DOE's
plan, waste will be accepted at Yucca Mountain beginning in 2010 and will
continue to arrive at Yucca Mountain for 24 years, with the final "emplace-
ment" activities ending in 2035.

Where can I get more information?
If you have access to the World Wide Web, check out these sites:

Public Citizen's Critical Mass Energy and Environment Program
http:/Avww.cifizen.org/cmep

Nuclear Information Resource Service Atuttla-
http:/www.nirs.org Ad

Shundahai Network
http://www.shundahai.org

Citizen Alert
http://www.igc.org/citizenalert/ Check out Public Citizen's

State of Nevada Nuclear Waste Project Office AtonicAtlasl

http://www.state.nv.us/nucwaste/index.htm
Yucca Mountain Project Office (DOE)

httpl//www.ymp.gov
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

http://www.nrc.gov
EPA Yucca Mountain Homepage

http://www.epa.gov/radiation/yucca/
NRC/Sandia Labs Modal Study Page

http://ttd.sandia.gov/nrc/modal.htn

How much waste will go to Yucca Mountain?
Under current law, 70,000 metric tons of waste (one metric ton is about 1.1
tons or 2200 pounds) would be allowed to be stored at Yucca Mountain,
with 63,000 tons of that being commercial waste and the rest being DOE
waste. However, that still would not accommodate all the waste projected
to be produced by the time the repository opens (an estimated 107,500
metric tons of both commercial and DOE waste). This means thatlegislators
would either have to change the law to allow more waste to go to Yucca
Mountain,,or open a second repository in another state (because they are
unwilling to look at other solutions to the nuclear waste problem).

What is High-Level Radioactive Waste?
High-level radioactive waste is produced at commercial nuclear power
plants and nuclear weapons production facilities. Nuclear fuel is made of
pellets of enriched uranium, sealed in fuel rods, which are bundled together
into nuclear fuel assembly. The fuel assembly powers the nuclear reactor
until it is no longer efficient in generating
electricity. The "spent" fuel is replaced about
once a year. Spent fuel-which is highly
radioactive-is the primary form of high-level
nuclear waste.

Spent, fuel is both thermally and
radioactively hot, so irradiated fuel assemblies
are placed in "spent fuel pools" to cool and
allow some of the radioactivity to decay. Each
reactor has only a certain amount of pool
space, and when the pools are full, the reac-
tors either must shut down or store some of
the cooled spent fuel somewhere else.

Nuclear Fuel Assembly

Fuel •:i• .i i

Rod-

FuelPellet,

A person standing one yard away from an unshielded, 10 year old
fuel assembly, would receive a lethal dose of radiation (500 rem) in less than
three minutes. A thirty-second exposure (100 rem) at the same distance,
would significantly increase the risk of cancer or genetic damage.



* REPROCESSING
RADIOACTIVE WASTE

EXPENSIVE FOR TAXPAYERS / RATEPAYERS

EXTREMELY POLLUTING AND RISKY

INCREASES VOLUME OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES

To Call It Recycling Is Misleading!

Reprocessing Generates Much Larger Waste Streams.
DOE Estimates:

3 to 11 Times More Low-Level Radioactive Waste
* 163 Times More "Greater than Class C Waste"

Internationally, Reprocessing Has Been An Abysmal Failure
" France dumps 100 million gallons of radioactive waste into the English Channel every year.

" The United Kingdom has released over 1,000 pounds of plutonium into the Irish Sea.
" More than $20 billion has been spent on the Japanese reprocessing plant, which failed to

start after more than two years of attempts;

Dangers and Costs of Reprocessing Nuclear Waste
Reprocessing is not the solution to the nuclear waste problem. It has already been a very
expensive boondoggle.

/ Reprocessing is extremely expensive
- Extremely Polluting
V It would be a dangerous shift in U.S. global nonproliferation policy.

Reprocessinq is the most polluting part of the nuclear fuel cycle.
Reprocessing would dramatically increase the threat from and complexity of dealing with nuclear waste
from power plants. Rather than solving our nation's nuclear waste problem, it actually makes more waste.

Reprocessingq is NOT fiscally sound.
Lifecycle cost analysis for the program shows it is astronomically expensive. It appears no reprocessing program in
the world has been commercially successful. Such a program in the United States would likely be paid for in full by
U.S. taxpayers.



" According to a 1996 estimate by the National Academy of Sciences,
reprocessing will "easily" cost taxpayers $100 billion.

/ This estimate is only for existing U.S. irradiated fuel.
" It does not include waste produced as a result of 20-year license extensions, waste from new domestic

reactors, or the importation of foreign waste to the United States for reprocessing.

" U.S. taxpayers are still paying several billion dollars each year to clean up contamination from reprocessing
programs in the 1960s and 1970s for nuclear weapons at the following locations:

" Hanford Site (WA)
," Savannah River Site (SC) And for reprocessing of naval irradiated fuel at the
V" Idaho National Laboratory (ID)
,/ Commercial reprocessing at West Valley (NY).

* The only commercial reprocessing site ever to operate in the U.S. is in West Valley, New York.
V Projected clean-up costs for this site alone is more than $5 Billion
/ Only a fraction of the nuclear waste was sent there between 1966 and 1972.

* Reprocessing was abandoned in the US for over 30 years.
V France, Britain, and Russia are reaping hideous environmental legacies of contamination and disease from

reprocessing.
v Every processing site is a catastrophe, with massive releases of radioactivity to air, land, and water, high worker

radiation exposures, and residues harder to handle than original wastes.

* Reprocessing is also a threat to U.S. nonproliferation efforts.
v" It would increase the likelihood that a terrorist could obtain fissile material to build a nuclear bomb
" Materials, technical personnel, technologies and specialized equipment involved in these processes

could leak out, as they have in the past, to foreign clandestine weapons programs or be diverted within
a state's program to make nuclear weapons.

* Reprocessing would NOT eliminate the need for a geologic repository - It's NOT RECYCLING
v" Reprocessing actually increases waste volume and destabilizes nuclear wastes
V" It doesn't reduce radioactivity - it actually spreads radioactive contamination.
V" It would actually increase the number of radioactive waste streams to be managed.

DOE officials testified to Congress that they do not know whether the full complement of necessary technologies, including
reprocessing, fast reactors, and fuel fabrication, would ever work or be economically competitive.

* Massive funding would be needed for:
V Siting facilities
V, Completing Environmental Impact Statements
V" Soliciting commercial vendors
" Ordering equipment for reprocessing, fast reactor, and fuel fabrication plants

* Reprocessing in France
France reprocesses spent nuclear fuel by soaking it in acid to extract plutonium and slightly enriched uranium.
V/ This results in massive releases of radioactive gases and liquids that place people and the environment at great risk.

* Much of the so-called low-level - but highly radioactive wastes generated by reprocessing are
discharged into the sea and air from LaHague on the Normandy Coast.
V" Discharges have been measured 17 Million Times more radioactive than normal sea water.
V" Liquid discharges have resulted in contamination of area beaches and seen as far away as the Arctic Circle.
V- They may have contributed to elevated leukemia rates near La Hague.

* La Hague routinely releases radioactive gases into the air.
V Krypton-85 at levels thousands of times higher than natural radiation levels.
,/ Carbon-14 that is the most damaging to human health.



Low-Level Radioactive Wastes

Low-Level Does Not Mean Safe.

"So-called" low-level radioactive wastes can take as long as
500 years to fade to natural background levels.

Low-level Radioactive Wastes Are Piling Up Everywhere. The attached news article shows we
are running out of room to store low-level radioactive wastes. Until July 2008 there were 3 sites
in the nation that would accept Limerick's low-level radioactive wastes located in South
Carolina, Utah, and Washington State. July 2008, South Carolina, the closest site closed.

As long as Limerick continues to operate massive amounts of low-level radioactive wastes
will continue to be produced. Limerick's Low-Level Radioactive Wastes Include:

/ Waste Sludges
" Filter Elements
" Contaminated Equipment
V Paper
V Rags
V Plastic Sheeting
V Spent Demineralizer Resins
V Evaporator Bottoms
V Materials Used In Decontamination and Contamination Control
These wastes include:
V Shoe Coverings
v/ Gloves
V Mops
V Wiping Rags
V Tools
v/ Water Treatment Residues
V Spent Resins
V Evaporated Bottoms
V Waste Sludges
V Filter Elements
V Plastic Sheeting
V Machine Parts

ACE asked NRC and DEP for an accounting of the destination of all Limerick's massive low-level radioactive wastes
since 2000 when Exelon bought Limerick Nuclear Plant. To this day, we never received an accounting.

" There was no direct answer to that question.
* There was some confusion about where Limerick's low-level wastes will be stored until 2029.
" December 2009, DEP claimed they were stored in buildings on site in Limerick.
* One month later, a Mercury news article said Exelon was trying to send Limerick's wastes to another Exelon

site in PA, Peach Bottom.
Can Peach Bottom store all Limerick's waste and their own until 2029? Until 2049?



When Limerick Nuclear Power Plant applied for its Title V major air pollution license renewal, we questioned whether
Limerick was incinerating low-level radioactive wastes. Due to our past investigations and opposition to incinerators
in our community, we recognized that some of the air pollutants listed in Limerick's air pollution permit were the same
as those from an incinerator. Burning does not make radiation disappear. Inhaling radionuclides is one of the worst
route of exposure.

Section D Source Level Requirements #005 - Operating permit terms and conditions
(a) 'The permittee, may, in auxiliary boiler "A", fire ... Specific Waste Derived Liquid Fuel (WDLF)."
The air toxics listed below from the WDLF are similar to those from incineration. The permit stated that WDLF Shall Meet Following
Contaminant Limits Prior to mixing and Shall Not Exceed Limits After mixing:

(PRIOR to mixing with virgin No. 2 oil) (AFTER mixing or out the stack?)
" Arsenic 10 ppm Arsenic 5 ppm
" Cadmium 10 ppm Cadmium 2 ppm
" Chromium 20 ppm Chromium 10 ppm
" Lead 300 ppm Lead 100 ppm
" PCB 49 ppm PCB 10 ppm
" Total Halogens 1000 ppm Total Halogens 1000 ppm

Ash 2% ASTMD-482
Sulfur 0.3% X-Ray Diffraction

Permit States: Maximum Amount of WDLF to be burned in the boiler shall not exceed;
1) 10,000 gallons over 12 consecutive months
2) Maximum of 3,000 gallons in any single month

The list above suggested to us that Exelon was incinerating at least some of Limerick's LLRW in one of Limerick's 3
boilers, calling it "Waste Derived Liquid Fuel". Our major concern was the synergistic, additive, and cumulative
harmful health impacts from all these toxics, combining with all the different kinds of radionuclides routinely released
at Limerick, plus the magnified radiation risks from burning LLRW. Experts helped explain the extreme danger with
the potential consequences of exposure to radionuclides from an incineration process.

PA DEP's response document denied that Limerick was burning low-level radioactive waste, but also failed to answer
many of our specific questions.

Most interesting - we asked for an accounting of all low-level radioactive waste amounts and their destinations since
2000, to compare the amounts before and after the closing of Pottstown Landfill in 2005 and Barnwell, S.C.

> Ironically, PA DEP's response document 12/09 claimed all Limerick's low-level rad-wastes were stored in a
special building on-site. A month later an article in our local paper said Exelon was requesting permission to
send Limerick's low-level radioactive waste to another Exelon site in PA, Peach Bottom.

How many years will Peach Bottom be able to continue to store massive amounts of
Limerick Nuclear Plant's low-level radioactive wastes?

If it can't go to Peach Bottom, where will that waste be stored until 2029 when
Limerick closes?

If NRC would relicense Limerick until 2049, there needs to be a verified answer to
where all Limerick's low-level waste will be stored until 2049.

INCINERATING LIMERICK'S LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE IS
NOT AN OPTION IN THIS HEAVILY POPULATED REGION WHERE
THERE IS ALREADY A HEALTH CRISIS.



Is Limerick Nuclear Plant

BURNING

(INCINERATING)

Low-Level Radioactive Wastes

In A Boiler As Waste Fuel?
Instead Of Paying To Transport

Massive Amounts Of Its Low-Level
Radioactive Wastes Across the Nation?

" Air Pollutants Listed From Limerick's Boiler A
Are Also Emitted From Incinerators

* Burning Waste In A Boiler Is A Form Of Incineration,
Without Even Minimal Incineration Requirements

" Incinerating Low-Level Radioactive Wastes Would Add
Dramatically To Health Risks In Our Entire Region

" Where Is All Limerick's Low-Level Radioactive Waste Going
Now Since Barnwell, S.C. closed in July, 2007?



Radioactive Wastes

12/08 ACE asked DEP to provide yearly totals for the massive amounts of Limerick Nuclear Plant's
radioactive wastes and how much was transported off-site, before and after closing of Pottstown Landfill
and Barnwell, S.C.

" DEP's Comment Response Document failed to provide the information we
requested 12/08 about radioactive waste disposal totals transported off-site.
We still don't know how much radioactive waste Limerick transported off-site

each year before and after closing of Barnwell, S.C. and Pottstown Landfill.

" DEP provided information on radioactive wastes that we did not request, but

which left us with additional questions about Limerick's radioactive wastes.

For Example on Pg. 4
The response document says Class B and C radioactive wastes are not transported off-site.

a DEP says low-level radioactive wastes (filters, resins, tools, equipment, protective gloves,
clothing, and respiratory equipment are stored on-site in high integrity concrete vaults in the
rad-waste building and not transported off-site.

DEP's list above shows that the routine radioactive waste stream is enormous.
1. Yet, Class B and C are not transported off-site
2. But instead are stored on site in the rad-waste building.

Questions Triggered by DEP Responses:
a. How large are the high integrity concrete vaults that store routine radioactive wastes listed above?
b. How many are there?
c. How much Class B and Class C radioactive waste can the rad-waste building continue to

hold, year after year?
d. Won't it eventually run out of space?
e. Then where will they go?
f. Will other high-integrity concrete vaults be built in our back yard on Limerick's site?

DEP says Class A radioactive wastes are stored on-site until short-lived radonuclides decay to
safer levels and there is enough to transport it to the US NRC licensed disposal site near Clive,
Utah.

a. Where is this radioactive waste stored until it decays to safer levers for transport to Utah?

b. Are there specific standards for 'safer levels' of transport for each radionuclide?
V If not, why not? If so, please provide acceptable 'safer' levels for each radionuclide and

for their decay radionuclides before wastes can be transported.

c. Does DEP require testing for the radioactive decay products in the soil, water, food?

d. How much radioactive waste is considered enough to transport?

e. How is it transported?

f. Are the trucks or trains decontaminated after the trip? Who pays for that?

g. Are those who transport the waste given proper protective gear?



News

Limerick can send some nuclear waste to Lancaster plant
Published: Sunday, June 05, 2011; Last Updated: Sun. Jun 5, 2011, 12:05pm

By Evan Brandt ebrandt@Pottsmerc.com

LIMERICK- Low-level radioactive waste from Exelon Nuclear's Limerick Generating Station can now be transferred to a
Lancaster-area nuclear power plant as the result of a recent decision by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

The request was made in early 2010 when Exelon realized it does not have enough appropriate storage space at its Limerick
plant. NRC approved the request to begin sending it to Peach Bottom Atomic Generation Station on May 31.

Prior to the Jan. 6, 2010, request from Exelon, the plant had sent this type of waste to a disposal facility in Barnwell, South
Carolina.

But that facility closed its doors in 2008 to all low-level radioactive waste except that generated in plants that are part of the
Atlantic Low-Level Waste Compact. Pennsylvania is not a part of that pact.

Low-level radioactive waste is not the spent fuel rods that are kept in pools and, once they've cooled sufficiently, are stored in
steel and concrete casks on the Limerick property.

Rather, low-level radioactive waste can be things like tools, lab coats, shoe covers even paper towels, that have become
irradiated and cannot be disposed of in the regular trash stream.

* "Most LLW (about 95 percent) is Class A, the lowest concentration category," NRC spokesman Neil Sheehan wrote in a recent
email to The Mercury.

"Remaining radioactive wastes are either Class B or Class C, depending on their radioactivity. (Concentration is the total amount
of radioactivity divided by the weight or volume of the waste.)

"Class A waste consists of such materials as trash, discarded clothing, oils and sludges.

"Class B waste is largely composed of equipment and materials from nuclear power plants and includes such items as used
hardware (tools), filters and water purification resins. Continued...

"Class C, which represents less than 1 percent of all low-level radioactive waste, includes irradiated reactor parts. Waste in this
category has higher concentrations of radioactivity and requires engineered barriers designed to prevent against inadvertent
intrusion for at least 500 years," Sheehan explained.

The NRC studied the risks of transporting this waste and found them no worse than the risk of transporting them to South
Carolina.

Shipments of the waste occur only two or three times a year and can be accommodated at Peach Bottom because that plant has
more extensive storage facilities.

Even though the waste will be stored at Peach Bottom, "Limerick will retain decommissioning responsibility for any low-level

radioactive waste transferred" there, Sheehan said.

Further, "all transferred low-level radioactive waste sent to Peach Bottom must ultimately be transferred to a disposal facility."

* However, Sheehan confirmed that for states not part of the compact with access to Barnwell, "there is not currently any disposal
facility for Class B & C low-level radioactive waste."



Limerick power plant may send waste elsewhere
Published: Monday, February 1, 2010 By Evan Brandt, ebrandt@pottsmerc.com

LIMERICK - Exelon Corp. has applied for government permission to begin shipping some of the low-level
radioactive waste generated at the Limerick Nuclear Generating Station to its Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station in
York County.

The request to modify the license at Peach Bottom was filed with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission on Jan. 6.

The waste in question is not the highly radioactive spent fuel rods which Limerick has been storing on-site since it
first opened in 1986. The second unit opened in 1990.

The waste is classified by the NRC as "Low-Level Radioactive Waste" and is generally things like shoe coverings,
mops, wiping rags, filters, tools and reactor water treatment residues that have become contaminated by contact with
radioactive material or become radioactive themselves through exposure to neutron radiation, said NRC spokesman
Neil Sheehan.

The NRC further classifies this waste as being of A, B or C grade. Grade A emits the lowest level of radiation, with
the other two classes emitting higher levels.

All nuclear plants have facilities to store this waste and Limerick is no different, said Joseph Szaf ran, a spokesman
for the Limerick plant, located off Sanatoga Road.

In fact, Limerick has the capacity to store its grade B and C radioactive waste on-site until 2012 and beyond, Szaf ran
said. But that may not be long enough.

Driving Exelon's request is a nationwide shortage of facilities that accept radioactive waste.

On July 1, 2008, the nearest such facility, located in Barnwell, S.C. and owned by Energy Solutions, was ordered by
South Carolina to close its gates to radioactive waste from any state not part of Atlantic Interstate Low-level
Radioactive Waste Management Compact Commission, which is comprised of South Carolina, Connecticut and New
Jersey.

The only other similar facility in the nation is in Richland, Washington State, which serves 11 states on the west coast
and in the Rockies and restricted its waste to those in its two compact, Sheehan said.

Another facility may be built in Texas, but currently low level nuclear waste from 36 states has no final resting place.

Sheehan said Exelon's application to ship Limerick's waste to Peach Bottom is the first in NRC Region One, which
oversees nuclear operations in the northeast and mid-Atlantic states from Maryland to Maine, but it may not be the
last.

"This is not a new issue," Sheehan said. "For a while Barnwell was willing to accept waste from states not in the
Atlantic Compact and in the meantime, there was an effort to find towns willing to host a facility, but there weren't any
volunteers."

With Barnwell closing its doors to all but members of its compact, plants throughout the 36 states not part of any
compact will soon begin grappling with the issue of class B and C waste.



* Less of a concern is the class A waste, which is accepted at another Energy Solutions facility, this one in Clive, Utah.

Exelon, which operates 17 nuclear reactors around the country, is among those companies that must find a place to
dispose of, or store, its more radioactive waste.

The Jan. 6 application suggests one solution it is now exploring is to consolidate some of it at one plant.

Peach Bottom began commercial operation in 1974, much earlier than Limerick and, in apparent anticipation of
having to store its waste on-site, built a large facility to do that, Szaf ran said.

Although the Peach Bottom storage was designed mostly for class A waste, because that waste is now shipped to
Utah, it has room for class B and C waste, both its own and Limerick's, Exelon contends.

It can store the waste from both plants for as long as 44 years, Szafran said.

He also noted that Exelon has made great efforts to reduce the amount of radioactive waste it generates, in part due
to the difficulty of disposing of it. If the volumes can be further reduced, the lifespan of Peach Bottom's storage facility
may be extended even further, Szafran said.

Waste reduction is not restricted to Exelon, Sheehan said. All nuclear plant operators face the same dilemma and all
have made strides toward reducing their waste.

"There is a much greater degree of planning that goes into every activity in order to reduce the things that get
contaminated," Sheehan said.

* The license application notes that Exelon examined the possibility of building a similar waste storage facility at its
Limerick facility, but concluded it would be more cost-effective to ship it to Peach Bottom, located about 50 miles
southeast of Harrisburg.

Szafran said the cost to build a similar facility in Limerick would be "in the millions of dollars," but said if the NRC
denies Exelon's request to send it to Peach Bottom, the company may have no other choice.

Exelon's third-quarter income rose by 8 percent to $757 million, but dropped 18 percent in the fourth quarter, earning
only $581 million, according to the Associated Press. In 2009, it cut expenses by $22 million and cut 500 jobs.

Exelon's application argues that since Limerick's low-level waste previously had to be transported 710 miles to
Barnwell, taking it only 80 miles to Peach Bottom "thus poses less of a risk to the public."

Szafran was asked if, following Exelon's own logic, keeping Limerick's waste in Limerick doesn't pose the least risk of
all to the public.

He would say only that low-level radioactive waste materials such as this are shipped all over the country and that
the safety record, particularly given the resilience of the HDPE plastic containers in which the waste is stored, makes
shipping it to Peach Bottom "not an issue."

The facility at Peach Bottom will not need to be re-built or altered in order to hold the more radioactive waste,
Sheehan said. The license application said the placement of more radioactive waste in the center of the facility
reduces the radiation exposure to acceptable levels outside.

* The Peach Bottom site can hold 520 containers in 35 separate cells, according to the application. Each cell has 14-



f 1-

inch thick concrete walls and a 24-inch concrete cap. The entire facility also has "36-inch concrete shield walls on the
peripheral wall."

The application estimates that the radiation dose at "the nearest restricted boundary" when the facility is "filled to
capacity" would be less than the limits specified by the NRC.

The application estimated the off-site radiation dosage from the facility would be one millirem per year. The NRC limit
is 25 millirems per year.

Sheehan said the human body is generally exposed to 360 millirems every year "from natural and man-made
causes."

By way of comparison, he said a chest X-ray is eight millirems; a mammogram is 138 millirems and watching four
hours of television exposes the watcher to 4 millirems. The human body itself produces 40 millirems of radioactivity,
he said.

Last April, Exelon applied to the NRC to extend Limerick's operating license to 2024 and 2029 for units one and two
respectively. Szafran said Peach Bottom's license extension has already been granted by the NRC.

Sheehan estimated it would take about one year for the NRC's central office in Rockville, Md. to review the Jan. 6
application and make a decision, "although it could take long longer as this is a bit unusual."

If it is found to be acceptable, the NRC will publish a notice in the Federal Register and anyone who wants to initiate
a public hearing on the proposal will have 60 days to identify legitimate concerns.

The situation with the low-level radioactive waste is analogous to the situation with the highly radioactive spent fuel
rods.

The federal government had pledged to built a facility for the spent fuel and, until recently, had focused its long-
delayed and over-budgeted efforts on Yucca Mountain, Nevada, home state of Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, a
Democrat.

Almost a year ago, shortly after taking office, the Obama administration announced it would cease studying Yucca
Mountain, which had been found to be less geologically and hydrodynamically ideal than was first thought.

In 2007, Exelon broke ground on a storage facility for its spent fuel rods, the pool in which they had been kept since
the plant opened being near to full. The older rod assemblies are rotated out of the pool and into a steel "dry cask,"
which is stored inside a concrete bunker. The newer, hotter fuel, is then placed in the pool inside the reactor building.

The spent fuel remains radioactive for hundreds of years.

On Friday, the U.S. Energy Secretary Steven Chu announced the formation of a "Blue Ribbon Commission on
America's Nuclear Future to develop a "safe, long-term solution to managing the Nation's used nuclear fuel and
nuclear waste."

Two days earlier, President Barack Obama issued a call for more nuclear power plants in his State of the Union
address. He made no mention of where the additional waste will be put.

To.date, 55 years since the first atomic power plant was started up and 33 years since President Jimmy Carter
banned the re-processing of nuclear fuel to halt the proliferation of nuclear weapons, a final solution for what to do
with nuclear waste has yet to present itself.



%orj Patriot-New5
Disposal of nuclear waste nears crisis stage

Nation running out of room for material
June 09, 2008 BY GARRY LENTON

HOT TRASH
Low-level radioactive waste (from nuclear plants, medical labs, and hospitals) typically consists of:

v" Contaminated protective shoe covers and clothing
/ rags
V mops
V filters
V reactor water treatment residue
/ equipment and tools
V luminous dials
V medical tubes
V swabs
V injection needles
V syringes
/ laboratory animal carcasses and tissues.

The radioactivity can range from just above background levels found in nature to highly
radioactive in certain cases such as parts from inside the reactor vessel in a nuclear power
plant. Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Technetium-99m - Doctors rely on it to diagnose conditions such as heart disease and bone
cancer. "It's injected for a picture, then gone in a day or two."

But making nuclear medicines creates radioactive trash that must be shipped to one of three
specially licensed facilities for storage.

July 1, one of those three, the Energy Solutions landfill in Barnwell, S.C., closed its doors.

For Pennsylvania and 35 other states, it's the only place to send some forms of low-level
radioactive waste.

While alternative temporary storage might be available, experts say a bigger issue is finding a
long-term solution for the waste.

"This will be a national crisis," said Dave Allard, director of Pennsylvania's Radiation Control
Program. "Many states will not have adequate storage." Pennsylvania, one of the largest
producers of low-level radioactive waste may have space to store the trash for up to 20 years.

In Pennsylvania, the closure will affect businesses that use radioactive materials and generate
contaminated trash. Sources include nuclear plants. The nuclear industry produces about 42
% of volume of low-level radioactive waste shipped to disposal sites, according to the
Electric Power Research Institute.

Clive, Utah accepts only the lowest level of contamination. Waste with higher radioactivity will
have to be stored where it is made. The industry's Nuclear Energy Institute hopes a
permanent solution will be in place in 50 years.



Without access to permanent storage, some users will have to build space for temporary storage.
Such areas must meet federal regulatory standards for safety and security, said Neil Sheehan, a
spokesman for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

In 1980, Congress made the states responsible for low-level radioactive waste.
> Pennsylvania joined with West Virginia, Maryland and Delaware and spent years and

millions of dollars designing an above-grade storage system.
> Strong public opposition caused Gov. Ridge to pull the plug on the process in 1998.

Will that process be revived?
Not likely, said Rich Janati, the chief of the division of nuclear safety at the state Department of
Environmental Protection's Bureau of Radiation Protection. "Economically, it wouldn't make sense
to revive that project," Janati, DEP's Rad Protection Department said.

State and industry officials anticipate the private sector will fill the void, but that's not a certainty.
V Waste Control Specialists in Texas is seeking permission to accept higher-level

radioactive waste at its facility

Powerful images inspiring public opposition to radioactive waste storage in their state;
" Hiroshima

, Nagasaki
V TMI
V Chernobyl

Eric Epstein, Three Mile Island Alert, said radioactive waste has been ignored by lawmakers for
too long. If nothing is done, future generations will be stuck with solving the disposal
problem, iust as Pennsylvanians today are stuck with cleaning up abandoned coal mines,
he said.

"I think people need to understand that there is no radioactive tooth fairy who is gong to
appear and take care of this issue." he said.





* 0 0
FIRE At Umerick Nuclear Plant During Back-Up Generator Test (1997)

I I
Clouds spew from a cooling tower at PECO's nuclear generating station in Limerick, Pa., in this Feb. 14, 1997, file photo. A fire did minor damage to
a non-nuclear section of the Limerick nuclear plant during a test of the backup generators, Thursday, Oct. 9, 1997. (AP Photo/George Widman, file)



FIRE SAFETY
CONCERNS

AT

LIMIERICK
NUCLEAR PLANT

NUCLEAR PLANT FIRES
CAN LEAD TO MELTDOWN

NRU'S UNPROTECTIVE
FIRE SAFETY POLICIES

JEOPARDIZE OUR REGION



NRC's Unprotective Fire Safety Policies

BACKGROUND FACTS

* Nuclear plant fires can lead to a meltdown in a variety of ways.

* To assure a fire does not prevent a reactor from safely shutting down,

) NRC fire safety regulations were in place since 1976 and 1980.

* 3 decades later, NRC is still failing to require full compliance.

* 125 fires were reported at 54 plants since 1995, an average of 10 per year
(2008 GAO report).

* NRC should be demanding that the nuclear industry get in full compliance with
the most stringent fire safety regulations,

INSTEAD of demanding compliance, NRC allowed the nuclear industry to
weaken fire safety regulations time after time.

NRC IS PROTECTING NUCLEAR INDUSTRY PROFITS OVER PUBLIC SAFETY!

" NRC acquiesced to the nuclear industry's convenience and bottom line.

" NRC adopted less stringent regulatory requirements to accommodate the wishes
of the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) to save the nuclear industry money and time.

" NRC admitted rules were developed by NEI and the nuclear industry.

* NRC's current "Fire Safety" fact sheets include words to describe NRC positions
such as, "Reduced Regulatory Burden", "Enforcement Discretion", "Exemptions",
"Flexibility", and "Safe Enough".

* NRC is literally playing with fire and setting up scenarios at nuclear plants for
disastrous consequences. After watching what happened at Fukushima, it is
imperative for NRC fire safety policies to become far more stringent.

NRC needs to stop blindly dismissing the potential for disastrous
consequences from a fire at a nuclear plant.



Fire At Limerick Nuclear Plant
Can Lead To Meltdown!

Limerick Does "NOT' Follow The
'SAFEST' Fire Safety Regulations

ACE CALLS ON NRC TO:

REQUIRE THE SAFEST FIRE SAFETY

EQUIPEMENT AND PROCEDURES
OR SHUT LIMERICK DOWN NOW!

Grave and serious fire threats make it imperative to

require the safest fire safety procedures immediately!

NRC is tempting fate with a reckless approach to regulating for nuclear plant fires.

Weaker standards should not be called "safe enough", when so much is at stake.

NRC fails to require the safest fire safety standards to save Exelon money.

NRC jeopardizes our health, our homes and possessions by allowing Exelon to avoid
full compliance with the safest fire safety requirements.

NRC abandons its duty in regulatory authority to keep us safe by allowing Limerick to
follow a weaker set of fire safety regulations.

Since 2008, ACE tried to get direct answers about Limerick Nuclear Plant's Fire Safety Compliance.
July 13, 2010, NRC finally responded to some questions from our June 7, 2010 letter to NRC.



Lax NRC Fire Safety Enforcement of Regulations Could Cause A Meltdown

Fire-Induced Circuit Faults

NRC caved in to the industry, failing to demand full compliance with regulations and failing to hold nuclear plant
owners fully accountable through enforcement of violations. NRC is allowing the nuclear industry to avoid full
compliance simply by claiming to demonstrate they are "SAFE ENOUGH".

" "Safe Enough" is a highly subjective, unjustified, and unsubstantiated term.
" These have the potential to cause maloperation of equipment important to safe shutdown.

NRC has agreed to NOT impose Violations and Fines on the nuclear industry for failing to fully meet fire-
induced circuit fault regulations.

From 1998 to date (12 years) NRC failed to require full compliance, in spite of the potential for disastrous
consequences. NRC recognized risks:

* June 3, 1999 NRC documented problems and issued an Information Notice (IN) 99-17, "Problems
Associated with Post-Fire Safe-Shutdown Circuit Analyses".

• NRC claims "enforcement discretion" is not permanent, but allows "enforcement discretion" to continue to
this day. That's not protective and not acceptable.
"Enforcement Discretion" Is Dangerouly Irresponsible.

Alternative Fire Protection Rule

NRC should not provide a "voluntary" alternative to NRC's more protective fire protection rule.

NRC allowed less stringent fire safety regulations, increasing risk of disaster. NRC put nuclear industry profits
ahead of public safety when acquiescing to nuclear industry convenience.

NRC abandoned more stringent original requirements to endorse NEI and industry developed suggestions
for: "Flexibility" - Reduced Regulatory Burdens - Weakened Regulations to Avoid Exemptions.

" NRC reduced so-called "unnecessary regulatory burdens" and "industry exemption requests" to
accommodate the nuclear industry and their bottom line.

• "Flexibility" for nuclear plant owners should be a far lower priority to NRC than insuring public safety.
"Flexibility" provides convenience for the nuclear industry and likely improves their bottom line, but it clearly
does not provide increased protection against fires.

NRC can't even get the industry to comply with weaker regulations.
• NRC is giving the nuclear industry incentives and/or a 6 month extension to follow weaker regulations with

which nuclear plant owners should willingly have complied in the past nine years.
" NRC provided certain enforcement discretion as an incentive for nuclear plant owners to adopt weaker

NFPA 805 requirements than those required under licensing, yet nuclear plant owners are still resisting the
weaker requirements.

Fire Barriers

Tests indicated the material used by the nuclear industry for fire barriers may not provide their designed fire
rating. 1-hour and 3-hour rated Thermo-Lag fire barrier material failed to consistently provide its intended
protective function.

• NRC publicized conclusions that the fire barrier was indeterminate and began NEGOTIATIONS with the
industry for an industry-led resolution, which the industry declined to initiate.

• NRC backed down and concluded corrective actions would not be required.



New Information About Limerick's Design Flaws

And Far Greater Risk For An Earthquake

Require The Most Stringent
Fire Safety Precautions At Limerick Immediately!

Regarding the risk for an unthinkable disaster due to a fire at Limerick
Nuclear Power Plant, ACE believes:
> NRC has a responsibility to, require full compliance with all the "SAFEST" fire

safety regulation as a condition of Limerick Nuclear Plant relicensing.

NRC's Letter To ACE Validates Cause For Concern

1. NRC admits it has two sets of rules to determine fire safety compliance.

* NRC admits it now has two sets of rules to determine fire safety compliance. One for
nuclear plants that adopt the most stringent fire protection plans, and another for those like
Limerick that refuse.

" Limerick is NOT using the most protective fire safety materials or plans. Yet, NRC can claim
Limerick is in compliance because the NEI and industry developed less protective rules
which save Exelon money and time.

2. Exelon refused to adopt the more protective NFPA 805 "Performance-Based
Standard for Fire Protection" at Limerick Nuclear Plant.

> Yet, because there are two sets of rules, Exelon and NRC can claim Limerick Is in
compliance.

Limerick's 26-Year Old Safety Evaluation Report related to the operation of Limerick,
dated October 1984 is filled with alarming deviations from NRC guidelines.

Fire Barriers - Fire barriers are designed and constructed to achieve specific fire resistance ratings, and to limit the
spread of heat and fire and restrict the movement of smoke.

NRC fire tests from 2001 to 2005 indicated fire barrier materials being used (including
Thermo-Lag) did not achieve the fire endurance consistent with its rating.
> Yet, NRC still allows Limerick to use Thermo-Lag.

NRC referred us to a 26 year old 1984 Limerick Fire Safety Evaluation document, even though testing from
2001 to 2005 indicated materials beinq used by Limerick do not consistently meet rated requirements.



a. Limerick is still using Themo-Lag 1-hour protection in several fire areas, even though 1-hour and 3-hour
rated Thermo-Lag fire barrier material failed to consistently provide its intended protective function.

V NRC allows Limerick to use Thermo-Lag even after issuing numerous communications about Thermo-
Lag failures and requesting nuclear plant owners to develop plans to resolve any non-compliances.

b. Limerick does not use the safest fire barrier systems in all areas, to protect cables important to safe
shutdown.

Evidence shows NRC should have been well aware of the risk of weaker fire
safety regulations for many years.

Yet NRC continues to back down in negotiations with the nuclear
industry, even though the outcome of non-compliance with the "SAFEST'
fire safety regulations could be catastrophic.

NRC recognized risks
June 3,1999 NRC documented problems and issued an Information Notice (IN) 99-17,
"Problems Associated with Post-Fire Safe-Shutdown Circuit Analyses".

Given fires can damage control cables, causing operators to lose the ability to shut down and cool the
reactor.
• NRC itself estimated that overall meltdown risk from fire hazards is about 50%, roughly equal to

all other hazards combined, yet it appears NRC allows nuclear plants to violate fire safety rules.

An October, 2008 report to Congress, "Fire When NOT Ready", said;
All U.S. nuclear plants have been in violation of fire safety rules for more than a decade and
therefore at risk of a meltdown from a fire.

A 2008 Union of Concerned Scientists report suggests that Americans are only protected when fire
protection regulations at nuclear power plants are met. UCS's David Lochbaum was quoted saying,

"The only thing more tragic that a nuclear power reactor fire killing Americans is the plain fact
that those lives could be been saved had only the NRC bothered to enforce- rather than ignore -
its fire protection regulations. I would not want to be in NRC's shoes when they face a grieving
nation following a disaster so easily prevented."

National groups that tracked fire protection non-compliances since the early 1990s, pointed to North
Carolina's Shearon Harris plant as emblematic of "NRC's inept performance as guardian of public health
and safety', and,

Called on Congress to wield its power to require NRC to enforce fire safety rules or shut down
nuclear plants. They claimed if NRC had been doing its job, dozens of plants would have been
shut down until their owners prioritized fixing all the fire safety violations.

Frustrated NRC Commissioner, Gregory Jaczko, was quoted saying at a public meeting July, 2008:
> "Simple, straightforward regulations and I don't think there is one plant right now that is in

compliance with those regulations."



Limerick Has Had Fire Safety Violations
Examples:

1. Limerick had a fire February, 1997 and other fire safety violations. As of April, 2008
Limerick Nuclear Plant had not adopted all of NRC's fire safety regulations.

2. In 2010 Limerick had fire safety violations. NRC's had lax enforcement in response.

NRC's failure to require full compliance with all the safest fire safety
regulations presents unnecessary risks to millions of people that could be
impacted by a fire followed by meltdown at Limerick Nuclear Plant.

Given what is at stake for our region, there is no acceptable excuse for Exelon to avoid full
compliance with the safest fire protections.

Even after watching a nuclear nightmare unfold at Fukushima, NRC continues to make unwarranted
assurances defending non-compliance, instead of requiring compliance with the safest fire safety
regulations.

In fact, for two years, NRC wouldn't give us straight answers about whether Limerick Nuclear Plant
was in full compliance with NRC's fire safety regulations.

January 12, 2009 ACE first wrote to NRC, expressing concerns about compliance of fire safety
regulations at Limerick Nuclear Power Plant and asking about Limerick Nuclear Plant's compliance
status. NRC's response failed to provide a definitive answer.

May 6, 2010, at Exelon's PR session in Royersford, NRC officials were unable or unwilling toanswer our
questions about Limerick's fire safty compliance.

May 25, 2010 the expert who was supposed to have an answer for us was vague and unresponsive
about a requested yes or no if Limerick was in full compliance with NRC fire safety regulations.

" NRC's "Expert" to answer our questions was unable to do that 5/25/10, but he did give us
handouts. After careful review of them, ACE was more concerned than ever.

* They confirmed that NRC caved in to the nuclear industry to allow weaker fire safety regulations.

June 7, 2010, ACE again requested detailed written responses to each of our concerns and questions about Limerick's full
compliance with fire safety regulations and NRC alarming terms in fact sheets proving NRC's regulations have been weakened.

ALARMING TERMS IN NRC FACT SHEETS ON FIRE SAFETY:

V/ "SAFE ENOUGH"
V/ "Enforcement Discretion"
V "Flexibility"
/V "Reduced Regulatory Burdens"
/ "Exemptions"



Fire-Induced Circuit Faults
NRC caved in to the industry, failing to demand full compliance with regulations and failing to
hold nuclear plant owners fully accountable through enforcement of violations.

NRC is allowing the nuclear industry to avoid full compliance simply by claiming to
demonstrate they are "SAFE ENOUGH".
/ "Safe Enough" is a highly subjective, unjustified unsubstantiated term.

These have the potential to cause maloperation of equipment important to safe
shutdown.

NRC has agreed to NOT impose Violations and Fines on the nuclear industry for failing to fully
meet fire-induced circuit fault regulations.

> Given what is at stake for our region, there is no acceptable excuse for Exelon to avoid full
compliance with fire-induced circuit faults.

"Enforcement Discretion" - Hardly Protective of Public Interests.
From 1998 to date (12 years) NRC failed to require full compliance, in spite of the potential for
disastrous consequences.

NRC claims "enforcement discretion" is not permanent, but allows "enforcement discretion" to
continue to this day. That's unprotective and unacceptable.

Alternative Fire Protection Rule
NRC should not provide a "voluntary" alternative to NRC's more protective fire protection rule.
NRC put nuclear industry profits ahead of public safety when acquiescing to nuclear industry
convenience over public safety. Allowing less stringent fire safety regulations increases risks of
a nuclear disaster.

NRC abandoned more stringent original requirements to endorse NEI and industry developed
suggestions For:

" "Flexibility"
" Reduced Regulatory Burdens
" Weakened Regulations to Avoid Exemptions.

NRC eliminated "unnecessary regulatory burdens" and allowed "industry exemption requests" to
accommodate the nuclear industry and their bottom line, not for public safety. "Flexibility" for
nuclear plant owners should be a far lower priority to NRC than insuring public safety.

* "Flexibility" provides convenience for the nuclear industry and likely improves their bottom line,
but it clearly does not provide increased protection against fires.

NRC can't even get the industry to comply with weaker regulations. NRC is giving the nuclear industry
incentives and/or a 6 month extension to follow weaker regulations with which nuclear plant owners should
gladly have complied in the past nine years.

* NRC provided certain enforcement discretion as an incentive for nuclear plant owners to adopt
weaker NFPA 805 requirements than those required under licensing, yet nuclear plant owners
are still resisting the weaker requirements.

Fire Barriers Tests indicated the material used by the nuclear industry for fire barriers may not provide their
designed fire rating.
> 1-hour and 3-hour rated Thermo-Lag fire barrier material failed to consistently provide its intended

protective function. NRC publicized conclusions that the fire barrier was indeterminate and began
NEGOTIATIONS with the industry for an industry-led resolution, which the industry declined to
initiate. NRC backed down and concluded corrective actions would not be required



NRC'S 7-13-10 Response to ACE Confirmed
2 Versions Of Fire Safety Regulations

NRC Allows Limerick To Follow Weaker Fire Regulations.

NRC acknowledged Limerick did NOT commit to adopting even weaker fire safety
regulations - NFPA 805, "Performance-Based Standard for Fire Protection for Light Water Reactor Electric
Generating Plants."

NRC said Limerick is NOT Required to adopt even weaker fire safety regulations.

1-hr. and 3 hr. rated Thermo-Lag fire barrier material failed to consistently provide its intended
protective function.

* Limerick was allowed to use 1-hour Thermo-Lag when fires could last
far longer than 1 hour and could potentially lead to meltdown.

LAX NRC ENFORCEMENT FOR 2010 VIOLATIONS

NRC'S 11-9-10 letter to Exelon acknowledged 2 FIRE Violations, but NRC chose to treat them as
Non-Cited Violations, even though NRC determined that these violations were "more than minor".

7-29-10
Twice -The latching mechanism failed to function on a required fire door between

the reactor enclosure and turbine building.

Exelon failed to take action to address the degraded condition and failed
to set up a required hourly fire watch.

V/ The door hardware was no longer functional for securing the door in a closed position.

, An hourly fire watch was required for the inoperable fire door - BUT EXELON FAILED TO
ESTABLISH AN HOURLY FIRE WATCH.

v/ Exelon workers determined conclusions that the door was operable based on an evaluation
performed in 1999.

, In 1985, Exelon determined the mechanical latch for the door was replaced with a magnetic latch.

, The modification invalidated the equivalency to a rated three-hour fire door.

NRC'S DANGEROUSLY IRRESPONSIBLE FAILURE TO
CONFRONT FIRE SAFETY COMPLIANCE IS NOT
ACCEPTABLE AFTER WE SEE WHAT CAN HAPPEN.



LAX FIRE SAFETY
At Limerick Nuclear Plant
Jeopardizes Our Region

NRC's UNPROTECTIVE FIRE SAFETY POLICIES
MUST BE CHANGED AT LIMERICK NOW

A nuclear power plant fire can ignite a disaster beyond our
technological control and our worst nightmare. Fire at Limerick
could lead to a meltdown and catastrophe.

Yet, NRC dismisses potentially disastrous consequences and fails
to enforce strict compliance even with weakened regulations.

NRC regulations include protection involving fire barriers, fire detection and suppression systems, and spatial
separation, all to make safe shutdown possible if fire erupts in the many ways it can at a nuclear plant.

Liability limits encourage cutting corners to save money. It appears that is what is going on with fire safety. The
consequences of failing to fully comply with fire safety regulations could cause unthinkable devastation, yet the
casual NRC attitude expressed to ACE about a nuclear plant fire was alarming.

Given the potential consequences, NRC can no longer cave in to the nuclear industry's demands for cutting corners
to save money. NRC must start to enforce important fire safety regulations. Nuclear plant owners enjoy financial
liability limits dwarfed by damage they could do. NRC's most recent estimate of damage from a nuclear plant
catastrophe is $1 Trillion, only $11 Billion of which would be paid by nuclear plant owners.

NRC has failed to provide enforcement of important safety regulations related to extremely dangerous threats at
Limerick Nuclear Plant.

It is inexplicable that after decades Limerick Nuclear Plant has still not been required to use the safest
materials or procedures in regulations. It is unbelievable and unacceptable that NRC allows Limerick to
follow a different set of fire safety requirements, which NRC calls "safe enough".



NRC MUST ENFORCE CRUCIAL FIRE SAFETY

REQUIREMENTS AT LIMERICK
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has a legal responsibility to ensure American nuclear reactors are not operated
dangerously. There has been widespread concern that it isn't doing what it's supposed to do. Recently, there is proof
of NRC dysfunction resulting in potential great danger.

NRC must stop from undoing of safety requirements necessary to prevent a catastrophic meltdown at Limerick
Nuclear Plant. A summary of the issues positions is below.

" NRC "exemptions" from fire safety requirements that had been in the regulations and requirements for 30 years.

" In 1980, after a near catastrophic meltdown at the Browns' Ferry Alabama nuclear reactor, the NRC required all
nuclear facilities to install fire insulation around the electric cables that allow the reactor to shutdown in an
emergency.

* For 30 years the NRC's Rules have required that the fire insulation must protect these cables for at least one

hour, enough to order and complete a shutdown.

* Five years ago the NRC discovered that the cable fire insulation in many reactors lasted only 27 minutes.

* Rather than force owners to upgrade the insulation so that it last an hour, the NRC secretly granted an
"exemption". Now the insulation has to last only 24 minutes.

* That means that a fire at an electric cable has to be discovered, located and extinguished by fire personnel in 24
minutes. In many cases that is physically impossible.

* A meltdown that could occur would be real and irreversible.

* Battles are being fought to reduce the risk of a catastrophic meltdown, including a lawsuit trying to make the
NRC enforce its own fire safety standards.

" The Atomic Energy Act, which gives the NRC all its powers and responsibilities, does not give the NRC the
power to issue a fire safety 'exemption.

* The NRC can't make important decisions affecting the public health and safety in secret. The NRC intentionally
refused to consider strong evidence that you can't discover, locate and put out a fire in 24 minutes. The
"exemption" is a clear and present danger to the health and safety of almost 8 million people who live close to
Limerick.

As long as Limerick continues to operate, this heavily populated region
faces unnecessary catastrophic risk from a fire related nuclear disaster.

We simply can't afford a disaster at Limerick Nuclear Power Plant, in
human, environmental, or financial terms or costs.



GAO faults nukes
over fire safety

WASHINGTON- Opera--
tors of nuclear power plants
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of the government's fire-s~fe-.
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ever at an American nuclear,
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Alliance For A Clean Environment
1189 Foxview Road Pottstown, PA 19465

June 7, 2010

Paul Krohn, NRC Branch Chief
NRC, Region 1
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406-1415

RE: NRC's 5/25/10 Meeting and Unprotective Fire Safety Policies

Dear Mr. Krohn,

This letter is a follow-up to the NRC meeting at the Limerick Township Building May 25, 2010 regarding
fire safety. Many of NRC's responses to our concerns and questions need to be clarified. Since
different NRC individuals appear responsible for specific issues, we decided to ask NRC to respond to
each issue separately about which we have concerns and questions. ACE will be sending separate
letters about several issues discussed with us at NRC's meeting plus issues from our review of NRC fact
sheets provided at that meeting.

In this letter we will address our long-term fire safety concerns at Limerick Nuclear Power Plant. ACE first
contacted you about Limerick's fire safety January 12, 2009. Your response failed to answer our specific
questions. At the May 6, 2010 Exelon public relations event, NRC representatives still failed to answer if
Limerick was in full compliance with all fire safety regulations. We were told NRC would be prepared to
answer that questions at the 5/25/10 NRC meeting.

The NRC official presented to us at the 5/25/10 meeting as the NRC expert on fire safety was vague and
unresponsive to our request for a simple yes or no answer to our question about whether Limerick is in
full compliance with fire safety regulations. Most disturbing was his casual attitude about what we view as
.a crucial issue. Full compliance with fire safety regulations can help to prevent a fire that could cause a
meltdown and disaster at Limerick Nuclear Power Plant in our region. After what has happened in the
Gulf, and knowing that fires at nuclear plants can lead to a nuclear plant meltdown and disaster, we think
NRC should be taking a far more serious and protective approach to strict nuclear plant compliance with
fire safety regulation.

NRC's fire safety expert said to get a yes or no we would have to be specific. We object to his assertion
that the public is expected to know fire safety regulatory details to get a straight yes or no answer about
Limerick's full compliance with fire safety regulations. After repeated requests, he finally claimed Limerick
was in full compliance. He handed us NRC fire safety fact sheets, none of which turned out to be
anything specific about Limerick's fire safety compliance, which was the point of our question.

After careful review of NRC's fire safety fact sheets we are more concerned than ever. It appears NRC
caved in to the nuclear industry, just like MMS with deep sea mining safety. ACE identified the issues
below. We are requesting detailed written responses to each comment and question.

Fire-Induced Circuit Faults

These have the potential to cause maloperation of plant equipment important to safe shutdown. In 1998,
NRC identified inconsistency between positions of the industry and NRC regarding regulations
concerning fire-induced circuit failures.

* To avoid NRC enforcement for industry non-compliance, NRC irresponsibility instituted
enforcement discretion, allowing the industry to implement compensatory measures, such as
staging fire watches for identified circuit failure.

* When NRC or nuclear plant operators identify a fire-induced circuit failure issue, NRC has
irresponsibly allowed nuclear plant owners that can't meet requirements, to apply to NRC for



permission to deviate from regulatory requirements by demonstrating to NRC they can ensure
they are safe enough.

ACE believes it is negligent for NRC to allow nuclear plant owners to avoid full compliance
with fire safety requirements for fire-induced circuit faults simply by claiming to demonstrate
they are "safe enough".

V" "Safe Enough" is an unsubstantiated term that can't be justified. This highly subjective standard
is not sufficiently protective, given the potential for a fire to turn into a meltdown with disastrous
consequences. What does "safe enough" mean? Something is only "safe enough" until it isn't,
as in the Gulf of Mexico.

" It seems impossible to prove anything is "safe enough", short of starting a fire. Explain with
specific details what NRC accepts from nuclear plant owners as proof that their plants are "safe
enough" without full compliance with NRC's fire-safety regulatory requirements.

Violations and fines for failing to fully meet fire-induced circuit fault regulations will not be
imposed on the nuclear industry by NRC.,
V Where is the incentive for nuclear plant owners to comply with NRC fire safety requirements?
NRC caved in to the industry. NRC failed to hold licensees fully accountable, allowing the
nuclear industry to avoid full compliance with regulations and enforcement for violations.
V This is yet another example of why the public believes NRC is more interested in protecting

nuclear industry profits over public safely.

Questions about Limerick:

1) Is Exelon fully in compliance with NRC's fire-induced circuit fault regulations at Limerick
Nuclear Power Plant?

2) OR, is Exelon claiming Limerick Nuclear Plant is "safe enough" to avoid meeting the most
protective fire-induced circuit fault regulations and what credible specific evidence of
"safe enough" at Limerick has Exelon provided to NRC?

Given what is at stake for our region, there is no acceptable excuse for Exelon to avoid full
compliance with fire-induced circuit faults.

"Enforcement Discretion" is NOT PROTECTIVE

With much at stake with fire safety regulations, NRC, the agency responsible for protecting public
safety, should end any nuclear industry "enforcement discretion". NRC is playing with fire. After
what happened in the Gulf of Mexico, it is time for NRC to stop blindly dismissing the potential for
disastrous consequences from a fire at a nuclear plant.

Facts show cause for concern.
* June 3, 1999 NRC documented additional problems and issued an Information Notice (IN) 99-17,

"Problems Associated with Post-Fire Safe-Shutdown Circuit Analyses".
* December 2005, NRC issued a Regulatory Issue Summary, "Clarification of Post-Fire Safe- Shutdown

Circuit Regulatory Requirements."
* April 2009, NRC Proposed Revision 2 of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.189, "Fire Protection for Nuclear

Power Plants" - Guidance of analyzing and addressing fire-induced circuit failures.

V From 1998 to date (12 years) NRC has failed to require full compliance with its fire-induced
circuit fault regulations, in spite of the potential for disastrous consequences.

V NRC claims "enforcement discretion" is not permanent, yet NRC allowed "enforcement
discretion" continues to this day. That is both unprotective and unacceptable.

It's long past time for NRC to stop caving in to the demands of the nuclear industry to

protect their bottom line, and instead demand that the nuclear industry get in full
compliance with the most stringent fire safety regulations.

Alternative Fire Protection Rule



W In 2001, in lieu of NRC's existing fire protection licensing basis, NRC modified its fire protectionregulations to allow nuclear owners to adopt, on a voluntary basis, National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) Standard 805.

For NRC to reduce so-called "unnecessary regulatory burdens" and "industry exemption
requests" associated with the current deterministic approaches was clearly to accommodate the
nuclear industry, not for public safety. NRC should not have provided a "voluntary" alternative to
NRC's more protective fire protection rule.

Troubling Issues

NRC abandoned more stringent original requirements to endorse the NEI and industry suggested
"flexibility", reduced regulatory burdens, and weakened regulations to avoid exemptions.

NRC put nuclear industry profits ahead of public safety. NRC acquiesced to nuclear industry
convenience over public safety.
• With a vested interest in the outcome, the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) and the nuclear industry

developed the guidance accepted by NRC for implementing this new fire safety program involving
more nuclear industry flexibility and reducing the regulatory burden associated with fire protection
requirements, and reducing the need for licensee exemptions to current requirements.

> "Flexibility" for nuclear plant owners should be a far lower priority to NRC than insuring
public safety.
* "Flexibility" provides convenience for the nuclear industry and likely improves their bottom line,

but it clearly does not provide increased protection against fires.

> Original fire safety regulations were established to prevent a nuclear disaster as a result of a
nuclear plant fire. Allowing less stringent fire safety regulations increases risks. NRC
reduced regulatory requirements to accommodate the wishes of NEI and the nuclear industry
to save time and money. NRC clearly valued nuclear industry profits over safety.
* NRC admits rules, developed by NEI and the nuclear industry, are expected to reduce regulatory

burdens and the need for license exemptions and amendments, yet NRC approved these rules.

> NRC can't even get the industry to comply with weaker regulations. NRC is giving the nuclear
industry incentives and/or a 6 month extension to follow weaker regulations with which
nuclear plant owners should gladly have complied in the past nine years.
* NRC provided certain enforcement discretion as an incentive for nuclear plant owners to adopt

weaker NFPA 805 requirements than those required under licensing, yet nuclear plant owners
are still resisting the weaker requirements.
* 2006 NRC endorsed the nuclear industry proposal to provide timely clarification of issues

emerging at plants transitioning to NFPA 805.
* March 2009, 51 reactor units had sent letters of intent, indicating commitment to adopt NFPA

805. NRC issued Revision 1 of RG. 1.205 December, 2009.
* 47 reactor units can request an extension of enforcement discretion time to 6 months after

the 2 nd pilot plant safety evaluation is issued.

Questions about Limerick:
1) Is Limerick Nuclear Power Plant in full compliance with the most stringent fire

regulations?
2) Or is Limerick one of the 47 reactors that won't even commit to immediately adopting

the weaker standards?
3) Specifically, as of June 2010, has Limerick adopted NFPA 805 and is Limerick in full

compliance with that?



Fire Barriers

Even after review of fact sheets, it is still unclear if NRC caved in to the nuclear industry regarding
regulations and guidelines to ensure that nuclear plants can be safety shut down in the event of a fire.

Tests indicated the material used by the nuclear industry for fire barriers may not provide their designed
fire rating. 1-hour and 3-hour rated Thermo-Lag fire barrier material failed to consistently provide its
intended protective function.

There is widespread use of this questionable effective Thermo-Lag fire barrier material by the nuclear
industry.

NRC issued numerous generic communications to inform licensees of Thermo-Lag failures and requested
nuclear plant owners to develop plans to resolve any noncompliances with fire protection regulations.

" In 1999 inspectors discovered the fire endurance tests at Shearon-Harris did not satisfy the
Generic Letter.

V NRC publicized conclusions that the fire barrier was indeterminate and began NEGOTIATIONS
with the industry for an industry-led resolution.

V The industry declined to lead this initiative for a fire barrier resolution.
" NRC backed down and concluded corrective actions would not be required
V" NRC fire tests from 2001 to 2005 indicated that the material used by the nuclear industry did not

achieve the fire endurance consistent with its rating.
V" In 2006, NRC issued Generic Letter 2006-03, "Potentially Nonconforming Hemyc and MT Fire

Barrier Configurations".

September 2009, NRC published "Draft NUREG-1 924, Electric Raceway Fire Barrier Systems in US

Nuclear Power Plants" for public comment.

Questions about Limerick:

1. What is the current state of fire barrier use at Limerick Nuclear Power Plant?
2. Is Limerick still using Thermo-Lag or Hemyc anywhere on the site? If so, in what

areas?
3. Please provide the complete review done on Limerick's individual use of ERFBS.
4. Has Limerick applied for exemptions?
5. Has Limerick received any exemptions?

Since fires can trigger meltdowns and since fire barriers are designed and constructed to
achieve specific fire resistance ratings, and to limit the spread of heat and fire and restrict the
movement of smoke, we believe the public deserves clear, easy to understand answers, with
full disclosure.

We were told by NRC's "fire expert" in order to get specific answers, we needed to ask specific
questions. We spent much time carefully reviewing NRC fact sheets and we have attempted to
do that in this letter. Given the potential for an unthinkable disaster at Limerick Nuclear Power
Plant, ACE believes NRC now has a responsibility to answer all our specific questions and
concerns in this letter, clearly and specifically. Please don't yet again send us more websites,
more generic fact sheets, and more non-answer responses. We await your timely response.

Thank You,

Dr. Lewis Cuthbert
ACE President



Cc: Senator Casey
Senator Specter
Congressman Sestak
Congressman Gerlach
Congressman Dent
Governor Rendell
Senator Rafferty
Senator Dinniman
Representative Quigley
Representative Hennessey
Representative Vereb



NRC
Weakened And/Or Ignored

Safety Rules

At Limerick Nuclear Plant

That Saves Exelon Money
But Further Jeopardizes Our Region



"Safety M yt h"
Is Dang..e rous

Despite a Body of Evidence Of

Signjifiecant Risk and Harm
Related to Limerick Nuclear Plant Operations

NRC and Exelon "Claim" Limerick is "Safe"

"Safety Myth" Left Japan Ripe for Nuclear Crisis
N.Y. Times 6-25-11



Monday, June 20,2 2011 *,PottstownPA i754

U.S. nuke -regulators weaken safety rules
4 i AP investigation: Standardsbeing

compromised to keep plants.. running
First offour parts.

Sy Jeff Donn
AP National Writer

LACEY TOWNSHIP, N.J.. - Federal regula-
tors have been working closely with the nuclear
poWer industry to keep the nation's aging reac-
tors operating within safety.standards by repeat-
edly weakening those standards,. or simply fail-
ing to enforce~them; an investigation by The As-
sociated Press has found.

-~-. Time after time, officials at'the U.S. Nuclear- •Regulatory Commission have decided thatorig-
, inal regulations were.too strict, arguing that safe-

ty margins could be eased without peril, accord-
oto ing to records and interviews.
!on The result? Rising fears that these accommoda-
tor tions by the NRC are significantly undermining

safety - and inching the reactors closer to an ac-

cident that could harm the public and jeopardize
the future, of nuclear power in the United States.

Examples abound. ..Wen valves leaked more
leakage was allowed -. u to 2 the eorig'
nrjjimLWhen rampant cracking caused radio-
active leaks from steam gnera1r tubing aneas-
ieritest of thbes wasdevised, so plants could
meet standards.

Failed cables. Busted seals. Broken nozzles,
clogged screens, cracked concrete, dented con-
tainers, corroded metals and rusty underground
.ppes - all of these and thousands of other prob-
lems linked to agi'gyere uncovered in the AP's

yearlong investigation. And all of them could es-
calate dangers intthe evei't 'an accident.

Yet despite the many Problems linked to aging,.
not a single official body in government or indus-
try has studied the overall frequency and potenti-

(See AGING NUKES on A3)

AP Ph
This photo made available by the Nuclear Regulatory Commiss
shows a 5-by-5-inch hole in a section cut' from the top of the reac
vessel at the Davis-Besse nuclear plant in Ohio.



LIMERICK NUCLEAR PLANT

MAJOR CONCERNS

DESIGN FLAWS

DETERIORATION

CORROSION

MECHANICL BREAKDOWN

ACCIDENTS

WEAKENED REGULATIONS WITH
LAX OVERSIGHT AND ENFORCEMENT



ACE CONCLUDED TO PROTECT THE

ENVIRONMENT

HEALTH

ECONOMY

IN THE ENTIRE PHILADELPHIA REGION

LIMERICK MUST BE CLOSED

NOT RELICENSED
PREVENTION AND PRECAUTION ARE IMPERATIVE

, After An 11-Year Investigation On Limerick's Harms and Threats

V After Watching Japan's Nuclear Disaster Unfold

v/ After Recently Learning About Limerick's Design Flaws

V After Reviewing Limerick's Lists Of Unplanned Shutdowns

While all the signs of Limerick's aging, deterioration, and corrosion are too
numerous to mention in this report, we believe an honest, intensive
evaluation of Exelon's own relicensing application, along with the body of
evidence provided to NRC from ACE, should result in NRC saying NO to
relicensing Limerick for 20 more years.

Our hopes and prayers are that our region doesn't face a catastrophic
meltdown before that time.

Information Compiled By ACE September, 2011



Why Close Limerick Nuclear Plant

Rather Than Relicense To 2049?

1. Design Flaws
Limerick has design flaws that could lead to meltdown and to more radiation
released in the event of a meltdown.
* \Some Limerick Systems, Structures, and Components Could Be Unreliable If An Earthquake

Occurs. With Limerick 3rd on the Earthquake Risk List, This is Alarming.
SFlood and Fire Prevention Seals May Not Tolerate A Seismic Event.

• Control rods might not fully insert to perform the required safety function, a substantial safety
hazard.

* It may not be possible to make corrections in design flaws in fire safety related areas.
• Limerick's Containment is Substandard - More radiation would be released in a meltdown.
* Limerick's Fuel Pools Are Vulnerable (Like Japan's) - Not under same containment as generators.
Limerick's design could not be built today. It is neither logical nor appropriate
to extend the license beyond 2029.

2. Shutdowns
Limerick has had far too many unplanned shutdowns.
Examples Reported In The Newspaper

3 Unplanned Shutdowns Occurred Within 1 Week - Reported June 4, 2011
1 February 26, 2011 A Limerick Shutdown Was Reported Lasting Over 2 Days

1 June 23, 2010 - Limerick Shutdown Reported - Loss of Both Limerick's Reactor Recirculation
Pumps caused a Manual Shutdown of Limerick's Unit One

5 Unplanned Shutdowns Occurred At Limerick Nuclear Plant In 1 Year (2007-08)
V All these unplanned shutdowns suggest problems, yet NRC uses a "rolling average" to dismiss public concern.

NRC failed to increase oversight, and failed to take the shutdowns seriously enough to do an independent
investigation for cause. How can we trust NRC? Exelon and NRC claim they don't know what is causing
shutdowns, but claim there is no risk.

, Three unplanned shutdowns occurred in just 3 months and involved unit 2 - February to April 2008 - Yet NRC
failed to provide a written explanation in response to ACE's request.

, As of April, 2008 Exelon could not or would not identify the root cause of the 2/2/08 shutdown.
V April 24, 2007 shutdown was the result of a low coolant level. 15 days later the problem was still under

investigation, yet Exelon claimed no risk to the public. Low Coolant levels can lead to meltdown.
, April, 9, 2007 - 5 days after refueling, there was another unplanned shutdown due to a seal on a pump.

3. Materials Degradation
Like a car, the longer and harder you run it, the more chance for problems.
When it's a nuclear plant, those problems can be catastrophic.
* Percent (%) of time Limerick Nuclear Plant is in operation will increase risk of mechanical breakdown

and disaster. From 1999-2005, Limerick reactors were already operational 96.7% / 96.3% of the time,
according to NRC data through February 2005.

" Limerick is trying to get 20% Uprates, which would increase risk.



Materials Degradation
A Concern Right Now - Not Future Speculation
An NRC Whistleblower said, "/ have seen nuclear plants experience"ý

* Cooling Towers Collapsing
* Leaks In Underground Piping
* Circumferential Crack Indications in a pressurizer nozzle weld
" Spent Fuel Pool Leaks
" Transformer Failures
* Tritium Leaks
* Degraded Underground Cables
* Other Issues

What Kind of Materials Degradation Will Limerick Nuclear Plant Experience:
" Due To Uprates?
V" Operating Until Limerick's License Expires in 2029?
" If Relicensed for Another 20 Years?

4. Historic Problems
Indicators That Limerick Equipment Problems Existed For Years.
Limerick has had many problems over the years. See Attachments for
examples of problems reported in the newspaper. Other examples:
V Limerick Had 2 Near Misses - Identified In NRC Documentation (Reported by Greenpeace):

2 "near misses" at Limerick Nuclear Plant - Unit 1 in 1995, Unit 2 in 2001

V Limerick Had Crack in the Moat That Went Inadequately Addressed For Years - Details Available

/ Issuance of Amendment to Limerick's Operating License, under Proposed Significant
Hazardous Consideration Determination, and Opportunity for a Public Hearing by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

Both Limerick's fans of the 2D drywell unit cooler were
inoperable and out of service. This consideration of Significant Hazards was
serious enough to trigger the consideration of an amendment to Limerick's operating permit for
Unit 2 and an opportunity for public comments and a public hearing.
The combination of an increase in the drywell average air temperature during the summer months
and the standard regulatory process for noticing license amendment requests could have resulted
in a Limerick Nuclear Plant shutdown.
" Proposed Significant Hazards Consideration Determination - June 20, 2006 - This was

serious enough for NRC to consider an amendment to Limerick's operating permit for Unit 2.
" Both fans of the 2D drywell unit cooler were inoperable and out of service, which resulted in

an increase in drywell average air temperature from approximately 129 degrees F to
approximately 142 degrees F.

" An evaluation of components in the drywell determined that the capability to perform their
safety function was okay for the qualified life for the remainder of the current operating cycle.
Given NRC's track record, that may or may not be true.

> This is just one important example of why Limerick must be

closed in 2029 when its current license expires.



U.S. NRC Safety Evaluation Report
Related to the Operation of Limerick

Generating Station Units I and 2

October 1984

This report, from the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation in
1984, identified several deviations from guidelines, that were
allowed at that time to Philadelphia Electric Company:

" NRC allowed numerous deviations from 3 hour rated
barrier fire safety guidelines for 2 hour barriers, 1 1/2 hour
rated doors, insulation, or sprinkler systems

" NRC allowed reduced systems for hot and cold shutdown
capabilities free of fire damage

" NRC allowed the hydrogen piping in safety related areas
that was designed to seismic Category I requirements

" NRC allowed lighting and communication cables, as non-
safety systems, to be routed in conduit instead of all metal
cable trays

" NRC allowed the absence of ventilating systems designed
to specifically exhaust smoke or other products of
combustion, approving the use of portable smoke ejectors

The number of deviations and alternate approvals provided to
PECO for Limerick in 1984 is indicative of the deference shown to
nuclear plant operators even then. It is evident that the original
design, with its intended 40 year expected life, could not be built
and approved in 2011. It makes no sense to relicense Limerick
for an additional 20 years after its expected closing in 2029.



Indications of Equipment and Materials
Deterioration, Mechanical Problems and

Breakdowns, and Accidents at Limerick

Listed below are several examples that occurred at Limerick in May and
June 2011:

" Two unexpected shutdowns or "SCRAM" events were experienced less than
36 hours apart at Unit 2 in May 2011

* The Pottstown Mercury reported on both shutdowns June 1, 2011, and
referenced previous shutdowns in February 2011 and June 2010 citing
problems with recirculation pumps

" Mechanical problems involving pumps, control valves, or switches occurred in
February, April, May, and June 2011

Additional concerns with the equipment at Limerick include:

" After 40 years of operation, the reactor vessel at Limerick has been subjected
to stress, and has become embrittled, exposing the vessel to cracking

* Several serious malfunctions have occurred with Exelon failing to identify the
root cause(s) prior to restarts of the reactor for NRC or the public

* Several instances of equipment malfunction or failure have occurred with
Exelon failing to identify a determination of corrective action

* It is evident that NRC has been complacent in allowing Exelon to restart
reactors without identifying and correcting the root cause(s) involved

" It is apparent that NRC failed to address embrittlement concerns, as well as
serious threats to the environment and public safety raised in a 2011 petition
filed by Thomas Saporito, on a technicality rather than the issues identified

This history highlights the seriousness of the events that have occurred
during the brief period of six months at Limerick. SCRAM events, or any
events where the nuclear reactor automatically shuts down or trips off,
place substantial stress on the entire nuclear reactor system and
supporting equipment. Units 1 and 2 at Limerick are operating near or at
the end of their safety design basis and functional lives.



U.S. NRC Plant Inspection Findings Reported
First Quarter 2011 for Limerick Unit 1

The attached report from the NRC identified five categories of

findings / violations for Limerick Unit 1, which occurred between

September and December 2010:

" Latching mechanism malfunction finding (September 2010)

• Multiple failures to revise the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report as
required (December 2010)

* Unreliable unit coolers (3 of 4) due to various planned and unplanned
conditions (December 2010)

" Failure to take compensatory action for an inoperable fire door (September
2010)

" Failure to perform adequate preventive maintenance on emergency diesel
generators bypass valves (September 2010)

The attached report from the NRC identified four categories of findings
I violations for Limerick Unit 2, which occurred between September

and December 2010:

" Multiple failures to revise the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report as
required (December 2010)

" Unreliable unit coolers (3 of 4) due to various planned and unplanned
conditions (December 2010)

* Failure to take compensatory action for an inoperable fire door (September
2010)

* Failure to perform adequate preventive maintenance on emergency diesel
generators bypass valves (September 2010)

ACE is concerned that this many findings, violations, and failures by
Exelon in just one three month period in 2010 may indicate the
ominous potential for increasingly frequent mechanical breakdowns in
the future of aging and deteriorating equipment at Limerick.



THERE ARE OTHER TROUBLING ISSUES:

Dominant Core Damage - Sequence

Failures of:
Vi Offsite Power Recovery in 5 to 10 hours
V Recirculation pump seals
V High Pressure Coolant Injection

15 Day Repair Period

Run Time Between Failure - May 5 and 24 - 2010 (Repair Time)
Exposure Period - 19 DAYS

Between April 5 and May 5, 2010 - Run Time Failure 22 Hours
Exposure Period - 30 DAYS

Cross Cutting Aspect
v/ Human Performance
V Resources

Exelon failed to provide complete, accurate and up-to-date documentation.

June 23, 2010
Supply Cable Faulted - Tripped over current -

Resulted in LOSS OF POWER to the OPERATING WATER COOLING PUMP-

April 29, 2010
Incorrect Calculating of Radiation Monitor Being Used.
Radiation monitor INOPERABLE from 3--19-10 to 4-22-10 (over a month)

There Are Inherent and Growing Risks
For A Radioactive Disaster At Limerick Nuclear Plant

From Mechanical Failure and Accidents!

FACT. It Doesn't Take An Earthquake
To Lose Power And Cooling Water

That Can Lead To Meltdown



IT WOULD BE NEGLIGENT TO RELICENSE LIMERICK

In 1981, even before Limerick was built, NRC was sued in federal court, accusing NRC of
violating the National Environmental Policy Act by not forcing PECO to consider Safety
Enhancing Design Alternatives for Limerick Nuclear Power Plant.

" From the beginning, PECO cut corners to save money.
* NOTE: Bectel, the same company that built Limerick, installed a reactor vessel at San Onofre

backwards in 1977 and was forced to redo the job...

V" The 3rd Circuit Court of Appeals in Philadelphia ordered NRC to listen to the proposals for alternatives for
improved safety in design, which was a major embarrassment to NRC and a setback for PECO.

V" But the case dragged on nearly nine years, during which time Unit 1 was finished and Unit 2 approved.

When Limerick went into operation in 1985, it was licensed for, and designed to last 40
years. Everything has an expected life span.

It is not credible for NRC to claim the original license for 40 years had
nothing to do with aging equipment. Nuclear engineers, who were
involved, have said 40-year licenses were based on life expectancy.

AP historical records and interviews with engineers who helped develop nuclear power show:

"Reactors Were Made To Last Only 40 Years" PERIOD!

Everything Reaches An End If Its Life Span

It is not credible for Exelon and NRC to assert that aging is no issue or
claim relicensing will be safe because old equipment and pipelines will be
replaced.

The nuclear industry admitted,
) SOME PARTS ARE TOO BIG AND TOO EXPENSIVE TO REPLACE.

Relicensing aging, dangerous nuclear plants like Limerick is a journey in
the unknown.

It's like playing Russian Roulette with millions of lives and the threat of
financial ruin in the balance.



" After only 26 years, alarming signs of problems are already evident. Some of the
* problems could potentially lead to meltdown.

" Of particular concern, the reactor vessel becomes too brittle as do miles of underground
buried pipes and cables critical for safe operations.

* Other Major Concerns Are Corrosion and Weakness in Miles of Underground Pipeline
Under and Through Limerick.

" Exelon claims they will replace aging parts, but the nuclear industry admitted that some
parts are too big and too expensive to replace. It seems the reactor vessel would not
be replaced nor all the miles of buried pipelines and cables under and through Limerick.
These are crucial for operations.

Complicated Aging Equipment With Miles of 25-Year Old
Corroding, Deteriorating, Brittle Underground Pipes and
Cables, All Vulnerable to Failures Can Lead To DISASTER.

* Exelon's history suggests they will cut corners to avoid spending money and use
dangerous delay tactics. Fire safety is one example. Exelon avoided compliance with
important fire safety regulations at Limerick for decades, then recently agreed to only
follow weakened fire safety regulations.

The public deserves independent proof that it would be safe to operate
Limerick Nuclear Plant for 60 years. There is no such proof!

) NRC must say NO to relicensing.

There are many signs of problems after just 26 years. What could happen after 40
years? There is cause to believe risks will increase from UPRATES.

Exelon is planning to run Limerick over 20% harder through "Uprates."
96.7% + over 20% adds up to way over 100%. How could anyone believe or
conclude this is does not increase risk for disaster?

How could anyone believe running any original Limerick equipment harder for another 20
years after relicensing is safe? This makes no sense. It increases Exelon's bottom line,
but dramatically increases our risk for a meltdown caused by mechanical failure.

Limerick Nuclear Plant should be closed at least by 2029
when its license expires, to attempt to avoid a Chernobyl

* type accident at Limerick.



After Watching Japan's Nuclear Disaster:

LIMERICK MUST CLOSE

TO PROTECT THE PHILADELPHIA REGION

Given The Consequences Of NRC Decisions We Are
Terrified About NRC's Rubberstamp Permitting!

Associated Press Investigation - Findings Reported 6-20-11

This is significant to every person in the Greater Philadelphia Region

NRC
WEAKENS SAFETY RULES

NRC RUBBERSTAMPS PERMITS!

0 NRC and industry rewrite history of operations at nuke plants
"NRC Colluded With Industry To Weaken Safety Standards"

NRC Weakens Standards With: "Pencil Engineering"
This Policy Significantly Undermines Safety, Inching Reactors

Like Limerick Closer To Catastrophe

In an effort to meet safety standards, Aging Reactors are Coming up with:
"Backfit After Backfit" Retired NRC chairman said:

"It's Like Driving Model T's Today And Trying to Bring Them Up
To Current Mileage Standards."

> Safety Experts Call NRC Regulating: "Tombstone Regulation"
NRC allows problems to fester until something goes very wrong.
"Until There Are Tombstones, They Don't Regulate"

> NRC worked with the nuclear industry to keep Deteriorating, Corroding, Aging,
Dangerous Reactors Operating Beyond their 40-Year Permit, by

"Fudging The Numbers"



NRC Justified Many Safety Changes With A: Flawed Process Called
"Risk-Informed" Analysis. Employed widely by industry since the 1990s:
Regulators set aside a strict check list applied to all systems. Instead they focus on
features deemed to carry the highest risk.

FLAW: Risk-informed analysis doesn't explicitly account for age.
* An older reactor is not viewed as inherently more unpredictable than a younger one.
* Ed Lyman, a physicist with the Union of Concerned Scientists, says risk-informed

analysis weakens regulations, rather than strengthen them."

Examples of Dangerous Deception:
" When Valves Leaked NRC Allowed Up To 20 Times More Than The Original Leakage Limit.
" Valves to Confine Steam to the Reactor in Accidents at BWR like Limerick Were Originally

Permitted to Leak at 11.5 Cubic Feet Per Hour - 1999, the Limit was Relaxed to 200 Cubic Feet
Per Hour. Bigger Leaks Still Occur.

* When Cracking Caused Radioactive Leaks From Steam Generator Tubing - An Easier Test Was
Devised So Plants Could Meet Standards.

> The Deck Is Stacked In Relicensing To Ignore Increased Population Using A:
"Back-Fit Rule".

NRC Has Been Relaxing Standards Left and Right To Permit License Extensions
For 71 US Reactors - NONE were rejected making It: "Rubberstamp
Permitting".

PLEASE DONT USE THESE TACTICS AT LIMERICK
NUCLEAR PLANT.

VALUE THE HEALTH, LIVES, AND ENVIRONMENT OF
CURRENT AND FUTURE RESIDENTS.

DO AN HONEST REVIEW OF THE INHERENT DANGERS
AND THREATS AT LIMERICK NUCLEAR PLANT.

SAY NO TO LIMERICK RELICENSING.



ITS TOO RISKY TO OPERATE LIMERICK UNTIL 2029

PLEASE DONT EVER TRY TO TELL US WE ARE SAFE
BECAUSE LIMERICK HAS REDUNDANT SAFETY SYSTEMS.

"Redundant Safety Systems" FAILED In Japan

IMPROVED PRECAUTIONS
ARE URGENTLY NEEDED FOR LIMERICK

UNTIL LIMERICK CLOSES IN 2029
NRC NEEDS TO REQUIRE:

1. Extend Back-Up Power - To Last Days, Not Hours

2. Enforce SAFEST Fire Safety Regulations

3. Guard Against A 9/11 Plane or Missile Type
Terrorist Attack

4. Extend Evacuation Zone To 50 Miles,
Not Just Al 0-Mile Evacuation Zone

5. SAY NO TO LIMERICK NUCLEAR PLANT:
m UPRATES - Run Plant Harder
- RELICENSING - Run Plant Longer



U.S. NRC Plant Inspection Findings Reported
First Quarter 2011 for Limerick Unit I

The attached report from the NRC identified five categories of
findings for Limerick Unit 1, which occurred between September and

December 2010:

0 Latching mechanism malfunction finding (September 2010)
0 Multiple failures to revise the Updated Final Safety Analysis

Report as required (December 2010)
0 Unreliable unit coolers (3 of 4) due to various planned and

unplanned conditions (December 2010)
0 Failure to take compensatory action for an inoperable fire

door (September 2010)
0 Failure to perform adequate preventive maintenance on

emergency diesel generators bypass valves (September

2010)

* The attached report from the NRC identified four categories of findings

for Limerick Unit 2, which occurred between September and December
2010:

* Multiple failures to revise the Updated Final Safety Analysis
Report as required (December 2010)

0 Unreliable unit coolers (3 of 4) due to various planned and

unplanned conditions (December 2010)
* Failure to take compensatory action for an inoperable fire

door (September 2010)
0 Failure to perform adequate preventive maintenance on

emergency diesel generators bypass valves (September

2010)

ACE is concerned that this many findings, violations, and failures by

Exelon in just one three month period in 2010 may indicate the

ominous potential for increasingly frequent mechanical breakdowns in

the future of aging and deteriorating equipment at Limerick.
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Limerick 1
1Q/2011 Plant Inspection Findings

Initiating Events

Significance: q Sep 30, 2010
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: FIN Finding

Failure to Identify Incorrectly Adjusted Control Power Relay Resulting in Unit 1 Manual
Scram
A self-revealing Green finding was identified for the failure to identify that the latching
mechanism on a bus 114A/124A control power auxiliary relay (27X) was incorrectly adjusted
during prior post-maintenance testing activities. Specifically, proper post-maintenance testing
activities in 1992 and 2004 should have identified that the latching mechanism was incorrectly
adjusted. The incorrectly adjusted latching mechanism prevented the automatic swap of control
power to the alternate source (bus 124A) when preferred power (bus 114A) was lost due to an
electrical fault. This resulted in a loss of stator water cooling runback signal that would have
caused the trip of both recirculation motor-generator sets and resulted in operators having to
manually initiate a reactor scram. Exelonos corrective actions taken or planned included
verifying the latching mechanism adjustment on the sites other similarly designed control
power auxiliary relays, testing the automatic undervoltage transfer circuit on a periodic basis,
and performing a failure analysis on the faulted underground supply cable which initiated the
event.



The finding was more than minor because it was associated with the Equipment Performance
attribute of the Initiating Events cornerstone and affected the cornerstone objective to limit the
likelihood of those events that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during
shutdown as well as power operations. The finding was determined to. have very low safety
significance (Green) in accordance with NRC IMC 0609, Attachment 4, 40Phase 1- Initial
Screening and Characterization of Findings,# because it did not contribute to both the
likelihood of a reactor trip and the likelihood that mitigating equipment or function would not be
available. Because the opportunities to identify the incorrectly adjusted latching relay occurred in
1992 and 2004, the inspectors determined that this finding was not reflective of current licensee
performance, and, therefore, did not have a cross-cutting aspect. Enforcement action does not
apply because the performance deficiency did not involve a violation of regulatory requirements

Inspection Report#: 2010004 (pdf)

Mitigating Systems

Significance: SL-IV Dec 23, 2010
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation
Failure to Update the UFSAR Consistent with Plant Conditions as Required
The inspectors identified a Severity Level IV (SLIV) NCV of 10 CFR Part 50.71 (e) in that
Exelon failed on multiple occasions to revise the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR) with information consistent with plant conditions. Specifically, Exelon personnel
failed to incorporate four previously identified UFSAR inconsistencies into the September 2010
UFSAR update as required.

The inspectors determined that the failure to update the UFSAR in accordance-with 10 CFR
50.71 (e) was a performance deficiency that was reasonably within Exelon's ability to foresee and
correct, and should have been prevented. Because the issue had the potential to affect the NRC's
ability to perform its regulatory function, the inspectors evaluated this performance deficiency in
accordance with the traditional enforcement process. Using example 6.1.d.3 from the NRC
Enforcement Policy, the inspectors determined that the violation was a SLIV (more than minor
concern that resulted in no or relatively inappreciable potential safety or security
consequence) violation, because the information that was not updated in the UFSAR was not
used to make an unacceptable change in the facility nor did it impact a licensing or safety
decision by the NRC.

In accordance with inspection manual chapter 0612, appendix B, this issue was not assigned a
cross-cutting aspect.
Inspection Report#: 201.0007 (pdf)



Significance:= Dec 23, 2010
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation
Three of Four RIIR Unit Coolers Unreliable due to Various Planned and Unptanned
Gonditions (Silting).
The inspectors identified a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVl, "Corrective
Action," in that Exelon failed to correct a condition adverse to quality for a safetyrelated support
system that was essential to successful mitigating system operation.

The inspectors determined that the failure to correct a condition adverse to quality in accordance
with 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XV1, during the timeframe of June 1, 2008 to September
14,2008, contributed to the unreliability of the 1C-V210 unit cooler and was a performance
deficiency. Specifically, Exelon did not initiate bi-weekly flushing per RT-6-011-603-0 of the
1C-V210 unit cooler to minimize the effects of silt build up. This finding is more than minor
because it affected the equipment performance attribute of the Mitigating System
cornerstone and the associated cornerstone objective of ensuring the reliability and availability of
systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences, This issue was
also similar to example 3.j. in NRC IMC 0612, Appendix E, "Examples of Minor Issues," in that
it resulted in a condition where there was a reasonable doubt on the operability of the 1C-V210
unit cooler. The inspectors assessed this finding in accordance with IMC 0609, Attachment 4,
Phase 1, "Initial Screening and Characterization of Findings," and determined that it was of very
low safety significance (Green) since it was determined that the error did not
result in a loss of the system's safety function.

The inspectors determined that this violation had a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Problem
Identification and Resolution, Corrective Action Program, in that Exelon did not take appropriate
corrective actions to address a condition adverse to quality in a timely manner, commensurate
with its safety significance and complexity. Specifically, Exelon failed to take appropriate
actions to initiate bi-weekly flushes of the 1C-V210 unit cooler, upon discovery of conditions
conducive to silt buildup during June through September 2008. [P. 1 (d)]
Inspection Report#: 2010007 (pdf)

Significance: Sep 30, 2010
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation
Failure to Take Compensatory Action for Inoperable Fire Door
The inspectors identified a Green NCV of Limerick Generating Station operating License
Condition 2.C.3, in that Exelon failed to take compensatory actions for an inoperable fire door.
Specifically, on two occasions a required fire door was found in a condition where the latching
mechanism did not function. Although issue reports (IRs) were written which identified this door
to be a Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) fire door, actions were not taken to station the
required hourly fire watch. Corrective actions included setting the required hourly fire watches,
distributing guidance to all senior licensed operators, and implementing procedural changes to
clarify the requirements of fire doors for future operability determinations.



The finding was more than minor because it was associated with the protection against external
events (fire) attribute of the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone and affected the cornerstone
objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to
initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. This issue was found to be of very low
safety significance (Green) based upon a Phase 2 SDP screening. The inspectors determined that
this finding did not have a cross-cutting because the incorrect operability decisions were based
on a 1999 engineering evaluation and, therefore, was not reflective of current licensee
performance.

Inspection Report#: 2010004 (pdf)

Significance: E Sep 30, 2010
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation
Failure to Perform Adequate PM on EDGs
The inspectors identified a Green NCV of Limerick Unit 2 Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1,
*Procedures and Programs,* in that Exelon did not provide an adequate procedure for
preventive maintenance (PM) of the Limerick Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) lube oil (LO)
filter bypass valves. As a result, Exelon did not identify that the EDG D23 LO filter bypass
valves were degraded and allowed oil to bypass the filter during engine operation. This
condition, combined with historical foreign material in the LO system, led to the failure of the
EDG D23 number 5 upper piston assembly during a 24-hour endurance test run on May 5, 2010.
Corrective actions implemented included repairing the damage to D23, performing a flush of the
D23 LO system, revising the applicable PM procedure to include specific instructions for
inspecting the LO filter bypass valves, and revising performance monitoring guidance to ensure
spuriously lifting LO filter bypass valves would be identified in the future.

The finding was more than minor because it was associated with the Equipment Performance
attribute of the Mitigating System cornerstone and affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring
the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent
undesirable consequences. The finding was determined to be of very low safety significance
(Green) in accordance with Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0609, Appendix A,
*Determining the Significance of Reactor Inspection Findings for At-Power Situations,* using
SDP Phases 1, 2, and 3. This finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Human
Performance, Resources, because Exelon did not provide complete, accurate and up-to-date
design documentation, procedures, and work packages [H.2(c)]. Specifically, Exelon did not
provide site engineers with complete and accurate resources to ensure performance centered
maintenance (PCM) template revisions were thoroughly reviewed and implemented.

Inspection Report#: 2010004 (pdf)

Barrier Integrity



Emergency Preparedness

Occupational Radiation Safety

Public Radiation Safety

Physical Protection

Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided
that certain findings pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure
that potentially useful information is not provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover
letters to security inspection reports may be viewed.
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Limerick 1
1Q/2011 Plant Inspection Findings
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Initiating Events

Mitigating Systems

Significance: SL-1V Dec 23, 2010
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation
Failure to Update the UFSAR Consistent with Plant Conditions as Required
The inspectors identified a Severity Level IV (SLIV) NCV of 10 CFR Part 50.71(e) in that
Exelon failed on multiple occasions to revise the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR) with information consistent with plant conditions. Specifically, Exelon personnel
failed to incorporate four previously identified UFSAR inconsistencies into the September.2010
UFSAR update as required.

The inspectors determined that the failure to update the UFSAR in accordance with 10 CFR
50.7 1(e) was a performance deficiency that was reasonably within Exelon's ability to foresee and
correct, and should have been prevented. Because the issue had the potential to affect the NRC's
ability to perform its regulatory function, the inspectors evaluated this performance deficiency in
accordance with the traditional enforcement process. Using example 6.1 .d.3 from the NRC
Enforcement Policy, the inspectors determined that the violation was a SLIV (more than minor

* concern that resulted in no or relatively inappreciable potential safety or security
consequence) violation, because the information that was not updated in the UFSAR was not



used to make an unacceptable change in the facility nor did it.impact a licensing or safety
decision by the NRC.

In accordance with inspection manual chapter 0612, appendix B, thisissue was not assigned a
cross-cutting aspect.
Inspection Report#: 2010007 (pdf)

Significance: Dec 23, 2010
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation
Three of Four RHR Unit Coolers Unreliable due to Various Planned and Unptanned
Gonditions (Silting).
The inspectors identified a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVl, "Corrective
Action," in that Exelon failed to correct a condition adverse to quality for asafetyrelated support
system that was essential to successful mitigating system operation.

The inspectors determined that the failure to correct a condition adverse to quality in accordance
with 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI, during the timeframe of June 1, 2008 to September
14,2008, contributed to the unreliability of the 1C-V210 unit cooler and was a performance
deficiency. Specifically, Exelon did not initiate bi-weekly flushing per RT-6-011-603-0 of the
1C-V210 unit cooler to minimize the effects of silt build up. This finding is more than minor
because it affected the equipment performance attribute of the Mitigating System
cornerstone and the associated cornerstone objective of ensuring the reliability and availability of
systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences, This issue was
also similar to example 3.j. in NRC IMC 0612, Appendix E, "Examples of Minor Issues," in that
it resulted in a condition where there was a reasonable doubt on the operability of the 1 C-V210
unit cooler. The inspectors assessed this finding in accordance with IMC 0609, Attachment 4,
Phase 1, "Initial Screening and Characterization of Findings," and determined that it was. of very,
low safety significance (Green) since it was determined that the error did not
result in a loss of the system's safety function.

The inspectors determined that this violation had a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Problem
Identification and Resolution, Corrective Action Program, in that Exelon did not take appropriate
corrective actions to address a condition adverse to quality in a timely manner, commensurate
with its safety significance and complexity. Specifically, Exelon failed to take appropriate
actions to initiate bi-weekly flushes of the 1C-V210 unit cooler, upon discovery of conditions
conducive to silt buildup during June through September 2008. [P. 1 (d)]
Inspection Report#: 2010007 (pdf)

Significance: L Sep 30, 2010
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation
Failure to Take Compensatory Action for Inoperable Fire Door
The inspectors identified a Green NCV of Limerick Generating Station operating License
Condition 2.C.3, in that Exelon failed to take compensatory actions for an inoperable fire door.



* Specifically, on two occasions a required fire door was found in a condition where the latching
mechanism did not function. Although issue reports (IRs) were written which identified this door
to be a Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) fire door, actions were not taken to station the
required hourly fire watch. Corrective actions included setting the required hourly fire watches,
distributing guidance to all senior licensed operators, and implementing procedural changes to
clarify the requirements of fire doors for future operability determinations.

The finding was more than minor because it was associated with the protection against external
events (fire) attribute of the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone and affected the cornerstone
objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to
initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. This issue was found to be of very low
safety significance (Green) based upon a Phase 2 SDP screening. The inspectors determined that
this finding did not have a cross-cutting because the incorrect operability decisions were based
on a 1999 engineering evaluation and, therefore, was not reflective of current licensee
performance. -

Inspection Report#: 2010004 (pdf)

Significance: Sep 30, 2010
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation
Failure to Perform Adequate PM on EDGs
The inspectors identified a Green NCV of Limerick Unit 2 Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1,
*Procedures and Programs,* in that Exelon did not provide an adequate procedure for
preventive maintenance (PM) of the Limerick Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) lube oil (LO)
filter bypass valves. As a result, Exelon did not identify that the EDG D23 LO filter bypass
valves were degraded and allowed oil to bypass the filter during engine operation. This
condition, combined with historical foreign material in the LO system, led to the failure of the
EDG D23 number 5 upper piston assembly during a 24-hour endurance test run on May 5, 2010.
Corrective actions implemented included repairing the damage to D23, performing a flush of the
D23 LO system, revising the applicable PM procedure to include specific instructions for
inspecting the LO filter bypass valves, and revising performance monitoring guidance to ensure
spuriously lifting LO filter bypass valves would be identified in the future.

The finding was more than minor because it was associated with the Equipment Performance
attribute of the Mitigating System cornerstone and affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring
the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent
undesirable consequences. The finding was determined to be of very low safety significance
(Green) in accordance with Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0609, Appendix A,
4ODetermining the Significance of Reactor Inspection Findings for At-Power Situations,# using
SDP Phases 1, 2, and 3. This finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Human
Performance, Resources, because Exelon did not provide complete, accurate and up-to-date
design documentation, procedures, and work packages [H.2(c)]. Specifically, Exelon did not
provide site engineers with complete and accurate resources to ensure performance centeredB maintenance (PCM) template revisions were thoroughly reviewed and implemented.
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Inspection Report#: 2010004 (pdf)

Barrier Integrity

Emergency Preparedness

Occupational Radiation Safety

Public Radiation Safety

Physical Protection

Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided
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Flaw Found in Safety Mechanism at Limerick Nuke Plant

Wednesday, October 5, 2011 By Evan Brandt, ebrandt@pottsmerc.com

LIMERICK - Even before an earthquake and tsunami refocused the world's attention on the
dangers inherent in nuclear power, the manufacturer of a key safety mechanism at many
nuclear power plants, including Limerick Generating Station, was warning it might not work
during an earthquake.

GE Hitachi first issued the warning to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in September 2010
and confirmed the concern again last month.

The concern refers to the "control rods" for boiling water reactor models, the type of reactor at
Exelon Nuclear's plant along the Schuylkill River. The control rods are inserted into the reactor
between the rods of nuclear fuel in order to shut it down quickly, a procedure called "a scram,"
and are meant to be used in an emergency and more slowly during scheduled downtime. The
control rods work by absorbing neutrons, shutting down the nuclear fission reaction that creates
the heat that boils the water and drives the turbine to create electricity.

But engineering evaluations by GE Hitachi showed the design for the mechanism that inserts
* the control rods "do not address the potential impact of a seismic event on the ability to scram,"

according to its first Sept. 3, 2010, notice.

The problem, NRC spokesman Neil Sheehan said, is friction in the assembly that moves the
control rods into position might be made worse by an earthquake.

On Sept. 26, GE Hitachi informed NRC it had "determined that the scram capability of the
control rod drive mechanism" in reactors like those at Limerick and Peach Bottom Atomic
Generating Station on the Susquehanna "may not be sufficient to ensure the control rod will fully
insert."

The problem only occurs, according to GE's analysis, "when the reactor is below normal
operating pressure" and an earthquake hits.

"In this scenario, a substantial safety hazard results because the affected control rods might not
fully insert to perform the required safety function," the company told NRC.

"There need to be three conditions present for this kind of scenario to happen," Sheehan
explained in an email.

"1) The control rods (or at least some of them) already have to be 'sticky,' or for some friction to
already be present. That can occur when fuel gets older and bowing of fuel rods sometimes
takes place," Sheehan wrote.



"2) The reactor is operating at low pressure. The control rod mechanisms (the pistons that force
boiling water reactor control rods in from the bottom of the vessel) use pressure from the reactor
vessel to inject the rods. There is less forcing pressure when the reactor is running at low
pressure," wrote Sheehan.

"3) A severe earthquake," he concluded.

While there may have been a time when the chances of such a string of events happening at
once might have been dismissed as too unlikely, the earthquake and subsequent tsunami in
Japan in March, and the earthquake in Virginia in August have given such "what-if" scenarios
added credence.

More significantly, Sheehan confirmed that some of the reactors at the Fukushima plant affected
by the Japanese earthquake are boiling water reactors, similar to those at Limerick.

He wrote that "the loss of power at Fukushima knocked out safety systems. That was the major
contributor to the accident. Details of exactly what happened, including the insertion of control
rods or lack thereof, are still being determined."

He also confirmed that the 5.8 magnitude earthquake centered in Louisa County, Va., that
struck on Aug. 23 and was felt as far north as New York City was beyond what the nearby North
Anna Nuclear Plant had been designed to withstand. The reactors at that plant are of a type
known as pressurized water reactors and so were not subject to the concerns highlighted by GE
Hitachi.

Nevertheless, reactors at that plant in Virginia remain shut down while the owners, Dominion
Power, and the NRC determine whether the plant sustained any damage. NRC announced last
week more inspections would need to be conducted before a decision is made about starting
North Anna's reactors up again.

The North Anna plant is among 27 that a preliminary NRC review recently found may need
upgrades to protect against earthquake risk. That list also includes the Limerick Generating
Station's two reactors.

Joe Szafran a spokesman for Exelon Nuclear's Limerick Generating Station did not respond to
requests for comment.

Sheehan said the NRC does not believe the potential problem is cause for extreme concern.

"The plants have procedures for dealing with stuck control rods. They also have procedures for
dealing with rods that only insert partially," Sheehan wrote in an email.

"Plant operators can also inject boron to halt fissioning. Based on these capabilities, we believe
the plants remain safe to operate as work on this issue continues," Sheehan wrote.

'While GE Hitachi will be working with each potentially affected plant on remedies, it is also
developing a long-term solution that involves a redesign that would result in fewer tolerances,
i.e., less friction, between the control rods and the nuclear fuel," Sheehan wrote.



3 In the meantime, GE Hitachi has recommended plants monitor the equipment for any problems.

The NRC began re-examining the issues related to earthquakes as early as 2003 and continued
in the wake of new analysis of seismic risks in the eastern half of the U.S. by the U.S.
Geological Survey.

On Sept. 19, according to the Associated Press, the NRC issued a new report urging the
agency to "immediately require operators to re-evaluate whether U.S. nuclear plants can
withstand earthquakes and floods."

The report identifies "seven steps the NRC should take 'without delay"' including "immediate
reviews of seismic and flooding risks at the nation's 104 reactors."

Sheehan wrote that although the matter of the control rods is "a separate and distinct issue,"
that "seismic vulnerabilities will clearly be among the key areas to be reviewed as part of our
post-Fukushima reviews."

Last month, the Associated Press published a report analyzing NRC data and concluding that
"the risk an earthquake would cause a severe accident at a U.S. nuclear plant is greater than
previously thought - 24 times as high in one case."

The AP analysis mirrored one done by MSNBC.com in March that also used NRC data to
* determine that the risk of earthquake damage was greater than once thought by the federal

agency. The MSNBC.com report ranked Limerick as the plant with the third highest risk of
being damaged by an earthquake.

The risk of an earthquake damaging either or both reactors at Limerick was increased by 141
percent under the MSNBC.com analysis. That analysis found the chance of an earthquake
damaging the plant was raised in the study to 1 in 18,868. The previous risk rating was 1 in
45,455.

The NRC disavowed both the MSNBC.com and AP analysis, saying NRC data had been used

in a way that is inconsistent with how the agency measures risk.

You can follow Evan Brandt on Twitter @PottstownNews

Get breaking news alerts sent to your phone. Text PTNEWS to 22700. Standard text messaging rates apply.

URL: http:ilwww.pottsmerc.comlarticles/2011/101051news/doc4e8bcf563314b997473556.prt

© 2011 pottsmerc.com, a Journal Register Property



*O NRC Inspection Raises New Issues At
Limerick plant (Video)
Published: Sunday, June 05, 2011; Last Updated: Sun. Jun 5,2011, 12:

Click to enlarge

LIMERICK - Some parts of Exelon Nuclear's Limerick Generating Station might not be
reliable to prevent damage from flood or fire if the plant was struck with an earthquake, a
government inspection has found.

The inspections were meant to look at issues arising from extraordinary events, similar to those
that occurred at Japan's Fukushima Daiichi plant as the result of the March 11 earthquake and
tsunami.

However, an NRC spokesman confirmed some of the elements called into question by the site
inspectors "could adversely impact the plant's fire and flood mitigation capabilities," even if the
emergency were within the bounds of a disaster the plant was designed to withstand.



The NRC has taken an increased interest in how plants would handle extreme emergencies like
those in Japan, now considered at least as bad as the Chernobyl accident in 1986.

During the NRC's annual community briefing on the plant's operation on May 18, Branch Chief
Paul Krohn referred to Japan repeatedly and talked about what lessons the NRC is attempting to
draw from events there.

The NRC recently initiated a series of preliminary inspections at all 104 of the nation's nuclear
plants, including Limerick.

Out of 65 operating reactor sites, 12 had issues with one or more of the emergency response
requirements during the inspections, the NRC reported May 20.

"Our resident inspectors did a good job of spotting problems, as well as helping the plants
identify areas for improvement," NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko said in a news release on the
subject.

Nine sites had issues regarding emergency strategies; three had issues with their strategies for
dealing with a black-out, and two had issues with dealing with extreme flooding events.

Nevertheless, "none of these issues undermine the plants' abilities to respond to extreme events,"
the release stated.

That was the conclusion two resident inspectors at the Limerick plant reached in late April about
the plant's ability to deal with fire and flooding

"The inspectors concluded that the licensee meets the current licensing and design bases for fire
protection and flooding," the report concludes.



This conclusion was reached despite findings that "many of the (systems, structures and
components) relied upon to mitigate flood and fire events at Limerick are not designed to meet
seismic qualification standards. Therefore, a design basis seismic event at the site could
adversely impact the plant's fire and flood mitigation capabilities," inspection report documents
stated.

In an e-mail to The Mercury, NRC spokesman Neil Sheehan wrote that the issues raised in the
inspection report "involve potential seismic vulnerabilities that are within the plant's 'design
basis.'"

Sheehan wrote, "each plant is built to withstand certain events, i.e., the worst historical
earthquake for the area, with margin added on top of that. That would be the plant's 'Design
Basis."'

He added, "I would note that there is a difference between 'seismically qualified' and capable of
withstanding an earthquake. Further analysis might determine these systems, structures and
components would still be capable of performing their functions."

"An issue that is 'Beyond Design Basis' would be an extreme event, such as severe flooding
combined with a significant earthquake," Sheehan wrote.

Problems were found among some system in that category as well.

According to the report - which can be read in full by clicking here - the inspectors further
found some (systems, structures and components) "could not be relied upon to fulfill their flood
mitigation function following a design basis earthquake."

Some examples cited by the inspectors include:

• "Many of the turbine buildings walls are credited for external and internal flood scenarios.
Although analysis has shown that the turbine building will not collapse due to a safe shutdown
earthquake, it is not known what impact a seismic event would have on its flood mitigating
capabilities."

• "Limerick's flood and fire penetration seals are not specifically designed or tested to be
seismic."

It should be noted that "the above-stated vulnerabilities are considered beyond-design-basis," the
inspectors wrote.

Sheehan indicated it is too early to draw long-term conclusions from the inspection report.

"This inspection was our first cut at each site for possible implications of the Japanese reactor
events. Further evaluation will be needed," Sheehan wrote.



The NRC is also looking at how well U.S. nuclear plants would be able to respond to events that
are "beyond design basis," wrote Sheehan.

While the disasters that struck Japan, an earthquake followed by a tsunami, might seem extreme.
The plant there was built anticipating their possibility, just not at the strength at which they
struck.

Although the risk of severe earthquake at the Limerick site is extremely low, a U.S. Geologic
Survey study completed two years ago provided data that shows it's not as low as once thought.

One- analysis used the USGS data, and an NRC review that followed it, to conclude the risk of
earthquake damage at Limerick is 141 percent more likely than previously thought.

The U.S. Geologic Survey's 2008 updating of earthquake risks around the country, used better
data and more sophisticated measurements and modeling than were used in the 1996 and 2002
efforts.

The new geological information led NRC in 2010 to re-examine earthquake risks for nuclear
plants east of the Mississippi.

An investigation by MSNBC.com, published online March 17, added NRC's new earthquake
risk analysis to existing NRC data for western plants, where earthquakes are more prevalent, and
created an earthquake damage risk ranking for the nation's 104 nuclear plants.

MSNBC.com concluded that because most eastern plants were built assuming a low risk of
earthquake, unlike their more robustly constructed western cousins, that the Limerick plant is the
nation's third most at risk of damage from earthquake.

The NRC analysis found the chance of an earthquake damaging the plant was raised in the study
to 1 in 18,868.

The previous risk rating was 1 in 45,455.

For comparison purposes, the MSNBC.com article noted the chance of winning the grand prize
in the Powerball lottery in March was 1 in 195,249,054.

The analysis also reveals that of the top 10 nuclear plants most at risk from earthquake damage,
three are in Pennsylvania, more than any other state.

The other two are the Shippingport Atomic Power Station in Beaver County and the Three Mile
Island plant in Dauphin County.

In fact, just over a week ago, a very minor earthquake struck the Philadelphia area according to
an Associated Press report.

USGS geophysicist John Bellini told AP the May 27 earthquake was centered near Cornwells



Heights and Eddington, just northeast of Philadelphia and west-northwest of Beverly, N.J.

Bellini says the magnitude-i.7 quake was so small it was unable to do any damage. He said to
residents it might have sounded like "a big truck going by."

Philadelphia police and firefighters told AP some residents felttheir houses shake.

While the risk of catastrophic earthquake combined with another major disaster, such as a flood,
remains relatively remote, Japan's experience has convinced NRC it is worth re-examining the
current U.S. situation to assess risk.

During the May 18 annual meeting in Limerick, Krohn said the biggest advances in nuclear
safety have come as a result of what is learned in the wake of the biggest disasters, such as
Chernobyl and Three-Mile Island. jOa.ct C- c t q4 161'.'.

Sheehan wrote, "we would say this about this initial phase of our Japan-related reviews:

-The results of the inspections indicate general compliance with the regulations though some
potential findings have been noted.

- The inspections assess U.S. nuclear plants' capabilities to respond to extraordinary plant
challenges.

- The inspections assessed some capabilities that are not current regulatory requirements (that is,
they are beyond the 'design basis' for the plant, or the phenomena it was designed to
withstand)."

The inspection report also shows the site inspectors checked all emergency back-up generators,
batteries and related equipment and reported them aqte to respond to a loss of power at the
plant.

That emergency response also includes agreements with off-site fire companies that they have
ladder trucks and pumps that can be used to spray water into a spent fuel pool, according to the
report. There was some concern listed by the inspectors about whether adequate power would be
available for four hours under certain disaster scenarios but, while under review, these concerns
were not determined to "significantly impact Limerick's response."

Sheehan wrote that the information from the inspections, as well as a request for information on
how nuclear plants plan to deal with the potential loss of large areas of the plant after extreme
events, will all be examined by the NRC.

Assessment of that information "will be used to determine future regulatory actions," Sheehan
wrote.

The NRC Task Force "(overseeing the agency's Japan-related reviews) will continue to review
and evaluate to determine if future actions are required," he wrote.



Nuke plant
reports 3rd
shutdown
this week

- By Evan Brandt,
ebrant@pottsmerc.com

LIMERICK - Less than a day after
putting one of its two nuclear reactors
back on line following two unplanned
shutdowns, the other nuclear reactor
at Exelon's Limerick Nuclear Gener-
ating Station shut down unexpectedly
Friday, according to the Nuclear Reg-
ulatory commission:,

"Limerick Unit 1 experienced an
automatic scram at about 10:15 a.m.
today. There were no complications
during the shutdown, safety systems
responded as expected, and the cool-
down of' the reactor is proceeding
safely," according to an e-mail from
SNRC spokesman Neil Sheehan.

"The cause of the scram is being in-
vestigated by Exelon," Sheehan
wrote. "Plant operators were perform-
ing a test involving the turbine at th6
time, but it is unclear, at this point if

(See IMERICK on A5)

Nuke plant reports 3rd
shutdown. this week,
(LIMERICK from Al)

that triggered the shut-
down."

It was 5:02 a.m. Sunday
that the. plant's other reac-
tor, Unit 2,. shut down for
the first time.

One day later, while com-
pleting testing on the system
that controls the opening
and. closing ', of turbine
valves, the turbine tripped
offline again, at 11:50 a.m.
Monday,

In February, the same re-
actor, Unit 2, shut down un-
expectedly due to problems
with systems related to re-
circulating pumps, That
shutdown lasted: for more
than two days. .

Unit 2 went back on line
Thursday.

Sheehan wrote Friday.
morning, "our Senior Res-
ident Inspector went to the
plant's control room immedi-
ately after the scram and is in-
dependently . verifying
whether plant operators are

following . the appropriate
steps and procedures. He will
continue to gather informa-
tion on what occurred and the
company's response to it."

Limerick Unit 1 was at
100-percent power when it
shutdown..

The NRC tracks scrams
based on the number of
times they happen per 7,000
hours of on-line operation.
I' "The shutdown would

count as a hit on Limerick
Unitl's Performan~e Indi-

* cator for Unplanned Scrams
per 7,000 Hours of Online
Operation. As of the end of
the first quarter of 2011, that
indicator stood at 0.8," Shee-
han wrote.

"Again, a plant has to have
more than three unplanned
scrams during that 7,000-
hour period, to receive in-
creased NRC oversight,"
Sheehan wrote.

A public community infor-
mation session is planned
Wednesday at the power
plant from 5 to 7 p.m.



tow Coolant Level tan Lead To Disastgr
April 2007 - Low Coolant Caused Limerick Shut Down

wednosday, A~pril 2.9,2007
MM MAI"l

April 24, 2007

Coolant Level Causes Power Plant Generation To Shut Down

Low Coolant Level Was Detected In Unit 2Z

15 days later - NO explanation
The incident was still under investigation

April 9, 2007 - 5 days after refueling there was a problem
with a seal on the pump.
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Nuclear reactor
shutdown is

.imerick Nuclear Plant
.Shutdowns Reported
H February 2, 2008

February 12, 2008

second .-.in 10'-days
By " . " .Ey" Daniel P. Crelghton/The Mercur
by an, ranet A generator at the LUrerick Nuclear-Generating Statlonwas shut down on

.,ebrandtpottsmerc~com ..... Saturday for the third time since Feb. 1'

-By EVan.Brandt..
ebrandt@pottsmerc~corn

imerick ig enerator shut down again
3r Unplanned Shutdown In. 2 Months

Reported March 25, 2008

Repeated, Problems -In 2008, Support,
NO Relicen-singiln 2029'
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himerick generator shu dwagin,
By Evan Brandt operates the Limerick facility, said the have been a faulty circuit card."

ebrandt@pottsmerc.com shutdown occurred due to a problem : The shutdown occurred automatically
C T identified with the main turbine control on Unit 1, on which refueling had beenLIMERICK - Twenty-six and a half.. ....

system on the electrical distribution side completed and had only been ramped up
.ours after bringing one of its nuclear toof the plant. Limerick rsie m pleted a day.

enerators~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~o upe tont ful pwe foloink operators. are mak-tfulpwrorady
enerators up to full power followinga ing repairs to the-system," ,..Typically, much of the annual mainte-
9-day refueling outage, it was shut down NRC spokesman: Neil Sheehan said nance on the generator is done duriAg
gain at 7:39 p.m. Saturday. early Monday afternoon that Exelon "'is the refueling while the reactor is shut
The shutdown was the third un- still trouble-shooting. And we're still try- down, but Exelon "did not work on that

lanned shutdown since Feb. 1 and the ing to learn more about it." electrical system during the outage, other
)urth since last April, according to infor- He said the latest repair was the re- than some. calibration work," Sheehan
iation from the Nuclear Regulatory placement of "circuit cards" involved said of the system being looked at as the
,ommission. with the control system on the turbine. possible cause.
The seven-sentence press release is- "We still don't have a firm reason" for
ied by Exelon Nuclear, which owns and the shutdown, Sheehan said.."It could (See LIMERICK SHUTDOWN on A3)

Daniel P. Creighton/The Mercur
A generator at the Limerick Nuclear Generating Station was. shut down ol
Saturday for the third time since Feb. 1.



Nuclear reactor
shutdown is
second in 10 days

By Evan Brandt
ebrandt@pOttsmerc.com

4I0

LIMERICK - The second unplanned shutdown in 10 days of
a nuclear reactor, which occurred Sunday at the Exelon Nu-
clear's Limerick Generating Station, is unrelated to a Feb. 1 inci-
dent that also caused the reactor to be shut down, according to
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

On Sunday afternoon, officials at the plant shut down the unit
2 reactor after a leak was discovered in a recirculation pump
there, said Neil Sheehan, an NRC spokesman.

Unit 2 was the same unit that shut down on Feb. 1 due to a faul-
ty connection to an electrical transformer, according to a release
PrOvided saturday by David Petersen, communications manager
at the Liferick plant.':.

By 6:35 p.m. Saturda u init 2 was up to 87 percent capacity in
the wake of the transformer repair when the system alerted oper-
ators to a leak in a seal on one of the reactor's recirculation
pumps, said Sheehan.

An e-mail from Petersen described the leak as "arecirculation
pump that was. not performing to Exelon Nuclear's high equip-
meent standards."

(See UNIT 2 SHUTDOWN on-A3)

Limerick nuclear reactor. shut own

for second time in 10 daysi

N
04

(DI

(UNIT 2 SHUTDOWN from A1) "

1By: Sunday morning, plant power was
reduced to less than 40 percent after the
plant took the loop to which the recircula-
tion pump was attached out of service so
it could be repaired.

By 4 p.m. Sunday, unit 2 was
"scrammed" or shut down, Sheehan
wrote.

Sheehan said he could not say how long
unit 2 would be off-line, but said "it's prob-
ably more on the order of a short-term"
outage..

'Unit 1 remains on-line and running at
full capacity, according to Petersen.

NRC's on-site inspectors were on-hand
throughout the Feb. 9 incident and deter-
mined that the plant operators "handled
the leakage and the shutdown appropri-
ately," Sheehan wrote in an e-mail.

He said the water that leaked out of the

pump seal is "only very slightly" radioac-
tive and was captured inside the plant.

The two shutdowns fall into two differ-
ent categories by which the NRC meas-
ures performance at nuclear plants, Shee-
han explained.

He said the Feb. 1 incident will be cat-
egorzed as an "unplanned scram." He
said two more of those within six months
would put the plant into a category that re-
quires a higher level of NRC oversight.

The Feb. 9 incident falls into a category
called "unplanned power changes," and it
would take six or more such incidents in
the next six months to push the plant to a
higher NRC oversight level.

The two incidents are unrelated, and
are "the kinds of issues we see at other
plants," Sheehan said.

"Pump seals -fail occasionally," said
Sheehan. "It's not outside the normal
range of things."



Electrical problem causes Limerick Unit .2
to automatically shut down Friday

By Michelle Karasmkaras~pottsmerc.com..

LIMERICK- One of the two reactors
at Exelon Nuclear's Limerick Generat-
ing Station automatically shut. down
early Friday morning as a result of an
"electrical problem on the non-nuclear
side of the plant," facility officials said.

"We're still in a full investigation to de-
termine the root cause," said David. Pe-
terson, spokesman for the plant.

Limerick's Unit 2 turbine' shut down
automatically at 4:45 a.m. Friday, fol-
lowed by the reactor shutdown in .re-
sporise to "an indicator that there was a
fault on the electrical distribution side of
the plant," Peterson said.. Unit 1; howev-

er, continues to operate atffull capacity..
The units: are designed to shutdown aui-

t omatically as a safety precaution in the
event of any operational discrepancies:,

Peterson said there was no riskto the
public or the plant's 700 employees, and.• , , . i " .. . , "9 '

no injuries were associated with.the shut-
down.

As of itidday Friday, plait .officias'
were uncertain when Unit 2- which is
the tower on the right ';as you look1east-
ward from Poitstown L.will be operation-
al again, he said.
"'he key isthat everything responded

in the safemanner that it's supposed to,",
Peterson said. "And the investigation.
into what cause it is under way."



Lime4ic. cooling tower shuts itseIf down
• By MOikew astiglione

mcastiglione@pottsmerc.corn
.LIMERICK - Peering out at the-

cooling towers of Exelon's Limerick
Generating. Station, observers 'may.

,notice 'that:1since Monday morning"
steam has onlybeen pouring out of one
of the units.

At about 10 a.m. Monday, Unit 1
underwent an unexpected automatic
shutdown because of a trip in the elec-
trical distribution ;area of the plant,,
officials said.

"We -have had automatic shutdowns
in the past, but our record of operation

.-continues to be one of the best in the
industry," said Beth Rapczynski,
spokeswoman for the plant;

Although Unit 2 is running at.ilu
power, Unit 1 continued to be shut
,down Tuesday. Officials did. not release
a time period for when Unit 1 would be
up and running, a policy plant officials
uphold when dealing with "proprietary
information." However, Tuesday

evening, officials did confirm that Unit
I was starting back up, a process that
takes considerably longer than the time
it takes to shut down.

c'"cording to Rapczynski, there is
nothing for area'•.residents to Worry
about with respect to the cooling.tower

.being shut down. "There was "'no
•release of radiation, nor were there any
injuries to any employees during the
process," Rapczynski said. "Unit 1 was
shut down properly and safely. There
are no issues, everything went as
expected."

.Rapczynski said the plant is set up to
shut'down in cases where there is a
trip. The shutdown happens within sec-
onds of initiation.

In April, the plant received high
*.marks from the Nuclear Regulatory
.Commission during its annual perfor-
mance assessment, meaning there were
very few safety issues.

`Plant officials did confirm that the
NRC was notified Monday of what was
going on.

Rapczynski,. when , asked if
Monday's shut down, or the. sub3e-

"•quent response to the situation, would
have any effect on the NRC's evalua-
tion, replied, "The NRC will look into
-.it. They look at many different aspects
when they. conduct the assessments.
It's up to them how they handle it.".

The. Mercury was unsuccessful in
attempts to reach the NRC for com-
ment.

This is the second time in recent
months that one of the towers had to
be unexpectedly shut down. In March,
after a .scheduled refueling outage to
conduct maintenance to Unit 2, the
tower had to be shut back down two
days aftef it came back online due to a
high temperature reading on a turbine
bearing.

Crews investigated and found dam-
age to the bearing. Workers repaired
the damage and the plant was func-
tioning normally seven days after it
shutdown. "
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Greenpeace Report Reveals
Potential For An "American Chernobyl"

According To NRC Documentation,
NEARLY TWO HUNDRED "NEAR MISSES" OCCURRED

AT U.S. NUCLEAR PLANTS SINCE 1986

Limerick Nuclear Power Plant Had TWO
1. Unit I in 1995
2. Unit 2 in 2001

> Further, LIMERICK is one of the plants in which the

CONTAINMENT IS SUBSTANDARD, meaning that if an
accident occurred, much more radioactivity would be released.

Greenpeace report (67 pp.) address below, documents 200 "near misses"
that almost became major accidents at U.S. nuclear plants since 1986.

Washington - Two days prior to the 20th anniversary of the Chernobyl disaster, Greenpeace
released the first analysis of the dangers posed by nuclear reactors in the United States in a
report entitled An American Chernobyl: Nuclear "Near Misses" at U.S. Reactors Since 1986. The
report, based on Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) records, reveals that nearly two hundred
"near misses" to nuclear meltdowns have occurred in the United States.

The report release also features interactive mapping using GoogleEarth that provides high
resolution satellite photographs identifying thel 0-mile risk zone for each reactor, census data of
those living within the risk zone, and incident statistics for each reactor.

"This report shows that nuclear power plants are a clear and present danger and that each
reactor is a potential Chernobyl," said Jim Riccio, Greenpeace nuclear policy analyst.

Over the past several years, the nuclear industry has begun calling for a "nuclear renaissance" to
address the urgent issue of global warming.

"To call nuclear reactors clean and safe is the height of hypocrisy," said Jim Riccio.
"Unfortunately, nuclear energy will not address our addiction to oil and therefore, it isn't a viable
solution to global warming," said Riccio.

Executive Summary:
http://www.greenpeace.orq/usa/assets/binaries/an-american-chernobyl-executi
Full Report:
http://www.•reenpeace.orq/raw/content/usa/press/reports/an-american-chernobvy-nuclear.pdf
State-Based Interactive mapping is available at:
http://www.greenpeace.org/usa/assets/binaries/americanchernobvlmaps.kmz
Contact: Jane Kochersperger, Media Officer, (202) 319-2493; (202) 415-5477
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+ An "American Chernobyl" 15

The public has been misled and the nuclear propagandists both in industry and
government are at it again. However, this time the pro-nuclear spin is due to the fact
that the nuclear industry is attempting to build new reactors for the first time in over a
generation. Once again the nuclear industry and its allies in government are claiming
that a Chernobyl accident can not happen here.

Greenpeace begs to differ:

+ U.S. reactors can have accidents with consequences equal to or greater than
the Chernobyl disaster.

+ U.S. reactors have and will continue to experience "near misses" that could
result in a meltdown.

+ U.S. reactor containments were not designed to withstand a reactor meltdown
and the government has little confidence that any of them could.

Below, Greenpeace documents the nuclear "near misses" at U.S. reactors since the
Chernobyl disaster.
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+ Nuclear "Near Misses" Terrninelogy I .

+ Nuclear NearMiss ' Terminolog

In order to compile the nuclear near misses since Chernobyl, Greenpeace reviewed the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's program for tracking and evaluating near misses
or as the agency terms them "precursors to severe core damage accidents" or "accident
precursors." Accident precursors are those actual events or conditions at nuclear
reactors that if additional failures had occurred, would have resulted in inadequate cooling
of the radioactive fuel and could have caused severe core damage; i.e., a meltdown. 9

The U.S. Nucle'ar Regulatory Commission analyses event reports submitted by the
nuclear corporations to capture those events or conditions that could have led to a
meltdown. The NRC has been tracking accident precursors since 1979. For the purpose
of analyzing risk, the NRC breaks nuclear reactor events into two categories: Initiating
Events and Degraded Conditions. 20

Initiating Events are actual occurrences such as a loss of offsite power (LOOP) or an
automatic or manual, shutdown (SCRAM) of the reactor with complications like any
additional equipment failures or degradation of safety system function. 21

Degraded Conditions are those recognized safety system or equipment degradations or
unavailability that came to light without an occurrence of an initiating event. 22

To analyze Initiating Events, the NRC calculates a conditional core damage probability or
CCDP. CCDP represents the probability that the nuclear reactor would experience core
damage or a meltdown of the radioactive fuel rods, given an occurrence of the initiating
event and any subsequent equipment failure or degradation.. 23

To analyze Degraded Conditions, the NRC calculates the increase in core damage
probability or CDP. CDP represents the increase in the probability that the reactor would
damage the core for the period that safety equipment was unavailable or incapable
or performing its function. However, the NRC's risk models do not account for the

24'unavailability of equipment greater than a year.
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+ Nuclear "Near isses" since Chernobyl

The U.S. Nuclear.Regulatory Commission has analyzed hundreds of' events since the

Chernobyl disaster that could have led to a meltdown. Of those events, the NRC has

identified nearly 200 as precursors to severe.core damage accidents. According to the

NRC, most events'can be directly or indirectly associated with four initiators:

1. a reactor trip (which includes loss of main feed water);

2. a Loss of Off Site Power or LOOP;

3. a Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident or LOCA, and
4. Steam Generator Tube Ruptures.

Despite NRC claims to the contrary an "American Chernobyl" is possible.If any of these

"near misses" had progressed to a meltdown the governmenthas little confidence that
any of the reactor containments could withstand the accident.

A reactor meltdown and the subsequent failure of the reactor containment is an

"American Chernobyl."



+ Additional "Near Misses' since Chemobyl 31

317/1994 Zion Unit 2 Aux Feed Water & Emergency Diesel Inoperable 2,30E-05
. .7/1511998 .DC Cook . . : Potential High-Energy Line Break Affecting Safety Systems 2 .20E-05

- 7/1511998 DC Cook 2 :Potential High-Energy Line Break Affecting Safety Systems 2. 20E-05

3/5/2001 Seabrook Reactor Trip With Complication 2.10E-05% . .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ...I .. ... ............ ......................... ................ ....................... .. .......................

1/4/2004 ::Calvert Cliff 2 Reactor Trip With Complication 2.00E-05
8/ .14/2003..... .... ..... .... .... .... .... .................................................................................. N n M .......PL. ..........P
8/14/2003 Nine Mile Point 2 Loss Of Offsite Power Due To Northeast Blackout 2.OOE-05
!8/14/2003 iNine Mile Point 1 !Loss Of Offsite Power Due To Northeast Blackout -2.00E-05

8/14/2003 Fermi 2 - Loss Of Offsite Power Due To Northeast Blackout 2.O0E-05

4/20/1995 Arkansas Nuclear 1 Reactor Trip With Emergency Feed Water. Unavailable 2,00E-05

:9/8/1994 River Bend Reactor Scrams & Control Rod Drive Systems Unavailable 1.80E-05

5/23/1996 Bryron Loss Of Offsite Power 1.70E-05

3/27/1992 :Crystal River Loss Of Offsite Power 1.70E-05

::11/17/1987 Beaver Valley 2 Loss Of Offsite Power 1.70E-05

:10/14/1998 Davis-Besse Reactor Trip With Complications 1.40E-05

::11/20/1995 St. Lucie Emergency Diesel Generator Failure & Potential Failure 1.40E-05.

1lb ,9/11/1995 Limerick Unit I Reactor Trip & Clogging Of The Suppression Pool Strainers 1.30E-05

31/12/1994 Calvert Cliffs 2 Reactor Trip With Complications 1.30E-05............ ........ ............ • ... .. .... ...... ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .W:t . .....t~. • ...................... .. ................ , .......- ........
::10/1711992 Callaway Loss Of Main Control Room Annunciators 1.30E-05

3/25/1989 Dresden Loss Of Offsite Power 1.30E-05

2/8/1994 Point Beach 1 Both Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) Inoperable 1.20E-05
: . ... ... ... ... ... ... .. .............. ; .. . . .:•.......... .. . . . . . . .•................................... ........... * * .......... ......................

.2/8/1994 Point Beach 2 Both Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs)lnoperable 1.20E-05

1/22/1993 South Texas I Emergency Diesbl Generator & Feed Water Unavailable 1.20E-05

7/14/1998 Big Rock Point Reactor Operated 13 Years With.Borated Water Unavailable 1.10E-05% ................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * .............................. .............. =.................................... ................ .......

::1/19/1995 Arkansas 2 :Single Failure May Disable 2 Emergency Feed Water Trains :1.10E-05
. .9/25/2004 St. Lucie 2 . .Loss Of Offsite Power 1 1..0E-05

:9/25/2004 St. Lucie 1 Loss Of Offsite Power 1.OE-05

:10/30/2002 Kewaunee Potentially Unavailable Safety-Related Equipment 1.OE-05

12/3/2001 Callaway Concurrent Unavailability Of Safety Systems 1.00E-05.. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .................................. ......................... ............................. ..................... :., . .......... ..........

9/3/2001 LaSalle 2 Reactor Trip 1.00E-05
:...•o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................. ...... ......

8/29/2001 DC Cook I :Degraded ESW Flow caused Both Unit 2 EDGs Inoperable 1.00E-05

:5/16/2001 Calvert Cliffs 1 Auxiliary Feed Water (AFW) Pump Failed 1.ODE-05

3/28/2001 Kewaunee Absence Of Fire Suppression Impacts (AFW) Pump 1.O0E-05

:8/113/1991 Nine Mile Point 2 Site Area Emnergency Due To Electrical Fault & Shutdown 1.00E-05

-6/21/1997 Three Mile Island Failure Of Both Generator Breakers Causes LOOP 9.60E-06

6/19/1997 Three Mile island Loss Of Offsite Power 9.60E-06

6/14/2004 Palo Verde 3 Loss Of Offsite Power With Complications 9.00E-06i~e•4•o 4 ..... • .o.y r• .1 .............. O.•! .o. •.. wi.. .......o.• a!........ ..... _......... ........ ....... • 0 - 6....... ..
:6/14/2004 Palo Verde 1 Loss Of Offsite Power With Complications :9.OOE-06

12/20/2002 Shearon Harris I Postulated Fire Could Disable Safety Equipment 9.OOE-06

2/5/1998 San Onofre 2 Containment Sump Recirculation Valve Inoperable 7.20E-06

:8/14/2003 Indian Point 3 Loss Of Offsite Power Due To Northeast Blackout 7OOE-067/ 2 0..2. ...... ......... oI t .. ............... ........ ........ ....... ........ ... I. ........... ...................... .. ........ I ...........
7/19/2002 Indian Point 2 Degraded Control Room Fire Barrier 7.00E-06....8/ • 2.. .... ........ .D.C ...?k 2................. ...e a.........d.ES ........ ... o . .U.n . . D.G........g p.r......... ................ 7.... -. 6 . ............
8/29/2001 DC Cook 2 Degraded ESW Flow Both Unit 2 EDGs Inoperable 7.00E-06

:6/24/199 6 LaSalle I Concrete Sealant Fouls Cooling Water Systems 7 OOE-06
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S

6/24/1996 LaSalle 2 Concrete Sealant Fouls Cooling Water Systems 7.00E-06

6/8/1994 Dresden 2 Improper Settings For Motor Control Center Trips 6.10E-06

8/14/2003 Indian Point .2 Loss Of Offsite Power Due To Northeast Blackout 6.0OE-06
.... •................. .............................. ..................... ....................................................... ; ........ .. . . . . . . . . . .

12/18/2001 Shearon Harris Degraded Fire Barrier & Unavailable Safety Equipment 6.ODE-06

10/8/2001 Shearon Harris Both Trains Of Residual Heat Removal Unavailable 6.0OE-06
4/23/2001 ISurry 2 . Emergency Diesel Generator Failed S OD.0E-S..

4/15/2001 Surry 2 Emergency Diesel Generator Failed . 6.O0E-06
.. .. . .. . . .; .. . .. . ..................... .. ......................... ..................... : .................. '.-......... o ..... . . ...... .. • ............

6/24/1996.. Arkansas I Loss Of Offsite Power . 5.40E-06

51.5/2002 ::Nine Mile Point 1 Reactor Cooling System Leak Due To Corroded Piping 5.39E-06... ... ... .. ............. ... • ............... 7 .............................................. ........................

8/2/2001 Quad Cities 2 Reactor Trip Due To Failure Of Main Power Transformer 5.00E-06

11/1/2000 Oconee I Potential Flooding If Pipe Ruptured In Seismic Event 5.OOE-06.. .-..... , :....... i........ .. . . . . .. . . . ....................... ............ ............................... I.......... : •..... i......... ..............
3/13/1993 Pilgrim Loss Of Offsite Power 4.60E-06

5/3/1997 Oconee 3 Two High-Pressure Injection Pumps Were Damaged 4,30E-06

8i14/2003 FitzPatrick Loss Of Offsite Power Due To Northeast Blackout 4.OOE-06

3/7/2003 Nine Mile Point 1 Unavailability Of Cooling System Due To Degraded Piping "4.O0E-06
. . . . . .". . . . . ... . . .".. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... t.............................................. •..... ". ...................
2/26/2003 Kewaunee Both Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs).Unavailable 4.00E-0614/6•oo .... .~i•oo i..........i~;;•;:;•;rbp;edi;i;•;•v;gi;d#it .... ..... 1o-o: ................
4/16/2002 Braidwood 1 Inoperable -Power Operated Relief Valve Bleed Path 4.00E-06
8/3/2001 Arkansas I Inadequate Fire Protection For The Switch Gear Room 4.ODE-06

/ 1/20000. Oconee 3 ".Potential Flooding If Pipe Had Ruptured In Seismic Event 4 40E-06

:11/1/2000, Oconee 2 Potential Flooding If Pipe Had Ruptured In Seismic Event 4.OOE-06

1/16/1990 Dresden 2 Loss Of Offsite Power 3.40E-06

8/4/1994 Dresden 2 Unavailability Of High-Pressure Coolant Injection. (HPCI) 3.10E-06

5/5/2004 Dresden 3 Loss Of Off Site Power Due To Breaker Malfunction 3.O0E-06..• s / .?..4.. . . . t .de .?.................. .. ...... .L .. ..ot .t! I U... .....ata. .. ................. ................ m........ ... ....0 .E -... ...........
1/30/2004 Dresden 3 HPCI Potentially Unavailable 3.0.0E-06

:1/30/2004 Dresden 2 HPCI Potentially Unavailable 3.O0E-06
9115/2003 Peach Bottom 3 Loss Of Off Site Power & EDG Unavailable Relief Valve :3.OOE-06:. !.....s..2............ i. ...... ..... ........ .. ... .... o .• . .... .•.s t. oz In• ........ u do~ ..C ....• ......... i...:... ...............
3/25/2003 Palisades Loss Of Off Site Power And Loss Of Shutdown Cooling 3.0OE-06
7/1/2002 - Hope Creek 1 Station Service Water Train "A Traveling Screen Failed 3.OOE-06

5/30/2002 Oconee 3 Unavailability Of HPI Pump During LOOP or HELB : 3.O0E-06....4.2..3 ... .o .1......: . .L .... .. ... ...... .. ... .................. .........c.........................•t• .•...o . ..• . .M.a.. .•. r.•.... .. : .. E.0.... .......... ...
4/23/2001 Dresden 3 Alert Declared, Loss Of Containment Cooling & Manual Trip :3.ODE-OS
7/5/2001 - Dresden 3 HPCI Inoperable Due To Water Hammer Event 3.OOE-06

4/23/2001 Surry 1 Emergency Diesel Generator Failed 3.OOE-06

3/28/2001 Fermi 2 Emergency Diesel Generator Was Inoperable > 7days 3.OOE-06

'•.2/23/2001 Limerick-2 Manual trip Due To Main Steam Relief Valve Failed 3.00E-06

9/1/1996 Haddam Neck Seized RHR Pump Was Vulnerable To Failure Since 1987. 2.90E&0&

3/16/2004 Peach Bottom .3 HPCI Unavailable Due To Failed Flow Controller 2.DOE-06i . ... ... ... .. ... i . ... ... .. ................. : .......... ........................... ............................................ :.. ................. .

9/29/2003 Waterford 3 Degraded EDG Due To Failed Fuel Line 2 DOE-OS.!• .•.? . ....... ...w . . r......... ............... .. r.•... .. ..E...... ... ... .... ....F• • ... F • ... ............................. L .o. o. o... ..7 .........
3/6/1996 McGuire 2 Emergency Diesel Generator Declared Inoperable I 80E-06
11/3/1994 .urkey Point 3 Reactor Electrical Load Sequencers Periodically .noperaole 1 . .80E-0. ..

:1/3/1994 Turkey Point 4 Reactor Electrical Load Sequencers Periodically Inoperable I .80E-06. 2/12/1 998 !O conee I , Refueling Water Storage Tank Errors Impair Core Coolin~g I t70E,06
2/12/1998 "rOconee 2 P Refueling Water Storage Tank Errors impair Core Cooling i 1.70E-06

2/1211998 Oconee 3 Refueling Water Storage Tank Errors Impair Core Cooling 1.40E-06

:7/24/2002 :: Seabrook Reactor At Full Power With Emergency Diesel Inoperable 1.30E-06
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Radiationt:. released, at Limerick plant
* . B'JhnGentzei non Uiso lnessesaarlt"s fm a' radiologicalprpcýe n~-

"'" gr~tz~I@ptsnemeom.. add-e:,But "as.a precaud6n;.we•'ll.con' was,, a very minimal vent" Washak-
LIMERICK -" RdUation was.. tme to montor the workers who-were said. .

released iWt6 the air ThUitc•Ay moing re the area, . . After. the radiation- siens went off
"inside the' area. housing the Limerick- Exposure to the.worke•is was deter- and workers evacuated the'area, nadlo-

Generating: Station's. Unit 2 nuclear- mined.to be.less.than 10 milliremsi, A logical surveys were conducted, and the.
reactor, p•ficials disclosed Friday after-. millirem is a measulre of radiation. . affected area was, decontaminated,, as
noon.. "For; compqrison's sake, annual expo- per standard% operating proceduries.
.,.The radiological. contamination, sur•e limits set by the .Nuclear Outage work .resumed later. Thirsday
described as minimal by plant 1fficials Regulatory Commission for individuals afternoon. The entire, ificident lasting.
was detected while workers were clean- work0ig..'with: radiation is, 5,000 mii. roughly seven hours, Washak said.

"ing. the inside of the reactor-vessel dur- lirems,.and the M~p.lyes. at the. In. the nuclear indýustr. m osure to=0
ing the facility's annual refueling and Limeri•c•.enerating Statin, rng an 'some radiation is an inherent risk.
maintenance outage, according to a average, year, are exposed..to "It's an occupational occurrence,"
brief statement issued Friday by Exclon; 180' miUnir•e-When compared. with Washak said. "We try'to keep it as low
•Nuclear.the conipany that operates the- those 'figures, tl'he .0-miflirem. released as reasonably achievable. Limerick-has.
Limerick plant.,' :.:.,.'" " . Was "incredibly one of the lowest rates for" occupation.

About. 60 p eople'Were on the refuel- mmnuscule, Exelon spokesman Dave al radiation exposure.
ing floor-in the reactor building when Sonnsaid.. No contamination 'was released
the; contamination. was. released, but AndI.t"wasn't considered an acutely from the area, Washak said, "meaning
only eight workers were exposed to the high dose. of radiation," Washak added.' nothing seeped into the environment."
radiation, plant ,spokeswoman. Lisa. "Still;' Wee take. what happened very Exelon officials are continuing to
WaShak said. .- 'seriously. Our' top priority. isthe safety, ivestigate the. cause of the incident,.

.All were examined,' and there "were of'our workers and the comnimunityj but Simon said.



Valve, malfunk llo fWore
shUtdown of Limerick's UnitU 2

By Mike Castiglione functioning normally seven aysI
mcastiglione@pottsmerc.com after. it shut down.
LIMERICK .- Exelon's In July, Unit 1'underwejit man.

Limericki Geilerating Station unexpected automatic shutdoý.
had an unexpected automatic because of a trip in the electrical
shutdown of Unit 2 at 10:30 p.m. -distrlbutiol area of the plinit. i
Wednesday,. according, to offi- The plant is. set up to shutfdd It.
cials-w d m cases where there is d t-iiTJhe.

"The shutdown was due to a shutdown happens withiiI.*se6 "
valve malfunction in the plant's onds of initiation..' .

turbine generator," Site Back in April, the. generating
Communicator Beth R station received.high marks from,
Ci said. the Nuclear RegulatoryI

The malfunction occurred in Commissin, .during its annual
the "non-nuclear" portion of the, performance. assessment, mean-
plant. Ing there were very low ýey d

"Everytbing with the shut-. issues -and only baseline inspldc
down was done properly and tions would be conducted by* the
safely, as expected," Rapczynski' NRC during the current :year.
said. "Unit 1 continues to oper, The NRC is notified by "p .
ate and-produce. safe, clean,,reli-, officials whenever there'.is'aji I
able energy.' unexpected aut6mnatic shuitdowi

ti

Accordig to . Kapczynski,
-there are no safety concerns for
nearby residents. As of Thursday
evening, Unit 2 c6ntinued to be
shut' down. Citing policy with
"proprietary . information,'"
Exelon. officials do not indicate
exactly When the plant will again ,
be up and running.

Unit 1 and Unit 2 were both
ranked first in the nation by,
General Electric for. its efficien-
cy. GE, which built both generat-
ing units, also recognized Unit 1
and Unit 2 among the elite "boil-
ing water reactors" in the world.
At the same .time, this is the
Limerick plant's third unexpect-
ed shutdown since March.

In March,. after a scheduled
refueling outage to conduct
mnijntenanuce to Unt 2,_the-plant•
had to be shut back down two
days after it came back online
due to a high temperature read-
ing on a turbine bearing. Crews
investigated and found damage
to the bearing. Workers repaired
the damage and the plant was

7
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Limeric cooling tower shuts itself down
By Mvikednastiglione

mcastiglione@pottsmerc.com

--LIMERICK - Peering out at the"'
cooling, towers -of Exelon's Limerick
Generating Station, observers .may,.

"notice 'that srince Mdnday"mor Iing
steam has only been pouring out of one
of the units.

At about 10 a~m. Monday, Unit 1
underwent an unexpected automatic
shutdown because of a trip in the elec-
trical distribution area of the plant,'
officials said.'

"We have had autoinatic shutdowns
in the past, but our record of operation

:-continues to be one of the best in the
industry," '.said Beth Rapczynski,'
spokeswoman for the plant,

" Although Unit 2 is running at. full
power, Unit 1 continued to be shut
.dpwn Tuesday. Officials did. not release
a time period for when Unit 1 would be
up and running, a policy plant officials
uphold when dealing .with "proprietary
information." However, Tuesday

evening, officials 'did confirm that Unit
1 was starting back up, a process that
takes considerably longer than the time
it takes to shut down.

According to Rapczynski, there is
nothing.for area-'residents to worry
about with respect to the coolingtower

.being .shut down. "There was no
release of radiation, nor werethere any
injuries to any employees during the
process," Rapczynski said. "Unit 1 was
shut down properly and safely. There
are no' issues, everything went as
expected."

.Rapczynski said the plant is set up to
shut -down in cases where there is a
trip. The -shutdown happens within see-
onds' of initiation.

In April, the plant received high
' mqrks from the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission during its annual perfor-
mance assessment, meaning there were
veryfew safety issues.

"'Plant officials did confirm that the
NRC was notified Monday of what was
going on.

Rapczynski, when , asked if
Monday's shut down, or the' sudse-

:.quent response to the situation, would
hhve any effect on the NRC's evalua-
tion, replied, "The NRC .will look into
it. They look at many different, aspects
when they conduct the assessmentg.
It's up to them how they handle it."

The Mercury was unsuccessful in
attempts to reach the NRC for com-
ment.

This is the second time. in recent
months that one of the towers had to
be unexpectedly shut down. In March,
after a scheduled refueling, outage to
conduct maintenance to Unit 2, the
tower had to be shut back -down two
days aftef it came back online. due to a
high temperature reading on a turbine
bearing.

Crews investigated and found dam-
age to the bearing. Workers repaired
the damage and the plant was func-
tioning normally seven 'days after it
shutdown.



radatio nx reease~d iaccident,

dles. 'fell onto -The -cuig'l o mpan o.as
at- ExelonrNla r': .L ieik N oed, and the

-Gen-eratn-•g Stoi wle: rinf temporarily
workers: were qoganizing. eri -- eOaquate per .:plant policy),
alstoprepar-e*q fo,-an an ahfii - .u re sn eeaeoUai
eling outge ths7 sPrig latPIRKIn aficja said

The fuel assenabliesae tr.as .... '. E~ca kfu&-S1ne, wch costs
)or~te~d ho'ri~zonh't'*Iiyin' a':ge- -conm roughl 2000 weighs'
tainers, an wo.k ; v:. fin. appi" aely 700: pounds and.

aco.taner .i.f as 100fue ro .



.an .r a for...ce...s ý:ý.ý

By ion'Gene1~. he water is used in the plant's' cool-Jge-ntzel@potmr~o n towers - not -in the reetof-, and
tIMEICK- A ai~there- was-never a s~~yconcern,

ru;Wifhak sad&tured Wednesday afernoon: at the; bs o :4'Bcks(ounty pumping -station, Alat hafesWatrtote. lnNuia plant safely -Pt power genrgatibn

Residents living near the pixe, which n'esrvn"teie aska&
qiae Tepower~plant tae ief~~hsaioiwaefrom -thi T]hint Pleasan Mt eaan on. ,

hfd~rgt ii-al.~aigwaterCuttothe ~rad~haw Reevorad oin le ~~ ngte ae'
'tnntly doi ~L ericlre eaand inter-"n4fuued~ddb - whil 4 JWat) evesnooxf ow~nesa3iTxeO f i o1ies-

wo~~~ran~~i~bu Wahl 1'0 SeI'ATMi 3



St i-. Mercury file photo
.The twin coling towes of the Lim rick i-enefating Station.can -be seen for
miles around. Plant operators said they had to use, water from the Schuylkill
River for the cooling towers whefi a water main break was detected in Bucks
County. The water-in the reactor unitslwaslnot affected.

. - • - -. 
-. :.AU

Main break -forces,

ume-rc-kplant toP p.
riveor water into-t ers.
(aTh4liK frm AI)

River.
PIhut offeials made the decision late

Wednesday afternoon to start pumping
water. i from dite Stnylkll, and also
decided to release extra water from
another backup reservoir ii Tamaqua,
officials said-. Exelon crews were out at the scene

-with the local water company to help
evaluate the leak and to assist in mak-
ing the needed repairs, Washak said-
Depending on the extent of the break

and thp.parts needed to fix-the prob-
lem; repairs could take daýs or weeks,
officials said..

.There is no danger to the public as
the plan-t has other water sources," said
Diane ScrencL, a spokeswomin for the
'Nuclear Regulatory.Cora=nision,

"Tis is not what we call a.formally
!notifiable incident,' bit. (Eelon) did
niotify us as a courtesy. We haw resident
iuspectors; that's wherd they go.to work
every day, so they'Tllkeep -us infor.med of
the sit. ation," Screnci said_.



:Nuke platI ... tsm,'ae nioaodive' aste
BY John Gentzel "We're charged with protectingou4wqrk-! Eve though the:amount of radiation

jgentzel@pottsmetc.com. ers and the pubc','an•dwe dorecognize emanating. from.:.the five bags of waste,

LIMMRICK.'- The discoverY olow- that.tWhis part of our charter;to keep:this., found Monday.. at the landfill 'was ,less
levylradioactive waste from Limeridk's, (material) away from people.",, '. than what someonenwould be.'exposed
nuclear power'•ipiat.;"being;dumped- at. Mallon added.that he4flilrider-, to,.wle receiving an X-ray," the waste
the'"'Pottstowif Landfill 'was -notlig.',.goes its. annual outage ýhd..refhuJlihg, cannot be disposed" of: like normal

more than a big mistake, according to processi the way.,thelow-level.wast is dls, trash.
the company that.operates-the plant. posed'of was modified, and "sornep•0pleo "We: take .this, material, put it in,

"This -was certainly asignificant event," didn't perform (theit~jbs) properly."• .' bright yellow bags to isolate it from the
Exelon Radiation Protection Manager "There was significant- personnnel: mainstieam (trash)," Mallon said,
Jamnie Mallon said Thursday afternoon. error," he added. " ". However,- instead of being placed in

the trash'bin fog. delivery to a landfill in
Barnwell,. S.C., where 'all low4evel
radioactive. wasteis .taken, it was "inad-
vertently", placed in the wrong" bin,
EXelon spokesman Dave Simon;said,

Whent asked if a: mistake like this has
ever happened, before, Mallon replied
"no."

"To the best of my knowledge, no,"
he said.

(See DISPOSAL MISTAKE on A4)

Nuerant.adisposalmistake
(DISPOSAL MISTAKE froN A1) wqrk:at the disposal~bins:wMlb~b,...Protection) know. what' was:

"Thats because wedesign.the "inonitore•-daily bytlfaeicity sF. going on,. Simon, added.. "We
proce.. to make. sure it doesnt,:' radiation1 protection crew '.. s ninediately: sent- staff. to' the

happen, ai•..pat ofthis is how'. We. "set.t up.so6supervisofs.- ..landfill,'> and'."immeately

we label the. material,"' Mallon• or a foreman•wi+llbe present as, I'etutned the bags to. Limerick."
said , ' ' " ' ' ' .. . . . w e"'m ov e th eSmaterial mS u mon ,:;

In this case,. however, the' ."said.
bright. yellow' bag" weren't ' 'As for the: events of Monday;
enough tokeepthe crews' a th&: when- the .bags. Were disqovered

power' "plant: from 'putting 'the "'everyon, 4d wh.at the'werqe,-
waste' n-to the'wrong-bin,.' "': supposed' to.'dor"in a:.: situation::i

'Simon said,'thie dompaiiy has'.",'ikWthat;": Simon' said,':.i_
revewed proper radilogial,.''. .¶'ThePottstown.Landfill folks'
cpntrols.'with:-its key.. personel•.4 i •theDEP. (state
and 'for the. foreseeable future, .'Iepartmpent of Environmental':



Officials: Radioactive waste left at landfill

Offic'als:
Rtadioactive
wateleft.

at landfill
ByS Evarn Brandt

ebrandt@pottSmec~C0m"

POTT&STOVWN -The state and the_
Nuclear Regulatory Commission are
investigating the discovery at the
Pottgtown Landfill of ie bags of
trash containing radioactive waste
from the nuclear power plant in
Limerick .

John Wadlzirsk, district manager
for the landffll's owner, Waste
Management Inc., said some landf ill
workers saw the five bags with the
radiation symbol being unloaded
from a BFI trash truck late Mondayinoin!ing.

"They knew which vehice it had
come from, and they immediately
stopped the. truck, and we. called the
(Department of Environental
Protection) .and the NRC,"
Wardainski said&

We identified that the material
came from the Limerick NuclearGenerating Plant," he said,

Ron Rumain. an information spe-
cialist -with the DEPs central office
in Harrisburg,'Said the bagcotie
'gloves 'and tape used in an area
which gets exposed to radiation, so
there was a residtal amount (of ra-
atlin) on the material"

-He said tests conducted on tth
materiaa showed a vry low lewel of
radibactivo contamination

-"Lets put it this way- The highest
reading was 35 milrms per hour.
Thafs ixtremely low. One chest Xray
is 10 miliremsper how so that's 30
times as much as what we had here,
said Ruman.

'There- was no danger to anyone or
to the public,: said Ruamn

"After they were tested the bags
were put M other bags, carted away
and put in a secur area and stored at
the nuclear facility," he said.

He directed questions about. the
size and contents of the storage faaci-
ity at the nuclear plant to the ExTlon
EnAch, which owns and operates the
plant.

- Calls to plant spokeswoman Lisa
(Sm R&DIOAMEfYWASTE~un A4)

q"anoACrrV-EWASrEfrta-A.)
Washak wem not immediately
returned Wednesday.

Athnough Ruman said be did
not know how niuch low-level,
radioactive material is stored at
the nuclear plant, he rqepetedy
emphasized the new measures
the nuclear plant has take to
ensure the incident is not
repeate- -.

-_ They're going to ratchet up
their security to make sure this
doesn't happen again,- said
Rimia.

In a press release issued after
office hours Wednesday, Joseph
.Feola, •iector of the DEP's
Southeast Regional Office in
0oushohocken, said the plant
will -double-cheek a6l trash ship-
ments going out of the plant'

No u•wnhseduled trash
remaovas wvfi be allowed in the
futme, Ruman expaineci I

''-The plant wd also now con-
duet "radiation checks" of all
trucks leaving the plant, said
Rluman-

"It was sirply five bags ina
large load of trash and theywere
hidden inside, so BFI is proba-
bly pretty close to blameless in
all this,- said Runman. - - ,

Despite his extensive kaowl-
edge of the plant's new security
procedures, Ruman said he
would "not want to speculate
on the lik6lihood that similar
incidents, have occurred in the*
past without being detected, .

He said the investigation
being conducted jointly by the
DEP and NRC will deal exclu-
sively with this latest incident
and not explore the possibility
that incidents like this have
occurred before.

'"We consider this, to be
impoartanit even though the level
Of radiation was so low, but we
have no reason to believe it has
happened before" said Rumamn

Ironically, the detection of
the radioactive mnate6ial by .lad-
fill workers occurred before the

- landfill's plan to test for radia-
tion has gone int6 effect

In December, landfill offi-
cials submitted an application
to DEP to scan incoming trash
tracks for radiatibn before they
unload into the landfilL

Reguaons require the new
Aplns and tdie equipment, but
the system has not -yet been
implemented, said War-dzinsk

"Our peopie are trained and
our syster worked as planned,-
he said.

I
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Roses and Thorns 3 -.

Thorns to plant
for putting nuke
waste nm the trash

"THORNS. to the Limerick Nuclear ,Generating
Statibn for taking its hiluclea Waste out With the trash.
The tate Departmnnt of Environmental .Resources
and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission are inmvesti-
gating the discovery at Pottstowna Landfill of five bags
of trash. cnfaifig radioactive waste from the JPlant at
Limerick. A6ccrding 'to the. Department of
Environme6ntal Protection; the bags-contained 'gioves
and tape used in ain area that gets exposed to radia-:
tion, and the residual amounit of radiation on the
material was very low. The DEP spokesman s aid. the
agency, along with the NRCQ was treating the incident
as a one-time event with "'no reason to belieye it has
haappened before.." Well, there's no reason to think it
hasn't happened before, either. We suggest the power
plant separate its radioactive materials before they get.
into the trash' The power plant managers say the inci-
dent was a big mistake. We certainly agree with that.
An even bigger mistake would be if something similar
happens again.



NRC finds minor violation at Umerick Generating Station reactor
. jMerroY Stff Repoit

LIMERICK - The Nuclear
Xegulalo•y COnmissiosi recontly found
a nrnor safety violation at Exelon
Nuclear's Limerick Generating Station.

The finding IVolved a valv at [fie
niclear power plawl's Unit 2 reaoior,
and dhie comnission said it considers
the violation to be of 'low to miodoate"

A1importante.

'rhe alve in quostion discovered dur-
img ait inspoction conducted between
September and November of last year.
The, viclation hbs to do with the facility
not hading dequate menun in place
to identify that one of the plant's safe-
tylreie valvs wa& in a degraded coindi-
tion anSI was mlncrable to Mt reclosing
after openin&

(Saftireflief valves sre used to con.-
trol temnperatures and p:essures in

nuclear .xiwc plants' coolifig Systems),
Specificalby Limerick personnel had

been had been tracing-th-e tctuperaturr
of th-, questionable valve, with a ptan to
repair or seplaue it if the component's
lemperature dropped below a certain
temperature.
. An analy-is altowed that 1he valve
mnigt, not have closed had it opened
below a certain temperature.

Howevor,'on two occasioms, thie tern-

perature did drop below the threshold
levtl resulting hil what the comuidaiot
described as an "actual. condition
adverse to quality," But the condition
was. not identified until Feb. 23, 2001,
whvn the Nalve opened and did. not
immediately close.

The conmuission issued a. Notice of
Violation to Exelon for not Wing adO-
quate mcasures in place to iderntfy the
adverse conditions.

ý~ ri
I I ~ ~ ~Th&
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LIMERICK - The Nuclear Regulatory Commission recently found a
minor safety violation at Exelon Nuclears Limerick Generating
Station.

The finding involved a valve at the nuclear power plant's Unit 2 reactor, and the
commission said it considers the violation to be of "low to moderate" importance.

The valve in question discovered during an inspection conducted between
September and November Qf last year. The violation has to do with the facility not
having adequate measures in place to identify that one of the plants safety/relief
valves was in adegraded condition and was vulnerable. to not reclosing after
opening.

(Safety/relief valves are used to control temperatures and pressures in nuclear
*power plants' cooling systems).

Specifically, Limerick personnel had been had been tracking the temperature of
the questionable valve, with a plan to repair or replace it if the component's
temperature dropped below a certain temperature..

An analysis showed that the valve might not have closed had it opened below a
certain temperature.

However, on two occasions, the temperature did drop below the threshold level,
resulting in what the commission described as an "actual condition adverse to
quality." But the condition was not identified until Feb. 23, 2001, when the valve
opened and did notfimmediately close.

The commission issued a Notice of Violation to Exelon for not having adequate
measures in place to identify the adverse conditions.

©The Mercury 2002
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Electrical malfunction
shuts down Limerick Unit,

By ERIK SCHWARTZ
Mercury Staff Writer

LIMERICK - Unit I at the Limerick Gendrating Station
shut down automatically Tuesday,.night after an unexplained
electrical malfunction, PECO Energy Co. officials reported.

"Control-room operators responded appropriately .to prob-
lems that cropped up when the auto-trip occurred," said U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission spokesman Neil A. Sheehan.
"They were able to safely shutthe plant down."

The nuclear reactor remained off Wednesday "in a safe a'ud
stable condition while plant personnel determine the cause of
the problem," PECO said in a statement..

The malfunction does not appear related to the Year 2000
computer glitch, Sheehan said.

Jim von Suskil, the PECO .vice president in;:charge of
Limerick, said Unit 1 may remain shut down for "a matter of
days."

A system for maintaining reactor-water purity stopped work-
ing properly after an electrical problem occurred in the circuit-
ry. The unit shut down automatically, as designed.

After the shutdown, several equipment malfunctions
occurred, which the NRC and PECO are investigating. A cir-
cuit breaker failed to open and a vacuum pump did not start,
an agency statement said.

On Saturday, Limerick Unit 2 began a planned six-week refu-
eling and maintenance outage, including a'major turbine
replacement 'and more than 13,000 maintenance activities. A
third of the unit's fuel bundles will be -replaced.

The Unit 2 project involves about 2,800 PECO workers and
contractors.
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Another Close Call: Limerick
On April 20, All 8 valves in a condensate system in

Unit. 1: failed ."possibly due to a computer malfunction."
The reactor vessel.water level dropped significantly, from
a normal level of +35 inches to a low level of -75 inches
(the top of the active fuel is -161 inches). In other words,
there are 196 inches of water keeping the fuel rods from
being exposed to the air, causing a meltdown. 56% of
this.water was lost during the accident, leaving us 86
inches away from disaster. The low level of -75 inches
occurred only 40 seconds into the "evetnt." At that rate, it
the conditions were not corrected in time, it would have
been less than 2 minutes before water failed to cover the.
nuclear fuel: According to the Nu-
clear Regulatory Commission's report, there was no re-
lease of radioactive material. For a copy of the NRC's
event report, visit the NukeNet list archives at' http-//
www.egroups.com/group/nukenet/3002.html?raw-l

Penna. is. 2nd in number of nuclear reactors (Illinois is
1st) and none of thenri are Y2K-cornpliant (and none are
being required to becompliant by the NRC). Considering
how unsafe these reactors are normally, additional Y2K
troubles pose a serious threat to public safety. Limerick's
event was blamed on a. 'possible' com puter• .malfunction.
In February, Peach Bottom reactor in York Co., experi-
enced a 7-hour lockup of the plant's primary and backup
plant monitoring system computers during .Y2K testing.
Given that Y2K may cause the electrical power grid to be
unreliable, all that we have to depend on are the (usually.
diesel) backup generators to keep the reactors from meltJ

('onlinited on page 9i



llmerick nuclear reactor in Montgomery County, PA had an accident c
April 20th, 1999.

All 8 xalves in a condensate system in Unit 1 failed closed "possibly due
to a computer malfunction." The reactor vessel water level dropped
significantly, from a normal level of +35 inches to a low level of -75
inches (the top of the active fuel is -161 inches).

In other words, there are 196 inches of water keeping the fuel rods from
being exposed to the air, causing a meltdown. 56% of this water Was lost
during the accident, leaving us 86 inches away from disaster. The low
level of -75 inches occured only 40 seconds into the "event," At that
rate, if the conditions were not corrected in time, it would have been less
tharr 2 minutes before water failed to cover the nuclear fuel.

There was no release of radioactive material, according to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's report.

For a copy of the NRC's event report, visit the NukeNet list archives at:
http:/lwww.egroups.com/group/nukenet/3002. html?raw=l

Pennsylvania has the 2nd highest number of nuclear reactors next to
Illinois. None of them are Y2K-complaint yet (and none are being required
to be compliant by the NRC). Considering how unsafe these reactors are
noaly, additional Y2K troubles pose a serious threat to public safety.
lmerck acbideht was blamed on a 'possible' computer malfunction. Ii
Fe~ia, the Peach Bottom reactor in York County, PA experienced a 7 1
lockup of the plant's primary and backup plant monitoring system compute
during Y2K testing.

Given that Y2K may cause the electrical power grid to be unreliable, all
that we have to depend on are the (usually diesel) backup generators to
keep the reactors from melting down. These backup generators are not \e
reliable. In fact, on March 31st, it was reported that the Seabrook
reactor in New Hampshire likely had both generators inoperable at the sarr
time (one may have been inoperable for over a year). Should events like
this occur while there is a power outage, it's only a matter of time until
the fuel pools cannot remain cooled and can melt down.

A copy of the NRC event report on Seabrook can be found in the Y2K-Nuki
list archives at
http://www.egroups.comlgroup/y2k-nukes/29.html?raw1l

More info on Y2K & nuclear power can be found at.
http:l/www.nirs.org/y2kly2kandnuclearpowerwebpage. htm

Specific info on backup generator failures can be found at
http:llwww.nirs.org/y2k/Y2KApdxA. htm

Toeive regular emails on nuclear or Y2K-specific nuclear topics, visit

th ukeNet website and use the form to-subscribe to the NukeNet or
Y2K-Nukes lists: http:/fwww.enviroweb.org/nukenet/

'Lt~~z~zz...........n.
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at imer.ick;

, By Dan Sote- .e.. = - e t t d h ti-" -

,Inqd$c sttWi- "..." .'mate of the total bill-
Radioad1iv4e fuelc is .leakig from PE spokesmanN..e-ijl] McDernott

the reacto,"of Philadelphia Electric said.the limerick 1 plant had been
Co.A Limerick 1 nuclear power plant - operata performance far above the
in Montgomery County -causing a average of -65. percent for boiling
reduction in the electrical' u water reactors
the generating station, the, company .:4%. `"Basically, this Ileakl is juist,, fyou -YOU
said yesterday. -.will, a normal event in'the day-to-day

The leak-poses no safety hazardý,ý.. operation of a- boiling-water reactor
fbut ixing the problem at Limerick-1"said McDermott . .

' imand' making sure it does not occ at The Pennsyl'aiiaublic<.Utflity I
PE's three other nuclear reactors s Commission will have to. determinei..:;

* expLcted to cost a total of $80 million, . whether PE or its ratepayers should'.
j Corbin A. McNeill Jr., PE s executive'71, bear the cost of. the 'replacement
vice president for nuclear opera- Power when it revie
tions said ny's energy costs McDermott said. ;"••
411The plant "couldc 01: oprtg at Acc4ording- to' the' NRC potn

3"lessl thanl full Power for more than` 'ituerick, dated -July,7, the fuel leak
twolyears, until the. leak is fixed,l, was disc6vered on,. March 2. whenforcing PE to buy more expensive higher radiation--levels:•er d-eect
replacement. electr6iciy from. neigh ed at the plantboring utilities. The NRC. report said-.the radioac-

The leak has -spread radioactive vity level within the reactor •;coo.-
contamination into thed caoong sysie ant system increased by 'a facrt of

•-F tem* of the Limerick "boiling-water 'bout 10'" because .of the ileak:. 'i:
reactor and has resulted an the re- MdMcNeil said yesterday- thatr!e...-.
lease of very small amounts of radio- Ievel of radioactive ,gas'.relbemd:ý"4

t":•active -gas intd.!-the .-atmoshere from the plant•was aboUt',ene• nt
7McNel said • .. of the amount permitted by the2UNCc,.-ýý

.Te situatio _poseso no danger,"
...eitherto people living around Lime F el-rodproblem

ick or to Workers at the Plant, -i 'Russel thNRC•• :adiinast'6tcFý McNeil. said .The radioactiveiso-agreed that-thiatmospheric reease
.opes released into. the ..atmosphere i6was extreme.. smal "tand,,pose iDdey .-withinminutes-or.hours• he q-danger to thep.."ubi.. P..esen -k.aid . - - ., ,tamanationwithin the- coolng t -•a--

- - : -. .tem also, is -ab ut 10 p rcent ,. .e

-" ° -• - -:perlted levelRssll sd,..aid!
J'E. executie dicussied the re,-f-Aic. ý-',- ýAccordinag to McNeill'the4PTO.iMAN

,:.yesteray with officials .ofthe Nu • develp.ed when. Pne-of the 7gIJ(f0

•,praised Pbi•..peradtms -at :Ltmer:•,4 rods are,!24foot-long zarcorumtUm bes'••
,i ck a~nd credited.the•-cdmpany with ,:ffilledywith •uranaimm pellets, .•,-•-,.aidentifying problem? at, the olant i As.aresult of the corrosaobn att -.

.:and; moving to corret .[them .:." i spot-.de~veloped .witlhin :th r~od,:?
'However,. NRC Region~al Admas ])Mceill said. That heat caus§ed 'a miim

L~trator William T.Russell told PE offi,-. croscopic crack thi-oug~h; wh~ich. ra2,.
Sciaal that they:shouid~repair the fuel .flmum. isotopes -• Waste produced' by.'.)
ilkalkbefore .the radioactive contami-.- the nu~clear: fission..Withjn" the rgd's-

'nation wihnqhjaros

i n eticn bihnteo ai~s systems at-<•• escaped into the doolant fluid that iitms earlyk bomes soextensive that •surrounds the fuel rods, he •aidL '.}-it s ealyimpossible to remove. -i?,,The long-term 's01uti6n is. to;•ire-Russell said similar problems .a place the condenser that cdntains
lother reactorsin the United States- th copper tubing with one that-4as
had• been allowed to go on so long "titanium tubing, McNell .said~ie"-"t~h~at correction became elremely new condenser Will cost $20 ji f "£
.difficult McNel assured Russell" .In the short run, the company bin.that lhe "t tends o to take interim measures

knw he•rblI a. t, ae" " " - "•,id-.'

fised r . .. , • - • .-cluding ompro .g 1th-,e .,6.l's
Uiitl reppo-sare msde.-pEl te -Dl coolant-filtrationfsystem and h o sfion a.



OI pipe - wouia aevelop, mrougnaout '-" •=.=Y -r'ý'
.';the plant's : cooling system Thiat quickly, at L inericls-ihe saidW-',Tb
couldead to .t",hrel4ase of radioac . Limerick 1, condense wLr:ol~ .'i

-.tivity within' he4n 6endangering c- ng until late ' 9.t the-.sched- '
maitennc woker wth radioac -i*J*Yed refueling, hiesaid_:q..-

,. tive contamination, he sai . PB spokesman McDermottsad the oý
,4 . opany considered -the S80 million

Piventii su -- a capital'expense. -!i'e - sue is' one o .. "Let's face. it," hEsaid. 4e-don't:.,.,,Thed.sued.,s.one:.o. pre..ention, ,. .-.lve" a perfiect. world.- Lage plants•

;,.said RusselllIt not an issue "hof :any type have 4mechanical
release to the public.- It is- a concern:-•: problems." .

,.,with a contamination., problem ----- "" .
wiAtn the facility" -.

In its latest, reporft.-oLimerick s
"perormance, the NRC said the prob-
lem was unusualin a plant as new onFeb~ 1, 1986 . =-._...• : . ."..;:t '

The , NRC s'a.rid ipn thet*45-page report
ý.tha PB's response would be signifi-
cant for "the lon~er-term opersilinn



The Alliance For A Clean Environment
1189 Foxview Road

Pottstown, PA 19465

April 11,2011

Paul Krohn, NRC Branch Chief
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region 1
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406-1415

Dear Mr. Krohn,

The disaster in Japan caused nuclear reactors to leak radiation at dangerous levels. That nuclear
disaster highlights the risks millions of residents face in the event of a similar catastrophe at Limerick
Nuclear Power Plant.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) identifies Limerick Nuclear Plant as 3rd highest risk of
catastrophic failure due to an earthquake out of 104 in the U.S. But an earthquake is just one of several
things that cause a Limerick nuclear disaster.

The Japan nuclear disaster was caused by loss of cooling water which could also be caused by:
" Loss of power - Limerick back-up power is inadequate (only hours, not days).

V Fire - Limerick is not following the safest fire safety regulations.
" Terrorist Attack - Limerick is not required to guard against a 9/11 type terrorist attack with a

plane or missile.
V" Accidents Happen - Through Mechanical Breakdown and Human Error- i.e. Chernobyl, TMI

NRC cannot guarantee that a disaster will not occur at Limerick. Given the catastrophic consequences of
a Limerick disaster, NRC's "confidence" and "expectations" that Limerick Nuclear Plant is "safe enough"
are no longer good enough. Prevention and Precaution are imperative. We need NRC to:

1. Require back-up power for several days.
2. Require the safest, most protective fire safety procedures.
3. Stop allowing Exelon to remove fuel rods from the pools before the required 5 years.
4. Require Exelon to guard against a missile or air strike by plane causing fire from fuel.
5. Require more on site water storage. There is no ocean to keep Limerick's fuel rods and reactor

cooled down for days or weeks. The only body of water near Limerick is the drinking water
source for almost 2 million people.

We must also have an expanded evacuation zone in the event the worst happens. Americans in Japan
within 50 miles of the Fukushima nuclear reactor were advised to evacuate. It is obvious that a 10-mile
evacuation zone around Limerick Nuclear Plant was a political decision that is woefully inadequate. A
2006 report compiled from NRC records shows that Limerick is one of the nuclear plants with
substandard containment, which means r'nore radiation would be-released. Being a GE Mark 2 design, it
is even similar to the reactors in Japan.

Nearly 8 million people live within 50 miles of Limerick Nuclear Plant, but there are no plans for a 50-mile
evacuation. Philadelphia is just 21 miles away. Is such an evacuation even conceivable?



Our entire region's residents are already continuously exposed to Limerick Nuclear Plant's routine
radiation emissions and now Japan's radioactive fallout. Logic tells us that the additive, cumulative, and
synergistic impacts from the broad range of radionuclides from all routes of exposure to which we are
exposed could be harmful, especially to the most vulnerable among us, the children, sick, and elderly.

It is deceptive and even shameful to suggest we are safe from Limerick or Japan's low-level radiation
because we are continuously exposed to background radiation, planes, bananas, etc. Those are additive
doses, which make us more at risk from Limerick and Japan's so-called low levels of radiation, not less.

The National Academy of Sciences Report, as well as Physicians for Responsibility, say there is no safe
level of exposure to radiation. Immediately after the Japan disaster started, NRC simply raised
permissible radiation dose limits from 360 millirems per year to 620 millirems per year, legally sanctioning
increased radiating harm. Limits were previously raised after Chernobyl from 80-100 millirems per year
to 360 millirems per year. Obviously, permissible does not mean safe. It would be far more helpful if
NRC would work on programs to.teach people ways they could reduce harmful impacts from these
unacceptable radiation exposures.

NRC has a responsibility to keep our beautiful region from becoming permanently uninhabitable,
with its soil, vegetation, and water supplies contaminated for generations to come. We urge
immediate action on the safety procedures listed above to protect our homes and families.
Increased prevention and precaution are imperative.

Respectfully,

Dr. Lewis Cuthbert
ACE President

CC: Senator Bob Casey
Senator Pat Toomey
Congressman James Gerlach
Congressman Charles Dent
Governor Tom Corbett
PA Senator John Rafferty
PA Senator Andrew Dinniman
Philadelphia Mayor Nutter
Representative Tom Quigley
Representative Mike Vereb
Representative Tim Henessey
Montgomery County Commissioners
Chester County Commissioners
Pottstown Borough Council
Phoenixville Borough Council
Royersford Borough Council
Limerick Township Supervisors
East Coventry Supervisors
East Vincent Supervisors
Upper Providence Supervisors
New Hanover Supervisors
Perkiomen Supervisors
North Coventry Supervisors
Lower Pottsgrove Commissioners
Upper Pottsgrove Commissioners
West Pottsgrove Commissioners


